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Abstract 
An empirical study is reported which attempts both to improve marketing practice 
whilst developing key aspects of marketing and resource-based theory. The thesis 
describes how firms can develop marketing competencies to exploit emerging online 
marketing technology and business opportunities. In doing so, the thesis provides 
empirical evidence that opens up what is widely acknowledged in the literature as "the 
black box of resources". Specifically, it explores the way marketing competencies 
develop as the result of investment in complementary marketing resources and 
conscious management activity. 
A literature review is presented which identifies generic marketing competencies and 
how they are expressed across a continuum of three forms of marketing: transaction, 
relationship and network. From this insight, the researcher develops a framework and 
a set of tools that help managers identify their firms' current marketing competencies 
and develop future marketing competencies needed to implement their marketing 
strategies. 
A co-operative inquiry research design is developed that permits managers to use and 
develop further these frameworks and tools, improve their day-to-day practice and 
contribute to academic literature and theory. 
The experience of two sets of managers trying to develop their firms' online 
marketing competencies through co-operative inquiry is presented. One inquiry is 
with a highly successful dot. com and the other the UK division of a leading 
automotive manufacturer. The findings from each are compared and the researcher 
develops contributions to both theory and practice. The contributions confirm and 
illuminate much of the extant, conceptually-grounded dynamic capabilities literature. 
The major implication for marketing theory and practice is that online consumer 
relationships can only develop incrementally along a continuum of marketing 
competencies. Details as to how these marketing competencies develop and change 
are discussed. Secondary contributions involve economics and the nature of co- 
operative inquiry within a marketing context. 
The validity of co-operative inquiry, and therefore of this research, is discussed in 
detail. Limitations of the research and its future directions are discussed. 
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Glossary 
1.1 Definitions relating to Resource-Based Theory 
Marketing Resources Resources are firm specific assets such as brands, customer 
relationships and distribution that are linked to sustainable 
competitive advantage and ultimately above average profit in 
Resource-Based Theory. 
Potential Marketing A term used by the researcher for this thesis. It relates to the 
Resources process of identifying firms' marketing resources. In the 
research process, potential marketing resources are first 
identified and then tested against VRIN criteria. Those 
potential resources that pass the criteria are then referred to as 
marketing resources. 
Marketing Competencies are the means by which a firm reconfigures, 
Competencies enhances and develops its resources in response to 
environmental change or managerial goals. Examples of 
marketing competencies include brand-building, relationship 
development and generating customer insight. 
In the strategy literature, this definition of competency is most 
often called dynamic capabilities (Eisenhardt and Martin, 
2000; Teece, Pisano, and Shuen, 1997; Eisenhardt and 
Martin, 2000). Others identify a similar phenomenon as 
architectural competence (Henderson and Cockburn, 1994), 
capabilities (Amit and Schoemaker, 1993) and combinative 
capabilities (Kogut and Zander, 1992). 
Competencies, in this thesis, are not defined as attributes and 
skills of individuals (Carson and Gilmore, 2000); they are 
defined as attributes of organisations and or groups. 
VRIN Abbreviation for the four criteria that determine whether a 
resource is a potential source of sustained competitive 
advantage: valuable, rare, imperfectly imitable, non- 
L 
substitutable (Barney, 1991). 
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1.2 Definitions relating to marketing theory and literature 
B2B marketing Business to business marketing: a situation where the firm's 
primary customer relationships are with other businesses. 
B2C marketing Business to consumer marketing: a situation where the firm's 
primary customer relationships are with consumers. 
P2P marketing Peer-to-peer marketing: a situation where a firm facilitates the 
direct interaction of its customers amongst themselves. 
Direct relationship The firm converses, and or transacts, with consumers directly 
in-person, via the telephone, online media, post or other 
medium. 
Online relationship Direct relationship that occurs, at least in part, in online 
media. These relationships are generally interactive. 
Online media Distributed intelligence systems that facilitate interactive, 
online communication networks such as the internet. 
Transaction Buyer-seller relationships characterised by discrete, market- 
marketing based transactions. There may be an element of repeat 
transactions based upon trust, brand and convenience. 
Relationship Buyer-seller relationships are managed as strategic assets by 
marketing the selling firm and its customers exhibit a degree of 
commitment to the seller. The seller's offer is determined, to 
some extent, by negotiation with the buyer. 
Network marketing Buyer-seller relationships are mediated by a confederation of 
strategic alliances between buyers and sellers. The seller's 
offer is determined, to some extent, by the complex, 
multifaceted network organisation and its role within that 
network. 
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1.3 Definitions relating to economic theory 
Neo-classical The basis of most modem economic theory. It assumes: (1) a 
economics market place of sufficiently large numbers of suppliers and 
customers such that the decisions of each do not affect 
decisions of other economic agents, (2) all economic agents 
have perfect information and (3) there are no transaction or 
search costs. Suppliers act to maximise their immediate profit 
whilst buyers act to maximise their utility for any given 
expenditure. The market finds a stable equilibrium at a price 
that completely clears production. At this point, customer 
utility is maximised, price minimised at the marginal cost of 
production and rent is eliminated. Such markets are said to be 
perfect, perfectly competitive and or efficient. Neo-classical 
economics divides into: (1) micro-economics, the study of firm 
equilibrium and (2) macro-economics, the study of market or 
national equilibrium. 
Rent Finn profits that are consistently greater than those required 
merely to compensate shareholders for their risk-adjusted 
investment. In perfect markets, rent is eliminated over time 
through the increased entry of new competitors. 
Externalities The impact that the activities of one or more economic agents 
will have on the behaviour of other agents. Neo-classical 
economics assumes that economic agents make their decisions 
independent of each other and therefore there are no 
externalities. 
Network (in Economic agents linked, virtually or physically, such that the 
economic theory) perceived value of connecting to a network depends on the 
number or type of other people connected. Examples include 
railways, 17F, telephony and broadcast systems. 
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1.4 Definitions relating to methodology 
Network Flat organisational. form that is contrasted to vertically 
(organisation theory) organised hierarchies. Networks are characterised by informal 
relationships between equal social agents and agencies. 
Co-operative inquiry Research method that seeks to contribute both to knowledge 
and practice. It is democratic and participatory, research with 
rather than on people. It has the development of the managers' 
own knowledge and practice as a major objective. 
Inquiry team The individuals that form, on a free-will basis, to conduct a co- 
operative inquiry. The team includes the researcher. 
Co-researchers The designation of the members of the inquiry team; the term 
supports the democratic nature of the inquiry. 
1.5 Definitions relating to the flutter inquiry 
Back Take a position that an event will happen. For example, if one 
backs Manchester United to beat Chelsea by two goals and that 
is the outcome, the backer will win the bet. 
Lay Take the contrary position to backing. If one accepts a bet 
from "backers" that Manchester United will beat Chelsea by 
two goals, and Manchester United fails to beat Chelsea by two 
goals, then the backer will pay the layer of the bet. 
Peer-to-Peer In the context of this inquiry, it describes a form of betting 
where the backer and layer of the bet interact directly. 
Exchange In the context of this inquiry, it describes a form of betting 
where backers' and layers' betting is intermediated through an 
exchange. 
Liquidity Refers to the amount of money and activity in an exchange. A 
highly liquid online betting exchange is one in which there will 
be ample numbers of people willing to, for example, back the 
bets I wish to lay and vice-versa. 
Partnership Describes the relationship between web sites wherein one pays 
the other for referring web traffic. 
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1.6 Definitions relating to the BMW inquiry 
Customer Database Information technology hardware and software that permit the 
firm to store, access and analyse information about individual 
customers. Customer information includes contact history, 
purchases, warranties and contact details. 
Analytical Tools Software that permits the firm to analyse the customer data so 
as to understand customer behaviour better and, at times, 
predict individual customer behaviour. 
Workflow Information technology software, normally used at call centres 
and dealers, to automate the firm's response to individual 
customer requests. This accelerates customer service 
processes, enables the firm to handle a large number of 
requests accurately and feeds into the database. The analytical 
tools can predict behaviour on the basis of the requests and the 
firm can take action to influence that behaviour. 
Campaign A software programme that helps managers design, execute, 
management tool monitor and evaluate direct marketing campaigns to 
customers. Normally the tools run off the customer database 
and integrate with workflow systems. 
CRM (Customer Activities that attract and develop profitable customers often 
Relationship using information technology to manage large numbers of 
Management) individual customers. The technologies include the internet, 
call centres, campaign management tools, workflow, databases 
and analytical tools. 
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2 Structure of the PhD thesis 
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows: 
Chapter 3 Research question, why it is important and focus of the Phl). 
Chapter 4 Literature review and identification of the research gap. 
Chapter 5 Research design inclusive of philosophical position, 
methodology, research process, tools used to generate data 
and selection of companies. 
Chapter 6 Findings from first inquiry (with flutter. com). 
Chapter 7 Findings from second inquiry (with BMW GB Ltd. ). 
Chapter 8 Comparison of findings. 
Chapter 9 Contribution to theory and marketing practice. 
Chapter 10 Validity of findings. 
Chapter II Limitations of the research. 
Chapter 12 Researcher's final thoughts and directions for future research. 
Chapter 13 References. 
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3 PhD focus 
This section outlines the PhD question, why it is important and the scope of the PhD. 
3.1 Research question 
The research question is: 
How should. firms develop and or change their marketing 
competencies when developing relationships with consumers 
online " 
The objective of the research is to contribute both to management practice and theory. 
3.2 Focus of the PhD thesis 
The focus is upon the marketing competencies within the firm rather than consumer 
behaviour or the relationship between consumers and the firm (Figure 1). 
Figure 1: Focus of PhD 
The Firm's 
Marketing < Relationship Consumers 
Competencies 
I 
Focus of PhD 
Unless otherwise stated, this thesis uses the term "marketing" to refer to a set of 
managerial processes, routines and orientation rather than the marketing function 
within a company'. 
This definition is consistent with that offered by Doyle (2000: 70) -Marketing is the management 
process that seeks to maximise returns to shareholders by developing and implementing strategies to 
build relationships oftrust with high value custorners and to create a sustainable differential 
advantage. " zl- 
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3.3 Why does the researcher believe this to be important? 
3.3.1 Importance to practice and theory 
There is limited empirical research assessing how the internet impacts marketing 
practice or theory. Leading scholars and practitioners suggest that the internet will 
create a new marketing paradigm with profound implications for the theory and 
practice of marketing (Doyle, 2000; Reichheld and Schefter, 2000; Sheth and Sisodia, 
1999; Kelly, 1998; Hoffman and Novak, 1997; Rayport and Sviokla, 1995; Rayport 
and Sviokla, 1994). Yet empirical evidence illustrates that marketing practices have 
not yet changed in response to the internet (Day and Hubbard, 2003; Coviello, Brodie, 
Danaher, and Johnston, 2002), suggesting that marketing practice has failed to 
change sufficiently in response to changes in the environment and the opportunities 
afforded by new technology (Sheth and Sisodia, 1995). This creates a gap between 
marketing practice and the pursuit of shareholder value (Doyle, 2000). 
The need for business to develop marketing competencies in consideration of the 
internet is not disappearing post the burst of the dot. com bubble because the internet's 
influence on consumers continues to grow. The BBC (2003b), citing the Office for 
National Statistics, reports that in January 2003 online sales achieved 6% of all UK 
retail sales. The Internet Media in Retail Group (BBC News, 2003a) reports that UK 
consumer spending is growing 19 times faster online than in conventional retail 
channels. This trend is not confined to the UK: Jupiter MMXI Research finds that 
online consumer spending is increasing 71% year on year in Europe (Clark, 2002) and 
ComScore Networks reports a 20% increase in American online consumer spending 
(Clark, 2002). Measuring spending alone underestimates the impact of the internet on 
consumer marketing as marketers of big ticket items, such as cars and travels, are 
convinced that a very large number of consumers that buy through their traditional 
high-street distribution network use the internet to search and select them as part of 
the purchase decision making process (Watson, Maklan, and Knox, 2001; Butler and 
Peppard, 1998). Advertisers are acting commensurately; the top 10 US advertisers 
increased the proportion of their total advertising spent on the internet from 1% in 
2000 to 7% in 2003 (Waters and Taylor, 2003). Whilst the above statistics are 
anecdotal, the researcher believes that they provide strong indicators that the internet 
is not merely a passing consumer interest. 
3.3.2 Importance to the researcher 
The researcher's own experience helping companies implement online customer 
relationship management programmes suggests companies' return on large-sized 
investments in internet and consumer database technologies were compromised by a 
lack of marketing competencies required to exploit them profitably. The researcher's 
interest in undertaking doctoral studies is to help companies develop the marketing 
competencies needed to exploit the opportunities generated by online consumer 
relationships in a manner that leads to sustained competitive advantage, the 
antecedent of creating above average profits and shareholder value. 
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4 Literature review 
This section locates the research question in an identified literature gap that consists 
of three elements: 
Many marketing scholars and practitioners assert that online consumer 
relationships will create a new marketing paradigm requiring discontinuous 
changes in marketing competencies. They fail to provide empirical evidence of 
either the paradigm shift or the marketing competencies that need to be developed. 
The lack of rigorous and empirical academic research leaves marketers with only 
practitioner guidance that directly addresses the research question. Practitioner 
literature is generally not grounded in a theoretical context nor is it empirically 
validated. 
The lack of empiricism arises because of the difficulty observing (marketing) 
competencies using traditional Positivist methodologies (Godfrey and Hill, 1995). 
Whilst strategy scholars acknowledge the problem (Rouse and Daellenbach, 
1999), they do not provide guidance on how to address it. 
This section illustrates how the researcher identifies the research gap and uses the 
literature to build a framework for assessing marketing competencies that will be 
instrumental in research design of the PhD. Figure 2 illustrates the structure and order 
of the literature review. 
Figure 2: Literature Review Structure 
4.1 Impact of the Internet on Marketi 
I 
F4.2 Choice of 
4.3 Resource-Based 4.4 Marketing 4.5 Economics 
xt 
ýn 
- 
Theory (Marketinigg (6Externaýliifies) 
te Compe ncies) 
4.6 The Marketing Competencies F 
I 
F4.7 Gaps in th 
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The structure and flow of the literature review are as follows: 
Section 4.1 reviews the extant literature that describes the potential impact of the 
internet upon marketing theory and practice. It concludes that there is insufficient 
empirical evidence, grounded in recognised bodies of academic literature, to conclude 
how marketing competencies should change in consideration of online consumer 
relationships. 
Section 4.2 identifies the literature from which the research question will be 
answered. Resource-Based Theory (RBT) is selected as the foreground theory for 
discussing marketing competencies; marketing and economics are background 
theories. 
Section 4.3 reviews RBT to define terms and concepts and identify the extent to 
which marketing competencies are explored by RBT scholars. It demonstrates that 
there is no fully developed framework in the RBT literature that enables the 
researcher to observe, categorise and understand marketing competencies amongst 
companies developing online consumer relationships. The section concludes that the 
researcher will therefore need to create such a framework for this thesis. 
Section 4.4 reviews the marketing literature that discusses marketing competencies so 
that the researcher can build that initial marketing competencies framework. This 
section also identifies limitations in the marketing literature when discussing the 
impact of networks upon marketing competencies. 
Section 4.5 addresses the above limitations. It identifies economic literature where the 
impact of networks is more rigorously assessed and adds the implications of that 
literature to the marketing competencies framework built in Section 4.4. 
Section 4.6 identifies the gaps and discussions in literature into which this thesis will 
contribute. 
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4.1 Impact of the Internet on marketing theory and practice 
"From virtually any perspective, the Internet can be considered a 
market discontinuity" (Peterson, Balasubramanian, and 
Bronnenberg, 2001: 121) 
Scholars and practitioners have identified how online relationships potentially change 
marketing by altering what Sheth and Sisodia (1999) believe are marketing's law-like 
generalisations. A number of scholars and practitioners elaborate through a series of 
conceptual arguments outlined below. 
The underlying economics of consumer search and personalisation will be 
transformed (Doyle, 2000). Consumers will access more information, more quickly 
and more cheaply, and this will impact their buying behaviour (Sheth and Sisodia, 
1999). The online medium's cost structure allows traditional mass marketers to 
personalise customer service. 
Consumer behaviour and expectations will change as they become used to interactive 
media experiences (Dussart, 2001; Sheth and Sisodia, 2001; Hoffman and Novak, 
1996) and join online communities (Hagel and Singer, 1999; Kozinets, 1999; Hagel 
and Armstrong, 1997). 
Customer relationships will change due to the new medium in which they are 
increasingly conducted; although the direction of that change is argued. Marketing 
scholars believe that the internet will promote stronger buyer-seller relationships 
through continuous and interactive dialogue (Bauer, Grether, and Leach, 2001; 
Reichheld and Schefter, 2000) whilst others believe that because the internet promotes 
perfect information and lower transaction costs, customers will favour markets over 
relationships (Dolan and Moon, 2000; Malone, Yates, and Benjamin, 1987). 
Information about products and services will uncouple from physical supply chains, 
thus creating new information chains that can destroy existing physical value chains 
(Kelly, 1998; Weiber and Kollman, 1998; Evans and Wurster, 1997; Rayport and 
Sviokla, 1995; Rayport and Sviokla, 1994). 
The online environment makes it easier for businesses to compete as networks against 
other networks as opposed to the current norm of individual businesses competing 
with other firms (Achrol and Kotler, 1999). 
However, the above conceptual literature is largely devoid of empirical validation. 
What empirical studies exist are confined to consumer behaviour and attitudes 
towards brands (Degerature, Rangaswamy, and Wu, 1999). If the impact of the online 
environment upon marketing is largely speculative, it does not surprise the researcher 
that the literature addressing the question of how marketing needs to evolve in 
response to the internet is even less grounded in scholarship. 
Figure 3 illustrates that the literature identifying how marketing competencies should 
change to support online customer relationships is all conceptual; the 
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recommendations of the authors are supported by the logic of the authors and 
anecdotal evidence of successful marketing online. The researcher has not identified a 
substantial body of empirical research in this area. 
Figure 3: Changes to Marketing as a Result of the Internet 
Author Focus of Publication Empirical or 
Conceptual 
Dolan and Moon Identifies new pricing models made Conceptual 
(2000) possible by the internet (e. g. reverse 
auctions). 
Doyle (2000) Explores the impact of the internet Conceptual 
upon the traditional elements of the 
marketing mix. 
Hagel et al (1999; Develops a business model for creating Conceptual 
1997) and managing online consumer 
communities. 
Hanson (2000) Text book on intemet marketing that Conceptual 
covers supporting customers online, 
pricing, personalisation, web site 
traffic building etc. 
Nuance et al (2000) Explores new business models and Conceptual 
forms of marketing online. 
Parsons (1998) Article by McKinsey consultants Conceptual 
suggesting how to acquire, retain and 
develop customers online. 
Siegel (1999) Offers advice on how to build online Conceptual 
consumer communities. 
The researcher therefore concludes that he will need to look beyond the marketing 
literature for a framework or body of theory that will address the research question. 
The choice of literature is discussed in the next section. 
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4.2 Choice of literature 
The selection of the thesis' literature and theoretical lens is to some extent a personal 
choice of the researcher (James and Vinnicombe, 2002) and Figure 4 illustrates the 
researcher's selection logic. 
Figure 4: Choice of Literature 
Marketing 
Identifies marketing 
competencies 
Research question: 
How shouldfirms develop 
and or change their 
marketing competencies when 
developing relationships with 
consumers online? 
Economics 
Identifies the impact 
online consumer 
networks have on 
marketing 
. 
competencies 
Resource-Based 
Theory 
Identifies howfirms develop 
marketing competencies that 
create sustainable competitive 
advantage, the antecedent of 
above-average profits a 
ýshareholder value 
Resource-Based Theory (RBT) is used to link changes in marketing competencies and 
sustainable competitive advantage, the antecedent of above average profit. Once the 
researcher illustrates this link and how competencies develop, the marketing literature 
will identify marketing's competencies. This literature is augmented with the branch 
of economic theory that focuses upon "network effects" (externalities) because 
authors who believe emerging consumer networks will radically alter marketing, 
normally draw upon economics to justify their claims (Hagel and Singer, 1999; 
Siegel, 1999; Kelly, 1998). The thesis contributes mostly to discussions within the 
resource-based and marketing literatures, hence the economics circle in Figure 4 is 
given less prominence by being in a dotted 
, 
rather than solid line. Each of the three 
chosen literatures will be discussed in order in the next sections: RBT, marketing and 
economics. 
Whilst the research question asks how firms should change their marketing 
competencies, the change management literature is excluded from the scope of the 
thesis. The researcher's use of "should" is tied to the researcher's objective of helping 
managers understand and develop marketing competencies that they need to 
implement their marketing strategy, rather than the process by which managers effect 
changes to people's behaviour within the organisation which is the focus of change 
management (Balogun and Hope-Hailey, 1999). 
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4.3 Resource-Based Theory (RBT) 
This section demonstrates the link between competencies and above average profit2 or 
rent. Section 4.3.1 identifies the origins of RBT as focused upon the link between 
resources and rent. Section 4.3.2 explains how subsequent scholarship unbundles 
resources into two constituents: resources and competencies. The link between 
competencies and rent is then established. Section 4.3.3 reviews the literature on how 
competencies develop. 
4.3.1 Linking resources to profit 
RBT is a theory of the firm originating from industrial organisation (10) research 
(Conner, 199 1). RBT scholars view the firm as a goal-seeking, learning entity 
(Conner and Prahalad, 1996; Conner, 199 1) whose investment decisions and 
management policies result in firms creating unique assets and inputs into production 
processes within the firm (Nelson, 1991). Where such assets and inputs allow firms to 
conceive and implement strategies more effectively and or at lower cost than 
competitors, competitive advantage is created (Barney, 1991; Barney, 1986). The 
criteria for determining whether an asset/input can create sustainable competitive 
advantage are suggested by Barney (199 1) as valuable (with respect to a business 
outcome), jare, imperfectly imitable and non substitutable. These criteria are widely 
referred to by RBT scholars as the VRIN criteria. Assets/inputs meeting these criteria 
are hereafter termed "resources" in this thesis. The researcher notes that there is no 
empirical support substantiating the role of VRIN criteria in creating sustainable 
advantage. Resource-based advantages persist because resource markets are 
imperfeCt3 (Barney, 1986). This persistence of advantage has been elaborated upon 
further by resource-based scholars: 
Resources accumulate over time and that accumulation process means that 
resources cannot be traded as commodities (Dierickx and Cool, 1989). 
Resources arise from decision-making processes that are firm-specific (Nelson, 
1991), ex ante imperfect (Amit and Schoemaker, 1993) and constrained by each 
firm's unique history (Teece, Pisano, and Shuen, 1997). 
Resources can be deeply embedded in complex social networks (Black and Boal, 
1994) and this makes it difficult for resource owners to understand how each 
2 RBT scholars tend to use the economist's term for sustained above average profit - "renf'. Rent is 
profit in excess of that needed by the firm to fund the investment in the business needed to maintain its 
current level of activities. Neo-classical economic theory predicts that competition will eliminate rent 
in the longterm (Conner, 199 1). 
3 Barney (1991) suggested that if resource markets were perfect and all firms had perfect information, 
they would bid away any rent arising from the resources needed to implement any given strategy. As 
this does not happen, resource markets are imperfect and firms should exploit unique resources that 
they have accumulated either through luck or past investment decisions. 
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component of its resources combines to create a valuable resource, let alone 
competitors. 
Persistent competitive advantage is assumed by RBT scholars to create rent, that is 
persistent, above average profits. Figure 5 summarises this section by illustrating that 
firm-specific assets/inputs which meet the VRIN criteria become resources that create 
sustained competitive advantage, the antecedent of rent. 
Figure 5: Linking Assets, VRIN, Resources, Advantage and Rent 
Firm-Specific 
Assets and 
Inputs to 
Production 
Sustained Rent 
Competitive (Above-Average 
Ad g Lvantage rofit) 
Lý 
)I 
4.3.2 Distinguishing competencies from resources 
Early RBT scholars defined resources widely. For Barney (1991: 101), resources 
include "all assets, capabilities, organisational process, firm attributes, information, 
knowledge etc. controlled by a firm that enable the firm to conceive and implement 
strategies that improve its efficiency and effectiveness. " This definition has been 
criticised as conceptually vague and capable of demonstrating only a tautological 
relationship between resources and sustained competitive advantage (Maklan, Knox, 
and Ryals, 2003; Priem and Butler, 2001). This broad definition of resources is a 
"black box" that demands more research into how resources are built, interact with 
other resources and ultimately create competitive advantage (Priem and Butler, 2001). 
Whether by coincidence or acknowledgement of the criticisms, RBT scholars 
subsequent to Barney's 1991 publication sought to elaborate further upon the 
definition of resources: how they develop and lead to competitive advantage. 
Unfortunately, this research has generated much confusion with respect to language 
and concepts (Hoopes, Madsen, and Walker, 2003; Peppard and Ward, 2004). The 
researcher illustrates this confusion by reviewing widely cited articles in the field 
below, each of which offers different terminology, definitions and overlapping 
concepts. 
Amit and Shoemaker (1993) divide Barney's broad definition of resources into a 
static component (resources) and a dynamic component (capabilities); the latter is 
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defined as a firm's ability to deploy resources in combination with organisational 
processes to a desired end. For example, a brand is a resource but brand marketing is a 
capability. They also introduce a third term: strategic assets, which they define as 
resources and capabilities that are sources of competitive advantage because of their 
VRIN-like characteristics and they correspond to what is required in the industry to be 
successful. 
Henderson and Cockburn (1994) use the term competencies for that which Barney 
terms resources and identify two forms of competency: component and architectural. 
Component competency is local knowledge, skills and problem solving routines that 
allow firms to complete tasks and processes. Architectural competency is the ability 
of the firm to integrate and use component competencies to create fresh component 
competencies as required. 
Prahalad and Hamel (1990) identify core competencies as the source of competitive 
advantage. They define core competencies as the ability of managers to integrate 
technology and skills across a company in order to form new competencies. 
Teece, Pisano and Shuen (1997) establish a five part framework for RBT that builds 
from basic (tradable) commodities that do not confer competitive advantage, through 
VRIN like resources and ultimately to dynamic capabilities that enable the firm to 
rejuvenate its resources. Their writing spawned the dynamic capabilities school that is 
supported by publications from Eisenhardt and Martin (2000), Dosi and Winter 
(2000), Rindova and Kotha (200 1), Miller et al (2002) and Warren (2002). 
Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) link dynamic capabilities to rent by suggesting that 
whilst it is the heterogeneous distribution of resources amongst firms that creates rent, 
dynamic capabilities create and maintain those resources. "Dynamic capabilities are 
the antecedent organisational and strategic routines by which managers alter their 
resource base .... to create new value-creating strategies. ... They are the drivers behind 
the creation, evolution and recombination of other resources into new sources of 
competitive advantage" (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000: 1107). Their value "lies in the 
resource configurations that they create, not in the capabilities themselves. Dynamic 
capabilities are necessary but not sufficient conditions for competitive advantage. We 
argue that dynamic capabilities can be used to enhance existing resource 
configurations in pursuit of long-term competitive advantage... " (Eisenhardt and 
Martin, 2000: 1106). 
A "capabilities approach to strategy" is endorsed by marketing scholar George Day 
(1994: 38) where he defines capabilities as that which enables business processes to 
configure and deploy resources. For Day (1994: 39), it is the capabilities that become 
embedded in the specific context of a firm and it is "distinctive capabilities" that 
create competitive advantage. 
Srivastava et al (2001) build further upon Day's work by suggesting that customer 
value is created by the market-based processes which convert stocks of resources into 
customer solutions. Market-based capabilities are the goal-directed, managerial 
processes that design, manage and measure the effectiveness of market-based 
processes. 
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In trying to synthesise the confused literature about the constitution of a resource, the 
researcher agrees with Makadok's (2001) review of this issue. He concludes that there 
are two main traditions within RBT: Ricardian and Schumpeterian. Ricardian thinking 
is codified into the resource-based view and focuses upon owning resources that 
confer competitive advantage. Schumpeterian thinking is codified into the dynamic- 
capabilities-view and highlights capability building. Capabilities, he defines as a 
special type of resource that permits the firm to enhance the productivity of its other 
resources in the manner described as dynamic capabilities by Teece et al (1997) and 
Eisenhardt and Martin (2000). 
Makadok's synthesis permits the researcher to use a two-part model of RBT that 
separates competencies from resources and identifies how those two concepts relate to 
each other. Figure 6 decomposes the "resources" concept illustrated in Figure 5 and 
shows how resources are really a more complex interplay or co-evolution of a static 
and dynamic component. 
Figure 6: Two-Part Model of RBT and its Link to Profit 
05 99 Sustained Rent (D - 
Competencies 6'R Resources (Above-Average Competitive 
Profit) Advantage 
Ricardian thinking contributes the concept of static stocks or assets that are VRIN and 
whose ownership confers sustained competitive advantage. These are referred to as 
resources in this thesis. Schumpeterian (dynamic capabilities) thinking contributes the 
idea that resources need to be configured, deployed and continually rejuvenated for 
resources to be able to create sustained competitive advantage. The researcher calls 
the Schumpeterian contribution competencies in this thesis. The researcher uses the 
term competencies rather than capabilities or dynamic capabilities because: 
The researcher believes that marketers, a core audience of this thesis, would not 
necessarily be familiar with the term dynamic capabilities. 
Capabilities have been defined in a number of ways and any reader familiar with 
the concept might hold a different meaning to that intended by the researcher. 
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As Figure 6 illustrates, resources and competencies are continually co-evolving. 
Having distinguished competencies from resources, the next section will discuss how 
competencies develop. 
4.3.3 How competencies develop 
This section illustrates that competencies are developed by goal-seeking managers 
who make resource-investment decisions, over time, based upon imperfect 
information and foresight. 
4.3.3.1 The role of goal-seeking behaviour or intentionality 
The literature concludes that competency development is initiated by managers 
seeking to gain competitive advantage for their firms. 
Dosi et al (2000: 2) state that competencies "fill the gap between intention and 
outcome" and "it is in the building of (competencies) that the role of intentionality is 
most reliably displayed". 
In a similar vein, Coates (2002: 437) states that "resources change as a result of 
innovative managerial behaviour, as it is the use of the resources and not the resources 
themselves that are generating competitive advantage". 
Sanchez and Heene (1997: 307) view the firm as a goal-seeking, open system of 
interrelated asset stocks and flows. "In this systems' view of a firm, strategic change 
within a firm is motivated by managers' perceptions of strategic gaps between the 
firm's current stocks and flows of assets and capabilities on the one hand, and the 
stocks and flows they believe will be needed to achieve the firm's goals in its 
competitive environment on the other. " They go even further (1997: 308) than the 
previous scholars and state that managerial cognition is at "the head of a chain of 
causality" and "the cognitive abilities of managers-and organisational capacities for 
learning are the engines of strategic change that directly determine the resource 
endowments of individual firms ... (1997: 313). " 
Grimm and Smith (1997: 36) acknowledge that the Schumpeterian tradition within 
RBT is wholly dependent upon the notion that people engage in purposeful action and 
that managers are motivated to act by the desire for abnormal profit. 
Kogut and Zander (1992: 385) claim that "firms invest in those (resources) that 
correspond to a combination of current (competencies) and expectations regarding 
future opportunities". 
For something to be considered a competency, it "must meet three conditions of 
organisation, intention and goal attainment, " according to O'Driscoll, Carson and 
Gilmore (2001: 74). The authors acknowledge that a firm's marketing competencies 
reflect, in part, management intention and enacted strategies (O'Driscoll, Carson, and 
Gilmore, 2001; O'Driscoll, Carson, and Gilmore, 2000). 
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4.3.3.2 Competencies can develop as a consequence of new product 
development 
This section identifies empirical studies demonstrating that new products that 
represent a major departure from the firm's current portfolio force the firm to develop 
new competencies. In effect they "force" competency development. 
Kale et al (2002) find that formal alliance management functions improve the firm's 
alliance capability more than mere experience or accumulated tacit knowledge about 
alliances. Two case studies published by Bowen et al (1994; 1994) from the IT and 
photographic film industries respectively demonstrate how firms create new resources 
and competencies as a by-product of new product development. Coates and 
McDermott (2002) arrive at the same conclusion from a case study of a computer chip 
maker. 
These empirical findings support the conceptually based conclusions of Leonard- 
Barton (1992) and O'Driscoll et al (2001) who wam that the path dependent nature of 
competency development can lead to rigidity; failure to respond to changes in the 
environment. Invoking the concept of creative destruction, Leonard-Barton (1992) 
suggests that new product development can force the firm out of its current 
competency development path. Prahalad and Hamel (1990) hold a similar view and 
suggest to firms that they invest in new technologies and competencies that spawn 
future, as yet unspecified, new product and market opportunities. 
4.3.3.3 Competencies can develop from conscious learning 
RBT scholars present conceptual arguments that competencies can be developed 
through directed and conscious learning activity. 
Zollo and Winter (2002: 340) distinguish between developing competencies through 
"passive experiential processes of learning (by doing)" which they describe as "semi 
automatic stimulus response processes and tacit accumulation of experience 
(2002: 341)" and "deliberate cognitive processes (2002: 340)" that involve articulation 
and codification of tacit knowledge. 
This distinction is supported by marketing scholars Slater and Narver (1995: 64) who 
state that double loop learning is more likely to create the competencies that lead to 
sustained competitive advantage than single loop learning 4. 
The role of double loop leaming is echoed by Miller et al (2002) who advise 
companies to create competitive advantage by designing virtuous cycles that enhance 
competencies. They warn (2002: 46) that: "Such virtuous cycles do not happen by 
themselves. Design and leaders play a key role. " Further they argue for managers to 
4 Argyris and Sch6n (1978) distinguish between organisations that improve tasks (single loop learning) 
and those that engage in critical self reflection to question why they are focused on those tasks and to 
what aim (double loop learning). 
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develop competencies through both action and reflection. "Knowledge about 
(competencies) comes in part from reflection (2002: 59).... Reflection, however, is not 
enough. True self-knowledge demands action and experimentation (2002: 50). " 
Pisano (1994) concurs and demonstrates the impact of conscious experimentation on 
the development of R&D capabilities suggesting (1994: 99): "where organizational 
theory and practice are not well developed, detailed up front planning may 
accomplish little. Instead, the organizations may need to experiment by implementing 
a specific change and observing how it works in practice. " 
King and Zeithaml's (2001) investigation of the impact of resource causal ambiguity 
upon firm performance (measured as return on assets), finds that firm performance is 
positively related with top and middle managers understanding and agreeing about 
their firms' resources. They conclude that the value of consciously managing the 
firm's competencies outweigh any disadvantage of making them more transparent and 
therefore subject to competitor imitation. 
4.3.3.4 Summary of section 4.3.3 
To summarise Section 4.3.3, competencies can be developed consciously by 
managers who want to help a firm achieve its goals. That development can be forced 
through investment in new products, technology platforms and markets. Managers can 
also develop competencies through leaming. The implication of the latter approach to 
competency development logically implies that in looking at a resource at a given 
point in time, one sees the embodiment of that resource's historical evolution through 
many phases of resource-competency-resource-competency development. This 
dynamic flow of resources and competencies, developed through management 
decisions over time, expands on Figure 6's illustration of resources and competencies 
and is illustrated in Figure 7. 
Figure 7: The Resources and Competencies Development Flow 
Past Current Current Future Future 
Marketing Marketing Marketing Marketing Marketing 
Resources Competencies Resources Competencies Resource 
Cycles of learning, goal setting and investment decisions 
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4.4 Building a framework from the marketing literature 
This section builds a framework for identifying and understanding marketing 
competencies that will ultimately permit the researcher to answer the research 
question. This is accomplished by first locating the discussion within the marketing 
literature, categorising and analysing the literature and then building the framework. 
4.4.1 Locating the discussion within the marketing literature 
This thesis builds the marketing competencies framework from the discussion in the 
marketing literature that focuses upon identifying the role and function of marketing. 
There is a very limited body of marketing literature that discusses directly the concept 
of competencies as defined in this thesis and that is because marketing scholars have 
only just begun to use RBT overtly as a frame of reference for advancing marketing 
theory and practice (Hooley and Fahy, 2002; Srivastava, Fahey, and Christensen, 
2001). These authors do not offer any reasons for marketing scholarship being so slow 
to embrace what is acknowledged as the most active area of strategy research over the 
past twenty years (Priem and Butler, 2001). The researcher can only speculate that 
marketing scholarship has generally eschewed the development of an overarching 
theoretical framework (Hunt, 1983) in favour of more limited explanations of 
exchange relationships (M61ler and Halinen, 2000; Hunt, 1982) and a more overt 
concern with practice. 
However, Srivastava et al (2001) identify four key articles that use RBT as a 
framework for marketing. They are Srivastava et al (Srivastava, Shervani, and Fahey, 
1998), Kohli and Jaworski (1990), Day (1994) and Hunt (2000). These articles are 
discussed below to help the researcher identify the role and function of marketing. 
None of the articles, however, provide a comprehensive framework for this thesis 
because, as Srivastava et al (2001: 778) suggest, the latter three are "almost entirely 
bereft of any (overt) reference (to RBT)" and fail to articulate fully the process by 
which marketing resources generate competitive advantage. 
Kohli and Jaworski (1990: 6) are strongly associated with a construct they call "market 
orientation" but it is limited to the generation and deployment of customer insight: 
"Market orientation is the organization wide generation of market intelligence 
pertaining to current and future customer needs, dissemination of the intelligence 
across departments, and organization wide responsiveness to it. " 
Day (1994) expands the construct of market orientation so that it is more of a concept 
of aligning the firm to its environment. For Day, market orientation is the "outside-in" 
alignment of the firm to its market environment involving three competency sets: (1) 
outside-in competencies of market sensing, customer relating, channel bonding and 
technology monitoring, (2) inside-out competencies required to understand the firm's 
resources and their potential applications and (3) spanning competencies to align the 
firm's resources to the market environment. However, Day neither describes, nor 
limits, the distinctive characteristics of the inside-out and spanning competencies. He 
provides only a limited discussion of the link between competencies and resources. 
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Srivastava et al (2001) define more specific marketing resources and competencies 
and illustrate how they link to sustained competitive advantage in a manner consistent 
with RBT. They identify the role and function of marketing (2001: 785) as "seeing the 
current, emerging and potential world differently so that customers' needs can be 
identified, elaborated and translated into product specifications. " They identify three 
marketing competencies: product innovation, customer relationship and supply chain 
management. However, they limit the role of marketing in each to, in effect, being the 
voice of the customer in those processes as opposed to the end to end management of 
each of those processes. In this way, the authors' definition of marketing 
competencies converges with Day's (1994) definition of spanning. 
Finally, Hunt (2000) takes this concept of alignment much further than the above 
authors and seeks to put a marketing voice in an agenda for developing a new general 
theory of economics. He identifies his own variation of RBT which he calls Resource- 
Advantage Theory. 
With the exception of Kohli and Jaworski (1990), the authors identified by Srivastava 
et al (2001) define marketing competencies very broadly. Each of the authors believes 
that in a market oriented firm, everything the firm does is with the perspective of 
customer in mind. Therefore, marketing must be involved with everything the firm 
does and ensure that it is managed from the perspective of the customer. This risks 
making market orientation tautological and impossible to make operational; the same 
critique levelled against RBT by Priem and Butler (2001). It is worth noting that of 
the four authors, only the Kohli and Jaworski concepts have been made operational by 
other researchers and tested empirically 5. 
The researcher therefore concludes that there is insufficient marketing literature 
overtly using RBT that would enable him merely to adapt a marketing competencies 
framework needed for this thesis from extant literature. The RBT-marketing 
scholarship identified by Srivastava et al (2001) is too broad, ill defined and or 
beyond the scope of the thesis. However, there is a strong tradition of marketing 
scholars looking at sustained competitive advantage through the development of 
unique resources and capabilities albeit using different language from RBT scholars. 
Therefore, the researcher has looked more broadly at marketing competencies within 
the context of the role and function of marketing. 
4.4.2 Identifying the role and function of marketing 
The researcher identifies the literature that discusses the role and function of 
marketing through academic guidance provided by the Cranfield School of 
Management, database word searching and "snowball" search method, that is, 
identifying relevant articles and using their reference list for further reading until the 
researcher exhausts the reference lists. The researcher then characterises and analyses 
the literature to create a framework for identifying marketing competencies. 
5 Narver and Stanley (1990) tested the effect of Kohli and Jaworski's notion of market orientation 
(1990) upon profitability amongst the business units of one firm. 
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Webster's (1992) oft-cited article outlining the historical evolution of the role of 
marketing is the researcher's starting point. He identified that the role and function of 
marketing is inextricably linked to the relationship between buyers and sellers in a 
market-based economy. He suggests a seven point continuum of buYer-seller 
relationships that starts from facilitating exchange through various forms of 
relationships through networks and ultimately vertical integration, which he considers 
the negation of market exchange. He identifies these states as: 
1. Transactions. 
2. Repeated transactions. 
3. Long-term relationships. 
4. Buyer-seller partnerships. 
5. Strategic alliances. 
6. Network organisations. 
7. Vertical integration. 
Webster's seven point continuum is simplified to a three point continuum by the 
researcher and made consistent with well-established organisation and economic 
literature that has long held that there are three mechanisms for customers to use when 
seeking to satisfy their needs: markets, hierarchies and networks (Thompson, Frances, 
Levacic, and Mitchell, 1991). Market mechanisms mean that customers' relationships 
with firms are characterised by transactions (single or repeated). Hierarchies are 
buyer-seller relationships which over time could be characterised by partnerships. 
Networks are strategic alliances and networks. Vertical integration is a theoretical end 
point. The researcher discussed this simplification of Webster's continuum with the 
author by phone and email (Appendix 1) who agrees that for purposes of 
characterising the literature in the context of this research, it is consistent with his 
article. 
Coviello et a] (2002), in looking at marketing practices, also identify these three types 
of relationship between customers and companies: using the term interaction 
marketing for relationship marketing. They add a fourth set of practices, database 
marketing, which is a blend of transaction and relationship marketing practices and a 
fifth set (2003) of marketing practices, e-marketing, which lies between database and 
interaction marketing. Their empirical research finds that companies' marketing 
practices are normally a blend of marketing types: particularly between adjacent 
marketing forms. For example, transaction marketers often have some database 
marketing practices and interactive marketers do some network marketing, but it is far 
rarer for transaction marketers to do network marketing. This suggests that marketing 
practices exist upon a continuum between transactions and networks, consistent with 
Webster's (1992) framework. 
For the sake of parsimony and consistency with the organisational and economic 
literature, the researcher characterises the literature into a continuum with three 
distinct forms of marketing: transaction, relationship and network. The key articles (in 
ascending date order) that comprise each of the forms of marketing and their core 
ideas are illustrated in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Key Authors by Form of Marketing 
Form of marketing I Author(s) I Focus of article (s) 
Transaction Marketin Levitt (1960; 1986) 
Kotler (1969; 1972) 
Creating consumer demand. 
Facilitating voluntary 
Sheth (1973) 1 Industrial buying framework. 
Bagozzi (1974; 1975) 1 Understanding exchange 
I 
Peter, Olson (1994) 
Relationship Marketing 
Kohli, Jaworski (I 
Narver, Slater (191 
Hunt (1992) 
Day(1994; 1998; 1999a; 
1999b) 
Hoffman, Novak (1996; 
1997; 1999; Hoffman and 
Novak, 1997) 
Berry, Pasasuraman etal 
(1985; 1991) 
Christopher, Payne (1991; 
1995) 
Craven, Piercy (1994) 
(Peppers and Rogers, 1994; 
Pine, Peppers, and Rogers, 
1995; Peppers and Rogers, 
1997) 
Berry (1995) 
Hallberg (1995) 
Reichheld (1996) 
Gummesson (1987; 1998; 
2000b) 
Coviello et al (2002) 
F. 
Understanding consumer 
behaviour. 
Market orientation. 
Market orientation. 
Marketing as understanding 
exchange relationships, 
Market driven organisation. 
Understanding consumer 
behaviour online. 
Relationship marketing, 
quality in context of service 
marketing. 
Integration of marketing, 
service and quality. 
Relationship marketing 
Customer loyalty. 
Multiple levels of relationship 
marketing, role of internal 
marketing and trust. 
Customer loyalty. 
Consumer, employee and 
investor loyalty. 
Network/interactive model 
and implementing 
relationship marketing. 
Marketing practices; 
comparing transaction to 
relationship mostly, some 
comparison to network 
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Type of Relationship Author(s) Focus of article (s) 
Network Marketing Piercy, Cravens (1995) Maintaining market orientation 
when marketing strategy is 
made by a network. 
MbIler, Aino (1999) Business networks. 
Kozinets (1999) Consumer behaviour in online 
communities. 
Achrol, Kotler (1999) Marketing competencies in 
networks. 
Carson (2000) The role of managerial intention 
in developing marketing 
competencies in a network 
enviro ment. 
Peterson et a] (2001) Online marketing co petencies. 
4.4.3 Determining the marketing competencies from the role and 
function of marketing literature 
This section creates the initial marketing competencies framework. This framework is 
in the form of a matrix; across the top of the framework are the three forms of 
marketing described in Section 4.4.2. Along the side of the framework are four 
generic marketing competencies that are derived from the role and function of 
marketing literature. This section identifies those competencies and how they vary 
across the three forms of marketing. It also describes how the researcher analyses the 
role and function of marketing literature to identify four generic marketing 
competencies. 
The researcher begins the analysis of the identified literature with the transaction and 
relationship marketing literatures because they are the starting point of the marketing 
continuum and there is a well-developed discussion about the impact of relationship 
marketing upon the competencies in marketing. Those that advocate relationship 
marketing as a new paradigm for marketing, such as Berry (1991), Christopher et al 
(199 1), Sheth (1995) and Gurnmesson (1987), provide a very rich description of the 
relationship marketing competencies by way of contrasting them with traditional 
transaction marketing competencies. 
Following the method used by Coviello et al (2003; 2002) in creating a similar 
framework6, content analysis of the transaction and relationship marketing literature 
enables the researcher to synthesise the competency discussion and identify a limited 
set of competencies commonly discussed but interpreted differently by adherents of 
either form of marketing. The researcher is sensitised to RBT and the two part model 
of resources (resources and competencies) identified in Figure 6; this helps the 
researcher identify common themes across the literature and differing definitions 
6 They create a framework of marketing practices (instead of competencies) across five forms of 
marketing (transaction, database, e-marketing, interactive and network). 
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used. Publications are analysed for their discussion of the role of marketing within 
the firm, its unique competencies, core assets for which it is responsible, key areas of 
managerial focus and business processeS7. Once the competencies for transaction and 
relationship marketing are identified, the researcher analyses the network marketing 
literature with respect to those competencies and extends the framework to all three 
forms of marketing. 
The researcher's synthesis of the literature generates four marketing competencies: 
" Demand management. 
" Creating marketing knowledge. 
" Building customer value propositions (e. g. brands). 
" Determining the firm's relationship with customers. 
Figure 9 is constructed from these four marketing competencies together with the 
three forms of marketing: transaction, relationship and network. Each cell of this four- 
by-three framework describes how a marketing competency is interpreted under each 
form of marketing. The researcher attributes these descriptors to the works of these 
key authors as shown by the arrows in Figure 9. 
7 Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) suggest that business processes are the building blocks of competencies 
and therefore it is relevant to consider them in the context of a marketing competencies framework. 
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The following four sub-sections describe the four competencies for each of the three 
marketing forms. 
4.4.3.1 Transaction marketing 
4.4.3.1.1 Demand management in transaction marketing 
Figure 9 summarises demand management in transaction marketing as "identifying 
and exploiting consumer demand over time. " 
Levitt (1960) noted the passage of an economy where production of quality goods 
would always find a customer, to a more affluent consumer society where productive 
capacity potentially outstripped demand and the managerial focus was on creating 
new markets through innovation, advertising and exporting. "Marketing Myopia" 
(Levitt, 1960) moved the focus of marketing from selling that which one can produce, 
to the identification and satisfaction of customers' needs. He identified marketing 
competencies of imagination and leadership to identify and exploit broad classes of 
customer need. This focus on fulfilling customers' needs and desires, rather than the 
internal operations of the firm, is championed by Drucker (1955), Webster (1988) and 
Day (1994). Kotler and Levy (1969) go perhaps further in suggesting the role of 
marketing relates to all forms of voluntary human exchange. Levitt (1986) 
subsequently expands upon Marketing Myopia (1960) to develop a more 
comprehensive framework for making operational the central, consumer-demand-led 
orientation of marketing. 
4.4.3.1.2 Creating marketing knowledge in transaction marketing 
This is defined in Figure 9 as "consumer and market insight. " 
Scholars have identified the critical importance of knowledge and consumer insight to 
make operational the demand-led nature of transaction marketing. 
For Kotler (1972), consumer and market insight was the essence to understanding 
exchange. The marketing competency he identified (1972: 50) was to "understand the 
market in order to be effective in creating value. This is the essential meaning of the 
marketing concept". Kohli and Jaworski (1990) believe that market orientation 
emanates from the synthesis of insight about the firm's external environment. 
Other scholars have provided more clarity and elaboration to the concepts of market 
and consumer insight. Understanding consumers' needs and purchasing styles and the 
relationship between consumer attitudes and behaviour is a core function of marketing 
(East, 1997; Oliver, 1997; Peter and Olson, 1994). Identifying "who are the 
competitors; what are their objectives; what are their strategies; what are their 
strengths and weaknesses; and what should the strategy be towards them? " (Doyle, 
1994: 119) is another critical function of marketing. Finally, environmental scanning 
(McDonald and Payne, 1996), that is, understanding social, political and economic 
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trends that might impact consumer preferences and behaviour is another role of 
marketing. 
4.4.3.1.3 Building customer value propositions in transaction marketing 
Figure 9 summarises this as "integrating elements of the marketing mix (4Ps 
marketing). " 
The literature describes a marketing competency of using customer and market insight 
to guide the integration of the marketing programme into a coherent customer value 
proposition or brand. 
Integrating elements of the marketing mix has long been a pillar of transaction 
marketing (Gronroos, 1994). Boden (1965) identified twelve elements that comprise 
the marketing mix: product planning, pricing, branding, channels of distribution, 
personal selling, advertising, promotions, packaging, display, servicing, physical 
handling and fact finding/analysis. Subsequently, these became bundled and renamed 
as the 4Ps of marketing (Gronroos, 1994; Christopher, Payne, and B allantyne, 199 1): 
product, price, promotion and place. 
4.4.3.1.4 Determining thefirm's relationships with customers in transaction 
marketing 
Figure 9 identifies this as "facilitating the firm's organisation and business process 
development to align to customer need over time. " 
Numerous scholars associated with both the marketing concept and market orientation 
discuss the primacy of marketing in ensuring the firm remains aligned to its 
environment, particularly its customers, over time (Day, 1994; Kohli and Jaworski, 
1990; Narver and Slater, 1990). Anderson (1982) combines Resource Dependency 
theory with the marketing concept to suggest that marketing's competency is to 
ensure the ongoing support of the customer. In effect, his view is that marketing 
provides the consumer's internal champion within the firm. 
4.4.3.2 Relationship marketing 
The above four generic marketing competencies are interpreted differently in 
relationship marketing. These are described below. 
4.4.3.2.1 Demand managing in relationship marketing 
Figure 9 summarises this as "identifying, aligning with and exploiting stakeholder 
interests over time. " 
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The relationship marketing literature assumes a win-win perspective between 
consumers and their suppliers (Knox, Maklan, Payne, Peppard, and Ryals, 2003). 
Companies gain from relationship marketing by increasing revenue whilst reducing 
marketing costs (Sheth, Sisodia, and Sharma, 2000; Reichheld, 1996). Consumers 
gain through entering relationships with companies because when they can buy 
customised products and services, they get what they really value and reduce the 
attendant transaction costs (Christopher, 2001; Christopher, 1997; Christopher, 1996; 
Sheth and Parvatiyar, 1995; Bakos, 1991). Relationship marketing scholars and 
practitioners predict that consumers will increasingly demand more individualised 
service and solutions (Sheth, Sisodia, and Sharma, 2000) that will be delivered 
profitably through mass custornisation (Pine, Peppers, and Rogers, 1995) and highly 
flexible supply chains providing bespoke solutions for individual customers. In 
addition to the mutual gains in value, the social and information aspects of business 
relationships create at least as much value for both customers and companies as does 
the exchange of goods and services (Gronroos, 1994; Gurnmesson, 1987). So 
consumers will value the relationship in addition to the increased value of 
customisation and lower transaction costs. 
To make relationship marketing operational, firms identify profitable customers, 
differentiate marketing plans based upon individual customer profitability, interact 
with individual customers and customise the offer and or experience (Parsons, 
Zeisser, and Waitman, 1998; Peppers and Rogers, 1997; Hallberg, 1995). For 
relationship marketers, profitable customers are identified on the basis of their 
lifetime economic value (Peppers and Rogers, 1997) or on their economic value 
augmented for the value of that which customers teach the firm (Maklan, Knox, and 
Ryals, 2003; Ryals, 2002; Ryals, Knox, and Maklan, 2000). 
4.4.3.2.2 Creating marketing knowledge in relationship marketing 
This is defined in Figure 9 to mean "insight and management of customers' total life 
cycle benefits and costs". 
In order to align the firm's offer with individual customer needs over time, the firm 
must develop insight into how individuals extract value (total benefits) in use, what 
are their total costs of acquiring, using and then disposing of the product or service 
(Ryals, Knox, and Maklan, 2000; Christopher, 1997) so that they might develop their 
offer in consideration of individual customer needs. Such detailed individual customer 
knowledge is also required to enable marketing planning to refocus from share of 
market to share of targeted consumers' spend (Peppers and Rogers, 1994). 
In addition to knowledge about commercial transactions, achieving service quality 
(Beffy and Parasuraman, 1991) that is consistently better than customer expectations 
(Oliver, 1997) is another core component of relationship marketing. This requires 
marketing to understand customer service expectations and what is communicated at 
each point of the customer service experience. 
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4.4.3.2.3 Building value propositions in relationship marketing 
This is defined in Figure 9 as "7Ps marketing - 4Ps plus people, provision of service 
and processes. " 
Commenting on the shift from transaction to relationship marketing, Christopher et al 
(1991) suggest that traditional 4Ps marketing should become 7Ps marketing with the 
three new Ps being: (1) Provision of service, (2) People and (3) Process. In a 
relationship environment the firm's value proposition (brand) moves beyond its 
products and services to include its total value delivery inclusive of services around 
the core offer (Christopher, 1997; Christopher, 1996) and business processes (Knox, 
Maklan, and Thompson, 1999; Knox and Maklan, 1998). The services and processes 
are often delivered to customers directly by the firm's people. 
4.4.3.2.4 Developing thefirm Is relationship with customers in relationship 
marketing 
This is defined in Figure 9 as "integrating people, processes and technology to form 
learning relationships with individual customers. " 
Relationship marketing research suggests that in order to identify, understand and 
respond effectively to individual consumers, firms must create a learning relationship 
with customers: "A learning relationship ensures that it is always in the customer's 
self interest to remain with the firm that has developed the relationship" (Peppers and 
Rogers, 1997: 15). A firm characterised by relationship marketing integrates "these 
computer-enhanced capabilities - information management, interactive 
communication and customised production" (Peppers and Rogers, 1997: 13). These 
capabilities permit the firm to provide ever improving consumer experiences so that 
the customer becomes ever more committed to the firm. 
This process of building a stock of equity that buffers the firm against consumer 
defection has been grounded theoretically in the confirmation/disconfirmation 
paradigm (Oliver, 1997) whereby repeated experiences that meet or exceed prior 
expectations build trust and commitment. This process has been illustrated by 
Christopher et al (199 1) as a "ladder of loyalty" whereby repeated good experiences 
move consumers from casual transactional buyers to ever higher rungs of the ladder 
of increasing commitment and loyalty. 
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4.4.3.3 Network marketing 
This section focuses upon networks not as a means of industrial organisation (MbIler 
and Halinen, 1999; Miles and Snow, 1986; Ouchi and Price, 1978) but in a situation 
when consumers interact directly with each other (Hoffman and Novak, 1996). 
4.4.3.3.1 Demand management in network marketing 
Figure 9 identifies this as "managing consumer communities. " 
Whereas demand management focuses upon product markets in transaction marketing 
and profitable customers in relationship marketing, in a network, demand is a function 
of the community. This is best illustrated through the example of the first telephone: 
who bought the first telephone? Clearly its utility grew as the community of users 
increased to the point where it was essential to most people. Fax machines exhibited 
similar characteristics. Online exchanges such as E-bay create demand by managing a 
community of people engaged in the buying and selling of their possessions. The 
consumer utility or value created by communities is more thoroughly discussed in the 
next section which reviews the economic literature concerning externalities and 
network effects. 
Researchers suggest that in future, consumers will form online communities that 
specify the goods and services they want and the terms of exchange. Suppliers will 
need to learn how to work with, or build, such communities rather than try to sell 
directly to individuals (MeWilliam, 2000; Kozinets, 1999; Hagel and Singer, 1999; 
Hagel and Armstrong, 1997). Anecdotal evidence of the existence of such networks 
exists in reverse auctions (Mitchell, 2001) where consumers band together, facilitated 
by the network operator, to drive prices down. 
4.4.3.3.2 Creating marketing knowledge in network marketing 
Figure 9 identifies this as "mediating information between network members. " 
Perhaps the biggest single difference between networks and other forms of f Irm- 
consumer relationships is that knowledge is developed and shared extensively through 
a network to a far greater extent than in other forms of exchange (Hakansson, Havila, 
and Pedersen, 1999; Siegel, 1999; Kelly, 1998). This suggests that the marketing 
knowledge competency in a network is less focused upon building internally managed 
"stocks" of insight; it seeks to create community knowledge that facilitates 
collaboration across all network partners in order to satisfy customers (Achrol and 
Kotler, 1999). Neither transaction nor relationship marketing competencies generate 
knowledge from the myriad of contacts that exist in a network (Gummesson, 1987). 
Tapscott (1998) illustrates this phenomena through a book he wrote about young 
people's attitudes to the internet; he wrote it collaboratively, online, with over 300 
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young people. The community development of the Linus operating system is another 
such example of how knowledge is community owned and developed. Successful 
online communities develop rich content and the role of the focal marketing firm is to 
facilitate its development in a manner that can be understood and effectively used by 
the members of the community (McGovern, 1999; Tapscott, 1998; Hagel and 
Armstrong, 1997). 
Achrol and Kotler (1999) call such shared knowledge function information 
intermediation because it allows the consumer to benefit directly from his or her own 
personal profile and contact history whilst leveraging the focal firm's supply chain 
competencies. 
4.4.3.3.3 Building value propositions in network marketing 
Figure 9 identifies this "brand mediation - assembling brand components to meet 
network needs. " 
The network marketing literature describes two types of value proposition: (1) the 
focal firm brands its problem solving abilities and (2) the focal firm brands certain 
aspects of the community it has organised. 
The problem solving value proposition is called a "customer opportunity network" or 
"brokerage" business (Achrol and Kotler, 1999; Vandermerwe, 1999). Here, the focal 
marketing firm stands between a community of consumers and numerous supply 
chains. The focal firm is expert at working out with the community exactly what 
services and products the community requires and then arranges for them to be built 
and integrated into a comprehensive solution to the community's problem. The value 
proposition is built upon the firm's problem-solving and services. The term brand 
mediation was coined by Achrol and Kotler (1999) to describe this form of brand 
value through minimising consumer search costs; the community convenor has 
intimate knowledge of the consumer need and of the suppliers' capabilities. Brands 
have always had a search and information value (Ward and Lee, 2000; Hauser, Urban, 
and Weinberg, 1993) and this value has unique characteristics in the network 
environment. 
Where the focal firm seeks to dominate the management of the network, it creates 
branded "infornediaries" (Hagel and Armstrong, 1997). Infornediaries (Hagel and 
Singer, 1999) aggregate consumers; based upon its knowledge of, and history with, 
community members, it intermediates between all supply chains and its consumer 
group. Amazon is an example of a firm trying to become an infornediary as it expands 
from its base in books to a broad range of products and services. The value 
proposition for an infornediary develops from either the type of people in the network 
or the activities with which the community engages (consumption, commerce, 
hobbies). 
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4.4.3.3.4 Determining thefirm's relationship with customers in network 
marketing 
Figure 9 identifies this as "allowing consumer communities to leverage the 
competencies of the firm. " 
Despite a vast literature that describes how many companies are shifting from 
transaction to relationship marketing (Ryals, Knox, and Maklan, 2000), very little 
academic research has been published as to how consumer relationships are managed 
in a network. Practitioner publications (Hagel and Singer, 1999; Siegel, 1999; Hagel 
and Armstrong, 1997) focus upon the self-directed nature of online communities. 
They illustrate how "power" shifts from the manufacturer or service provider to the 
community and how the community will determine which business the firm is in. 
Self-directed consumer communities may be the ultimate extension of the marketing 
concept and market orientation: the direct strategic management of the firm by its 
consumer community through interactive and continual dialogue, not necessarily 
mediated through market place exchange and signals. In such a scenario, the firm 
exists as a bundle of competencies that are directed and used by the community in 
pursuit of its own goals. The firm enters into a strategic discussion with its 
communities to determine its strategy. Relationships are not managed; they are a 
strategic dialogue (Siegel, 1999: 9). 
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4.5 Extending the marketing competencies framework with 
the economics literature 
The researcher established, in Section 4.1, that the network marketing literature is 
limited and lacks strong empirical or theoretical support. This section therefore 
supplements the marketing literature with economics, a field of scholarship that has 
built theory around the role of networks (externalities). 
The argument put forward by many who believe that the internet represents a new 
marketing paradigm (Sheth and Sisodia, 1999; Kelly, 1998; Hagel and Armstrong, 
1997) essentially borrows from economic theory and predicts that the internet 
radically affects transaction costs throughout the supply chain and violates important 
assumptions about stable market equilibrium. 
Neo-classical assumptions about rising marginal costs and declining marginal benefits 
in relation to quantities produced and consumed, underpin the theory of stable market 
equilibrium (Economides, 1996a; Shapiro and Varian, 1999a). Without a natural 
tendency towards stable equilibrium, companies well-placed in the emerging 
consumer communities and information networks will enjoy ever-increasing, 
exponential return on investment. This is obviously attractive to firms and investors 
alike and, if true, would suggest marketers must develop the competencies to identify 
and exploit those communities and networks. 
This section identifies how networks violate some important assumptions contained 
within the dominant, neo-classical, economic theory. It then reviews the economic 
literature that discusses how network effects, or externalities in the parlance of 
economists, affect marketing and updates the network marketing component of the 
marketing competencies framework. 
4.5.1 Neo-classical economic assumptions 
Free markets will find a stable equilibrium of supply and demand through the price 
mechanism (Marshall, 1991). Where firms face rising marginal costs and consumers 
face diminishing utility with increased supply of any goods (the 5d h tomato one 
consumes is less appealing to one than the first! ), then a freely established price will 
find the equilibrium between the firm's marginal cost and consumers' marginal 
utility. At that price there is no incentive for either the firm to produce more or the 
consumer to consume more (Marshall, 1991) because further production would 
reduce profit and further consumption would be at a price greater than the marginal 
utility of the product. When the firm sells its last unit of output at its marginal cost of 
production, it has maximised its profit, but it does not make excess profit or rent. 
When a consumer has bought his or her last unit of goods or services at a price 
equivalent to its marginal utility, consumer welfare is maximised and he or she has no 
incentive to buy more or less. 
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In neo-classical economic theory, the firm is a "price-taker" merely producing 
commodities in response to price signals from the market place and the consumer a 
utility-maximiser that does not value anything aside from products and prices. 
Economists qualify this model with their famous cry of "ceterus paribus": all other 
things being equal (Marshall, 1991: 3 1). In order for the price to equate marginal cost 
and consumer utility, products must be homogenous (no differentiation), information 
about the products is perfect and freely available to all economic actors, there are no 
significant transaction costs inclusive of search, negotiation and complementary 
services and the actions of economic agents are independent from each other. 
Marketing and RBT scholars challenge many assumptions of neo-classical economics. 
They do not see the firm as a passive price-taker, rather it is a dynamic goal seeker 
making strategic choices (Child, 1997; Teece, Pisano, and Shuen, 1997; Conner, 
1991). Consumer demand is not homogenous (Hunt, 2000; Hunt and Morgan, 1995). 
Marketing creates demand out of latent demands not yet expressed in identifiable 
consumer demand (Prahalad and Hamel, 1990; Levitt, 1960) and consumers value 
brands. Consumers also value suppliers with whom they have relationships 
(Gummesson, 1998). Nonetheless, economists are sanguine about the assumptions of 
the neo-classical model and many leading scholars have long believed that it is more 
important that their model makes useful predictions than accurate descriptions of 
reality. That is, it is more important that economies behave "as if' the model were 
true (Friedman, 1953). So instead of validating their model at the level of each 
assumption, economists relax the assumptions of their model, one by one, in order to 
assess the impact of any one assumption upon markets and consumer utility. 
4.5.2 Externalities 
This section relaxes one of the assumptions of the neo-classical model; economic 
agents are independent of each other, the absence of that which economists call 
externalities. Shapiro and Varian (I 999a: 183) define externalities as "when one 
market participant affects others without compensation being paid. " An oft-quoted 
example is the role that expectations of standards play upon consumer choice: most 
consumers buy Microsoft computer operating systems and office applications, in large 
part, because it is the standard that everyone else will use. 
Externalities make equilibriums less stable and less price-driven than described by 
Marshall; the markets are considered "tipsy", winner-takes-all in nature (Shapiro and 
Varian, 1999a; Arthur, 1990). Farrell and Salome (1986) discovered one reason why 
markets are tipsy in their study of the adoption of new technology. They found that 
product incompatibility impacts the level of demand predicted from neo-classical 
theory. Installed users facing new technology where , standards and 
interoperability are 
important, pay a disproportionate amount in transient incompatibility costs. They 
argue that this can cause "excess inertia" and limit the adoption of new technology. 
Conversely, they suggest if the installed base is worried that it will be stranded if a 
new standard is adopted, it will create "excess momentum" for new technology. 
Economides (1996b) finds that externalities distort both the micro (firm) and macro 
(market) economics. He explores the macro economic impact of networks and finds 
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numerous examples where markets fail to maximise social welfare because the 
external benefits of the network effect are not recognised or shared equally by 
individual firms. At the firm level, Economides suggests that where network effects 
are strong, profit maximisation behaviour by the firm short-term will not always 
maximise long-term profit. 
Shapiro and Varian (1999a) conclude that where externalities are important: 
1. The firm is a strategic actor. The firm is not merely efficiently producing to 
demand, it tries to stake out a dominant role in emerging markets through a 
political process of influencing standards, switching costs and complementary 
products. 
2. The firm sets prices for its own goods and services in consideration of customer 
value, market and competitive strategies rather than on marginal cost, which often 
approximates zero in information markets. Pricing intellectual property is a 
strategic decision in the goal of building a dominant position in key networks and 
firms are urged to plan for constantly eroding prices (Kelly, 1998). The notion of 
one, market-clearing, price for the market is challenged as interactive relationships 
allow for price discrimination based on how much each individual buyer values 
the goods and services. In effect, the demand curve is segmented individually 
rather than being the aggregate instrument of the market. Operationally, firms can 
offer different prices for essentially the same goods through auction strategies and 
create different versions of essentially the same service to address individual 
customer needs at different prices. The motivation of this pricing strategy is not 
merely to maximise revenue per customer, but to dominate intellectual property 
within consumer networks. 
3. The utility of individual goods and services depends on the population of those 
goods and services in the market, the network effect, and the ability to connect to 
that population through standards and interoperability. Televisions, aeroplanes, 
railways, electricity supply, VCRs, software, mobile phones and faxes are all 
examples of goods where consumer choice is guided to choose the standard so 
that they may access either the suppliers of services or other users. Individuals' 
preferences are, in very large measure, determined by their expectation of other 
agents' behaviour. 
4. The firm's position within these networks is a major contributor to its profitability 
and competitive advantage. Companies seek to persuade the market that their 
offering is the emerging standard so that actors' expectations ensure that this 
transpires (Carpenter, 2000; Shapiro and Varian, 1999a). 
5. Networks create powerful externalities and complementary products and services 
around themselves; these complementary supplies are an important buying 
consideration. Therefore the role of marketing extends to understanding and 
managing other companies' goods and services. 
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Shapiro and Varian (1999a; 1999b) propose implications for marketing where 
network effects are strong: 
" Operate a price discrimination policy setting prices for individual consumers 
dynamically on the basis of individual value. 
" Create multiple versions of products in support of price discrimination (product 
versioning). 
" Identify and manage consumers' switching costs to achieve "lock-in". 
" Improve the management of intellectual property and rights to consider their 
potential strategic importance in a network environment. 
" Manage network feedback effects by expectations management, obtaining key 
intellectual property, strategic management of standards evolution and developing 
complementary goods and services. 
For Shapiro and Varian (1999a; 1999b), network effects lead to standards wars and 
they suggest firms should develop the following assets needed to win those wars: 
" Control over installed customer base. 
" Intellectual property rights. 
" Ability to innovate. 
" First mover advantage. 
" Manufacturing ability. 
" Strengths in complements. 
" Reputation and brand name. 
Many of the key assets needed to win standards wars, such as brand, innovation and 
customer base, are developed through marketing competencies described in the 
marketing literature. However, the context in which these competencies exist is 
different. For example, reputation and brand name in transaction marketing emanates 
from the core functionality of the product or service (Levitt, 1986) and have an 
objective of making the firm's products and services more attractive to potential 
customers. In relationship marketing, the 7Ps build brands that bond with individual 
customers (Christopher, Payne, and Ballantyne, 1991). To win a standards war, brand 
influences consumers' expectations about standards, complements and customer base 
as much as (if not more) than it influences consumer affect and relationship. 
Whilst Shapiro and Varian focus upon information technology products where they 
believe network effects are strong, Economides (I 996b) suggests that any firm whose 
market is characterised by strong complementary relationships will benefit from the 
lessons learnt in the economics of networks. Taking this further, Hagel and Armstrong 
(1997) suggest that companies that manage to occupy a key role in consumer 
networks can build externalities. They identify "infornediaries", a consumer network 
that forms to promote the interests of its members. These infornediaries will create 
external effects widely and therefore companies must act pre-emptively in building 
network marketing competencies (Hagel and Singer, 1999). 
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Augmenting the network marketing competencies with the economics literature 
generates the final marketing competency framework. The contributions of economics 
are in italics. 
Figure 10: Final Marketing Competency Framework 
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4.6 Gaps in the literature 
Previous sections outlined how RBT explains persistent above average profit or rent. 
Rent arises from achieving sustained competitive advantage through the development 
of idiosyncratic, non-tradable (VRIN) resources. The researcher uses the literature to 
decompose resources to identify its static (resources) and dynamic (competencies) 
components. Resources and competencies co-evolve (Figure 7) over time through 
successive cycles of reflection and action that can be consciously directed by 
managers. The literature suggests that managers can direct this process through 
conscious learning, investing in developing resources and developing new products or 
technologies that represent a major departure from the firm's existing product 
portfolio. The marketing literature fails to reveal a complete framework grounded in 
RBT for identifying, let alone managing the development of, marketing competencies. 
There is, however, a well-developed literature on the role and function of marketing 
that the researcher synthesised into a framework. This framework was augmented by 
the economic literature on networks (externalities). 
However, RBT's critics believe that the above argument about how resources explain 
rent, and how resources have both static and dynamic components that co-evolve 
through conscious management decision making, lacks empirical validation (Priem 
and Butler, 2001). Specifically, RBT scholarship is criticised for its inability to: 
* Identify resources and competencies. 
9 Link resources and competencies to performance. 
9 Explain how resources and competencies arise and develop. 
These three criticisms are discussed in the following three sub-sections. In addition, a 
fourth sub-section identifies gaps in literature concerning the integration of marketing 
theory with RBT so that firms can develop their marketing competencies in 
consideration of sustained competitive advantage. The following sub-sections 
therefore identify the research gaps this thesis addresses. 
4.6.1 Identifying resource and competencies 
Even scholars who have published empirical evidence in support of RBT 
acknowledge the difficulties they encounter separating the impact of individual 
resources and competencies from the firm's overall bundle of resources and 
competencies (Henderson and Cockburn, 1994), assessing the VRIN characteristics of 
resources (Makadok, 1999) and observing through surveys and longitudinal studies, 
resources or competencies that contain large elements of tacit knowledge (Rouse and 
Daellenbach, 1999; Godfrey and Hill, 1995). 
Priem and Butler (2001) argue that an inability to observe resources renders RBT 
inoperable at a practitioner level and thus of little practical value. They cite Thomas 
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and Tymon (1982) in suggesting that for a theory to be a valid area of management 
research, managers should be able to action its implications through its causal 
variables. The authors argue that simply telling managers to find VRIN resources 
whilst RBT remains a "black box" is not helpful. 
Hoopes et al (2003) acknowledge that whilst RBT has accentuated the importance of 
firms in strategy research, it fails to offer guidance on the key questions that will take 
the research forward. The authors suggest that RBT scholars have not been able to 
make RBT operational or develop systematically, a means for the theory to be 
falsified. Whilst RBT has dominated the conceptual landscape of strategy research, 
"empirical research ... has not evolved" and "many scholars argue that the theory 
is 
essentially a tautology" (Hoopes, Madsen, and Walker, 2003: 889) 
4.6.2 Linking resources and competencies with performance 
Despite the popularity of RBT amongst strategy scholars, there is limited empirical 
evidence within the strategy literature that links specific resources and competencies 
with persistent, above average profit (Priem and Butler, 2001). The researcher 
identifies two publications that are noteworthy and discusses their limitations 
immediately below: 
Miller and Shamse (1996) identify a causal relationship between different 
resource-competency bundles and firm performance amongst Hollywood studies. 
They find that as the environment changed, resource-competency bundles that 
generated superior performance changed commensurately. The researcher 
however questions the extent to which the authors are able to observe 
competencies as defined in this thesis through the publicly available data used in 
their study (Godfrey and Hill, 1995). For example, as a measure of creativity they 
use a number of Oscar awards; the researcher suggests that award-winning is not 
purely a function of creativity: there are politics, personalities and other factors 
involved. As a measure of ability to manage complexity they use size of 
production budgets; big budgets could also represent inability to plan and control, 
egos of film producers and number of special effects rather than complexity alone. 
Narver and Slater (1990) demonstrate how the market-orientation 8 competency 
related to superior SBU9 performance within one firm. Greenley (1995), however, 
demonstrates that in the UK, this is true in unusual circumstances only. 
It is more common for researchers to link resources and competencies to an 
intermediate determinant of firm performance (Hoopes, Madsen, and Walker, 2003) 
and to assume an ultimate relationship to above average profit (rent) as illustrated by 
the following examples: 
8 Market orientation is described as the ability of the firm to scan its environment effectively, distil 
valuable insight from that process and communicate the implications of that insight to the rest of the 
firm (Narver and Slater, 1990; Kohli and Jaworski, 1990). 9 SBU - Strategic Business Unit, often an operating division of a multi-divisional company. 
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Henderson and Cockburn (1994) demonstrate a link between resource- 
competency bundles to R&D output rather than to profit directly. 
Makadok (1998) finds that first-mover advantage leads to sustained price 
premiums but does not provide any evidence that such strategies are ultimately 
more profitable than other entry strategies. 
Kale et al (2002) demonstrate that a dedicated alliance management resource is a 
better predictor of alliance success than experience alone, but their criteria of 
success are not directly related to long term profitability. 
Marketing scholars have tried to demonstrate that brands and corporate 
reputationlo create shareholder value but have not found a widely-accepted 
method, grounded in a recognised body of theory to do so (Tollington, 2001). 
Most empirical work in this area uses intermediary proxies of shareholder value 
such as brand equity (Aaker, 1996; Keller, 1993; Srivastava and Shocker, 1991). 
Advice to managers with regard to investing in resources is paradoxical, perhaps a 
result of the lack of clarity as to how resources and competencies co-evolve. To 
improve firm performance, theory suggests that managers should identify and 
understand how current resources create value to guide investing for the future. 
Simultaneously, RBT scholars warn that the past is not a guide to the future; focusing 
upon current resources can make companies blind to the need to change them 
(O'Driscoll, Carson, and Gilmore, 2001; Leonard-Barton, 1992) as the environment 
changes (Miller and Shamse, 1996). The literature does not offer a coherent 
framework for understanding how resources should develop in the future. The above 
conclusion is supported by Srivastava et al (2001) in relationship to the literature on 
marketing competencies. 
4.6.3 Explaining how resources and competencies co-evolve 
Leaving aside the issues of how resources and competencies should evolve to 
maximise firm performance, there is no coherent pattern to empirical research that 
explains how they evolve: a critique shared by Priem and Butler (2001: 34). Section 
4.3.3 describes that they can be forced through investments in new products or the 
result of a conscious learning effort. 
However, the empirical research fails to provide any insiýht into the composition of 
resources and how they evolve (Priem and Butler, 2001), 1 nor offer empirical 
research into marketing competencies from the perspective of RBT (Srivastava, 
Fahey, and Christensen, 2001). 
10 Brands and reputation are widely acknowledged in the RBT and marketing literatures to be resources 
capable of generating rent. 
II The researcher identified only one such study. Helfat (1997) demonstrates how firms with bundles 
of related resources, that which they term complementary assets, demonstrate greater competency in 
research and product development in the Oil industry. 
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The co-evolution of marketing resources and competencies remains, in the 
researcher's assessment, a "black box". 
4.6.4 Integrating RBT and marketing scholarship -a research 
agenda 
Srivastava et al (2001) identify the following agenda for marketing and RBT research 
to work together and contribute to each other's scholarship 12 : 
I. Marketing scholars should identify customer value more specifically and 
relate it to marketing resources, thus providing RBT with the exogenous 
determination of value it lacks to help guide marketing investment decisions. 
2. Understand better how resources and capabilities contribute to generating and 
sustaining specific forms of customer value. The authors acknowledge that 
such research requires "process-driven and case rich methodologies" 
(Srivastava, Fahey, and Christensen, 2001: 796) given the tacit nature of so 
many market-based resources. 
3. Research focus should move from identifying current value-generating 
resources to identifying future resources. 
4. Relate entrepreneurship and managers' goal-seeking behaviour as a mediator 
of resources to customer value because "resources do not by themselves 
transform into customer value" (Srivastava, Fahey, and Christensen, 
2001: 796). 
5. Understand how marketing resources and competencies emerge, evolve and 
depreciate. This line of research, the authors suggest, will explain why specific 
customer-based advantage occurs as demanded by Priem and Butler (2001). 
6. Understand how resource evolution relates to market place change and based 
upon that understanding, longitudinal work is required to validate it. 
7. Illustrate the role of marketers as decision makers with respect to choosing 
which resources to deploy against opportunities and allocating investments 
across the resource base. 
8. Further discussion of the role of such investments in creating customer value 
and if they should be treated as expenses or investment. (Capraro and 
Srivastava, 1991; Srivastava and Shocker, 1991) 
12 To avoid confusion, the researcher has adapted the article's language to make consistent the use of 
the terms resources and competencies throughout the thesis. The researcher has had a telephone 
conversation with one of the co-authors of the article to ensure he understands their terminology. 
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4.6.5 Summary of literature gaps 
In order that the researcher may answer the question how should firms 
change/develop their marketing competencies, the gaps in literature that need 
addressing are as follows: 
1. How can managers identify and understand their marketing competencies? 
2. How are their marketing competencies related to sustainable competitive 
advantage? 
3. How can marketing competencies needed for online customer relationships be 
developed/managed? Beyond high-level statements that competencies are 
managed by goal-seeking managerial decision-making, can this thesis develop 
a managerial framework, grounded in theory, to manage this process? 
4. How does the management of marketing competencies required for online 
customer relationships inform both marketing and RBT theory development? 
This relates to the Srivastava agenda identified in Section 4.6.4. 
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5 Research design 
This section establishes the coherence between the nature of the research question, the 
research's philosophical position and the method for conducting research including 
details of implementation. 
This section will discuss in order: 
* The nature of the research question (Section 5.1). 
9 The choice of philosophical position (Section 5.2). 
Methodological alternatives and choice of method (Section 5.3). 
* Discussion of chosen method (Section 5.4). 
e Step by step, making the research operational (Section 5.5). 
Suggested criteria for evaluating the quality and validity of the research. 
(Section 5.6). 
0 Selection of firms to participate in the study (Section 5.7). 
5.1 The research question 
The research question is: 
"How shouldfirms develop and or change their marketing competencies 
when developing relationships with consumers online? " 
Blaikie (1993) advises researchers to consider the nature of their research question 
along the following criteria: 
" What is the research purpose - exploration, description, understanding, 
explaining, change or evaluation? 
" Is the research constructing or testing theory? 
" How observable is reality? 
" Does the research rely upon expert or lay language? 
" To what extent will the researcher critique lay accounts? 
" How objective should the researcher be? 
Each is discussed below in the context of the research question. 
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5.1.1 Purpose of the research 
There are two purposes of this research: (1) to improve (change) online marketing 
practices within the firms participating in the study and (2) contribute to the relevant 
bodies of literature/theory (principally marketing and RBT). 
There is an instrumental aspect to the question. The research promises to identify how 
to change online marketing competencies in order to improve firm performance. 
Therefore, the method must do more than just observe and understand marketing 
competencies; it must allow managers to develop their firms' marketing competencies 
so that the process can be observed and reported upon. 
5.1.2 Theory testing versus theory building 
This research will contain elements of both. 
The research question focuses on helping companies change their marketing 
competencies but in order to do this, the literature review concludes that a framework 
for identifying them needs to be developed from RBT, marketing and economics 
literatures and a theory (RBT) is needed to link competencies with sustained 
competitive advantage. 
The marketing competency framework represents a mixture of widely held 
suppositions about marketing, RBT and externalities in economics as well as 
empirically validated theories. RBT provides a theoretical framework for linking 
competencies to sustained competitive advantage. Empirical findings presented in this 
PhD will be contrasted to those theories and suppositions. In some cases, the findings 
will provide empirical evidence confirming existing theories and suppositions in this 
area where large gaps in empiricism have been identified in the literature review. In 
other cases, the findings will either contradict them or suggest boundary conditions. 
Finally, the findings may extend the theories and suppositions. 
5.1.3 Observability 
Observability of the phenomenon of interest has been identified as a major problem 
with RBT research (Rouse and Daellenbach, 1999; Godfrey and Hill, 1995). 
Competitive advantage arises from the VRIN characteristics resources (Barney, 1991) 
and the causal ambiguity of resources to profit; RBT suggests that the more 
ambiguous the link between resources to profit, the less imitable they are and 
therefore the more likely they are to create sustained competitive advantage (King and 
Zeithaml, 2001). The more observable the resource, the more likely it is to be 
imitable. The paradox for managers (King and Zeithaml, 2001), and by implication 
for researchers, is to base strategy on developing resources that by definition they 
cannot easily observe or understand. 
Many scholars argue conceptually, that when looking at resources or other 
phenomena that are based upon tacit knowledge and embedded in unique 
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organisational contexts (Rouse and Daellenbach, 1999), research must be conducted 
from the "inside" of the team building marketing competencies (Evered and Louis, 
1981) with high levels of interaction between researcher and managers (Rouse and 
Daellenbach, 1999). 
5.1.4 Expert versus lay language and critique of lay accounts 
The RBT language is confused (Peppard and Ward, 2004); a widely-agreed, expert 
language does not exist for the phenomena of interest. The researcher asserts that the 
same is equally true within the academic and practitioner literature for the phenomena 
of online marketing. Given the complexity of the concepts and confusion around the 
language, expert language is not possible, yet a critique of lay accounts is equally 
necessary. The research design must allow for the language to emerge from the 
interplay of expert critique and lay accounts. 
5.1.5 Role of researcher 
Identifying marketing resources and how they co-evolve with marketing 
competencies at the level of the firm requires substantial access to managers. The 
degree of tacit knowledge bundled in resources requires an active researcher to 
facilitate managers raising that tacit knowledge to a more conscious level (Ambrosini 
and Bowman, 2001) for scrutiny and assessment against the VRIN criteria. Assessing 
potential resources against VRIN criteria requires the researcher to understand how 
the individual firm creates value (or cost advantage), the firm's competitors, the 
historical development of the firm, marketing resources and potential substitutes for 
those resources. 
The researcher contends that it is not realistic to expect that this level of knowledge or 
data will be generated through short interviews with managers or self-completed 
surveys. Research will require privileged access (Clark, 1972) to managers that have 
an immediate and pragmatic incentive to engage in the research. 
5.1.6 Implications from analysis of the research question 
The objectives of the research, the difficulties in observing the phenomenon and the 
confusion over terminology in both RBT and online marketing suggest that it is not 
possible for the researcher to answer the question "from afar" through detached 
observation. Given the causal ambiguity and tacit nature of resources, the researcher 
must interact with managers so that managers understand their marketing resources 
and can begin developing marketing competencies to accommodate online consumer 
relationships. 
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5.2 Philosophical position 
This section identifies the philosophical position taken in the thesis and its 
consistency with the nature of the research question. The philosophical position is 
drawn from literature that accepts an "objective" reality but one that is inter- 
subjectively constructed through individuals and groups reflecting on their daily 
experiences to create theories about reality. The researcher labels this as the 
"participatory view" and it is strongly aligned to that which Reason (2001) calls the 
46 participatory worldview" and Skolimowski (1994) the "participatory mind". 
The core philosophical debate has been described as a prize-fight: in the red corner is 
phenomenology; in the blue comer is positivism (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe, and Lowe, 
1991). Researchers are advised to use that continuum when positioning their own 
contribution to knowledge (Blaikie, 1993). Reason and Heron (1999) and Reason and 
Torbert (2001) identify the tension between the empirical-positivist view and the 
contrasting interpretive view which they call the language turn. They, however, argue 
for a third dimension to this discussion, the "action turn". 
The "action turn" critiques both extremes and, in their place, sets out guiding human 
values and research principles supporting those values. These correspond to a 
participatory view that contains the cornerstones described below. 
This PhD takes the position that reality is inter-subjectively created through people's 
ever-expanding cycles of action-reflection-theorising. Researchers observe that 
evolving reality by observing these cycles, the focal point of which is people's 
informed and committed action (Reason, 2001; Skolimowski, 1994; Argyris, Putnam, 
and McLain Smith, 1985; Argyris and Sch6n, 1978; Argyris, 1973; Berger and 
Luckmann, 1966). 
Berger and Luckmann (1966) argue that reality is socially constructed by informed, 
committed actions of people. They argue that people live in a real world, a world that 
they share with others. Common-sense knowledge is the basis of our living in that 
world, a knowledge that is institutional ised and given to people through processes of 
socialisation. At certain times, we reflect upon that knowledge and transport ourselves 
to a new understanding of reality. This is an intentional process of discovery, directed 
at enhancing our living in this shared world. As people make new claims of reality, 
they externalise their reflections and know-how, submitting these to the review of 
others. Man is committed to sharing knowledge and having it accepted. The authors 
identify steps in this process as (1) externalisation of knowledge, (2) objectification, 
(3) legitimation and (4) finally internalisation; "We not only live in the same world, 
we participate in each other's being (1966: 150). " 
The co-creation of reality rejects "the Cartesian dualism, which radically separates 
mind from the body, and mind from nature (Skolimowski, 1994: 39)". "We simply 
cannot find, see or envisage, in reality more than our senses, our intellect, our 
sensitivities, our intuition... allow us to see (Skolimowski, 1994: 15)". Equally, the 
participatory view rejects extreme phenomenologist perspectives of man deriding 
them as reducing man to the status of being purely a "language animal" destined to 
live in nomadic, "existential anguish" (Skolimowski, 1994). 
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The participatory view believes in human progress and hope. One of'Skoliliiowski's 
(1994) criticisms of the view that man is merely a language aninial, is that it falls to 
allow man to transcend his individual capacity for knowledge creation, there is no 
augmentation of man Is capacities. Evolution is the process ofaugnientation ofour 
consciousness and the continuous acquisition of new sensitivities thl-OUgh which we 
react to our environment in more knowing and purposeful ways. Skolinlowski ( 1994: 
80) draws an upward cone (Figure II) to define the ever expanding limits of what we 
can conceive as reality; inside the cone is a similarly upward spiral ofunderstanding, 
or epistemology. 
Figure 11: The Spiral of Understanding 
Time 
Progress, 
expanding 
understanding 
of our universe 
The boundaries 
of our 
comprehension 
of the universe 
Source: Skolimowski 1994 
Heron and Reason ( 1999) propose an extended epistemology consisting offour 
interrelated and mutually reinforcing phases of knowing (Figure 12): C- L- 
Exj)eriential knowing is through direct contact and intimacy with a Zl 
person, place or thing. It is the difference between ViSH11111 a City Such 
as Venice, and merely reading about it in a travel guide. 
Presentational knowing emerges from experiential knowing. It is 
normally expressed in illustrations, role-play, drawings, dance, MUSIC 
etc. 
9 Pi-ol)ositionalknowing is knowing "about" something and is normally Z- 
expressed in terms oftheory, frameworks, models etc. 
Practical knowin I t- -essed ,I g 
is "llow to" do something and is expi 'is askill 
or "knack". Riding a bicycle illustrates practical knowing, 
propositional knowing ot'vclocity and centrifugal forces do not enable 
you to ride. 
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Figure 12: Forms of Knowing 
Practical 
Propositional Experiential 
Presentational 
Source: Heron and Reason, 1999 
This model of knowledge production leverages the notion of ever expanding 
knowledge in both Skolimowski (1994) and Berger and Luckniann (1966). Heron and 
Reason (1999) suggest that primacy is given to practical knowledge, as that 
consummates all other forms of knowledge and that it is generated through cycles of 
reflection and action. 
A key implication of the participatory view upon selection of methodology is that its 
view that knowledge continually evolves and moves through different stages or types 
of knowledge. Not all knowledge is therefore universal, generalisable and verifiable 
in the manner prescribed by positivist science (Evered and Louis, 1981 ). In the 
participatory view, knowledge is not merely a "stock" or asset; it has inherent 
dynamic and evolving quality and is constantly being transformed by hunian 
interaction with it. In this, the researcher sees a parallel to the concept 01' resources 
and competencies; resources and competencies continually co-evolve together. 
Reason and Torbert (2001 ) add a moral purpose to the creation ol'knowledge. 
Agreeing with Berger and Luckmann (1966) that all people participate III the creation 
of the world, they argue that the put-pose is neither contribution to an abstract notion 
of science, deconstruction of taken for granted realities, not- development of' 
emancipatory theory, but to forge a more direct link between intellectual knowledge 
and moment to moment personal and social action. Knowledge creation should 
contribute to the flourishing of hurnan persons, their communities and eco-systerns. III 
this, they create a link between epistemology and the social purpose of Inquiry. The 
researcher suggests that in the context of' management inquiry, the knowledge created 
should be of direct service to those contributing to its creation. L_ 
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5.3 Methodological altematives 
This section identifies the process by which the researcher chose a methodology 
amongst alternatives. 
The nature of the research question and the philosophical position leads the researcher 
to reject methodologies associated with the extremes of Blaikie's (1993) dichotomy of 
positivism and constructionalism. 
Section 5.1 identified the limitations of positivist research in the context of this 
question: research objectives, observability and language. Positivist methods assume 
an expert language that has a one-to-one relationship with objects in the real world 
and a researcher is able to correct the inadequacies of lay language (Blaikie, 1993). 
Given the language issues around both online marketing and competencies, the 
researcher does not believe there is an expert language in which he could create a 
questionnaire or interview guideline whose language would be understood, in the 
same manner, across individuals even within a single firm. Equally, if managers are 
not explicitly aware of their marketing resources and attendant competencies, it is 
unreasonable to expect them to observe and report upon them for the researcher 
through a non intrusive instrument. 
The researcher also rejects methods associated with the other extreme of Blaikie's 
continuum, an extreme where knowledge is housed within only an individual's 
language and perception: that which Reason and Bradbury (2000) call "the linguistic 
turn" of research. Focus on individual language or interpretivism 13 would limit 
knowledge creation and understanding to the participants' reality and truth (Blaikie, 
1993: 122) and therefore is likely to fail to promote change within the marketing 
competencies of an organisation. The linguistic turn denies the objectification of truth 
commensurate with the participatory philosophical position (Berger and Luckmann, 
1966; Skolimowski, 1994). It also does not allow for the collective construction of 
managers' understanding of their marketing resources and competencies. Neither 
positivist nor extreme interpretivist perspectives address the question of the usefulness 
of the knowledge generated to those who contribute most to this process: managers. 
Therefore, approaches away from the extreme positivist and interpretivist positions 
were considered, namely ethnography, case history and a grounded approach. 
Ethnography might be one way to observe marketing competencies, but it fails to 
address fully the research objectives: 
Ethnography is not normally associated with helping firms change business 
practices; it normally generates descriptive data (Carson, Gilmore, Perry, and 
Gronhaug, 2001: 149) and focuses upon understanding business practices from 
the perspective of the people within the firm. 
13 The researcher uses the term interpretivism as defined by Reason and Bradbury (2000). Other 
scholars have defined interpretivism more broadly to mean all that which is not positivist (Carson, 
Gilmore, Perry, and Gronhaug, 2001: 5). 
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Most ethnographic studies are lengthy to conduct (Carson, Gilmore, Perry, and 
Gronhaug, 2001: 149) and this limits its usefulness for changing marketing 
competencies within most commercial businesses. Usefulness to managers is 
both a legitimate consideration for researchers (Evered and Louis, 198 1) and 
requirement for securing the privileged access to managers needed to answer 
the research question. 
Eisenhardt (1989) states that case study can be used in a dual theory-testing and 
building role and researchers can react to learning and self reflection during the 
research process. However, the researcher does not believe that case study is 
sufficient for raising managers' tacit knowledge about resources to a level sufficient 
for them to understand them and begin developing the marketing competencies 
needed to change them. For managers to change their marketing competencies, more 
is required than a researcher's analysis of interviews presented back to the managers. 
Case study method is too focused on the expert researcher to meet the aims of this 
research. The researcher believes that managers must work collaboratively in order to 
build the knowledge of resources and competencies and this is commensurate with the 
thesis' philosophical position. 
The researcher also considered, but rejected, using a grounded approach (Glaser and 
Strauss, 1967). The grounded approach offers benefits for research in marketing: it is 
rigorous, sensitive to the subtleties of the data and allows for theoretical sensitivity by 
allowing the researcher to step back from the analytical process periodically to 
question the data (Carson and Coviello, 1996). However, the researcher agrees with 
Carson and Coviello (1996: 54) that "it is a method which is perhaps best employed by 
a qualitative researcher who is a phenomenologist by training" and is not the best 
choice for those researchers who are "not phenomenologist by heart or nature": the 
latter phrase accurately describes the researcher. Analogous to the researcher's 
critique of ethnography and case method, a grounded approach is focused. too much 
upon the expert researcher rather than the needs of managers and is therefore not 
aligned fully to participatory philosophy. It is, for the researcher, too closely aligned 
to the "linguistic turn" (Reason and Bradbury, 2000). 
Therefore, the researcher chooses co-operative inquiry 14 ,a methodology within the 
action research tradition that is closely aligned with the participatory philosophy. It 
addresses Blaikie's (1993) criteria as follows: 
Mat is the purpose? Co-operative inquiry creates a community of co- 
researchers (including the researcher), who are directly affected by the 
research's outcomes and participate in the research in order to effect change in 
their organisation. 
Observability of reality? The co-researchers discover the firm's complex 
bundles of resources through repeated cycles of reflecting on action. This 
inter-subjective creation of knowledge is more gencralisable than that 
generated by methods associated with phenomenology. 
14 A full description of co-operative inquiry follows. 
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Is it theory building or testing? Both. Co-operative inquiry does not accept the 
trade off between theory testing and building (Reason and Torbert, 2001); it 
establishes a direct link between an epistemology of practice and the creation 
of knowledge. Gurnmesson (2000a: 209) describes how an individual project 
may give rise to local theory; numerous related projects and reflections thereof 
can give rise to more general theory that is tested and modified in local 
situations. 
fo Expert or lay language? The language that develops is the result of tile 
interplay between the researcher and his co-researchers. 
Expert critique of lay language? The co-operative nature of the inquiry allows 
for expert critique of lay language and for marketing practitioners to critique 
expert language. 
How objective should the researcher be? The researcher is part of the research 
process and this is discussed below. 
5.4 Co-operative inquiry 
This section describes co-operative inquiry as used in this research and why the 
researcher chose it from the wide variety of related action research methods. The 
variation in methods arises from the different backgrounds of important researchers in 
the area and the emphasis they placed upon different objectives (Coghlan and 
Brannick, 2001). 
5.4.1 Definitions of action research 
There are a myriad of methods within the action research tradition (Coghlan and 
Brannick, 2001; Eden and Huxham, 1996; Chisholm and Eden, 1993) reflecting 
different fields of scholarship of the originators and different objectives for inquiry. 
This section reviews some of the attempts to characterise action research and how this 
thesis fits within those characterisations. 
Coghlan and Brannick (2001) identify 10 traditions of action research and key authors 
and writings associated with each. 
1. Traditional action research, as practised by K Lewin (1973), is aimed at 
solving a problem collaboratively whilst generating new knowledge. 
2. Participatory action research focuses on the concerns of power and how the 
powerless are excluded from decision making (Whyte, Greenwood, and Lazcs, 
1991). 
3. Action learninR focuses on a learning approach to solving problems at work. It 
is similar to traditional action research, but lacks the focus on generating 
usable knowledge or theory (Rcvens, 1998). 
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4. Action science emphasises the damaging effect of the cognitive processes of 
individuals' theory-in-use. It suggests that a skilled interventionist can help 
organisations generate action based upon valid information, free choice and 
commitment (Argyris and Sch6n, 1978). 
5. Developmental action inquiry develops a new form of leadership based upon 
inquiry conducted in everyday life, dealing with data encountered in the 
moment and engendering others to do likewise (Torbert, 1981). 
6. Co-overative inquiry is research with people rather than upon people reflecting 
this tradition's focus on the self-determining nature of people (Iferon and 
Reason, 1999). 
7. Clinical inquiry focuses on trained helpers who act as organisational clinicians 
looking at what constitutes a healthy system and system dynamics (Schein, 
2000; Schein, 1987). 
8. Appreciative inquiry focuses on learning and reflecting the language and 
construction of reality of the co-researchers (Cooperrider and Srivastava, 
1987). 
9. Reflective practice focuses on how individuals engage in critical reflection on 
their own actions (Schon, 1983). 
10. Evaluative inguiry. which is closely related to action research, focuses on 
inquiry that generates organisational leaming (Prcskill and Torres, 1999). 
In addition to identifying the many traditions within action research, some categorise 
them to provide clearer choices for researchers. For example, Gurnmesson 
(2000a: 117-118) divides action research into two main streams and clearly, the thesis 
is located in the latter: 
1. Societal Action Science is concerned primarily with emancipatory social goals 
and enabling the powerless in society to take greater control over their lives. 
2. Management Action Science is concerned primarily with the company as a 
business. It seeks to create actions that create business success, improve 
managers' practice and contribute to theory. It acknowledges that research is 
the result of cooperation between the researcher and the client organisation, 
acknowledges the complexities of the situation, takes place in an ethical 
environment, involves all types of data gathering, requires "constructively 
applied pre understanding of the corporate environment", is concluded in real 
time and requires its own quality criteria (2000a: 118-123). 
Chisholm and Eden (1993) divide action research into northern and southern 
hemispheric approaches. The former focuses on improving organisational 
performance and contributing to social science whilst the latter focuses upon novel 
approaches to social problems, social change and societal transformation. 
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Eden and Huxharn (2001) suggest action research can be categorised by four different 
purposes: (1) theory building akin to grounded theory development, (2) organisational 
development, (3) self-development and (4) empowerment. 
Breu and Peppard (2003) identify four traditions and major authors with each: 
I. Action research that aims to contribute both to practical problem-solutions and 
advance social science theory (Rapaport, 1970). 
2. Action science that claims a "scientific" basis to its analysis of the conflict 
between espoused theory and theory-in-use, the latter largely tacit and 
reflective of dysfunctional modes of organisation (Argyris, Putnam, and 
McLain Smith, 1985). 
3. Co-operative inquiry that focuses upon the concerns and interests of the 
people that are part of the activity being researched (Heron and Reason, 1999). 
4. Participative action research that is committed to transforming social 
organisation and context as part of an emancipatory process (Whyte, 
Greenwood, and Lazes, 1991). 
5.4.2 Choosing the action research method for this thesis 
The above section demonstrates a wide variation of action research methods, 
classification schemes and considerable overlap between methods. The research 
question is relevant to a number of action research methods. The researcher is unable 
to find empirical studies about competencies that use action research to guide this 
thesis. The researcher is therefore left to either select one variant of action research or 
synthesise elements from a number according to the objectives of the research and the 
nature of the question. The researcher chooses the latter route, deciding that the wide 
variety of related methods that exists means that the f ield is not rigidly defined. 
The above literature that tries to characterise action research traditions does identify 
key trade offs with regard to the research considerations that discriminate between 
action research methods: 
1. Does the research have emancipatory or organisational (managerial) goals? 
2. Will the researcher's intervention claim to be scientific or task focused? 
3. To what extent does the research wish to help co-researchers' daily practice 
versus contribute to academic theory? 
4. To what extent will the research set the priority between action understanding 
underlying phenomena? 
5. What is the role of the researcher with respect to the managers or co- 
researchers: expert, one of a team or clinician? 
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This section discusses these trade offs in consideration of the philosophical 
perspective and the nature of the research question. The discussion of the trade offs 
enables the reader to understand the nature of action research undertaken in this PhD. 
5.4.2.1 Goals of this research 
All forms of action research will include both organisational and emancipatory goals. 
Democratic participation of managers in the research process, a core principle of most 
forms of action research, will improve managers' confidence and ability to make 
decisions that are in their own interest (Argyris, 1973). However, this research 
emphasises organisational goals over emancipatory. The researcher's assessment is 
that the way operational managers view the question, and its importance within their 
overall professional and personal lives, makes it unlikely that managers would view 
the question in emancipatory terms and language. This assessment was validated 
through the researcher's initial contact with potential clients for the research. In the 
two studies presented in this thesis, the client sponsors stressed that the inquiry teams 
could be 3Lery_operational and commitment would be possible only if there were 
concrete actions affecting live projects and pressing business problems. This 
conclusion is consistent with the stance taken by Gummesson (2000a) for using action 
research in marketing contexts. 
5.4.2.2 Scientific versus task focus 
Argyris (1985; 1973) claims scientific validation for his theories about individuals, 
teams and organisations operating within type I or 2 organisations. In type I 
organisations, people do not act upon valid information and free choice and this leads 
to a sense of failure, alienation and dishonesty. The dishonesty manifests itself 
through a gap between what people really do and believe in (theory-in-use), and what 
they claim to do and believe (espoused theory). Most people are unaware of the gap 
between theory-in-use and espoused theories due to the lack of opportunity for critical 
reflection or double loop learning. Scientific intervention, using Argyris' intervention 
process, exposes that gap and provides teams with the skills necessary to bridge it and 
build a Mode 2 organisation. For interventionists, unfreezing the organisation, getting 
its members to reflect critically on its theory-in-use versus espoused theory, is a 
necessary precondition to success. 
In the context of claiming scientific validation for action research, Argyris advises 
researchers to build an effective learning system before the tasks can be achieved. 
However, this research question, and its context, suggest that managers participating 
in this research will have an initial focus upon the tasks. From this it may be possible 
to build more effective learning systems within the client organisations to deepen and 
prolong the inquiry's benefits. Whilst the researcher does not believe that privileged 
access would be granted for a focus on the type I versus type 2 organisation, the 
literature made the researcher sensitive to the issues and ready to engage with issues 
of type 2 learning if and when they arise. 
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5.4.2.3 Contribution to theory and practice 
The participatory view integrates theory and practice and the methodology should 
reflect that this research intends to contribute to both. Lewin, acknowledged as the 
founder of action research (Reason, 2001), claimed that the objective of his research 
was to contribute equally to theory and practice (Coghlan and Brannick, 2001). 
Rapaport (1970: 499) also supports this dual role: "Action research aims to contribute 
both to the practical concerns of people in an immediate problematic situation and to 
the goals of social science by joint collaboration within a mutually acceptable ethical 
framework. " 
Because this research is designed to contribute to theory as well as practice, it is 
different from management consulting (Gummesson, 2000a). The marketing 
competency framework, which will subsequently be shown to be central to making 
this research operational, is built from theory and academic literature. The empirical 
findings from the field research will be related to the theories underpinning that 
framework; this was planned by the researcher up-front. In choosing to contribute to 
theory, the researcher eliminates methods such as action learning, which focus on 
learning and managers' psychological development. 
5.4.2.4 Action versus purely understanding the phenomenon 
This research intends to do both in equal measure. The literature is clear that 
managers' action validates the action research methodology because it demonstrates 
the generation of valid information, free choice, participation and a willingness of co- 
researchers to submit their new knowledge to scrutiny (Argyris, 1973). Equally, the 
inquiry informs a wider community within the client firms so that it may improve its 
practice overall. For this to happen, knowledge generated needs to be understand and 
generalised to at least the level of the firm and presented in a sufficiently 
propositional manner (abstract) so that managers not involved with the inquiry can 
learn. 
5.4.2.5 The role of the researcher 
This section defines the role of the researcher, the PhD candidate, with respect to the 
managers who would work with the researcher as co-researchers in an inquiry. 
Positivist methods ensure that the researcher does not "contaminate" the data by 
interfering with the research subjects whereas in phenomenological studies, the 
researcher is an interpreter of subjects' language and experiences (Blaikie, 1993: 210). 
Previous sections have established the researcher's contention that it is not possible to 
observe marketing competencies as a detached, objective researcher because 
managers will require active assistance if they are to raise their tacit understanding of 
marketing resources and competencies and then change their competencies so that the 
research question can be answered. As Rouse and Daellenbach (2002: 964) argue, 
when discussing competency research into research and development, "without 
research inside these firms, it is still impossible to determine what allowed one firm's 
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R&D efforts to be more effective than another firm's". The issue for researchers is not 
whether to stand apart from managers or not, but how best to work within firms: as a 
clinician asking questions, as an equal embarking on a journey of discovery or as an 
expert working in a participatory and democratic manner? The researcher chooses the 
latter based upon a logical argument, validated by the researcher's experience of 
asking companies to participate in this research. For managers to engage and make 
changes to marketing competencies, they must expect practical improvements to their 
day-to-day practice. This is fully consistent with Heron and Reason's (1999) and 
Berger and Luckmann's (1966) views of knowledge development and action research 
practice (Reason and Bradbury, 2001). The researcher must bring expertise, 
experience and even prior frameworks to the research in order to make it effective 
(Gummesson, 2000a; Carson and Coviello, 1996); in managerial action research, the 
researcher is not merely a facilitator (Gummesson, 2000a). However, if managers are 
going to make changes to their marketing practices, they must take actions based upon 
valid information and commitment (Argyris, 1973). This will not happen without a 
democratic and participatory inquiry undertaken in the managers' interest that is 
characterised by both single and double loop learning (Argyris, 1973). Therefore, the 
researcher is a co-researcher in a group committed to action and aware of his impact 
on the knowledge creating process (Friedman, 2000; Heron and Reason, 1999). 
There is discussion in the action research literature about the extent to which the 
researcher is totally immersed with his or her co-researchers, taking purely a 
facilitative and data capture role versus a more dominant role. Chisholm and Eden 
(1993) find that action research projects cover a broad range from researcher 
dominated to collaboratively managed. Blaikie (1993: 84) describes a trend within 
feminist studies that suggests the researcher must be in the same "critical plane" as the 
co-researchers rather than replicating society's existing (and unequal) social structure 
by imposing prior and non feminist ideas into the inquiry. The researcher concurs 
with Blaikie (1993: 210) that this is an extreme position and is inspired more by 
scholars from within the managerial action research perspective, such as Gummesson 
(2000a) and Checkland (1998), who expect action researchers to provide expert 
assistance and bring prior knowledge to inquiries. Acknowledging the researcher as 
part of the study is supported by Reason and Torbert (1999) who suggest that co- 
operative inquiry researchers understand the inquiry from three perspectives: first 
person (what the researcher learnt), second person (the inquiry team's learning and 
action) and third person (creating a community of inquiry past the immediate team). 
Any inquiry contains elements of all three: this PhD focuses upon second person 
inquiry but identifies first and third person inquiry outcomes where relevant. 
5.4.2.6 Conclusion 
Considering the above trade offs, this research will employ co-operative inquiry as a 
synthesis of the definitions offered in Section 5.4.1 by Breu and Peppard (2003), 
Coghlan and Brannick (2001) and Heron and Reason (1999). This form of co- 
operative inquiry emphasises organisational goals, is task focused, contributes to 
theory and practice and emphasises managerial action and understanding in equal 
measure. The next section outlines the role of the researcher in co-operative inquiry 
because understanding that role forms part of the quality and validity considerations. 
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5.5 Making the method operational 
5.5.1 The research process 
The research process is designed to allow the research to observe the reality of the 
resource-competency development flow illustrated in Figure 7 (Section 4.3.3.4). As t-- 
Section 4.3.2.4 states, competencies exist in the context of a continual sequence ofco- 
evolving resources and competencies. To observe that reality, this thesis intervenes 
into the real resource-competency development flow in the four key stages as 
illustrated in Figure 13. 
Figure 13: Research Design Overview 
Stage 1: Stage 2: Stage 4: Stage 3: 
Current Current Future Future 
Marketing Marketing Marketing Marketing 
Competencies Resources Competencies Resources 
Stage I determines the firm's current marketing competencies using tools developed 
from the marketing competencies framework (Figure 10) and deployed at a workshop. 
The tools, their development and deployment in the workshop are discussed in 
Section 5.5.1.2. Stage I raises managers' tacit knowledge about their I'll-III's lilarketint, Z_ Lý 
competencies and resources and creates the basic data from which managers identify 
their current marketing resources. 
In stage 2, potential current marketing resources are identified by the inquiry team, 
reflected upon by managers, discussed by the entire team and finally agreed by the 
team. 
Once the inquiry team has agreed the Current competencies and resources, it moves to 
staoe 3: the final circle of Figure 13 bypassing for the moment future marketing zn 
competencies. During stage 3, the inquiry team agrees how tile marketing resources L, L- Lý identified in stage 2 need to develop in consideration ofthe firm's online consumer 
marketing strategy and the inquiry team identifies any new resources that need to be 
developed for the future. 
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Once the current and future marketing resources are identified, the inquiry has the 
"end points" it needs to identify the future marketing competencies that enable the 
transition from current to future resources. In stage 4, managers use the niarketint, 
competencies tools from Stage 1, but in the context of the future, to identify their 
future marketing competencies. 
The four key stages are followed by the managers agreeing formally and or executing 
actions arisino, from the inquiry and one-to-one exit interviews with each manager. L_ 
The exit interviews provide additional validity checks on the research. Semi- 
structured interviews investigate if individual managers notice improvements in their 
day-to-day performance, the relationship between researcher and co-rescarchers, 
commitment to action and overall effectiveness of the inquiry. The outline of' the 
semi-structured interview is presented in Section 5.5.3. 
Figure 14 provides a more detailed view of the interventions that execute the above 
mentioned four stages. The thesis' phenomenon of interest, the marketing 
competencies that firms should develop (future marketing competencies) in the 
context of online consumer relationships, is illustrated within the resource- 
competency development flow as a box containing the sequential flow of resource- 
competency circles coloured blue. The interventions that enable the researcher to 
observe the phenomenon of interest are illustrated in gold-yellow coloured boxes 
numbered one through seven. Figure 14 illustrates reality (the resource-competency 
development flow in the blue circles) and the observation of that reality in the yellow 
boxes. 
Figure 14: Detailed View of the Research Design 
2. Workshop 1 3. Preparation 1 4. Workshop 2 
Identify marketing VRIN test to Agree current marketing 
competencies identify current resources 
Identify potential marketing Identify future marketing 
marketing resources resources 
_F 
resources 
I 
Resource-Competency +elopment Flow I 
Current Current Future Future 
Marketing Marketing Marketing Marketing 
Competencie Resources Competencie Resources 
6. Workshop 3 5. Preparation 2 
alidation Lv Agree future marketing Identify future 
Exit interviews competencies marketing 
Agree action competencies 
The following sections describe each of the seven interventions. 
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Set up Stage 
5.5.1.1 Set up 
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6 Workshop 3 5 Preperelion 2 
Agree uture marketing t Identify future 
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Agree action mpirem C p"e-. - 
The set up is a process by which the researcher and potential client company evaluate 
the mutual benefits of proceeding with the inquiry and plan for it. The criteria for 
approaching companies are discussed in Section 5.7. 
The set up starts with the researcher meeting a sponsor within the potential client 
company and this proved always to be a middle manager from within the marketing 
function. It is normal for co-operative inquiry to be initiated by a PhD candidate and 
there is no inherent contradiction between the candidate's desire to complete his 
studies and the co-operative nature of the inquiry (Reason, 1999). 
The researcher exposes the client to the core ideas, frameworks and tools of the 
research and describes both the process and its potential benefits. The client describes 
the decisions facing marketing managers and some of the difficulties it has developing 
its online marketing. If there is interest, the sponsor and researcher meet again to 
ensure that the inquiry can meet the client company's specific needs, tirriefrarnes and 
that the relevant managers are available. The researcher and sponsor discuss the 
potential inquiry team and then the sponsor discusses interest with colleagues. The 
researcher suggests to the client that the criteria for selecting an inquiry team are: 
The assembled team has the ability to understand most aspects ofonfine 
consumer relationships and take actions that build marketing competencies in 
consideration of online consumer relationships. 
The individuals participate on a free-will basis and are fully MfOrnled ofthe 
commitment expected before they agree. Z_ 
The individuals have a personal stake in the issue because ofa combination of 
genuine interest, difficult decisions to make or anxieties about the online L- 
marketing policies they are promoting. 
These criteria fulfil the demands of intervention theory (Argyris, 1973) and the 
suo-estions of Reason (1999) for co-operative inquiry. týz- 
All potential sponsors made it clear to the researcher that these criteria mean that the 
inquiry team will comprise hard-pressed operational managers who expect an efficient 
process and to be able to gain immediate benefit in their day-to-day activities. This is 
consistent with notions of privileged access (Clark, 1972) and primacy ofaction and t-I 
practical knowledge within co-operative inquiry (Reason and Torbert, 2001 
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Once the sponsor is confident that the inquiry will meet the immediate needs of the 
company, he or she arranges for the researcher to present to the potential inquiry 
team. Normally this occurs within a two hour meeting at the potential clients' offices. 
The researcher takes great care to present the potential inquiry as a matter of free 
choice for each member of the inquiry team. The researcher emphasises the 
commitment expected of each member of the inquiry team and negotiates the role of 
the researcher with respect to managing the process, capturing data, managing diaries 
etc. At the end of the presentation, the potential members of the inquiry team are 
asked to express their interest. If the client wishes to conduct the inquiry, the sponsor 
and researcher plan and set diaries for the workshops described below. 
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Workshop 1 
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5.5.1.2 Workshop I 
Workshop I identifies the client company's current marketing competencies and the 
potential 15 marketing resources associated with those competencies. Tile workshop 
lasts three hours and is divided into two halves. During the first half, the inquiry teani 
uses tools provided by the researcher (described below) to raise tacit knowledge ofthe 
company's current marketing competencies and make them more explicit. During this 
process, descriptions and attributes of marketing resources are inevitably raised 
because of the interrelated nature of resources and competencies. These descriptions 
and attributes are captured on flip charts by the researcher. During tile second halt' of 
the workshop, the captured data is analysed by the group to determine potential 
current marketing resources. The analysis process is discussed in greater detall III 
Section 5.5.1.2.3 below. 
The three hour duration of workshops was the result ofdiscussion with the 
participating companies' sponsors who felt that operational managers would not C- devote full days for each workshop. Three hours was neggotiated between tile 
researcher and clients to reflect a balance between giving the inquiry serious attention 
and the needs of operational managers. 
5.5.1.2.1 Marketing competencies'scoring tools 
Marketing competencies are identified in workshop I by the inquiry team usino tools L- L- developed from the marketing competencies framework (Figure 10). This section t-- Lý describes the tools and how they are created. 
The competency tools described in this section break the high level descript lolls 
contained in individual cells offigure 10 into a finer-rained level ot'detail as L- C- described below. 
There are four workshop tools: one for cach marketing conipctency. Each tool helps 
co-researchers identify (score) where the firill IS 11011,1' tile C01"Itilli. 11.1111 Of tile (III-Ce 
marketin- forms. The current dernand management competency scoring tool is Z- C- L- 
" See Glossary, Section 1.1 for clefinition ol'potcmial resources. 
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illustrated in Figure 15 and followed by a description ot'llow the too] is constructed. 
The other three competency scoring tools are Illustrated and described in Appendix 2. 
Figure 15: Demand Management Competency Scoring Tool 
Form of Transaction Relationship Netwoi-k 
Marketing (Score =0 (Score =2) (Score =3) 
-Identify and exploit -Identify and exploit -Identify and lewrage 
demand indiN idual stakeholder coniniunit) resources 
interests 
Measures Marketing Focus 
Score 
Creating Market egnienlation -Custorrier seginen(ation -Communit) I-K, ritolio 
Demand -Brand/reputation -('11storner 
de%clopinent -standards leadership 
Mass niarkeliný skill -Dillerential niarkenný - hl- . 0,111plellients deNeloplucill 
AdNertising/proniotion directional 
Planning 
Wartnerships 
Focus -Market share - turnover -Share ofAallet -1 rcqllellcý. recell, ý and Nalkle M contact, 
Basis ( )1' Scale -Scope -Le%eiage standards. Competition 
: 
Innovation -Scr% ice quality -installed haw 
. Content luallagenlent 
Overall 
From left to right at the top of Figure 15 are the three forms of' marketing and a short 
descriptor (in a blue box) from Figure 10 that suniniarises the key differences if) tile 
demand management competency between them. Down the left hand side ofthe tool, 
the key attributes of each competency are listed. These are called -rneasurcs- III tile 
tool because co-researchers put scores (measures) against each. These measures, and 
the marketing focus bullet points against each, are generated from content analysis of' I-- C, 
the literature (Figure 8) by the researcher. The bullet points help teams assess 
and score their firm's competencies from one to three. 
By way ol'illustration, this paragraph examines the literature SLIPPOI-111111 how tile 
researcher describes the "creatinc, demand" measure across the three marketing f'ornis. 
The literature illustrates marketina's roots and t'0cus in the I'acilitation ot'exchaiwe 
between customers and companies (Webster, 1992, Levitt, 1986. Flils, 1973. Kotler, 
1972, Kotler and Levy, 1969-, Levitt, 1960), and its commensurate marketing focus of' 
ideniffying profitable product market segments, creating individual product brands, 
maximising market share through product innovation and maxiniking the prol'it 1'roin 
each transaction. The chanoe in marketing l'ocus 1'roin transaction to relationship is cl LI 
extensively documented in literature (Ryals, Knox, and Maklan, 2(X)O) with Its f'OCUS 
on inaxinlising share ol'the potentially most profitable customers over an extended L- 
time period through custornisalion, service and dil'I'erential marketing (Peppers and L- LI Rogers, 1994). Writers have idcillit'ied that networks, particularly onfine network,,, 
represent a new paradigm (Sheth and Sisodia. 1999) and demand a new marketing 11 focus (Achrol and Kotler, 1999). Network marketing seeks to position tile I'11,111 
advantageously within a network by setting standards, building strong communities, Cý t- 
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cleveloping desired content or building an important customer (Achrol and Kotler, L- L- 1999; Shapiro and Varian, 1999b-, Kelly, 1998). 
During the workshops, the inquiry teams score each measure as follows: I for 
transaction marketing, 2 for relationship and 3 for network. This assumes that the 
three forms of marketing are equal-distant; this remains an unproven assumption of' 
this research. The inquiry teams discuss and agree the use of'partial scores: for 
example, a score of 1.5 for "generating demand" indicates that the team feels that its 
competency was a mixture, half way between transaction and relationship marketing 
on that measure. This mixture of competencies between marketing Forms is supported 
empirically by Coviello et al (2002) who find that most firms' marketing practices are 
a mixture of aqjacent marketing forms. Once each measure is scored, the inquiry team 
discusses if all the measures should be equally weighted or if some are more 
important than others. The overall score for the competency is a weighted average of' 
the measures. 
5.5.1.2.2 The marketing competency grid 
Once all four tools are completed by the inquiry team during workshop 1, (lie four 
overall marketing competency scores are plotted on the market,,, (, competency orid 
(Figure 16). The grid transposes the three marketing forms into three concentric 
circles. The four marketing competencies are illustrated as two axes intersecting tile 
three concentric circles. The scores for the four competencies are plotted oil (lie grid 
and the points are connected to form a diarnond-like shape. This is done in the first 
and third workshops for the current and future marketing competencies respectively 
and illustrates the shift from cut-rent to future competencies required. Tile grid was 
considered by co-researchers as a useful, one slide sunimary ofan inquiry's findings. C_ 
Figure 16: Marketing Competency Grid 
Demand malla'-'ellicill 
Transaction marketing 
.i 
Network marketing 
Detel-11111111w, (lie 
ke lat I onsh I ps Knm% Icd,, c Ith Customers 
Customer Value ProposillOll", 
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5.5.1.2.3 Detenniningpotential marketing resources 
Once the competency scoring is completed, the inquiry team looks at each of the flip 
charts of comments about marketing resources as captured by the researcher. The 
researcher facilitates a discussion that prompts a shared understanding of what the 
comments mean, elaborates on some and eliminates others felt no longer to be 
important. Using different coloured marker pens, the team circles comments related 
closely to each other in the same colour. This generates discussions as to where 
various comments belong and forces the team to come back to some and reallocate 
them dynamically as this exercise progresses. By the end of this exercise, the 
comments are sorted into a limited number of groups. For each group, the team rc- 
reads the comments in that group and generates a label or name that characterises the 
grouping. This is discussed until consensus is achieved. 
Those labels, and the understanding behind them that the team generates, represent 
potential marketing resources. They are assets such as brands, relationships and 
databases but it is not yet known if they generate sustained competitive advantage. To 
determine whether these potential marketing resources are resources in the RBT- 
sense, the team needs to assess them against the VRIN criteria. This is done in the 
next step of the research process. The potential marketing resources are allocated (on 
a voluntary basis) amongst the co-researchers. Each co-researcher assesses his or her 
allocated potential resource(s) individually outside the workshop and presents an 
analysis to the whole group at workshop 2. 
5.5.1.3 Data capture, researcher's reflections and briefing co- 
researchers for next phase 
This section describes the process by which the researcher captures the data from the 
first workshop, reflects upon it and uses the reflections to brief co-researchers on the 
next step of the process. The process is repeated at each subsequent step of research 
so that the researcher continually captures, reflects and briefs co-researchers. 
The researcher discusses data capture with the potential clients during the set up and 
the first workshop. Reason (1999) recommends rotating roles amongst the inquiry 
team for data capture. However, he presents these in the context more of that which 
Gurnmesson (2000a) defines as societal rather than managerial action research where 
the inquiry could touch upon personal and transformational issues such as race, 
gender and ecology. It became clear to the researcher early in the discussions with 
potential companies, that the time demands upon operational managers would not 
permit them to take on such roles. The researcher is expected to manage the process 
inclusive of data capture and the first level of analysis. 
The researcher records all contacts on audio tape and collects flip charts, presentation 
material and any other artefacts. The artefacts are normally transferred to an 
appropriate electronic medium such as PowerPoint slides so that they can be stored 
and shared easily. 
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Within two days of the workshop, the researcher reviews the audio tapes in the 
manner suggested by Argyris (1973). Whilst listening to the tapes, the researcher 
records notes on "paper" (in a Word document) that is divided between the left and 
right-hand sides. On the left-hand side, the researcher records what he believes to be 
the key aspects of the conversation as it unfolded and on the right-hand side, against 
various comments or points of the meeting, the researcher notes what he felt at the 
time, why he might have made a certain intervention in the process and reflections on 
what other co-researchers might have been feeling at the time, based on their 
comments and the researcher's recollection of body language, tone of voice etc. The 
researcher pays attention to the content of the meeting (what are the issues facing the 
firm, what are its competencies etc. ) and the quality of the co-researchers' 
engagement. The researcher considers the extent to which everyone participates, the 
degree to which the co-researchers are getting comfortable and expert with the 
concepts and frameworks used and evidence of critical reflection amongst the groups. 
The researcher is equally attentive to his own performance; is he saying too much/too 
little, being too directive/letting the workshop wander, drawing contributions out of 
his co-workers or (subtly) putting his agenda too forcefully? A section from such 
reflections from workshop 1, of the flutter inquiry, is attached (Appendix 3) to 
illustrate this. Workshops generate between seven and 12 pages of reflection. 
Sharing these reflections with co-researchers is negotiated between researcher and co- 
researchers. Initially, the researcher tried to share his complete reflections with the 
inquiry team but this was not appreciated. The managers are too busy to review them, 
fail to see the point and suggest that it makes the inquiry feel too academic and 
psychological. Where the researcher has some conclusions or relevant observations 
for which he wants feedback, he discusses them with the sponsor informally or raises 
them at the next meeting. This business-like approach to the inquiry is appreciated by 
the co-researchers as evidenced by their formal and informal feedback throughout the 
inquiries. 
The formal briefing for the next step of the process is prepared by the researcher in 
PowerPoint and sent to each co-researcher via email within a few days of each 
workshop or preparation session. The briefing contains: 
Review of the workshop or preparation and its conclusions, particularly the 
results of any tools. For example, after workshop 1, co-researchers receive the 
results of all four competency scoring tools, the completed competency grid, 
the list of potential marketing resources and a full set of descriptors or items 
associated with each potential resource. Reviews are published as PowerPoint 
presentations and are in length between 20-70 slides. 
Briefing notes for the next step and the tools to be used. Briefing packs range 
between 25-60 PowerPoint slides. 
Co-researchers are encouraged to comment and frequently do, either to add new 
thoughts, clarify their position or ask for further explanation. This is normally done 
via email, either directly to the researcher or to the entire group. 
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At the end of the first workshop, co-researchers are asked to reflect individually upon 
at least one of the identified potential marketing resources and assess if it truly met 
the VRIN criteria and therefore could lead to sustained competitive advantage. They 
prepare a presentation on their reflections so that the entire inquiry team can discuss 
and ultimately agree what are the current resources. However, co-researchers changed 
this process in the inquiries so that they could work in pairs and asked the researcher 
to attend those meetings to answer questions that might arise. 
Practical means for managers to identify and assess potential resources are not well- 
developed in the RBT literature, possibly because of the tacit knowledge 
underpinning many resources (Ambrosini and Bowman, 2001). Barney's (1991) 
VRIN criteria are widely cited by scholars but neither Barney, nor those who develop 
his work further, offers practical guidance on making the criteria operational. It is 
therefore left to the researcher to develop tools for the inquiry based upon the 
literature and discussions with academic advisers at Cranfleld School of Management 
(Professors Knox and Bowman). Four tools are developed, one for each criterion and 
they are discussed below. Co-researchers typically prepare written answers and or 
comments on questions asked by the tools, based upon their individual reflection. 
They discuss these answers in Preparation 1, modify where necessary and prepare a 
presentation for the second workshop in the form of PowerPoint slides. 
5.5.1.4.1 Assessing if a potential marketing resource is valuable 
Valuable resources reduce costs or increase profit (Barney, 1991 ). There are some 
resources that can create value in isolation from other resources, such as a patent or an 
advantageous location. However, resources mostly work in combination with other 
resources (Bowman and Ambrosim, 2000) and are rarely isolated sources of profit. 
Therefore, one needs to try to untangle resource-bundles to identify the value of any 
one resource; this has been acknowledged as difficult and a priority for RBT 
development (Srivastava, Fahey, and Christensen, 2001 ). Determining if a resource is 
valuable is made operational by Ambrosini and Bowman (2001) using mental 
mapping, an iterative process that guides managers of a professional services firm to 
reveal the steps or the pathway, from a successful business outcome (e. g. winning a 
major new order, acquiring an important new customer) through to the resources that 
ultimately underpin that outcome. The researcher creates an analogous pathway tool 
to enable co-researchers to reflect upon how the resource that they are assessing links 
to value (Figure 17). The successful outcome in Figure 17 is to acquire a profitable 
new customer and this outcome is chosen upon the basis of discussion with the 
participating co-researchers. 
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Figure 17: VRIN Assessment Tool (Value) - Resource Pathway 
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Down the left-hand side of the too] are the potential marketing resources identified by 
an inquiry team in the first workshop. Across the top are the steps of a widely- 
accepted cognitive model that suggests consumer behaviour is a function of purchase 
intention (Peter and Olson, 1994). The resource pathway too] helps the inquiry team 
assess how potential marketing resources interact to create value and which resources 
they feel contribute more than others. Focusing on a potential marketing resource, a 
co-researcher maps the way a potential marketing resource combines with other 
potential marketing resources through a consumer purchase process to lead to the 
acquisition of a new customer. The valuable outcome in Figure 17 is determined by 
the co-researchers in the first workshop. 
In working with Figure 17, co-researchers consider: L- 
How does the potential marketing resource being analysed work through to the 
successful acquisition of a profitable new customer? 
Does it work with other resources'? How? Which is the more important? 
Does the resource enable you to do it better than competitors? Or at a cost 
lower than competitors can achieve? 
The pathway is modified by co-researchers as they feel necessary. Mostly, it promotes 
a deeper reflection amongst the inquiry team rather than acting as a key artefact of the 
inquiry. 
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5.5.1.4.2 Assessing if a potential marketing resource is rare 
A resource is rare if it is not so abundantly available to allow all competitors access to 
it, in sufficient quality, quantity and timeliness for their production processes at a 
market price (Barney, 1991). Therefore rarity is defined in relationship to competitors. 
The tool is developed by the researcher and it states the Barney (1991) definition of 
rarity in italics and then asks questions (bullet points) designed to elicit reflection on 
the part of the co-researchers (Figure 18). 
Figure 18: VRIN Assessment Tool - Rare 
Rarity is defined as something of some value that competitors find hard to 
obtain in sufficient quantity, quality or time 
* Who are the benchmarks: 
" Major direct competitors? 
" Indirect competitors? 
" Current business partners that could compete with you? 
How do you know the quality of the resource available to competitors? 
What are the benchmarks or measures you are using to answer this 
question? 
If you need more data about competitors' resources, how would you 
get it? 
5.5.1.4.3 Assessing if a potential marketing resource is imperfectly imitable 
A resource is imperfectly imitable when a competitor cannot duplicate the resource at 
equal quality (functionality) for an equal cost (Barney, 1991). To understand if a 
resource is imperfectly imitable, one must look at the historical evolution of the 
resource (Barney, 199 1) and judge the extent to which it developed in an 
idiosyncratic, path dependent manner (Nelson, 1991) or through luck (Barney, 1986); 
neither of which is likely to be available to competitors. Equally, a resource may be 
imperfectly imitable where the link between the resource and valuable outcomes is 
causally ambiguous (Barney, 1991) or the resource is socially complex (Dierickx and 
Cool, 1989). If managers, let alone competitors, do not understand how a resource is 
built or contributes to value, it is less likely that it can be imitated. 
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The tool developed by the researcher restates the Barney (199 1) definition of 
imperfectly imitable (italics) and then is a series of questions designed to elicit 
reflection on the part of the co-researchers (Figure 19). 
Figure 19: VRIN Assessment Tool - Imperfectly Imitable 
Competitors cannot achieve the same effectiveness or cost for that 
resource 
How did this resource develop within the company? 
" Internal development versus alliance, bought in know-how 
" Rapid development versus slow, idiosyncratic process 
" Trial and error versus traumatic events and reorganisations 
" Extensive documentation of the magic formula or intuitive knowledge 
" Dependence on key individuals 
" Extent to which there is a shared "culture, " or way of treating customers 
and partners that is intuitively followed 
Can competitors figure out what you do to be so good? 
If they can, can they easily do the same? 
" What would it take in time and money? 
" Can they do it as well? At the same cost as you can? 
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5.5.1.4.4 Assessing if a potential marketing resource is non-substitutable 
Barney (199 1) suggests that, whilst it may not be possible for a competitor to imitate 
another firm's resource exactly: (1) it can substitute a similar resource that enables it 
to conceive, and implement an equivalent strategy and (2) different resources can be 
strategic substitutes. Equally, it is important for managers to realise the risks of being 
caught in a resource trap (Ambrosini and Bowman, 2001; O'Driscoll, Carson, and 
Gilmore, 2001) such that the firm fails to see how its resources can be made obsolete 
by imaginative competitors. 
One assesses substitutability by reflection and foresight into alternate means of 
creating customer value. The inquiry uses hypothetical scenarios suggested by the 
researcher and co-researchers: the scenario describes a situation where competitors do 
something potentially damaging to the company, competitors from outside the 
industry enter with a radically new consumer offer, business partners seek to compete 
with the firm or Government legislation alters the industry. 
The tool developed by the researcher restates the Barney (199 1) definition of this 
criterion and asks a series of questions designed to elicit reflection on the part of the 
co-researchers (Figure 20). 
Figure 20: VRIN Assessment Tool - Non Substitutable 
Whilst resources may be idiosyncratic, competitors can deploy resources 
that have equivalence with respect to benefits and cost. Best practice 
and benchmarking disciplines tend to "level the playing field". Assessing 
this criteria requires insight and foresight to determine if a potential 
resource really has close substitutes. 
Is there someone else able to build the same behavioural understanding of 
betting, perhaps on a broader scale? 
Can interest groups or customer alliances build the same understanding? 
Will customers take control of their data somehow and dis-intermediate you? 
Will the data be made open to all? 
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5.5.1.5 Workshop 2 
Workshop 2 has three parts: (1) agreeing the company's current marketing resources, 
(2) discussion of the company's marketing strategy and (3) determining the impact of 
the marketing strategy upon the marketing resources, that is, predicting the future 
marketing resources. This last point includes the identification of new resources 
because firms that build their strategies only in consideration of their current 
competencies are not able to respond effectively to discontinuous change. 
5.5.1.5.1 Agreeing the company's current marketing resources 
Co-researchers present their slides assessing the extent to which their selected 
resource(s) meet the VRIN criteria, scoring it 0 to 4 with one point for each criterion 
met. Co-researchers present in turn in no particular order. Each presentation lasts 
between five to ten minutes and is followed by a discussion with the entire inquiry 
team. The researcher encourages a lively discussion that challenges taken-for-granted 
assumptions about the company and its marketing resources. If other co-researchers 
do not challenge the presentation with sufficient rigour (as perceived by the 
researcher), the researcher asks open-ended questions, such as: How do you know this 
or that to be true? Have you evidence? Do you think your competitors agree with your 
assessment'? The team revisits the scoring and amends, where necessary, the number 
of points awarded. At the end of the presentations, the researcher puts on a flip chart 
the list of resources and the points awarded against each in order, starting with four. 
The inquiry team then agrees which are the VRIN-passed (strategic as they began to 
be called) current marketing resources. Normally this status is conferred upon In 
potential resources scoring 4, but at times the team would agree that a resource was 
sufficiently VRIN-like with a3 or 3.5 score. This process takes about one and a half 
hours. 
5.5.1.5.2 Discussing the marketing strategy 
The role of managerial cognition, goal setting and intention in shaping and leading the 
development of resources and competencies is well established in the literature and 
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discussed in Section 4.3.3. It is therefore legitimate to accept managers' intentions, 
goals, strategies, desires and or plans as a basis upon which to determine which 
marketing resources the company will require in the future. 
The second part of workshop 2 discusses the company's marketing strategy. The 
project sponsor, or the co-researcher with greatest involvement in setting the 
marketing strategy, chairs this part of the workshop. The chair describes the 
marketing strategy for both the short term (one year) and long term (three to five 
years) and the ensuing discussion identifies (or confirms) critical marketing actions 
that are relevant for the forecasting of future marketing resources. Examples include 
clearly identified new markets, new countries of operation, product portfolio 
expansion, volume growth or customer repurchase improvements. Other co- 
researchers contribute their understanding of the strategy until there is a shared 
understanding of it. This part of the workshop lasts for 30 minutes which proved to be 
sufficient in both inquiries because managers had a similar understanding of the 
marketing strategy. The researcher is not briefed in advance of the chair's discussion 
of strategy; this discussion and its implications for the final third of the workshop 
emerge from the workshop alone. It is not Possible for the inquiry team to assess if the 
strategy is "right" or even workable. However, what is important for the development 
of marketing competencies are the investments in resources and competencies that 
managers make as a result of their appreciation of strategy and what it demands of 
their day-to-day operations. Intentionality in developing marketing competencies does 
not require the marketing strategy to be "right" or externally validated, only that 
managers act as if it is the strategy that they are trying to implement. 
5.5.1.5.3 Implications of strategy upon marketing resources 
The inquiry team then discusses the impact of the marketing strategy upon the current 
marketing resources to identify how they must evolve in the future. Each resource is 
discussed sequentially; sometimes its evolution is obvious, other times there are 
alternate scenarios to consider. The discussion is unstructured and each co-researcher 
is encouraged to contribute and think broadly about the potential impact of strategy 
upon marketing resources. Then the researcher facilitates a discussion that tries to 
identify new potential resources that the strategy may require. A clear view of the 
future marketing resources emerges from this discussion as well as the gap between 
current and future marketing resources that must be bridged. This part of the 
workshop lasts for most of the final hour of the workshop. 
During the final few minutes of the workshop, the inquiry team plans for the next 
step, preparation work 2. During preparation work 2, co-researchers will revisit the 
four marketing competencies and prepare presentations for how they must evolve in 
order to bridge the gap between current and future marketing resources. They will use 
the competency scoring tools described in Section 5.5.1.2.1, but this time without the 
researcher facilitating the process. The co-researchers express a desire to remain in 
pairs and for the researcher to attend the meetings during which they discuss future 
marketing competencies. The pairs agree which competencies they will score and 
present back to the full team at the final workshop. 
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The co-researchers review the briefing material and meet in pairs to discuss their 
chosen competency (or competencies); the researcher is present filling the same role 
as in the first preparation work. 
The pairs score the appropriate marketing competency tools in the context of the 
future marketing competencies needed to build the agreed future marketing resources. 
The pairs prepare a presentation of their scores in PowerPoint format for the next 
workshop. These meetings last approximately one hour. 
The individual presentations are accumulated by the researcher and put into a briefing 
PowerPoint document for workshop 3. In addition, the researcher prepares a new 
marketing competency grid illustrating both current and future marketing 
competencies and the shifts in each competency suggested by the results of this step 
of the process. In the briefing document, the researcher asks co-researchers to 
consider that shift and prepare individually their thoughts on the enablers and barriers 
they face in achieving this shift because this will form part of the workshop 3 
discussion. 
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5.5.2 Workshop 3 
The objectives of workshop 3 are to agree future marketing competencies and create a 
plan of action that will begin to build them. 
5.5.2.1 Agreeing future marketing competencies 
The co-researchers present their completed future marketing competency scoring 
tools and their rationale. Each competency is discussed in turn by the entire team until 
a consensus score for each emerges. The agreed future marketing competency scores 
are plotted on a flip chart illustrating the marketing competency grid and the agreed 
current competency scores. 
The gap between current and future is discussed; the shape of the grid is reflected 
upon. This permits individuals to question the overall direction or individual 
competencies. At the end of this part of the workshop, the inquiry team has a rich 
understanding of both the magnitude of change required and the nature of that change. 
This process takes one hour. 
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5.5.2.2 Actions 
The next one and a half hours of the workshop is spent discussing how the co- 
researchers intend to fill the gap between current and future marketing competencies. 
To facilitate this discussion, the researcher asks the team to create a flip chart of 
barriers and enablers to achieve the transition from current to future marketing 
competency (for each competency) as illustrated in Figure 2 1. 
Figure 21 - Future Marketing Competency - Barriers and Enablers 
Barriers Enablers 
Following the completion of these tools, the researcher facilitates a discussion about 
the immediate actions that have already been taken as a result of the inquiry process, 
and will be taken in the immediate future by the co-researchers to develop the agreed 
future marketing competencies. These are written up on flip charts: one or more for 
each competency. At the end of this part of the workshop, the inquiry has produced 
evidence of committed action, the result of free choice and valid information 
commensurate with Intervention Theory (Argyris, 1973). 
5.5.2.3 Wrapping up the process 
The final half hour of the workshop is spent reflecting upon the process. The 
researcher asks each co-researcher to reflect and comment for four to five minutes on 
the usefulness (or not) of the past workshops and preparation steps, changes in their 
own practices, changes to their knowledge of marketing and any other comments that 
they care to make. 
The co-researchers are asked if/how they would like the researcher to close his 
involvement. The co-researchers' preference is for the researcher to develop a further 
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PowerPoint briefing document that summarises the entire process so that they have a 
reference point for further progress against the development of marketing 
competencies. The researcher offers to present this final report either to the co- 
researchers or to a larger audience within the company. Such "follow-on" work is 
discussed in detail under the findings. The researcher confirms that co-researchers are 
willing to meet individually for "exit interviews". 
5.5.3 Validation -Exit interviews 
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Exit interviews help establish the validity of the findings. The researcher meets 
privately with each of the co-researchers and uses a semi-structured interview to 
probe on the extent to which the co-researcher felt that the inquiry impacted upon his 
or her practice and knowledge, felt free to contribute and question throughout, felt 
confident about his or her role in the inquiry, that the process was democratic and 
honest. 
The semi-structured interview outline is illustrated in Figure 22. Each interview lasts 
approximately one hour. 
Figure 22: Semi-Structured Interview Outline 
Focus area Specific probes 
Improvements to What actions have arisen out of your involvement with the 
individual's practice inquiry? What, if anything, are you doing differently'? 
What, if anything, are your co-researchers doing 
differently'? 
What do you believe that you learnt through the process? 
What do you believe that your co-researchers learnt 
through the process'? 
Principles of co- To what extent was the inquiry the result of the team's 
operative inquiry commitment and effort versus the researchers"? Please 
score between I to 10 with 10 representing "completely the 
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result of the team's commitment and effort". 
To what extent are the frameworks, tools and language that 
we ended up with yours versus the researcher's? Please 
score between I to 10 with 10 representing "yours". 
Do you believe that the process was democratic, 
participatory and run in your interests? Please assess the 
performance of the researcher with respect to promoting 
these criteria. 
Please provide further comment on the performance of the 
researcher, the structure of the process and the quality of 
your contribution. 
Do you believe that there remain relevant issues that were 
not discussed through the process due to politics, 
personalities etc? 
Evidence of sustained To what extent will inquiry become part of the ongoing 
learning being created development of marketing competencies? 
To what extent will this inquiry be extended beyond the 
immediate team? 
5.5.4 Further follow ups 
The researcher makes himself available to present the final PowerPoint slide set to the 
inquiry team or a wider audience within the client company. In addition, the 
researcher is available for further meetings with regard to the development of 
marketing competencies. 
Regardless of the form of follow up requested by the client organisation, the 
researcher maintains contact with the project sponsor for a further year following the 
inquiry to provide an indication of the extent to which the agreed actions were 
executed and to observe evidence of sustained learning within the inquiry team. 
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5.6 Selection of firms 
The findings of this thesis are based upon co-operative inquiries conducted with two 
firms: flutter (an online peer-to-peer betting network) and BMW GB, the UK 
distribution and marketing arm of BMW. Both companies and their online activities 
are discussed in greater detail in the proceeding sections. 
These firms were selected on the basis of the researcher's assessment of their 
commitment to action, willingness of the managers to commit to the process and 
illustration of the extremes of the phenomena of interest. These are described below. 
5.6.1 Commitment to action and the inquiry process 
Given the importance of action and democratic participation in establishing validity, 
the participating firms, and their marketing teams, needed to be actively engaged with 
the development of their online marketing competencies. Both companies were 
actively developing their online consumer relationships. Each had a relatively small 
team of people responsible for both strategy and execution. The findings will illustrate 
that in both instances, the teams were struggling with the issues related to advancing 
their marketing competencies and actively seeking new knowledge that might help 
them. 
Both companies had important online consumer relationship activities. Flutter's 
primary means of communicating and transacting with its customers was online. It 
was absolutely essential for its survival. BMW was the first major UK car 
manufacturer to provide online consumer contact. Its site receives millions of visits 
per annurn and is an integral part of the consumers' car decision making process. 
BMW's online activities are described more fully in Section 7. 
Both sets of managers (flutter and BMW) had the authority and control to make some 
decisions and guide their decisions through to implementation. In BMW, where major 
decisions often involve a wider consensus, the team was active in a broader corporate 
decision making process concerning online consumer marketing. 
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5.6.2 Extremes of the phenomena of interest 
Eisenhardt (1989) established the principle that in order to observe a phenomenon 
through qualitative research methods, one should select instances at the extreme ends 
of that phenomenon. Figure 23 illustrates this in the context of this research. 
Figure 23: Contrasting BMW and flutter's Online Consumer Relationships 
Context 
Criteria BMW flutter 
Role of online Part of an overall marketing 
consumer mix. Primary consumer contact 
relationships is through the dealer network. 
Decision making 
(re: online 
marketing) 
Well structured decision 
making process requiring 
consensus across functional 
groups and often 
internationally. Decisions take 
time to make and implement. 
Managers are expected to 
manage the entire process to 
ensure business objectives are 
achieved through the system. 
Decision makers Experienced professionals. 
(inquiry team Most had been with BMW for a 
members) long time. 
Type of company Large, global, we] I-establ i shed, 
well resourced, famous brand 
and established business 
processes for almost all areas of 
managerial activity. 
Market One of the world's largest 
environment markets, well-established 
competitors, stable market 
shares, measured pace of 
innovation. 
The primary means of direct 
consumer contact with the 
company. Flutter is a "pure 
play" dot. com. 
Small and entrepreneurial 
company. Decision making is 
very quick and managers are 
expected to take decisions very 
quickly and use their initiative 
and judgement. 
Young and inexperienced. 
Flutter was a start up; some had 
no previous work experience. 
Small, entrepreneurial, start-up, 
one country, few established 
business processes. 
New market with few 
established competitors. The 
external environment changes 
rapidly. 
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6 Findings from the flutter inquiry 
This chapter outlines the findings from the flutter inquiry. It is divided into the 
following sections: 
* Background to the company and its online consumer marketing (Section 6.1). 
9 Background to the members of the inquiry team (Section 6.2). 
" Set up (Section 6.3). 
" Identifying current marketing competencies (Section 6-4). 
" Identifying current marketing resources (Section 6.5). 
" Identifying future marketing resources (Section 6.6). 
" Identifying future marketing competencies (Section 6.7). 
9 Actions (Section 6.8). 
* Exit interviews with co-researchers (Section 6.9). 
6.1 Background to the company and its online consumer 
marketing 
Flutter was founded by three American management consultants from the firm of 
Bain & Co. They created a peer-to-peer online betting service and secured an 
estimated $3 million in funding (Wood, 2002). It was launched in London due to the 
more tolerant legal environment on gambling in the UK versus the USA. At the time 
of the inquiry, it employed approximately 50 people. 
Peer-to-peer betting meant that individual betters could log onto the flutter site, 
choose from a menu of activities or "products" such as football, horse racing, 
greyhound racing and place bets: to back or lay. Flutter managed the site and settled 
customers' wins and losses. For this service, flutter charged customers 2.5% of any 
bet made (back or lay). 
The primary consumer benefits of peer-to-peer betting are eliminating bookmakers' 
margin 16 and for the first time, ordinary betters can lay not just back. The secondary 
benefit is emotional: not betting against "the house" in favour of a more level playing 
field directly against other betters. 
16 The researcher learnt through the inquiry that co-researchers believed that bookmakers such as 
William Hill had a 20% gross prorit margin on ordinary betting on horse racing and football. 
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Flutter was launched in February 2000 offering a web-based means for consumers to 
negotiate bets (and set odds) directly with other consumers. Flutter hoped that the 
social interaction would create a unique community that would "lock in" consumers 
as their online betting friends might not be on other sites. Flutter built the largest 
number of online betters through traditional mass marketing. At the same time as 
flutter was launched, Betfair, a UK based competitor, entered the market. Its model 
was different. Instead of encouraging betters to find one-to-one matches for their bets, 
it created an anonymous betting exchange whereby individuals' bets (back or lay) 
were aggregated and resolved through the exchange without the individuals having to 
parcel their bets for individual takers or even communicating with the taker of their 
bet. Betfair's exchange betting appealed to the serious gambler more than flutter's 
one-to-one betting. By the end of the year, flutter had only 4% of the online betting 
market (Wood, 2002). The researcher estimates that Betfair had at least 50% of the 
market. Flutter had a large number of infrequent, small betters who were unprofitable 
to service and expensive to acquire through traditional mass marketing means. High 
customer acquisition cost coupled with low average revenue per customer was 
endemic to consumer dot. coms during the late 1990s according to research from 
Mckinsey & Co (Agrawal, Arjona, and Lernmens, 2001). 
Flutter's low market share was a major concern because share is important in this 
business. Betters log onto sites that have a very large amount of backing and laying in 
their areas of interest because that makes it more certain that bets are accepted. For 
example, if a customer wishes to lay f 100,000 on a particular football match outcome, 
he or she knows that only a site with a large volume of activity would have sufficient 
numbers of backers (of sufficient size) to accommodate this amount. The better will 
not bother wasting time with smaller sites but opt for the biggest immediately. Betting 
sites that are sufficiently large to accommodate bets quickly are said to be highly 
"liquid" and liquidity is necessary to be successful in this business. 
Early in 2001, flutter implemented a wide-ranging change programme. As part of that 
programme, it changed its marketing strategy to imitate that of Betfair. It hired a 
professional marketer (GF) with experience from the National Lottery to work for the 
Commercial Director. Together, they instituted changes based upon their combined 
expertise, flutter's experience to date and a detailed analysis of its user base and 
customer behaviour. The first part of that change programme was to play "catch up" 
with Betfair by (1) changing its product from a peer-to-peer service to an anonymous 
exchange and (2) targeting big betters. The changes improved the firm's performance 
and by December 2001 it was generating an annualised income of E30 million, 
achieved 30% of the market (Wood, 2002) and was confident that it would pull ahead 
of Betfair in the following year. 
However, this success presented flutter with a dilemma. Whilst imitating its 
competitor improved performance, it could not overtake its competitor merely 
through imitation. GF felt that flutter's offer was so "me-too", it could not overtake 
Betfair merely continuing with the same strategy. Flutter needed to develop a 
distinctive marketing mix in order to be number one. The PhD inquiry was seen as a 
means of resolving this dilemma whilst improving marketing performance. Conscious 
development of flutter's marketing competencies could create some differentiation of 
flutter to Betfair. 
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Subsequent to the inquiry, Betfair and flutter merged. The merged entity is following 
the marketing strategy and marketing competency development that flutter identified 
for itself during the inquiry. As of July 2003, the combined entity employed 250 
people and its betting site was generating; C600 million of bets per annum; it is the 
world's largest online betting company. It now has operations established and planned 
in a number of countries. 
6.2 Background to the members of the inquiry team 
The four person marketing team all participated in the study and a brief description of 
their background follows. 
6.2.1 GF (project sponsor) 
GF was the project sponsor. She was flutter's Marketing Director and had a special 
direct responsibility for its brand development. 
She had 10 years of previous marketing experience: firstly with one of the world's 
largest consumer goods (fmcg) companies and more recently as marketing manager of 
the UK's National Lottery. She was in her mid 30s. 
She was brought into flutter early in 2001 to create new peer-to-peer gambling 
products. As she, and the firm, realised that its model was not working, she helped 
reposition flutter to look more like Betfair. 
At the first meeting with the researcher, GF stated that she felt flutter must 
differentiate itself from Betfair and welcomed the opportunity for some outside 
expertise. 
6.2.2 TL 
TL was flutter's Commercial Director and had a wide portfolio of responsibilities. In 
addition to customer acquisition, retention and brand development, he led negotiations 
with Government, industry bodies and international expansion. 
TL came from Bain (UK) but was not one of the three original Bain employees that 
founded the firm. He was, however, their first UK employee and a shareholder. He 
was in his mid 30s. 
In the researcher's assessment, TL was an accomplished deal maker and negotiator. 
His Bain background gave him an appreciation for management concepts and 
strategic thinking. He communicated to the researcher that he felt his team needed 
some time and help to think more strategically and felt that this research presented 
such an opportunity. His responsibilities created enormous pressures on his diary and 
attention which created both the interest in reflecting on his practice but the need for 
that reflection to be purposeful and productive. 
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6.2.3 BE 
BE was responsible for customer acquisition and analysis of the customer data 
generated by the site. BE is an Oxford graduate (Geography) and this was only his 
second job. He was in his mid 20s. 
He was the prime analyst of the customer data and drew conclusions about customer 
behaviour and motivation. He would use this customer insight to manage a series of 
partnerships with other web sites: determining on which sites flutter's URL 17 should 
appear, and how much flutter would pay for each lead generated. In addition, he 
would discuss his customer analysis with the other marketers as part of their team 
learning. He expressed an interest in this inquiry on two levels: (1) a basic curiosity 
about management theory and (2) practical help for him in his day-to-day activities. 
6.2.4 NA 
NA was responsible for customer retention and service strategy. This was NA's first 
job and she was in her early 20s. 
She was responsible for understanding why customers defected and what flutter could 
do about it. Her prime task was to email, weekly, 50 lapsed users and follow up with 
them. Of the 50,20 would respond to her emails and then she would engage in a one- 
to-one conversation (normally online) to rectify any problems. Her emails came out in 
the name of TL and TL would personally intervene in some of the conversations. This 
generated a shared understanding about customer retention, service problems and 
customers' expectations. She expressed an interest in the inquiry as a means of 
improving her practice and management development. 
6.3 Setup 
The researcher was introduced (via email) to the CEO of flutter, one of its three 
founding members, by a mutual business associate who worked closely with one of 
flutter's largest venture capital investors. The CEO referred the project to the 
marketing director (GF) and a meeting was held 28 September 2001. 
The researcher outlined the potential to GF who proceeded to coach the researcher on 
the basis of what she had seen presented. The researcher's presentation, developed 
from PhD review presentations within Cranfield and pitches to business acquaintances 
and potential client companies, was too "academic" and needed simplification before 
presenting to the full marketing team. She also suggested that the intention to have the 
workshops last between five and six hours was too long. Flutter managers had too 
much to do day-to-day to take what would be seen as whole days out. Nonetheless, 
she was very interested in the inquiry and identifying, and then developing, flutter's 
marketing competencies. 
17 URL - the unique internet identifier for flutter. Partner web sites put a link to flutter (its URL) on 
their own site to encourage their visitors to visit flutter. Partners received money for every visitor 
flutter received from their sites. 
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The researcher then simplified the presentation and prepared more fine-grained 
workshop tools. This process involved three critical friends, colleagues that provided 
ongoing critique and questioning of the inquiry from its inception (McNiff, Lomax, 
and Whitehead, 1996): (1) Professor S Knox of Cranfield, (2) Professor C Bowman of 
Cranfield and (3) Ian Ryder, Marketing Director Europe Unisys. The researcher met 
with each at least twice during the set up stage to discuss various iterations of the 
tools and processes. The three critical friends suggested the researcher make the 
presentation language more intuitive for managers; RBT uses words that managers 
use every day, such as resources, but in a very precise and non intuitive manner. 
They also suggested that the researcher develop visual tools for workshops. This 
coaching from GF, and the advice of the critical friends, ultimately resulted in the 
research process, workshop length and tools illustrated in Section 5. The need to 
simplify complex concepts was a first person finding for the researcher. 
The meeting with the full marketing team was held II October 2001 for two hours and 
a decision was reached during the meeting to proceed with the full inquiry. A follow 
up planning meeting was held with GF on 24 October 2001. The rest of the timings are 
indicated in Figure 24. 
Figure 24: Flutter Inquiry, Timing of Events 
Event Timing 
Set up phas September and October 2001 
Workshop 1 7 November 2001 
Preparation I Following two weeks 
Workshop 2 27 November 2001 
Preparation 2 Following week 
Workshop 3 12 December 2001 
Exit interviews 9-24 January 2002 
Final report January 2002 
Follow up conversations with inquiry 
team 
Last contact July 2003 
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6.4 Identifying current marketing competencies 
This section describes flutter's current marketing competencies and provides the 
marketing competency scores generated by the inquiry team during the first 
workshop. This is accomplished by describing the demand management competency 
to illustrate how the team created scores and the depth of the reflection. The other 
three marketing competencies are discussed in this section only briefly; a thorough 
review of the discussions and scores appears in Appendix 4. 
The completed demand management competency scoring tool is illustrated in Figure 
25. The inquiry team scored this competency as 2.0: relationship marketing. The 
discussions of each of the three measures that generated that score follows below. 
Figure 25: Current Demand Management Competency at flutter 
Form of Transaction Relationship Network 
Marketing (Score =1) (Score =2) (Score =3) 
-Identify and exploit -identify and exploit -identify and leverage 
demand individual stakeholder community resources 
interests 
Measures Marketing Focus 
Score 
Creating - [ ] Market segmentation -Customer segmentation -Community portfolio 
Demand 1.8 -Customer 
development -Standards leadership 
-Mass marketing skill -Differential marketing - bi- -Complements development 
-Advert ising/promotion directional 
Planning 
-Partnerships 
Focus -Market share - turnover -Share of wallet -Frequency. recency and Nalue of contacts 
Basis of [2 0] Scale -Scope -Leverage standards. Competition . : Innovation -Service quality -installed hase 
-Content management 
Overall [2.0] 
This is the first competency scoring tool used by the inquiry team and the scoring 
progressed through the three measures sequentially. 
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6.4.1 Creating demand 
Flutter's launch marketing focus was to build a community of betters that would 
generate a large number of transactions and become committed to a site where they 
frequently bet directly against people they knew. The community was recruited 
through activities associated with transaction marketing: mass advertising, mass 
publicity and partnering with high-traffic web sites, such as MSN. This approach 
created the largest customer base amongst online betting firms, a position flutter still 
held. Despite recruiting large numbers of people, this approach to demand creation 
was judged to have failed, particularly in comparison to Betfair. Betfair appealed to 
the small number of highly active big betters in the UK through an anonymous betting 
exchange. Exchange betting is inherently more liquid and efficient as it aggregates 
backers and layers. Additionally, big betters prefer anonymity, not wishing to reveal 
their views on events and change the odds against them. Flutter managers felt that 
their efforts had attracted large numbers of small, unprofitable betters whilst incurring 
larger marketing and support costs than Betfair. 
GF suggested that the founders did not understand gambling nor did they test their 
model before launch. She was critical of their initial vision and the lack of gambling 
experience. She claimed the notion of people betting against others directly, setting 
their own odds and enjoying the gaming and social aspects thereof was flawed. 
Serious gamblers are motivated by money alone, and they don't want a direct 
relationship with the people from whom they wish to take money. 
TL agreed that the launch model was very routed in transaction demand management 
but that flutter was becoming much more of a relationship marketer. He cited flutter's 
increasingly sophisticated segmentation model that targeted high value customers and 
the reduction in mass marketing (e. g. advertising and promotion) as evidence of this 
shift. 
e were taken by surprise when wefound one customer betting a "W 
quarter million pounds a month. " (TL) 
One of the new demand management initiatives was the lapsed-user programme run 
by NA. She emailed 50 high value users each week that had not bet in the past month 
and had a high response rate. Based upon the responses, the entire marketing team 
solved individual customer problems and effectively reactivated large numbers of 
high value customers. This was one of flutter's first efforts at differentiating its 
customer service across its customer base. 
..... "People are saying "wow, what incredible customer service. " (TL) 
Flutter managers agreed a score of 1.8 on this measure. 
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6.4.2 Planning focus 
The demand planning focus contained elements of marketing focus from all three 
forms of consumer relationships and was therefore difficult to score. Flutter's 
financial plans were built upon individual "products" (flutter managers' term) such as 
horse racing, greyhound racing and football matches rather than share of individual 
customers' betting or any measure of community activity. However, the flutter 
managers acknowledged that they were increasingly focused on identifying large 
betters, maximising revenue from them through differential marketing and cross- 
selling products. Flutter did not formally generate share-of-individual-customer- 
betting statistics, but felt that their major customers split their bets between flutter and 
Betfair so that it intuitively understood the share of wallet of the big betters. The 
conversation also identified some areas of marketing focus that are characteristic of 
network marketing, such as providing content and support for partner web sites that 
generate traffic (hence potential customers) for flutter. These partner web sites were 
referred to as distribution partners within flutter. Flutter's support of its distribution 
partners was considered to be more tailored to each partner's customers and or 
community than Betfair's. This custornisation of content meant flutter communicated 
to each online community in a different and relevant tone of voice to that community. 
The inquiry team agreed a score of 2.2 for this measure. 
6.4.3 Basis of competition 
The way in which flutter competed for revenue was a combination of product 
innovation and customer service. Flutter's launch exchange site was ill-suited for the 
needs of heavy betters and had been completely reengineered over the six months 
prior to the inquiry. The team felt that flutter's core betting exchange, following the 
recent changes, was as good as Betfair's with respect to features, and it was more 
reliable, faster and easier to use. Equally, NA's lapsed-user programme was cited as 
evidence of the type of service quality associated with a relationship approach to 
marketing. There was little evidence of network marketing. The team scored this 
measure 2.0. 
6.4.4 Overall 
The team discussed the relative importance of each measure and decided to weight 
each attribute equally in the absence of any compelling reason not to. This generated 
an overall score for the current demand management competency of 2.0. 
6.4.5 Other competencies 
This section provides a brief review of the other three competency scores; the details 
of the discussions are appended in Appendix 4. 
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6.4.5.1 Current creating marketing knowledge competency 
This competency scored 2.3. 
As part of flutter's realisation that exchange betting was a better business strategy, 
flutter's marketers identified that a small percentage of its customer base generated 
the majority of its revenue. They realised that there was a small community of serious 
betters that Betfair had attracted and that they would need to win over those 
customers. For example, if a few large customers were laying greyhounds and there 
was insufficient greyhound backing in the site, flutter would disappoint and 
potentially lose business from these important customers. Therefore, flutter's 
Marketing group had, over the past six months, learnt how to build the compensating 
betting behaviour needed to satisfy large customers' needs. In this instance, 
Marketing actively recruited greyhound backers to the flutter site, which required an 
understanding of which distribution partners had on-line communities comprising 
large numbers of greyhound backers, as well as understanding greyhound backers' 
average size of bet and frequency of betting. Similarly, Marketing had learnt that a 
few large customers' winnings could drain liquidity out of the site and they needed to 
compensate for the success rates of individual customers by understanding 
individuals' success rate and recruiting compensating behaviour to the site. Through 
this desire to satisfy the needs of large betters, flutter built a very comprehensive 
understanding of individual customer betting behaviour, its impact upon the overall 
site and distribution partners' customers (other online communities). The latter 
knowledge pushed the score past relationship marketing and reflected some aspects of 
network marketing. 
6.4.5.2 Current building customer value propositions competency 
This competency scored 1.4. 
Flutter's launch strategy was characterised by mass marketing: traditional consumer 
brand marketing. It focused upon building awareness and interest amongst a broad 
target group: internet users interested in sports. Its proposition was casual, fun betting; 
even its name (flutter) was a colloquial English term for a small bet. The co- 
researchers suggested that flutter's image was a barrier to attracting the serious better 
whom it was now targeting. Whilst its customer services and support activities were 
increasingly focused upon the biggest betters, it had failed to develop the brand 
commensurately. 
6.4.5.3 Current determining the firm's relationship with customers 
competency 
This competency scored 2.1. 
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This competency contained elements of all three forms of marketing. The customer 
governance measure score reflected the firm's product focus; P&L was calculated by 
product line (e. g. greyhound, football, rugby) and there were no customer secynient 
managers to "face-off' with product managers as one might find in relationship 
marketing (Peppers and Rogers, 1997). Business development was, by the time of the 
inquiry, clearly directed at attracting and developing the biggest betters; it scored 
exactly 2.0. Product and service development supported this key-customer focus but 
moved beyond pure relationship marketing by making flutter resources and know how 
available to the communities of its business partners. It scored 2.3 to reflect an 
element of network marketing. 
6.4.6 Flutter's current marketing competency grid 
The above scores generated the competency grid illustrated in Figure 26. 
Figure 26: Flutter's Current Marketing Competency Grid 
Demand Management Z- 
Transaction marketing 
2.0 Relationship marketing 
S 
Network marketing 
Determinino the t7l 1 Creatino Firnl', s 
2.1/ L- 
Marketing 
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with Customers 
Knowledge 
1.4 
Flutter's current 
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Customer Value Propositions 
6.4.7 Quality of the conversation 
The researcher listened to the tapes after the workshop to capture the data, reflect 
upon the discussions and prepare the briefing for preparation I. In addition to these 
task related objectives, the researcher consciously listened for the following: 
0 Was the discussion democratic and participatory'? 
9 How did the co-researchers perform using the tools, which were new to them'? 
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0 What was the role of the researcher upon the group's discussion'? 
The researcher's reflections upon these three questions are discussed in sequence. 
The conversation was very participatory and all co-researchers contributed throughout 
with no apparent regard to seniority or role. The comments were, in the opinion of the 
researcher, of high quality: thoughtful contributions built on previous comments 
producing ever better insights. Co-researchers appeared comfortable challenging each 
other constructively and asking questions on points that they hadn't fully understood. 
There was no apparent order to who would question or challenge whom; the 
conversation seemed to flow comfortably. There was no evidence that any one or two 
co-researchers were influencing the scoring. 
The researcher accepts that there was a lot of material for the inquiry team to work 
through in the first workshop and given the co-researchers, lack of familiarity with 
the bodies of theory and the competency scoring tools, their performance was good 
and confident. The co-researchers maintained a high energy level throughout and 
worked very quickly yet thoroughly through the material. The researcher felt that this 
was a group of individuals used to working closely with each other. 
The researcher reflected on his own role during the workshop whilst listening to the 
tapes. The initial discussion was always going to be important In setting the tone for 
the inquiry and he was conscious of the need to explain the process, tools and 
concepts pragmatically, using real world examples where possible. Despite the need 
for a strong initial role of the researcher to initiate the process, the researcher felt that 
there was a good balance between providing expertise and allowing the knowledge to 
grow from the group interaction. The good performance of the co-researchers allowed 
the researcher to let them take a greater role as they became confident of the scoring 
tools. 
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6.5 Identifying flutter's current marketing resources 
This section describes how the inquiry team generated a list of potential marketing 
resources, assessed them against the VRIN criteria and then agreed which ones met 
the criteria and were therefore marketing resources. 
6.5.1 The potential marketing resources 
The potential marketing resources that emerged from the first workshop were: r-I Lý 
1. Customer insight - understanding serious betters' behaviour and its impact 
upon the overall site. 
Customer base - the largest online betting custorner base inclusive of several 
hundred key betters. 
3. Partnerships - commercial deals with third-party web sites that generated 
traffic and help with customer acquisition. For example, Football 365 was a 
football enthusiasts' site that referred its members to flutter when they wished 
to bet. 
4. Brand - the customer perception of flutter as a highly liquid, effective and 
trustworthy betting exchange. 
5. People - which they defined as tearnwork, attitude and the shared learning in 
the marketing tearn. 
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The comments from the workshop flip charts that comprised the customer insight 
resources are illustrated in Figure 27. The details of the other four potential marketing 
resources are in Appendix 5. 
Figure 27: Customer Insight - Comments from Flip Chart 
We understand betting behaviour, such as revenue per customer, turnover per 
customer, customer profitability, profitability to the customer of their flutter 
transactions, win - losses per customer, bet versus lay behaviour and impact that 
has on other players and impact of the site on behaviour. 
We understand big betters' behaviour. 
We understand the move from getting people to register, transact and then the 
number and quality of transactions. 
We learnt what customers want. 
We send personalised emails to about 50 per week and get a 20% response. 
Lapse for open service issues (easily resolved), holidays, money and some of them 
- relates to their experiences which we try to solve. 
We understand retention better than acquisition. 
We understand how to read niche markets, how to analyse behavioural data, email 
traffic and reach conclusions. Desk top research, everyone following email 
discussions and getting involved, database and other analytical tools. This 
understanding is individual and shared - developed together. 
We understand our share of market and the frequency, recency and content of our 
customer contact. We do not look at this data by network affiliate yet. Share of 
market and share of wallet are close to each other in this market. 
We have skills in interactive marketing with our key betters. 
We do float new ideas with our users to learn quickly and leverage our customer 
insights. 
We have a massive database. 
6.5.2 VRIN testing the potential marketing resources 
This section illustrates the findings from pairs of co-researchers VRIN-testing the 
potential marketing resources during preparation 1. Customer insight and customer 
base will be described in this section because (1) they ultimately end up being the 
most important marketing resources and (2) they were analysed by different pairs and 
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this demonstrates the quality of discussion across all the co-researchers. The other 
VRIN testing discussions are described in Appendix 6. 
6.5.2.1 VRIN testing customer insight 
Consumer insight was analysed by GE and BE. They felt it was a valuable resource 
because it: (1) enabled flutter to improve its consumer offer and gain business from 
the largest betters, (2) promoted a clearer sense of purpose and direction within the 
Company and (3) helped flutter identify how to grow profitably. The ability of 
customer insight to help flutter manage its site's liquidity was important. Potential 
betters will only bet where there are others willing to take their bet (be it back or lay). 
As stated in Section 6.1, without sufficient liquidity, potential betters get frustrated. 
Understanding the different behaviour and motivations of backers versus layers and 
winners versus losers across the different events (football, horses, and greyhounds), 
allowed flutter to recruit customers to fill gaps and manage its growth profitably. For 
example, at the time, it was looking for greyhound layers because BE's customer 
analysis revealed that the average greyhound backer bet 20 times more than a layer. 
This insight allowed BE to work with partners to acquire specific types of customers 
at the right price. 
"Men we started we had very little consumer insight. That is why 
we came up with a spurious offer of mass betting. We tried to create a 
customer behaviour that is not there. Customer insight has allowed us 
to target a different customer with a different product. The insight led 
us to create customer value - demonstrable from our results. It led us 
to a new vision. " (GF) 
"Now we havefocus. We tried to be too many thingsfor too many 
people. We did not know how to describe our company and now we are 
veryfocused. " (BE) 
e have the evidence and the data. We can stayfocused. Having "W 
customer insight has helped us establish our business and internal 
processes. (It has had an important) impact on advertising, PR, 
promotions. We don't do just anything anymore..... Now we can 
expand our offer. For example, we now target book7nakers because we 
understand gambling so much better. Book7nakers have liabilities that 
they can lay off on our site. We went to a show, acquired about 12 
book7nakers. " (GF) 
There was a long discussion about rarity and imitability. The relevant benchmark was 
Betfair who had launched with a more successful business model. Fixed-odds betting 
shops (e. g. Ladbrokes, William Hill) did not have the individualised consumer insight 
to develop. BE and GF attributed Betfair's success to its founder's intuition and 
launch vision whose city-trading style, tone of voice and site navigation were evident 
in Betfair's strategy and web site. BE and GF concluded that flutter, having to recover 
from an unsuccessful launch model, was forced to develop a greater competency in 
generating marketing knowledge than its competitor and therefore its resulting 
customer insight resource was not perfectly imitable and was rare. 
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The pair discussed the interdependencies between individual betters' behaviour and 
the need to manage the balance across betters on the site. 
"(It's up to us) to manage the whole thing to make it work to 
create the perfect market. (We understand) that people that lay take 
more risk and pump a lot of money into the site; if they are losing then 
we might lose them and that hurts the site ...... Betfair is not considering 
this aspect at all. " (GF) 
BE and GF felt that they would like more knowledge of Betfair and agreed to validate 
this assumption before the next workshop with someone they felt had more direct 
knowledge. BE and GF said that a new online betting company could imitate flutter's 
web site functionality and offers. However they would not generate the same 
consumer insight from their site and such imitators would always lag flutter in 
innovation and customer service. 
To push the discussion on substitutability, the researcher asked them to consider if the 
betters could organise themselves online and take control of the betting exchange site 
but as the conversation progressed, the inquiry team began to appreciate that the 
betters could not do the "behind the scenes" work to balance winners and losers, 
backers and layers. Individual betters do not develop the insight into the 
interdependencies between betters needed to manage it without flutter. 
They concluded that customer insight met all four VRIN criteria for being a resource. 
6.5.2.2 VRIN testing the customer base 
TE and NA analysed the customer base. TL opened the discussion about value by 
saying "our customer base is our greatest resource" and went on to describe how 80% 
of flutter's revenues were generated by 500 of its 15,000 customers. These key 
customers were valuable for a number of reasons: (1) they generated revenue and 
profit, (2) created market liquidity and (3) to a limited extent, they recruited other 
serious betters to the market. TL found that the value of customers was best revealed 
through the critical event of expanding into a new market. He was currently working 
with some of its leading customers to create the necessary liquidity to expand into 
new markets. Without the liquidity, flutter's ability to gain market share amongst the 
serious betters was constrained. So flutter needed to develop a network of betters that 
normally compete with each other and only occasionally communicate with each 
other. 
"Iý you can get 20 key customers (into a new market), then they 
drive the liquidity and that drives the market. Identifying and getting 
those people are critical. They are almost stakeholders in the business. 
We can't stimulate that; we need them to stimulate that (new 
business). " (TL) 
TL and NA discussed the extent to which the customer base was rare but concluded 
that it was in fact a shared resource with Betfair. Flutter had attracted many of its key 
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customers from Betfair through product and brand enhancements when it switched its 
target strategy from casual to serious betters; thus they felt that the flutter customer 
base was imitable. It was thought to be non-substitutable because market liquidity 
built idiosyncratically through a unique development of a network of betters, none of 
which interacted directly with each other. TL began to use the word "eco-system" to 
define this fine balance between winners and losers, backers and layers across 
different betting markets (e. g. football, horses and greyhounds). 
TL and NA scored the customer base (inclusive of liquidity) 3 out of 4. Reflecting at 
the end of the discussion, they suggested that perhaps the customer base was not the 
best name for this resource. The "eco-system" that developed around flutter's key 
betters was a more accurate reflection of the underlying resource that the first 
workshop had labelled "customer base". 
6.5.2.3 Agreeing flutter's current marketing resources 
Each pair presented its slides on the potential resources that they had VRIN tested at 
the second workshop. The presentations followed the conversations that the 
researcher had attended in preparation 1. The other pair would ask questions 
throughout, challenge thinking and draw the parallels from what they were hearing to 
what they had thought about during their preparation session. 
There was evidence that the reflections made during the preparation had already led to 
some actions and improvements to practice. For example: 
Early in the presentation of the first potential resource, customer insight, GF 
mentioned the concept of the "eco-system" a few times; this language had been 
generated by the other pair (TL specifically) at their preparation. The language of 
the eco-system had already been generalised and accepted within the inquiry team 
between preparation I and workshop 2. 
BE casually mentioned that he had conducted some tests of the Betfair site to 
validate some of his assumptions about the rarity of flutter's customer insight. He 
tested aspects of the links between Betfair distribution partners and the Betfair site 
and concluded that Betfair was paying the same incentive to distribution partners 
regardless of each partner's customer profile. BE surmised that Betfair lacked 
flutter's approach to paying partners based upon differentiated customer 
behaviours (e. g. extra incentive at that time for greyhound layers) and he 
identified new tactics for some distribution partners on the basis of this insight. 
GF and BE had also discussed further the extent to which Betfair's marketing 
reflected the intuition of the founder, or a systematic and growing customer 
insight, and they presented a logical argument that Betfair was still operating to 
the intuition of the founder. 
There was a long discussion about the scoring of the eco-system potential resource. 
The team agreed with NA and TL that the eco-systern ran through everything flutter 
was doing, but that it might be imitable and therefore not strictly meeting all four 
VRIN criteria. The conversation focused upon the extent to which the eco-system was 
developed through customer insight; if it was, flutter was generating a "head-start" 
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against competitors who would have to learn about managing the eco-system. to 
imitate it. BE and NA felt that as the learning about it was continuous, new entrants 
might never catch up with flutter. That left Betfair, whom the group decided had a 
good eco-system. but lacked the systematic customer insight to develop it as well as 
flutter was doing. The team concluded that both customer insight and the eco-systern 
were marketing resources, accepting that the discussion about the eco-system's 
imitability would continue. Figure 28 summarises the VRIN-testing scores as agreed 
by the team. 
Figure 28: VRIN-Testing Results (flutter) 
Potential Marketing Resource Number of VRIN 
Criteria Achieved 
Customer Insight 4 
Customer base - relabelled "eco-system" 3 
People 2 
Brand 12 
Partnerships 12 
6.5.2.4 Reflections on identifying current marketing resources 
This process encouraged co-researchers to reflect cyclically about their resources 
because this process of reflection occurred over three separate activities: workshop 1, 
preparation I and workshop 2. The quality of the contributions remained high through 
the process and the co-researchers had good memory of what had transpired during 
previous conversations; this was helped perhaps by the relatively short time between 
each stage. 
Breaking into pairs provided another means of encouraging everyone to participate 
and take on some leadership roles. For example: 
NA, who was the quietest in the first workshop, participated fully in the 
preparation stage and by the second workshop appeared more confident and her 
level of contribution increased. 
BE took the initiative to do some testing on the hypothesis that he and GF 
generated during the preparation stage and then contributed some new empirical 
evidence to the second workshop discussion. 
The researcher's notes indicate that he became aware through this process that flutter 
operated in a market with strong externalities or network effects. The eco-system was 
a network and flutter was attempting to create the perfect market where its behind the 
scenes efforts managed the interdependencies between individuals' behaviour so that 
the big betters would be encouraged to bet even more. 
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6.6 Identifying flutter's future marketing resources 
6.6.1 Agreeing the marketing strategy 
Having agreed the current marketing resources, the inquiry team then predicted 
flutter's required future marketing resources during the second workshop. These 
would be comprised of the current resource, modified in light of flutter's marketing 
strategy, and any new resources identified as necessary for the execution of the 
marketing strategy. 
This discussion was led by the most senior member of the team (TL). He outlined the 
marketing strategy as being to continue gaining share of customer spend from the big 
betters in the UK whilst repeating its exchange sites abroad; Hong Kong was planned Z-- for 2002. The other flutter managers were familiar with these strategic directions as 
they had been discussed frequently by the marketing team at their formal and informal 
meetin-s. The aureed wording of the future marketing strategy was: 
Flutter will become a multinational business entering markets where betting is 
popular and the legal framework permits. 
Flutter will gain share of wallet of the best customers, who are Betfair's best 
customers as well. This will be a function of customer development, service, 
product development and increased liquidity. 
6.6.1.1 The impact of strategy on developing future marketing 
resources 
The co-researchers wanted to discuss the impact of this strategy on all fi-ve resources, 
not just the two that were deemed to be VRIN, because: 
The eco-systern seemed to be a theme across all of them. 
A priori, the co-researchers could not determine which potential resources 
might become strategic resources in the future. Z-- 
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The team was very interested in understanding the implications of its strategy 
across all five because even if a resource was not "strategic" (i. e. VRIN), the 
team still had operational responsibility for its management. 
Figure 29 identifies the agreed changes or developments of flutter's marketing 
resources and potential marketing resources. The two VRIN-passed resources are 
identified in the shaded boxes. 
Figure 29: Changes and Developments of (Potential) Marketing Resources 
Resource (or potential Impact of the marketing strategy 
resource) 
Customer insight 0 Transfer insight to new markets and products. 
0 Increase bookmaker knowledge. 
0 Learn how to do cross-selling. 
0 Learn about networks of market-makers. 
Eco-system: customer base 0 Focus on recruiting and developing market- 
makers, not merely profitable customers. 
0 Proactively de-market to customers that drain the 
system. 
0 Build networks - encourage big betters to build 
parts of the flutter eco-system by recruiting their 
personal networks of betters to the flutter site. 
Partnerships 0 Partnerships need to support flutter's o, ýerscas 
expansion recognising that truly global deals are 
difficult because flutter won't be in the USA. 
9 "Big league" partners need to be developed. 
Brand 0 From "me too" to a differentiated brand. 
0 Global brand required for overseas expansion. 
People 0 "Scale up" the limited number of marketing 
people and make their skills transferable abroad. 
9 Decision about how we manage growth overseas 
without losing the learning capability. 
Flutter would leverage its customer insight resource to gain share of the UK market 
and expand to Hong Kong. The team wanted to make this insight more explicit; 
"codified" was the word used in the workshop. This would enable it to transfer to new 
geographic markets and products. The customer insight resource would be extended 
to build the eco-systern further and specific targets for this insight were: (I) 
bookmakers, who were seen as the next logical group of business partners for flutter 
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because of their potential contribution to the site's liquidity' 8 and (2) light gamblers, 
whose behaviour was needed to balance the system. Marketing would develop its 
ability to cross-sell to customers and restrain the activity of those customers who 
drain the eco-system of liquidity and create imbalances through the eco-system. 
The eco-system (customer base) resource would be managed for improved liquidity. 
The inquiry team members would "co-opt" key market-making betters19 and build 
smaller eco-systems around their activities. Related to this, flutter would provide 
special incentives to these key market-makers so as to recruit their network of betters 
to the flutter site. 
TL suggested that partnerships, currently not a strategic (i. e. VRIN-passed) resource, 
might become strategic if flutter became the first multinational operator. Flutter would 
be the most attractive partner for web sites looking for an international betting partner 
enabling flutter to create partnerships that recruited new customers at lower cost than 
its competitors. TL observed that flutter would need to "move into the big leagues" 
and increase the professionalism and manpower devoted to partnership management 
when dealing globally with major web sites. 
The inquiry team had difficulty identifying the impact of the marketing strategy upon 
the brand and felt uncomfortable with this conclusion: 
.... "At some point, we will move 
beyond me-too to Beffair " (TL) 
The team agreed that the strategic (i. e. VRIN) aspects of the people resource were 
embedded in consumer insight. Nonetheless, TL suggested that flutter needed to 
64scale up" the marketing people resource and make it transferable to overseas 
markets. 
The researcher asked the inquiry team to think about additional resources not covered 
by the five current potential marketing resources that might be needed to execute the 
marketing strategy. None were identified. 
6.6.2 Researcher's reflections 
The researcher noted that flutter managers took far greater control of the inquiry 
process during the second workshop. The amount of time that the researcher talked in 
the second workshop was much less than in the first. There was very little time spent 
discussing the frameworks and tools; flutter managers had become confident and 
competent in applying the tools and concepts to their business. The inquiry team was 
developing its ability to be self-critical and reflective. Members of the team were 
18 Bookmakers traditionally spread their risks in a process known as "laying off' bets. Successful 
bookmakers, because of the size of the risk they carried, could add significantly to the site's liquidity. 
Flutter was already experimenting serving bookmakers at the time of the inquiry. 
19 The team felt that some of the biggest betters on the flutter site could build markets for flutter 
through both the size of their betting activities and through the network of colleagues and associates 
that they might encourage to bet with flutter as well. These most influential of customers might also be 
well known amongst serious betters; when their activity on flutter's web site became known, they 
would become magnets attracting other betters who respected the influential customers. 
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spontaneously asking each other the type of questions that the researcher would have 
asked had there been less contribution from co-researchers. Examples of this include 
co-researchers asking aloud: are we just repeating accepted wisdom on this issue, or 
are we convinced? How do we know that? Can we find out more information? They 
considered marketing resources in the context of their ability to add value to the 
business and then kept asking if those resources made the business more competitive, 
more profitable. 
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6.7 Identifying flutter's future marketing competencies 
This section identifies flutter's future marketing competencies and describes how the 
inquiry arrived at them by illustrating the future demand management competency 
scoring tool. Detailed descriptions of the other three competencies are in Appendix 7. 
The overall score for future demand management was 2.4 versus 2.0 for current 
demand management, signalling a move towards a mix of relationship and network 
marketing from pure relationship marketing. The future demand management 
competency scoring tool is illustrated in Figure 30. The reader will note that the tool 
has been modified by the inquiry team on the basis of the co-researchers' ongoing 
reflection through the inquiry. The changes are highlighted in red and are explained in 
the subsequent sub-sections. There have been changes to the other three competency 
scoring tools and these are also identified in Appendix 7. 
Figure 30: Future Demand Management Competency at flutter 
Form of Transaction Relationship Network 
Marketing (Score =1) (Score =2) (Score =3) 
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The competency scores were first generated by pairs of co-researchers in preparation 
2 and then agreed by the full inquiry team at the start of the third workshop. 
TL and NA opened their preparation meeting by questioning the marketing focus 
bullet points under network marketing on the original tool. They felt that flutter's eco- 
system was a network but its essence was not captured on those points. This would 
make scoring difficult. There was a three-way discussion with the researcher joining 
in and the tool was modified as illustrated in Figure 30. 
6.7.1 Creating demand (future) 
The creating demand measure moved from 1.8 in the current competency scoring tool 
to 2.5 for the future. The pair felt that flutter would change its approach to building its 
business from its current approach of developing one profitable customer at a time, to 
building whole markets quickly. Big betters could create the liquidity required to 
build those markets quickly and TL argued that they had an economic interest in 
working with flutter to build new markets. The researcher noted that TL demonstrated 
a large shift in his language from the first workshop where he talked mostly about 
targeting the big betters. In this second preparation session, he suggested that getting 
flutter's big gamblers to draw in their own networks could reduce the cost of creating 
more demand and enable flutter to leverage its scarce people resource and capacity for 
more work: 
"It makes the business easy to run when your customers are doing 
the workfor you. Relationship marketing can be draining... " (TL) 
6.7.2 Planning focus (future) 
The planning focus measure moved from 2.2 (current) to 2.8 reflecting the view that 
in order to build markets in this way, growth must be planned as a balanced eco- 
system: 
"Woe must maintain the focus on the customer acquisition strategy 
to ensure that backers and layers are in sync. When you step back, our 
customer acquisition is reallyfocused on backers. Then (we talked to) 
bookmakers and serious betters, we encourage people to lay. We have 
brought on the layers and the same backers are now upping their 
spend. We were not maxing out on the backers before. " (TL) 
6.7.3 Basis of competition (future) 
The basis of competition did not change, remaining at 2.0. The conversation, 
however, focused upon a change in the basis of competition from attracting key 
customers to developing liquid online betting markets, country by country, quickly. 
The conversation led the pair to modify the bullet points for network marketing - basis 
of competition (Figure 30). 
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6.7.4 Overall score (future) 
The overall score of 2.4 was generated as an average of the three scores in the absence 
of anyone feeling that one measure was more relevant than the others. 
6.7.5 Other competencies (future) 
The following sub sections provide a brief summary of the discussions about the other 
three competencies, the full details of which are in Appendix 7. 
6.7.5.1 Creating marketing knowledge (future) 
This measure scored 2.8 versus 2.3 (current marketing knowledge competency score). 
The co-researchers identified the role of learning about big betters' behaviour, and 
insight into the role flutter's partners' customers played in the successful 
implementation of flutter's new exchange betting model. They agreed that 
maintaining a balance over the exchange site as it grows requires enhancements to 
flutter's marketing knowledge. For example, flutter would need to know more about 
big betters' networks, smaller betters' behaviour 20 , partners' communities and 
customer acquisition costs via different media. The co-researchers talked about the 
evolution of this competency in terms of continuing the current trajectory of its 
evolution although becoming more fine-grained. 
6.7.5.2 Creating customer value propositions (future) 
This scored 2.5 versus 1.4 (current). It was the biggest shift in competency score 
albeit from the lowest baseline. The co-researchers felt that the flutter brand was a 
problem; the customer image still represented the launch position of casual, amateur 
betting. They identified the need to create a brand for the eco-system; the inquiry 
team could not find any examples of other successful system-like brands. Unlike 
creating marketing knowledge, this shift was not about continuing and deepening the 
current situation; flutter was seeking a change in direction. There was an aspiration to 
address the brand problem, but the shift was so large that the team admitted it did not 
know what to do about it. 
6.7.5.3 Firm's relationship with customers (future) 
This scored 2.7 versus 2.1 (current). The biggest shift in co-researchers' 
understanding of how they must manage customer relationships was the realisation 
that satisfying the individual needs of big betters alone, would not permit flutter to 
20 Smaller betters were identified as a potential means of addressing imbalances in the eco-system. The 
inquiry had not yet identified what "smaller" meant with respect to turnover. It is the researcher's 
opinion that his co-researchers meant smaller than the big betters, but nonetheless regular betters for 
whom patterns of behaviour and response to marketing stimuli could be determined. 
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continue growing its business. The continued growth of flutter's eco-systeni 
demanded Marketing to maintain a balance across the activities of its customers 
because even one big better could unbalance the eco-system. When the eco-systclil 
became unbalanced, other customers were frustrated because the site could no longer 
accommodate their betting behaviour. For example, if a few people won too much, 
there would be a reduction of site liquidity or ifthere were insufficient layers on a 
football match, those who wished to back, would not be able to execute their bets and 
would go elsewhere (e. g. Betfair). In managing customers in the future, flutter would 
need to consider not only individuals' profitability, but their impact on the overall 
system. Flutter would need to learn the subtle skills of limiting the activities of some 
of its best customers at certain times and increasing the activity amonorst other 
customers, who might not be as profitable, but whose behaviour addresses an 
important imbalance in the eco-system. 
6.7.5.4 Flutter's future marketing competency grid 
Figure 31 illustrates the future marketing competency grid compared with the current. 
It became a key artefact in the final workshop where actions were discussed as it 
provided a visualisation of what the inquiry had discovered to date. 
Figure 31: Flutter's Marketing Competencies - Current vs. Future 
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6.7.5.5 Researcher's reflections 
The future marketing competencies were developed by pairs of co-researchers during 
the preparation 2 stage and discussed and agreed at the beginning of workshop 3. 
The researcher noted that the trend for the co-researchers to control the discussion and 
be more confident with the tools and concepts used during the inquiry that was 
evident in workshop 2, progressed even further in this stage. By the end of the 
discussion to agree future competencies, there was clear evidence that the inquiry 
team had developed the capacity to challenge itself. self-critical reflection and double 
loop learning. For example, in looking at the illustration of current versus future 
marketing competencies, BE initiated a discussion by noting that the shape of the 
future grid was so symmetrical, that he wondered if the inquiry team was not being 
sufficiently critical in its thinking. Others added that it was likely that they had been 
too generous in scoring the current marketing competencies as they probably had 
assessed the current situation both on what flutter really did and what they planned to 
do. The group discussed what the implications of this were upon the pragmatic actions 
that they were planning in consideration of the inquiry and felt that re-examining the 
current competency scores would not make any difference. 
You are probably right, but I think the direction and shape 
remains valid and what we need to do becomes clear. I think this is 
a useful visual summary and think we should redraw it everyfew 
months to see how we are tracking against ourfuture competency 
goals... that seems the most important score. (TL) 
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6.8 Actions 
This section describes the actions that resulted from the inquiry, inclusive of planned 
actions. Figure 32 provides a summary in table format, followed by commentary to 
illustrate key points. 
Figure 32: Flutter Actions Agreed at Workshop 3 
Marketing Competency Agreed Actions 
Demand management Initiate a referral marketing programme 
Leverage network of key customers. 
"Fill-out" the eco-system with bookmakers and 
light betters to relieve bottlenecks/improve 
liquidity. 
Creating marketing 0 Increase collaboration with Customer Services, 
Knowledge Product Development and Content Management 
departments (dissemination of knowledge). 
0 Reinstate the customer electronic bulletin board. 
Building customer value No action agreed. It was acknowledged that in the 
propositions short term future, flutter would need to create a 
more differentiated brand based upon the consumer 
benefits of its eco-system management. 
Determining the firm's A new service policy has been developed and 
customer relationships implemented during the inquiry as a result of the 
inquiry. 
Differentiate customer treatment more on the basis 
of their contribution to the eco-system than 
individual Profitability alone. For example, offer 
special advice to those losing a lot of money in 
order to retain them. 
6.8.1 Demand management (actions) 
During the discussion about leveraging key customers, TL informed the group that he 
had approached the CEO with the idea of offering the key market-making betters 
share options in flutter as a way of providing them with a powerful incentive to bring 
their networks to the flutter eco-system and assist flutter in developing new product 
markets. The idea was under consideration. 
Experiments were underway about referral programmes. Some initial contacts with 
key betters were establishing the most appropriate way of approaching key betters so 
as to motivate their behaviour without diminishing their attitudes towards flutter. 
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Working with bookmakers had started, albeit tentatively, before the inquiry began but 
it was agreed that this activity would be accelerated and directed by the new-found 
understanding of how flutter wished to build its eco-system resource. 
The team acknowledged that extending demand management to bookmakers and 
lighter betters would impact the other competencies. New marketing knowledge 
would need to be generated, different types of customer relationship skills would be 
needed (particularly for bookmakers) and the corporate brand development would be 
even more difficult to execute. 
6.8.2 Creating marketing knowledge (actions) 
The inquiry had already spurred co-researchers into sharing their new insights with 
Customer Services, Product Development and (web page) Content Development 
functions. GF and NA led this sharing effort as they felt it was important that others 
bought into the concept of the eco-systern. and that this term gained acceptance and 
46currency" across the Company. GF reported to the team that the head of flutter's 
Product Development function asked to join the inquiry as it moved forward as he 
wished to study the outcome and draw implications for his own practice. 
One year ago, flutter had withdrawn its electronic bulletin board that provided a 
discussion forum for customers. This was done both as a cost saving and to make less 
publicly visible the high level of complaints about the quality of the site. TL had been 
strongly in favour of the move whereas GF suggested such customer feedback would 
provide an excellent means for flutter to keep improving the site. They had agreed to 
disagree on this policy but at the final workshop the issue surfaced again. TL agreed 
that it was time to reinstate the bulletin board given both the learning from the inquiry 
and the improved quality of the site (there would be fewer negative comments than 
was the case in the past). 
6.8.3 Building value propositions (future) 
The conversation focused on the corporate brand rather than its specific product value 
propositions. Of the marketing competencies, this one was most ignored during the 
shift from flutter's launch transaction marketing approach to its more recent 
relationship marketing approach. Investments in advertising and traditional brand 
management were halted to save money and focus management on more immediate 
priorities. The team agreed that a big shift was needed but that it could not yet 
conceive the actions. The team acknowledged its discomfort at this and GF agreed 
that she would take this issue away and come forward with specific proposals. 
6.8.4 Managing the firm's relationships with customers (future) 
Between the second and third workshops, NA had drafted a new customer service 
policy that had been agreed with the Customer Services department. The changes to 
the policy acknowledged the team's thinking about how it wished to develop demand 
in the future. Differences in how flutter provided customer service would no longer 
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depend solely on a customer's estimated profitability, but incorporate measures of the 
customer's impact on the overall eco-system. 
6.8.5 Barriers and enablers to action 
The pairs of co-researcbers bad prepared the barriers and enablers; of action tools as 
described in Section 5.5.2.2 (Figure 21). However this did not appear to have 
contributed much to the inquiry. Some of the actions were already being implemented 
and no one identified any major barriers to implementation of future marketing 
competencies save the limits of time and money within which any manager operates. 
The researcher felt that in the very fast-paced world of a dot. com start up, decisions 
were made quickly, executives were close to operations and the culture was very 
much "just do it" rather than to build political consensus over time. 
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6.9 Exit interviews 
This section presents the results of the exit interviews. 
6.9.1 Improvements to co-researchers' practice 
Individuals' practice was improved by the learning gained through cycles of action 
and reflection. 
"77ze whole process was extremely usefulfor me personally.... and (1) 
could apply it to my everyday role here. (It) gave everyone in the group the 
chance to synthesise the actions they do in the day and get them down on 
paper..... We all knew about them (resources and competencies) such as the 
eco-system but never had the chance to sit down, discuss and understand how 
important it wasfor thefuture. " (BE) 
"The way of validating which marketing competencies were strategic was 
also very good - it was useful to get numbers, analytical substance behind 
what were only theories in the past. Only criticism is that we did not have 
enough time as we are too busy to really think about if it is the right score we 
are giving this. " (BE) 
When asked about actions, BE responded... 
"De : flnitely, I have prioritised the customers that I have dealt with 
according to some of the learnings that I have drawn from this. They are 
things I knew in the past but would not have acted upon them. I have definitely 
used things I have learnt here. I have used this process as a way of inputting 
what I do to the rest of the group and teaching the group what I do, but other 
things, like the brand, I am learningfrom others.... this (inquiry) has added 
more purpose to it (the marketing team's work) and expedited the process a 
lot. It is difficult to say if we would have acted in the same way. " (BE) 
GF felt that the quality of the marketing discourse in flutter, prior to the inquiry, had 
been low and was pleased that Marketing was leading this inquiry whose remit 
touched on areas that few in flutter recognised as marketing, such as customer service 
and site liquidity. 
"People herefelt that marketing was about delivering advertising. " (GF) 
GF attributed the development of a new customer service plan that created differential 
treatment for customers for the first time, to this inquiry. 
....... It validated some of the stuff we do, the eco-system. That got taken 
through to CS (Customer Service Departmen t) and they built a new CS plan 
around that. " (GF) 
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GF also began informal meetings with the head of Product Development to discuss 
what she was learning from this inquiry and if they could tie improvements to the site 
to the learning. The head of Product Development was fascinated by the study and 
spent 30 minutes with the researcher after the GF exit interview. 
NA started to engage with the Customer Services department in a completely different 
manner based upon the learning from the inquiry. Talking about acting on the idea of 
differentiating customer service for its most important customers, she said that 
"It had kind of been there, but never pushedforward. After thefirst 
workshop we realised that these customers are really important. " (NA) 
Prior to the inquiry there was no strong relationship between her lapsed user 
programme and CS; they did not share knowledge nor had NA "really talked to them 
before". She took the initiative after the first workshop and built a better working 
relationship with that team. CS and NA began to share customer files so that CS knew 
which customers Marketing thought made the most important contribution to the eco- 
system and CS began to feed NA contact information on key lapsed users to enable 
NA to improve her mailings to those people. 
TL admitted scepticism at the start of the project: 
"My concern was that we would go too high level or abstract, but af ter the 
second session we started to dig and people really engaged. " (TL) 
He personally felt that the demands of a start up like flutter meant that he could never 
find the time to reflect on what he was doing. The structure and process forced him to 
make the time and he very much appreciated it. His own practice did improve as the 
result of this project. 
get one or two customer issues a day and now I automatically lock in to 
how important they are (in the eco-system) and that is locked in, it's a given 
now.... Do I want to deal with this issue, how important is it? " (TL) 
He also borrowed a term from the marketing knowledge competency grid and claimed 
that the dissemination of marketing knowledge was improving as a result of the 
learning on this inquiry. 
..... "That was very clear that we sit down with the Customer Service team and the Product Development team and communicate the right knowledge. " (TL) 
The researcher also reflected upon improvements to his own practice as part of 
thinking about adherence to principles of co-operative inquiry. The researcher did so 
by contrasting how he felt about the inquiry and his contribution contrasting that with 
his previous experiences as a management consultant. Aside from the overt concern 
with contributing to theory, the researcher found two major differences between being 
the catalyst for the flutter inquiry and consulting: (1) consulting assignments are 
undertaken for senior management's benef it with clear expectations of outcomes 
whereas inquiry is for the benefit of operational managers and their own improvement 
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and (2) inquiry demands the researcher to reflect upon each meeting with greater 
rigour in order to adhere to its democratic principles. 
The researcher felt more "with" the co-researchers than in traditional consulting 
assignments, under less pressure to deliver to the expectations of people not directly 
involved in the inquiry and a more sensitive listener. The subsequent section 
demonstrates that the co-researchers felt much the same and rated the researcher's 
performance highly. 
6.9.2 Democratic process 
Figure 33 illustrates the scores on a scale of 1-10 generated from individual exit 
interviews (Section 5.5.3 - Figure 22) as to the extent to which co-researchers felt that 
the inquiry process was managed by and for them and that the frameworks generated 
were "theirs", relevant to flutter's immediate needs. 
Figure 33: Individual scores 
TL I GF BE I NA Average 
Process 7 18.5 81 9.5 8.25 
Frameworks 6.5 18 81 8.5 1 7.75 
The team viewed the researcher's role in managing the process as helpful rather than 
controlling. There was strong endorsement for him attending the preparation sessions, 
summarising key meetings and producing PowerPoint slides before the workshops for 
people to review. 
..... An ultra democratic approach "would not 
have worked. It was good that 
you gave us structure" or it would not have got done. It would have gone to 
the bottom of the pile. It worked that we set apart time to talk... had we been 
left to sit at our desks andfill in theforms, it would not have got done. " GF 
said emphatically, "At no point did Ifeel like we werefilling in boxes... at all. 
Ifelt you were doing it morefor us than for you all the way through. One of 
the things that really helped was that it was very much about us but the 
examples and theory helped. You combined the theoretical bits with the - let's 
put it into practice- and we changed the wording to suit us ". (GF) 
Co-researchers endorsed the need for someone to own and manage the process, but 
appreciated the researcher's flexibility and sensitivity in so doing: 
..... "You took on a lot of the burden 
but that is just accelerating the process... 
it was critical looking at how hard those guys work. You drove itfrom a work 
rate and structure... we drove you awayfrom some hypotheses... we said "no 
that is wrong"... had wejust rubber stamped, it would not have been as 
valuable... you had a good balance ". (TL) 
"It was important that it was an 8 (referring to the process andframework 
1-10 scores) in order to make it an efficient process. In thefirst two meetings 
it was your process, but when we started to (work) with it, it was a team 
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process. I think you were very good at revisiting and being flexible in working 
with us to come to definitions. We might not go the stepfurther. You pulled out 
the stuff that was important. " (BE) 
"By the end of it, you just sat back and let us get on with it. We kn ew what 
we were trying to do. " (NA) 
When probed about hidden agendas, unsaid "truths" and people's ability to speak 
their mind and be critical, individual co-researchers stated that flutter, and their group 
in particular, was open and honest. Team members did not believe that there were 
hidden agendas, gaps between espoused theory and theory in use (Argyris, 1973) that 
compromised the inquiry. Asked about hidden agendas, NA said 
"Absolutely not. We are quite honest and happy to argue. No one put oil 
any pretence and (assumed that they were) always right. There was no 
hierarchy. " (NA) 
6.9.3 Co-researchers' learning 
There was strong evidence that the team learnt through the process and intended to 
establish a sustainable learning system and expand the inquiry. All of the co- 
researchers felt that there was strong learning through the process, itself a function of 
their reflections individually and collectively. The learning was ascribed to a 
combination of being given some time and structure in which to think as well as 
working together. 
All felt their critical facilities grew with increased familiarity with the theories, 
frameworks and tools. They all suggested that their assessment of the current 
marketing competencies was, in retrospect, "too high". They also felt that as the 
shapes of their competencies rectangles were so similar current to future that perhaps 
they had not been discriminating enough. 
"Picked up that the rectangular shapes were too similar and we were too 
nice to ourselves at the beginning.... We were a lot more critical at the last 
one (workshop). " (NA) 
"Mere we want to be, we got pretty close, where we thought we were a bit 
ambitious. I would have the marketing knowledge closer to a 2, again on the 
customer relationships side we were closer, ask me again... between 1 and 2. 
(TL) 
We were critical about revisiting our scores (and) ... the work of the 
other groups. " (BE) 
There was also a strong endorsement of the view that the inquiry revealed tacit 
knowledge and made it more useful to the firm. 
Definitely. I am very aware of how long it takes people to adapt their way 
of thinking to new theories and new vocabulary. So the word eco-system was 
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introduced a long time ago and yet it is only through constant repetition that it 
gets through to the rest of the company that you get any adoption. This 
process has really helped drill these theories and that vocabulary through the 
group and that wouldfilter down to the company. " (BE) 
There was evidence that the team intended to make this inquiry an ongoing process to 
reinforce and extend the learning. 
GF invited the head of Product Development into the process and was keen to move 
to a further level of detail. She wanted more precise actions to follow and for them to 
be developed in a shorter time period. 
TL invited the researcher to present to the Board of Directors and to hold a follow up 
workshop to measure progress bridging the gap between current and future marketing 
competencies (Figure 31) and implementing the agreed actions (Figure 32). 
..... "Goingforward we would use all of it (leamingfrom the 
inquiry) " (BE) 
... "This is going to affect where I take my career, with regards to what 
I 
concentrate on and which bit of my experience here I take. " (BE) 
6.9.4 Follow up contact with flutter managers 
Flutter and Betfair merged shortly after the end of the inquiry process and before the 
researcher's scheduled presentation to the founders. Two of the inquiry team accepted 
positions with the merged company; TL and BE took similar positions to their current 
roles in the new and enlarged group. However, the slides prepared for the scheduled 
presentation were agreed by all four members and this provides a measure of 
validation of the researcher's description of the findings. 
The researcher has had three follow up telephone meetings with each team member 
and regular email contact. BE confirmed that the assumptions made about flutter's 
superior (versus Betfair) customer insight resource and conceptual isation of the eco- 
system were accurate. He was implementing the marketing competency plans agreed 
in the flutter inquiry in the merged company. 
The researcher co-authored a case history with GF published in the European edition 
of an international textbook on marketing research (Maklan and Field, 2003). Each 
co-author wrote 750 words about the inquiry from their own perspective and then met 
to compare notes and agree a final wording. The copy is attached in Appendix 8 and 
provides further evidence of the adherence to the principles of co-operative inquiry. 
The flutter managers all received an earlier version of these findings to permit 
comment. Only BE had time to read and comment; for the others, it was too much of 
a commitment with no practical benefits for them. 
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6.10 Key findings from the flutter inquiry 
This section draws conclusions from the key findings of the flutter inquiry with 
respect to RBT, marketing, economics and action research. These conclusions will, 
subsequently, be compared with those generated from a second inquiry before the 
researcher proposes his final contributions to knowledge and practice. 
6.10.1 Findings related to RBT 
As suggested by literature (Rouse and Daellenbach, 1999), resources proved very 
hard to observe directly. Resources were inter-subjectively created by managers and 
therefore continually evolving. The inquiry team was able to develop a more profound 
understanding of flutter's marketing resources through repeated cycles of reflection 
and action. As the inquiry progressed, and the understanding of flutter's marketing 
resources and competencies developed, the competencies themselves began to change 
as a result of that understanding. Because resources and competencies are continually 
co-evolving, the researcher concludes that it may not be possible (or relevant for 
practitioners) to define unchanging, objective marketing resources for flutter. 
Researchers must break into the resource-competency development flow to observe 
either. Therefore, detached observation through surveys, interviews or case study 
would not enable observation of flutter's marketing resources and competencies. 
The inquiry kept looking for marketing resources by bundling, redefining and 
reconsidering the pathway to value. In this sense, the process is subject to the 
criticism that RBT is tautological; the inquiry kept redefining resources until it found 
the essence of what was behind flutter's recent success. This was evident in the 
discovery of the eco-system resource. However, from a managerial perspective this 
process of discovery and learning was tremendously valuable for flutter as it enabled 
it to make better marketing decisions and for its managers to improve their practice. 
The understanding of current marketing resources was greatly aided by VRIN-testing. 
Whilst in the literature, VRIN is used for assessment or evaluation, in this inquiry 
VRIN-testing was a means of revealing tacit knowledge and moving between layers 
of understanding. The knowledge generated was inter-subjectively created; there were 
no detached measures of right or wrong when applying them. With use, co- 
researchers became much more confident in their application of them to flutter's 
marketing resources. 
When considering future marketing resources, VRIN-testing was less useful. The 
inquiry did not see a need to VRIN-test the future resources agreed in workshop 2 and 
did not limit its study of the impact of marketing strategy upon future resources to the 
two VRIN-passed ones. Flutter managers insisted on including in the analysis, those 
resources that failed the VRIN-testing because they would need to develop them 
nonetheless. 
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A purely VRIN focus on identifying and developing resources risks reinforcing core 
rigidities, the competence trap (O'Driscoll, Carson, and Gilmore, 2001; Leonard- 
Barton, 1992) and would not have allowed flutter's marketers, for example, to 
recognise that the corporate brand might become a resource in the future. An 
implication of this was a realisation that the firm must reverse its neglect of brand 
management. 
Having identified the brand as a future strategic resource, even though it failed to 
meet the VRIN criteria, the inquiry failed to provide any action or real commitment to 
action that made the researcher confident that flutter would successfully develop that 
resource and the value proposition competency underlying it. This was in stark 
contrast to the actions for the other three competencies, many of which began during 
the inquiry process. The researcher notes that the value proposition competency shift 
from current to future was very large whereas the others were more modest. Yet, not 
actions were identified to make this large leap. This supports an assumption of the 
marketing competency framework, that competencies Jay on a continuum between 
transaction and network marketing and evolution between them is gradual rather than 
characterised by big, single leaps across the continuum. 
There was little, if any one-to-one relationship between flutter's marketing resources 
and its marketing competencies despite their interdependent nature. Brands and 
building value propositions were the most directly related, but for example, flutter's 
eco-system relied upon at least three competencies: demand management, generating 
marketing knowledge and managing customer relationships. 
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6.10.2 Findings related to online marketing 
This section discusses findings relating to the observed changes between current and 
future marketing competencies, summarised in Figure 34. 
Figure 34: Summary of Marketing Competency Shifts (Current to Future) 
Competency Score: Present - Agreed Actions 
Future 
Demand management 2.0 to 2.4 From growth in turnover to 
balanced growth across the system. 
Share demand creation with market- 
makers. 
Creating marketing 2.3 to 2.8 Extend creation and dissemination 
knowledge of knowledge to more detailed 
understanding of individual's 
impact on overall system. 
Extend the eco-system to 
bookmakers and some light betters. 
Building customer value 1.4 to 2.5 From a purely descriptive "label" 
propositions approach to branding to the creation 
of a relevant, differentiated offer. 
Determining the firm's 2.1 to 2.7 Shift criteria for determining 
relationship with valuable customers from individual 
customers profitability to a balance between 
profitability and contribution to the 
system. 
Develop a programme to encourage 
market-makers to help build the 
system. 
Extend relationship management to 
bookmakers and perhaps light 
betters. 
The development of network marketing competencies was predicated on a successful 
move from transaction to relationship marketing; the network marketing 
competencies were an extension of the relationship marketing ones. 
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The change in the creating marketing knowledge competency was the precursor for 
changes to other competencies. Without the detailed understanding of individuals' 
behaviour and its impact on the overall eco-system, flutter could not develop its 
customer and demand management competencies. The importance of these 
competencies was reflected in the priority attached to consumer insight as a resource 
at the beginning of the inquiry and its high score for the future: 2.8, the highest of the 
four competencies. The future competency was a deepening of the current 
competency rather than a shift in direction. 
Flutter's future demand management competency would emphasise the need for 
balanced growth through its eco-system. It was already focusing its customer 
acquisition activities on relieving bottlenecks in the eco-system, such as greyhound 
layers. Supply and demand in this system were related and demand management had 
some of the attributes of being a broker. However, flutter's role was to act behind the 
scenes to ensure the system was balanced and liquid as well as create individual 
customer solutions. Demand creation, in part, could be shared with market-makers 
who had the most to gain from increased market liquidity. This future competency 
also represents a shift from a relationship to a network marketing focus as flutter 
planned to create incentives for market-makers to share demand creation and 
consciously plan for a balanced growth across the eco-sYstem. This shift would 
require commensurate shifts in creating marketing knowledge and customer 
relationship competencies. 
The customer relationship competency would reflect the balanced growth of the eco- 
system. Flutter needed to learn how to manage the careful balance between rewarding 
profitable customers whilst ensuring that the eco-system would grow in balance and 
how to manage key market-makers. The future competency would entail changes to 
the current competency. Flutter would become as interested in the individual 
customer's impact on the overall system as the customer's profitability. It would also 
extend its relationships to bookmakers and some light betters in consideration of their 
impact on liquidity. The development of this competency would represent a shift from 
a relationship to a network marketing focus. 
Whilst building the value proposition competency represented the biggest percentage 
shift of all scores, the inquiry team was not clear on the future competency direction. 
This was evidenced by the fact that it is the only competency area where there were 
no identifiable actions. This size of the shift was likely the result of the low (perhaps 
more realistic) estimate of flutter's current competency. The flutter team may have 
equated value proposition (brand) with flutter's reduced spending on advertising, PR 
and promotion and thus scored it low in the first workshop. There was a realisation, 
by the end of the inquiry, that flutter would need to develop a differentiated value 
proposition as it tried to pull ahead of Betfair and competed abroad against local 
firms. However, there was no clear and committed action plan against this task. Little 
can be concluded therefore about the nature of brand in an online network 
environment from this study. 
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6.10.3 Findings related to network marketing 
The inquiry team felt that there was a relationship between the three forms of 
marketing in the framework: transaction, relationship and network. Flutter moved 
through all three forms in a short period of time. The flutter launch was based on mass 
marketing associated with a transactional relationship with consumers. A few months 
before the inquiry, flutter moved to relationship marketing and this inquiry helped co- 
researchers realise that flutter needed to develop into a network marketer. The move 
to network marketing was predicated on flutter having developed significant 
relationship competencies in creating marketing knowledge and demand management 
growing from its customer insight resource. 
Consumer communities are considered to be a driver of discontinuous change for 
marketing practices in much of the online marketing literature (Achrol and Kotler, 
1999; Kozinets, 1999; Sheth and Sisodia, 1999; Hagel and Armstrong, 1997; Hoffman 
and Novak, 1997; Hoffman and Novak, 1996). These authors propose that consumers 
will band together in communities characterised by both social relationships and 
consumption activities. Flutter's unsuccessful launch strategy suggests a boundary 
condition on the network marketing frameworks advanced by this literature. Flutter 
was the catalyst for a particular form of community: economic and not social in 
nature. The marketing focus suggested by this literature, with its emphasis upon social 
needs, is not aligned fully to the needs of flutter's form of community and hence 
important modifications were made to the competency scoring tools which were 
based upon this literature. The inquiry also advanced the researcher's and co- 
researchers' knowledge of how eco-systems function. 
6.10.4 Findings related to network economics (externalities) 
The economic nature of flutter's eco-system, and its impacts on marketing practices, 
are a result of strong externalities as defined by economists (Shapiro and Varian, 
1999a; Economides, 1996a). Section 4.5.2 identified the predictions of economists 
upon marketing where externalities exist and Figure 35 compares the flutter findings 
to those predictions. 
Figure 35: Network Economics - Observations versus Predictions 
Marketing Predicted Impact upon Findings from Flutter Inquiry 
Competency Marketing Focus 
Demand Manage the evolution of Flutter's marketing team managed the 
management standards and technology and evolution of liquidity but not 
development of complements. technology and complements. 
Creating Insight and management of Switching costs, whilst evident, were 
marketing switching costs. not as important as understanding 
knowledge customers' impact on the eco-system. 
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Building Changes to 4Ps: Product versioning and price 
customer value * Price discrimination. discrimination were not evident; 
propositions 0 Product versioning. however, flutter did vary its service to 
0 Promotion objectives frequent losers. 
focus on managing 
expectation around Promotion objectives focus upon 
standards and building and branding site liquidity 
technology. (e. g. target greyhound layers). 
Determining the Secure advantageous network The most salient marketing focus was 
firm's position: reputation. Flutter built its reputation as 
relationship with 0 Control over installed an effective betting exchange with 
customers customer base. serious betters. However, Betfair's first 
" Intellectual property mover advantage in reputation was 
rights. overcome by flutter's better ability to 
" Ability to innovate. manage the entire eco-system. Betfair's 
" First-mover advantage. installed 
base, that is, existing customer 
" Manufacturing ability. 
base, was not the barrier to competition 
" Strength in predicted 
by the literature. There was 
complements. 
little intellectual property or 
" Reputation and brand complements. 
If one defines 
manufacturing ability as liquidity, then name. this did feature in flutter's relationship 
competency. 
6.10.5 Findings related to co-operative inquiry 
Flutter managers appreciated co-operative inquiry was effective and time efficient for 
very busy operational managers. 
Individuals' practice was improved and co-researchers felt more confident in their 
marketing knowledge, developed a common framework and language to support 
online marketing competency development and marketing practice at flutter 
improved. There is every reason to believe that this improvement would have been 
sustained over time; the merger with Betfair makes it impossible to verify empirically 
that this is the case. 
The team's practice, including that of the researcher, was improved. Over the inquiry, 
the inquiry team refined its understanding of the strategic resource base and created a 
much more developed and common understanding of the eco system, its components, 
how it related to market liquidity and consumer insight and how it could be 
developed. The team created knowledge relevant to its operational needs and by 
reflecting upon that, became much better network marketers. 
The findings support Gurnmesson's description of management action research 
(2000al 18-123). Action was taken, the knowledge created enables contribution to 
practice and theory, the research was highly interactive and the researcher played an 
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active role that enhanced the quality of knowledge production. The inquiry was part 
of a change process, for which pre-understanding (e. g. initial frameworks and tools) 
was vital to its success and knowledge was produced in real time. This inquiry 
demonstrates that it is possible (and necessary) for the researcher to play an active 
role without compromising the democratic and participatory nature of the process and 
managers' commitment to action. 
The inquiry was helped by the dynamic nature of flutter and its business. Managers 
were committed to action and able to make small improvements to their practice 
whilst the inquiry was proceeding. The size of the business, the freedom to act and the 
fast-moving nature of the business contributed to the cycles of reflection and action 
that are central to co-operative inquiry. 
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7 Findings from the BMW inquiry 
This chapter outlines the findings from the BMW inquiry. It is divided into the 
following sections: 
* Background to the ComPany and its online consumer marketing (Section 7.1). 
* Background to the members of the inquiry team (Section 7.2). 
41 Set up (Section 7.3). 
* Identifying current marketing competencies (Section 7.4). 
41 Identifying current marketing resources (Section 7.5). 
e Identifying future marketing resources (Section 7.6). 
e Identifying future marketing competencies (Section 7.7). 
9 Actions (Section 7.8). 
e Adherence to the principles of co-operative inquiry (Section 7.9). 
7.1 Background 
This provides a more detailed background to the firm than that provided for flutter 
due to the more complex nature of BMW's business. This section describes the 
21 background to BMW's UK business, an explanation of automotive block exemption 
BMW's existing online marketing activities and the sequence of events in the inquiry. 
7.1.1 BMW's UK business 
BMW is a market leader in the prestige automotive sector. It competes with 
Mercedes, Audi, Jaguar (division of Ford) and Lexis (division of Toyota). BMW GB 
is BMW's UK distributor and a wholly owned subsidiary of BMW AG which is 
headquartered in Munich. BMW GB is tasked with achieving profitable sales of 
BMW cars, accessories and parts as well as delivering high standards of customer 
service and brand development in the UK. Its primary tasks are the development of 
21 Automotive block exemption relates to European legislation on automotive distribution and after- 
sales service. Major legislative changes were due to be announced whilst the inquiry was going on and 
the findings will demonstrate the important impact of this legislation on BMW managers' views of the 
need for changes in marketin 4a competencies. 
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the UK dealer network, warranty management, advertising, promotion, pricing and 
determining the car accessories that form part of the standard UK car package. 
Product strategy, design, development and manufacturing are managed in Munich. 
Logistics is a shared responsibility between Germany and its countries. 
BMW bought and subsequently disposed of Rover plc during the 1990s and in that 
process retained control of the Mini brand. Responsibility for the design and strategy 
of Mini moved to Munich, but the car is still built in the UK and distributed through 
BMW dealerships. Therefore, Mini dealer management and after-sales are managed 
by BMW GB. Mini's marketing and sales IT systems, including its customer 
database, are also managed by BMW GB as well. However, Mini's. advertising, 
pricing, promotion and direct mailing are managed separately from the BMW GB 
marketing team. 
BMW GB sold approximately 82,000 new BMW cars in 2001. Sales of new Minis in 
2002 were approximately 35,000. BMW also sells a large number of used cars, 
accessories and financial products. The Company does not disclose turnover and 
revenue by geographical markets but the researcher estimates its UK turnover in 2001 
to be between E2.5 billion and E3.0 billion. BMW GB was established in 1981 and 
prior to that date, BMW sold 20,000 new cars per annum through a third party agent. 
Market share, volume and profit have increased consistently, year after year since that 
time with the exception of one year only. 
All BMWs are sold through authorised dealers that BMW GB manages. BMW GB 
kept a strict control over the number of dealers in the UK, their locations, the quality 
of the showrooms, sales training and service. There are approximately 154 BMW 
dealers in the UK owned by 90 different people/companies. Most dealers had been 
with BMW for many years and many are very wealthy due to the success enjoyed by 
the brand. The average profit per dealer was E750,000 per annum in 2001. Dealers are 
expected to meet BMW GB's standards for customer service and create the right 
brand environment for BMW. Attainment of these standards is measured continually 
through customer surveys and direct contact. Dealers are encouraged to make large 
investments in building and maintaining the highest quality showrooms, service 
facilities and staff training. For example, an average dealer invested over; E250,000 
preparing their showrooms for the Mini launch even before they knew their allocation 
of cars and its target retail price. 
In addition to the dealer environment, BMW GB is responsible for brand 
development. This consists of advertising, promotion and some centralised customer 
support. 
Consumer relationships are managed through dealers except for serious disputes 
between a dealer and customer where BMW GB acts as a final appeal court. However 
there is a grey area in this division of responsibilities between BMW and its dealers 
that is a constant source of negotiation. For example, if BMW GB funds and manages 
a web site that generates sales leads, BMW GB directs these leads to the right dealers 
and monitors the rate at which the leads are converted into completed sales. There is 
no compulsion on the dealers to act upon centrally generated sales leads and if the 
dealers don't act upon them, then the return on investment of centrally generated lead 
generation activities is poor and this calls into question central marketing investments. 
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However, if the centre does not invest in marketing, then overall demand might fall 
and all the dealers will ultimately be worse off. 
7.1.2 Automotive block exemption 
Potential changes to legislation of what is commonly referred to as "block exemption" 
feature prominently in the subsequent discussion of findings and therefore are 
surnmarised here as described by the co-researchers. The researcher has not 
undertaken a literature review of the issue as what matters in this inquiry is how the 
issue is perceived by the co-researchers. 
The distribution of new automobiles within the European Union had always been 
subject to the block exemption from normal rules of competition. The block 
exemption allowed manufacturers to engage in practices that would be considered 
restrictive in many other industries. For example, manufacturers controlled the 
number of dealers per country, their geographic location and restricted technical 
expertise and information about car parts and servicing to their dealer network. Whilst 
consumers were free to buy cars from authorised dealers in other countries and import 
them to the UK, in practice, this was very difficult. 
Block exemption was granted to the automotive manufacturers because, they claimed, 
the product and its servicing were sufficiently complex and expensive to require 
dealers to make substantial investments in sales and service training. Without 
protection from 6'free for all" competition, they argued, there would be no incentive to 
make such investments. This would make the consumer worse off in the long term, 
because they would buy inappropriate cars, with inappropriate financing and poor 
quality maintenance. 
BMW managers acknowledged that block exemption was controversial and there was 
a feeling within the UK that it was a major reason why car prices had been more 
expensive in the UK than in other European countries. Block exemption was also seen 
as a contributing factor to high costs of after-sales service. 
Block exemption was not granted in perpetuity. It came up for renewal in the 1990s 
and was extended to 2002. The appropriate EU Directorate was due to make proposals 
on its renewal and or modification September 2001; by the time of the first workshop, 
the Directorate had not yet published proposals. Critical to this inquiry, each member 
of the inquiry team felt that regardless of the Directorate's proposals, car and after- 
sales service would be more competitive in the medium to long term future. 
The Directorate did publish its recommendations early in 2002, after the final 
workshop but before the wrap up meeting. During the exit interviews, each BMW co- 
researcher said that these proposals went much further than he or most of his 
colleagues had expected. The detailed changes were described to the researcher by the 
project sponsor: 
BMW dealers could sell cars wherever they wished, thus permitting, for 
example, a Dutch dealer having a showroom in the UK. 
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Third party retailers could buy BMWs from BMW GB at similar terms to its 
own dealers. 
Service and technical support must be offered to third party after-sales service 
companies on similar terms to dealers. BMW still has the right to insist that 
third parties demonstrate that they can provide a targeted quality of repair. 
The changes are taking effect over time. Some changes took effect from October 
2002, others from October 2003 and still others will take effect in the near future. 
7.1.3 BMW's existing online marketing 
BMW GB has had a web site since 1996, one of the first major car manufacturers to 
do so in the UK. In addition, it provides support for its dealers to develop their own 
web sites and analytical marketing tools for them to develop insights from web traffic 
data. Approximately 125 of the Company's 154 dealers had their own web sites at the 
start of the inquiry. 
During 2001, BMW GB's web site received 400,000 monthly visits of an average 20 
minute duration. Of those visits, 130,000 were unique. 45,000 digital brochures were 
downloaded each month. The web site generated 88,000 car sales leads that year, 
including 3,500 requests for test drives. BMW's LifeStyle Division sold E250,000 of 
BMW clothing through 3,400 orders online. All members of the inquiry team 
suggested that this figure would have been far greater if not for chronic out-of-stock 
situations throughout the year. 
In 2001, BMW piloted an online scheme (BMW Direct) whereby one of its large 
corporate clients allowed its executives to configure their own BMW online and order 
it directly. The order was passed to a dealer for fulfilment as BMW GB could not 
directly sell cars to the public. This pilot was considered very successful-, self- 
configured cars generated an average incremental E5,000 per unit in revenue and over 
2,000 people configured their own car. The pilot was extended to more corporate 
clients through 2002 and is now being pushed down to the dealers to manage. 
In the summer of 2002, BMW relaunched its used car online support service. 
Originally introduced in 1998, the service was greatly enhanced. It allows fully 
flexible national or dealer searches and stock notification. The relaunched service 
integrates dealers into a network and distributes used-car leads. A customer can find a 
car and immediately register their interest in buying that car. Each dealer can use the 
system to edit any car details and print their own point of sale material. 
The management of BMW's online presence lies with BMW GB's marketing 
department. It maintains a national database, designs and operates the web site and 
will interact with any customers (online) that submit details to the web site. 
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7.1.4 Sequence of events in this inquiry 
Figure 36 illustrates the timing of the major steps of the inquiry. 
Figure 36: BMW Inquiry - Sequence of Events 
Event Timing 
Set up Aug-Oct 2001 
Workshop 1 5 November 2001 
Work Package 1 12 November 2001 
Workshop 2 23 November 2001 
Work Package 2 Early December 2001 
Workshop 3 14 December 2001 
Exit interviews I- 11 February 2002 
_Wrap 
up presentation 25 February 2002 
Follow up meetings and phone calls (7 in 
all) 
Last contact May 2003 
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7.2 Background to members of the inquiry team 
7.2.1 RD (Ecommerce and CR M22 Manager) - project sponsor 
RD is a computer engineer by education but had spent the past 17 years in BMW UK 
Marketing. He was in his mid forties. He had been recently given the task to head up 
BMW GB's CRM programme and this included recommending policy and practice 
for direct relationships with consumers online. In addition to online relationships, he 
managed the customer call centre and direct mailings. He expressed a desire to 
develop BMW's online CRM capabilities; he believed that long term changes in 
automotive distribution would force BMW to develop direct relationships with 
consumers. As the inquiry progressed, it became clear to the researcher that he was 
widely respected within BMW as an experienced, pragmatic and effective manager. 
RD was not responsible for CRM at Mini. 
7.2.2 NH (Head of Advertising) 
NH managed BMW GB advertising development and the advertising agencies. He 
was in his late forties. Advertising and brand image were developed in conjunction 
with the UK Marketing Director and BMW AG Marketing. He had held this position 
for over seven years as had most of his contacts in BMW AG advertising with whom 
he needed to work. BMW GB had one advertising agency for national campaigns and 
separate agencies for other media. In addition, dealers appointed agencies to manage 
local (tactical) advertising and promotion: NH was responsible for building the 
infrastructure that ensured all these agencies communicated one clear brand 
positioning. NH did not manage the advertising development of Mini. NH left BMW 
six months after the end of the inquiry. 
7.2.3 NB (After-Sales Development Manager) 
NB described his responsibilities as the "commercial side of after-sales and 
marketing". He was in his mid forties. He worked with BMW GB's Marketing 
function and its dealer network to develop turnover and profit in parts and accessories. 
He had been with BMW GB for three years; previously he held a similar position in 
Nissan UK. 
Car owners whose vehicles were still covered by BMW's warranty generally went to 
BMW dealers for after-sales service. Dealers were obligated to use BMW parts during 
that warranty period only, so there was little competition for parts during the warranty 
period, generally three years and extendible to five. The BMW dealer network faced 
competition post warranty from independent garages, chains (e. g. Kwik-Fit) and 
22 CRM = customer reIationship management 
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retailers (e. g. Halfords) on accessories such as roof racks. Additionally, BMW was 
keen to expand its Lifestyle Division (clothing) for which NB was responsible. NB 
was responsible for both BMW and Mini. 
NB was not briefed extensively by RD before he agreed to participate but was very 
interested in developing BMW GB's online marketing competencies in support of 
Lifestyle. He believed that as block exemption was eroded, BMW GB would require 
new marketing competencies in order to meet the requirements of a more competitive 
market. 
7.2.4 IM (National Service Manager) 
IM was responsible for the technical side of BMW service, working with dealers to 
ensure that they could provide service of the highest quality; after-sales service is 
considered a major factor leading to customer retention in this industry. He was in his 
fifties. Service quality is a function of the investment dealers make in their service 
centres, training and through the promotion of values/norms throughout the BMW 
dealer network. In addition to encouraging dealers to make these investments, IM 
represented BMW when customers could not resolve service issues satisfactorily 
through the dealer network; what he called "the court of final appeal". For example, if 
a car repeatedly broke down, IM could authorise a replacement free of charge at 
BMW GB's expense. More often, he would broker a deal whereby the costs of 
satisfying an unhappy customer would be shared between the dealer and BMW GB. 
IM was responsible for service and warranty of all products sold through the BMW 
dealer network including Mini. 
He was also drafted into this project by RD and came to the first workshop with a 
limited idea of its objectives and his role. 
7.2.5 TW (IT Manager) 
TW was the manager in the BMW GB IT function responsible for developing and 
managing marketing and sales technology and process solutions. He was in his early 
forties. He was a member of the IT function but worked full time with Marketing to 
provide the necessary business input into the development of BMW GB's information 
technology. He described his job as working with marketing and sales managers in 
translating what the business needed into IT solutions that would work within the 
technical architecture and strategy of BMW AG and BMW GB. 
TW was performing this function three years ago when BMW AG embarked upon the 
development of a customer database and analytic software (Top Drive). It was a 
global initiative but piloted in the UK. It had not produced any deliverable results at 
the time of the inquiry and was being superseded by another global initiative (Initium) 
that was even more ambitious. TW and RD were key UK representatives on the 
global work groups being formed to oversee Top Drive and Initium. 
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TW supported the existing online marketing technologies, the BMW GB web site and 
related online technologies for BMW GB. He was very familiar with the business and 
technology model behind both online marketing and CRM. TW supported Mini's 
sales and marketing systems as well as BMWs. He was invited to participate by RD 
and welcomed the opportunity. 
7.2.6 DT (Head of BMW GB Motorcycles) 
DT was scheduled to be part of the core team but was forced to miss the first 
workshop through work pressure and the final workshop after breaking his leg in a 
motorcycle accident. He attended the second workshop and preparation 2 meeting. He 
was in his fifties. 
DT was in charge of marketing BMW motorcycles in the UK and had recently joined 
from Harley Davidson where he had direct experience of that company's relationship 
marketing programme: HOGS (Harley Davidson Owners Group). HOGS is renowned 
in the CRM and marketing fraternities as a highly successful initiative and a major 
contributor to that brand's improved business results during the 1990s. 
He was invited to add external experience and perspective to the group and felt that he 
would contribute more to the learning than he would get out of it; nonetheless he was 
happy to participate. 
RD also invited the BMW manager responsible for consumer finance (car loans) to 
participate but could not secure his involvement. 
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Z3 Setup 
In June 2001, the researcher was introduced to RD through the Chartered Institute of 
Marketing (CIM) where he chaired its E-branding research programme. RD had 
recently been appointed to head BMW GB's E-Commerce and CRM effort and was 
interested to learn of this PhD research. 
The first meeting was mid-August 2001. RD explained that online marketing and 
CRM were new, global BMW initiatives and he was concerned that BMW had a 
history of central marketing initiatives that failed to have impact at country level. He 
described that BMW's current, Munich-led, CRM programme (Top Drive) had been 
under development for three years but, despite the UK Company acting as a pilot and 
development ground for the programme, it had failed to produce workable solutions 
for BMW GB. RD was disappointed that BMW GB had invested time and money and 
delayed local relationship marketing programmes. This experience soured RD's 
enthusiasm for large, centrally directed programmes. He was particularly receptive to 
the message that co-operative inquiry favours learning-through-doing. He agreed to 
seek approval from his marketing colleagues and the marketing director for the 
inquiry. 
RD then agreed to select the team to participate and asked for the researcher's advice. 
The researcher suggested that he find operational managers facing immediate 
decisions about investing/developing online consumer relationships with BMW 
drivers and willing to engage in cycles of reflection and action. 
RD decided not to hold a separate introduction session (as happened with flutter) but 
to invite participation and introduce the project during the first workshop 23 . This had 
repercussions which are discussed in various sections of the findings. In a meeting 
almost one year after the workshops, the researcher reviewed this decision and RD 
said that at the time he felt that had we gone through a process of volunteering, the 
project would not have started in a timely fashion. He was very committed to its 
outcome and used his role, and the topicality of CRM, to ensure that the inquiry 
would happen. 
RD led the first part of the discussion and the researcher presented the project using 
the flutter introduction slides and exercises, albeit modified appropriately for BMW. 
This introduction led to several animated discussions about the role of brand and 
image in which everyone present participated, some exhibiting great passion in 
support of their points of view. The team discussed how changes to block exemption 
might impact brand image. The conversation moved to dealer relationships. The co- 
researchers felt BMW was much better than competitors at managing its dealer 
network because BMW's dealers had long tenure, enjoyed the best margins in the 
business and BMW had been successful in its product marketing strategy. They also 
felt that BMW had a level of confidence and cooperative spirit which was unique in 
the automotive industry. They contrasted that with Mercedes who was buying out its 
dealers (destroying decades of trust) and the mass market brand dealers living on 
23 The first workshop was four hours to allow the extra time needed for the introduction of the project. 
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razor thin margins and subject to wild swings in demand. They were concerned that as 
BMW increased its volumes, dealers would be pushed to chase volume and this would 
be a new and uncomfortable experience for them. The conversation then shifted to the 
future and team members expressed a wide degree of concerns about new forms of 
distribution, BMW's plans to expand its product range and the potential loss of 
exclusivity as BMW sales volumes increased. There was a range of opinions about the 
potential role for interactive, one-to-one consumer relationships but a consensus that 
developing online relationships would be an essential part of BMW's future 
marketing activities. 
Through these discussions, the researcher outlined the stages of the inquiry and his 
expectations of their participation. After about one hour, the researcher asked every 
member of the group if they were still interested in the project and wished to proceed. 
He emphasised that it was not the time for politeness and if they would prefer to think 
about it, the researcher would be happy to return at another date to discuss further. 
However, there was no hesitation and each member of the team volunteered to carry 
on for the three workshops demonstrating enthusiasm for the project. 
The researcher reflected that the co-researchers had great passion about their 
Company, its brands and its products. There seemed to be genuine concern that BMW 
should excel at all aspects of marketing and that excellence must extend to online 
consumer relationships. There was also considerable uncertainty with regard to 
changes in the distribution of automobiles and the fact that this would directly affect 
their day-to-day practice. 
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7.4 Identifying BMWs current marketing competencies 
This section describes BMW GB's current marketing competencies and provides the 
marketing competency scores generated by the inquiry team during the first 
workshop. This is accomplished by describing the demand management competency 
to illustrate how the team created scores and the depth of the reflection. The other 
three marketing competencies are discussed in this section only briefly; a thorou(, h 
review of the discussions and scores appears in Appendix 9. 
The completed demand management competency scoring tool is illustrated in Figure 
37. The inquiry team scored this competency as 1.7. The discussions of each of the 
three measures that generated that score follows below. The co-researchers modified 
the tool during the first workshop; these changes are highlighted in red and also 
discussed below. 
Figure 37: Current Demand Management Competency at BMW 
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7.4.1 Creating demand measure 
This scored 1.5. The workshop discussion that generated that score is best presented 
using the 4Ps framework, perhaps the most widely used conceptual isation of 
transaction marketing (Gronroos, 1994). Although Workshop I did not use the 4Ps 
framework, the researcher's reflections and analysis of the tapes, suggest it as an 
efficient framework for describing the discussion in the context of writing this 
section. 
7.4.1.1 Product 
Product was the immediate focus of the discussion. The BMW car was described as a 
"driver's car", that is, it creates a driver experience that will feel more "connected" to 
the road rather than the refined luxury of, for example, a Mercedes. The team said that 
the driving experience is due to the Company's unique design and manufacturing 
strategy; it remains the only volume car maker to produce rear-wheel drive cars. All 
high performance sports cars use rear-wheel drive and it is an article of faith with 
everyone in the Company that this is the way to build cars that are exciting to drive. 
The cars are also Perfectly balanced between the front and rear of the car. These two 
design traditions are convictions that BMW uniquely maintains amongst volume car 
makers. This results in cars that generate a superior ride and experience for those 
people that enjoy the "driver's car" experience. The team acknowledged that not all 
people like that experience; BMW was a "niche" product but unique for those looking 
for its driving characteristics. All BMWs, to date, are built to generate that experience 
so that the customer value created is attributable more to the manufacturer than it is to 
any one model (e. g. 3,5 or 7 series). 
7.4.1.2 Place (i. e. distribution) 
Distribution has always been through BMW authorised dealers. These dealers have 
made significant investments in their showrooms, staff development and technical 
service to provide excellent service and environment. The ability to control 
distribution, coupled with the desirability of the product has created higher trade-in 
values (lower depreciation) for BMW than almost any other car sold in the UK. 
7.4.1.3 Price 
RD described the BMW's value proposition as "head and heart. " The cars are highly 
desirable and that appeals to the heart. The absolute price of the cars is higher than the 
average prices in the market and this generates higher margins and maintains an aura 
of exclusiveness. However, BMW cars depreciate at a slower rate than average and 
require minimal servicing, so that the total life cycle cost of car ownership is as low as 
that of mass-market cars; that is the "head" part of the equation. For BMW, new and 
used car prices are important elements of the "head" side of the offer. 
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7.4.1.4 Promotion (i. e. advertising and other forms of marketing 
communication) 
The primary means of promotion is via TV advertising and high quality dealer 
showrooms. Direct marketing from BMW and its dealers supplements the above. 
BMW's UK advertising strategy, and agency, have been consistent since 198 1, 
providing ample time for the establishment of the brand message, feel and tonality of 
advertising. 
7.4.1.5 Scoring the creating demand measure 
The co-researchers felt that BMW was building some relationship marketing 
competencies and hence felt that they should score this measure above 1. They noted 
that the BMW product portfolio was set to expand demonstrating a more segmented 
approach to marketing; SUVs had just been launched, the 7 series was being made 
more upmarket, aI series at the lower end of the BMW price range was planned and 
Minis were now being sold in BMW dealerships. They felt that BMW should 
increasingly cross-sell cars, or at least their dealers should. They felt constrained as to 
how much of a relationship BMW GB can have with its drivers because dealers 
intermediate the relationship: 
...... .. These guys (dealers) have got their agenda, we've got ours 
and these are again many and varied because they're owned by, 
what is it 90 different partners, 154 dealers, 90 different owners 
and again they've got their own list or agenda ... and our ability to 
influence these guys is to a greater extent limited by their 
willingness, ability and involvement and adherence to our brand". 
(NB) 
There was little discussion about network marketing; the team felt that they did not 
target networks of individuals aside from corporate sales, which the team agreed to 
consider separately from the prime thrust of this inquiry. 
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7.4.2 Planning focus measure 
This scored 1.3. 
... "Right now we are pushing hardfor (unit) sales volume, more so 
than normal". (RD) 
BMW GB must meet volume and margin targets agreed with Germany whilst 
maintaining or improving brand equity and after-sales service 24 . In addition, BMW GB measures individual dealer performance through customer surveys. Market share 
is not a focus of marketing planning because market share is not the basis upon which 
BMW competes. 
There was no plan or target that was based upon either individuals or networks of 
individuals. The researcher prompted his co-researchers with the often quoted Honda 
USA strategy of capturing "share of garage" from its range of cars, motor boat 
engines, lawn mowers and motorcycles. There was no equivalent for BMW; although 
the conversation encouraged IM to speculate that the Mini might become a good 
cross-selling opportunity as a second car. 
Whilst the planning focus is therefore overwhelming on meeting target numbers of 
cars, customer service planning and strategy through the ownership life cycle, 
inclusive of warranty and customer service experience, led co-researchers to score this 
measure above 1. 
7.4.3 Basis of competition measure 
This scored 1.5 reflecting co-researchers' desire to indicate that BMW emphasises 
volume of new cars sold and its share of total after-sales business. 
.... "share of wallet, presumably we're talking solely about thefirst 
sale of a car here, which in my domain, we do look at it by share of 
walletforafter-sales. Mat percentage of the service business do 
you go elsewhere (non BMWdealer)for? Mere do you buy a 
replacement tyre or accessories such as roof racks? " (NB) 
The team felt that mass market car companies are driven by new car sales volume; 
economies of scale create low average production costs and provide margin for 
advertising and product development which generate greater sales and so forth. The 
volume car market is characterised by savage price competition. BMW had the luxury 
of more demand for its cars than it was willing to produce. Production traditionally 
failed to meet demand as the Company did not want to dilute the brand's exclusivity 
24 BMW AG has set up a world-wide system of third-party consumer research assessment of the 
perceptions of the brand in each country and owners' perceptions of BMW after-sales service. This 
ensures that national operating units, such as BMW GB, do not meet short term targets at the expense 
of the long term health of the business by cutting marketing or service quality. 
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excessively. "We don't want to become an upmarket rep's car" commented several 
team members. BMW did not compete on market share, it needed to achieve the 
volumes associated with a minimum efficient scale for production and to maximise 
the margin through its mix of cars, brand image and premium pricing. 
Brand and product, whilst the driver of BMW's success, needed to be complemented 
by after-sales service and high resale values. This pushed the score on this measure 
beyond pure transaction marketing. 
7.4.4 Brand 
Co-researchers added this attribute to the demand management tool as they felt the 
descriptions of the three existing attributes did not capture fully the role of brand in 
demand generation. The researcher acknowledges that "brand/reputation" is a bullet 
point under the creating demand measure of the competency scoring tool (Figure 37). 
However, the researcher wanted to promote co-researchers' ownership of the tools 
and did not challenge their request for adding brand as a separate measure. As the 
overall score is a weighted average of the scores of individual measures, there is no 
significant impact upon the competency score. 
The team felt that the brand denoted status and image to the buyer (transaction 
marketing), ongoing information and prestige to the owner (relationship marketing) 
and an impact on friends and neighbours (network marketing); the "neighbour effect" 
it was called in the workshop. 
... "There is no advertising betterfor BMW than a new, clean car on a 
neighbour's drive. " (RD) 
The neighbour effect has its negatives due to BMW's association with aggressive 
drivers and status-conscious achievers. 
... "Men I had a red BMW, no one would give wayfor me to 
let me 
in. " (NH) 
... "We still sufferfrom the yuppie image. " (IM) 
... "A 7 series, with blackened windows, is associated with 
drug 
dealers. " (NB) 
BMW had worked hard through advertising and communications to move away from 
the 1980s yuppie image in response to a potential backlash. It was recognised that not 
only did the brand have to appeal to its potential customers, but that it should not 
generate negative images amongst the general population or potential customers 
would be put off by the "neighbour effect. " 
This overt understanding and response to potential owners' concern over what others 
would think of their brand choice, led the group to score this attribute at 2.5. 
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7.4.5 Overall score 
The weighting of the individual measures was discussed and some discussion about 
the importance of product versus service. However, no one was able to suggest an 
objective standard or scientific approach to weighting and therefore it was agreed to 
take a pure average of the four scores. 
7.4.6 Other competencies 
A brief review of the discussions over the other three competencies follows. Detailed 
descriptions are in Appendix 9. 
7.4.6.1 Current creating marketing knowledge competency 
This scored 1.1, a score given to each of the measures. The co-researchers felt that 
BMW's marketing knowledge was restricted to product market data and that there 
was little systematic analysis of customer specific data and no information about the 
networks in which its customers may be situated. They felt that where there was 
knowledge about individual customers, dealers held it, and BMW GB could not 
access it effectively. 
7.4-6.2 Current building customer value propositions 
This scored 1.2. BMW's value proposition was thought by the co-researchers to be 
one of the strongest in the UK. It has been consistently built over a 20 year period to 
the same brief and direction since BMW GB was established. The value proposition 
is routed in the product range and hence the value promised to customers and 
organisation's focus are strongly tied to the product. However, the brand image 
reflects an equal measure of product and organisation messages; any BMW product 
has to live up to the corporate image. That corporate image is also delivered through 
the quality, tone and customer experience of the dealer network pre and post sales. 
The extent to which BMW delivers a corporate brand at every customer contact point 
pushes the score above 1, pure transaction marketing. 
7.4.6.3 Current determining the firm's relationship with customers 
This scored 1.3. Currently, BMW GB's relationship with BMW drivers is largely 
transactional. It sells cars (plus financing) via its dealers and accepts a warranty 
obligation. There is a limited head office direct marketing programme directed at 
BMW drivers; it sends brochures about product line updates and promotional 
literature at certain key dates in the car ownership cycle 25 . However, Company policy 
25 Most buyers of new BMWs will seek to trade in their car and purchase another after three years. 
From a period of 2.5 to 3.5 years post purchase, drivers are "in the zone" and BMW GB used direct 
marketing to maximise repurchase of its brand. 
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is that the ongoing customer relationship is managed by the dealer. Tile role ol'BMW 
in customer relationships, aside from product development, is to create demand 
amongst the target group, direct that demand to the dealers and let the dealers close zn Z. - 
the sale and service the car thereafter. 
7.4.7 BMW's current marketing competency grid 
In Figure 38, the current marketing competencies scores are transposed to the 
marketing competencies grid. 
Figure 38: BMW's Current Marketing Competencies Grid 
Demand Management 
Transaction marketing 
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7.4.8 The quality of the conversation 
This section reviews the researcher's reflections upon the quality ofthe conversation 
and the commitment of the co-researchers. 
Appendix 10 illustrates what the researcher felt to be the characteristics of' the 
discussion. It was lively, everyone participated, a wide variety ot'views were brouglit 
into the conversation and co-researchers' contributions built upon the Previous Points 
raised. 
The researcher reviewed the tapes sensitive to the issue of'commitnient-, most of' the 
co-researchers committed to the inquiry without the bencl'it ol'a briefing session such 
as that conducted for flutter. Despite coming to the meeting cold, RD's colleagues C- LI 
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seemed very enthusiastic about the project and dernonstrated a very high lcvcl of' 
involvement. The researcher noted a possible theme through the discussion as 
follows: there would be big changes in the environment that would al'I'ect BMW's 
marketing: including legislation, distribution, consurner behaviour and online 
technology. That which had made BMW so successful over the past 20 years could he 
under attack. The internet was not the biggest issue for each of the team members, but 
it was a highly visible embodiment of many of the issues that BMW faced: direct 
consumer relationships, alternate channels of communication and distribution and an 
environment where BMW's traditional strengths provided little advantage. As a 
national marketing and sales unit, the managers had only limited power to develop its 
own policies for the internet and the broader issues that it represented. The researcher 
noted that the co-researchers were genuinely struggling with these. 
The researcher noted some differences to the first flutter workshop discussions: 
BMW managers seem to be very passionate about the Company, its products and 
the customer experience it creates through the dealer network. This, in the opinion 
of the researcher, animated the discussion even more than was the case with 
flutter. 
The researcher's notes describe the culture as masculine. There was continual 
banter and teasing amongst the team members, some of it hard hitting. BMW is a t, 
tough environment as illustrated by the "Friday afternoon sound of the diesel" 
story told by RD. During the time of the first BMW GB MD, failure to achieve 
targets was met with dismissal. Typically this would happen late lunch time oil 
Friday. The affected manager would be called unexpectedly to a meeting where he 
or she was dismissed and told to hand his or her company-car keys over. To get 
home that afternoon, the Company called a black cab, hence the sound ofthe 
diesel on Friday afternoon. Whilst all agreed that BMW did not operate this type 
of policy anymore, the story is an artefact providing some clue to the corporate 
norms about performance. 
When co-researchers supported their arguments from data, they would refer to a 
one-off stud conducted some time ago and stored with marketing research yIIC, 
"somewhere". There was no "live" and interactive data that could -ellerate rich 
consumer insight as with flutter. This observation was supported with data from a 
conversation with one of RD's direct reports (RH) months later. RH was 
experimenting by inviting small groups of target BMW CLlStOlllCrS to Come Into a 
convenient location for a general talk about cars and BMW in general. Tills was, 
he felt, the first such direct consumer interaction the Company had oroanised. I- 
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Section 7.5 Identifying BMW's Current Marketing Resources 
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7.5 Identifying BMWs current marketing resources 
This section describes how the inquiry team assessed BMW's potential Current 
marketing resources, assessed them against the VRIN criteria and then agrecd which 
were current marketing resources. 
7.5.1 Potential current marketing resources 
The inquiry team identified five potential marketing resources in the first workshop 
through the process described in Section 5.5.1.2.3. These are identified immediately 
below. 
Customer experience: This is how the customer experiences owning, driving and 
maintaining a BMW through the product life cycle. 
The triangle of relationships between BMW GB, its dealers and BMW customers: 
This potential resource comprises three dyadic relationships: tile custorner-dealer, tile 
customer-BMW, BMW-dealer. In addition, it includes the people working ill tile 
dealer network and the managers of the dealers. 
Marketing, sales and service processes and systems: This potential resource comprises 
BMW's computer systems supporting the sales and servicing ol'BMW cars, tile 
customer database, the people that can analyse the data and BMW's QMA"' 
programme. 
The BMW brand: This potential resource is defined its the customers' perception of' 
BMW products and Company and their affinity towards them. 
BMW GB communications: This is defined as that which IS COIllIlILlIliCatCd to 
custorners at all points of custorner contact inclusive of their sales experience in 
dealer outlets, advertising, direct marketing and the aftcr-sales experience. 
BMW GB marketing people: This is the head-office mana-crs and staffl-csponsibic 
for the marketing and sales policies and programmes ofBMW GB, inclusive Ofthe 
development of the above four potential resources. 
26 QMA is BMW's dealer management trainin., which includes modulesabout direct marketing. 
customer databases ctc. 
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Appendix II provides a full list of the inquiry team's comments generated in tile first t- 
workshop that comprise each potential resource. Figure 39 provides this for -CUStOniCI* 
experience. " 
Figure 39: Customer Experience - Comments from Flip Charts 
Dealer showrooms. 
Terms and conditions. 
Technology. 
Fit and finish of the cars. 
Handling characteristics. 
Unique drive experience positive for those that like it. 
Costs (total costs). 
Perceived versus real costs. 
Notification of service times. 
Cost of service. 
Service quality. 
Reliability of car. 
Warranty experience - comprehensiveness, ease of access. 
Friends' comments. 
Friends' enjoyment of drive. 
Updates about the car and new products. 
"In the zone" sales experience. 
Sophistication of trade in and trade up policies. 
Product "recall" for service. 
Telling friends about the car. 
The anticipation between order and receiving; how well the delay is managed. 
Emotional feeling owning a BMW. 
7.5.2 VRIN testing potential marketing resources 
This section illustrates the process of VRIN testing potential marketing resources by 
describing the discussions for two of them: customer experience and the dealer- 
customer-BMW relationship. The discussions of the other potential resources are in 
Appendix 12. 
7.5.2.1 VRIN testing customer experience 
NB volunteered to assess this potential resource. He began his reflections by first 
identifying what he wished to consider as part of the custorner experience based upon 
his recollection of the first workshop discussion and the researcher's briefing notes. 
He proposed Figure 40 as a visual definition of the elements of customer experience. 
NB's definition identifies what he termed the "real experience" and how (Ile customer 
interprets that experience (emotional feeling about the car and the Company) and tile 
extent to which that makes the custorner a brand advocate (what he or she tells others 
about owning a BMW). C- 
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Figure 40: Scope of Customer Experience - NB 
Real Experience of BMW Owner-Driver 
I 
Purchase] ..................... 
Emotional feeling 
Receiving information from BMW 
7.5.2.1.1 Valuable 
NB adapted the resource pathway tool (Figure 17) when lie analysed how CLIstonjer 
experience worked with the other potential resources to create value for BMW (Figure 
41 ): defined in this case as car repurchase. 
Figure 41: NB Mapping the value of Customer Experience 
Customer Behaviour Customer Attitudes BMW Marketinci Resources 
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something else (after a BMW) or where theYgo to. 
asidefrom those thatjust had a bad experience and won't rebuY. 
Customers generall 
, 
N, do not leave the brand because they tire 
dissatisfied with the car, its pedý)nnance or the dealer servicing. I 
think people move on because they. funcy a change or there is a 
better percei ved offer. (N B) 
The brand's loyalty and retention are good by industry standards but below that of' 
Mercedes: BMW's benchmark. 
NB then discussed the after-sales service and described it, from the customer's 
perspective, as a chore rather than a value added experience. A good experience is 
defined by customers as being executed professionally, quickly and with as little 
inconvenience as possible. BMW dealers invest heavil in technology and training to y r-I 
ensure quick, reliable and effective servicing. Dealer history of service helps maintain 
resale value of the car. Most dealers will pick up and deliver cars within their 
encatchment area thus providing customers with added convenience. NB felt that 
BMW's commitment to professionalism and after-sales service contributed strongly 
to customers' emotional satisfaction with their BMW and gave them added 
confidence to talk positively about the brand to their friends. 
NB concluded that the customer experience was valuable. 
7.5.2.1.2 Rare 
The BMW driving experience is rare amongst volume car brands because of the path 
dependent nature of the development of BMW design and manufacturing. Rear-wheel 
drive, which is a key to creating that driving experience, exists in exclusive sports Cl 
models, such as Ferrari and Porsche. 
The after-sales service component of experience is rare because, at the time of' the 
inquiry, BMW dealers received unique training, technology and access to service 
advice from BMW AG. This is now considered a restrictive practice by the ELJ and as 
of October 2002, BMW must make its service advice available to all. Nonetheless, 20 
years of consistent training and development amongst a limited number of dealers has 
created a rare service. 
BMW's customer satisfaction scores were higher than those for most of its direct 
competitors but Skoda and Lexus were scoring better. Lexus and Skoda appeal to a 
different target market and offer a very different driving experience so satisfaction 
scores alone do not provide BMW with a full understanding of this resource. 
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7.5.2.1.3 Imperfectly imitable 
The BMW driving, experience was imitable but probably at a cost compoitors will 
find prohibitive. This is because the other volume car makers, manufacturing strategy 
is based upon front-wheel or four-wheel drive and they lag behind BMW in rear- 
wheel drive expertise. Moreover, they appear unwilling to abandon their front-wheel 
drive strategy because of its cost advantage. 
Dealers' after-sales service has been imperfectly imitable because of BMW's control 
over technology and training. In addition, the social networks that exist between 
dealers and BMW GB allow the dealers to leverage fully all BMW warranties oil 
behalf of the customer. Some of these advantages will erode under the new 
competition rules. 
7.5.2.1.4 Non substitutable 
With respect to the driving experience, four-wheel drive is a partial substitute for rear- 
wheel drive. Reflecting commonly held wisdom within the team, NB stated that 
Jaguar introduced four-wheel drive to provide a more BMW like drive in a manner 
more consistent with Jaguar's technological and manufacturing expertise. C 
In the short term, there are no substitutes for good after-sales service. However, in 
future BMW cars will require less servicing, perhaps once every three years. The 
team felt that any significant easing of the block exemption would open Lip the service 
market to chains such as Kwik-fit who would provide lower cost servicing L_ * 
NB felt that to date the driver experience has not been substitutable but that there are 
potential risks in the emerginc, de-regulated environment, hence he scored this 0.5 to 
generate a total score for this resource of 3.5 out of a possible total of4. 
7.5.2.2 VRIN testing dealer-customer-BMW relationship 
IM had volunteered to assess this potential resource. He first drew the relationships he 
felt constituted this resource in Figure 42. 
Figure 42: Dealer Relationships - IM 
/ 
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At the time of the inquiry, the relationships were all held within the blue colourcd 
boxes, but BMW AG was developing plans to centralise customer relationship 
management and communicate with customers directly; hence it is coloured in green 
to represent a speculative addition to the relationships. IM suggested that the 
emotional aspects of the customer relationship with the BMW brand would be 
covered under the brand resource assessment and that IM would focus on the dealers' 
role in the triangular relationships of Figure 42. 
7.5.2.2.1 Valuable 
Customer value is generated early in the customer's purchasing process through 
providing a quality customer experience. Quality was defined by IM more as 
professionalism than as theatre: that which Disney and perhaps even Starbucks try to 
provide. BMW dealers strive to provide convenience, knowledgeable sales staff, 
effective ordering and fair pricing. High quality showrooms and service centres 
provide an environment commensurate with BMW's brand image and enhance 
customers' sense of self worth. This customer experience is the result of sustained 
investment on the part of the dealers. 
IM stated that cars are increasingly designed and built for low total cost of ownership; 
major faults are less frequent than they used to be and this trend will continue. 
Therefore, car maintenance becomes simpler, less frequent and less expensive: the 
66annual service" becomes less and less a source of customer value. 
- .. "It is when things go wrong that we can really demonstrate our 
service level and its value to customers. " (IM) 
Increasingly, it is the ability of the BMW network to recover when things go wrong 
that will define, for the customer, quality service. The long-standing and very 
collaborative relationships between BMW GB and its dealers greatly facilitate this. 
Warranty and exceptions (customer goodwill) are generously given so that few 
customers feel anxiety when faced with an unexpected problem. IM immediately 
recognised that the high profitability of the dealers and their confidence that BMW 
GB will settle claims reasonably with them facilitate this process. 
Nonetheless, IM concluded that the dealer-BMW relationship is valuable as it permits 
the delivery of a consistently high level of service (enhances driving experience) and 
supports high residual values. 
7.5.2.2.2 Rare 
This very collaborative and trusting relationship between manufacturer and dealer is 
rare in the British car market, a view later conf irmcd by NB who had previously 
worked at Nissan. 
"7he dealer network has been stablefor 20 years: dealers are 
very profitable: they trust us. " (IM) 
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The average BMW dealer generated 050,000 profit in the previous year; profit 
margins of 3.5% of turnover were 3.5 times the industry level. This high profitability 
committed the dealers to BMW, made it easier (versus rivals) for head off-ice to 
encourage them to invest their money in new facilities and generally support the 
Company's marketing and sales plans. Few competitors could make this claim. 
Mercedes had recently announced that it was going to take control of its distributors, 
creating tremendous ill-feeling through its dealer network. Jaguar's corporate and 
market performance has had so many violent swings over the past 20 years. 
IM was very confident that this trust and collaboration were unique in the UK car 
business. 
7.5.2.2.3 Imperfectly imitable 
IM was very clear that this relationship was built on trust and mutual success; itself 
rare and could only be built up over time based upon repeated experiences. Ile felt 
that it would not take a competitor the full 20 years to replicate BMW's network, but 
it would take many years nonetheless. Therefore this resource passed this criterion as 
well. 
7.5.2.2.4 Non substitutable 
There were potential substitutes. Firstly, BMW was planning to build cars that would 
require normal maintenance every third year as opposed to annually. Some BMWs 
currently planned for launch will have service intervals every other year. This will 
weaken the customer-dealer relationship. Secondly, IM discussed the possibility of 
new forms of car distribution encouraged by deregulation which was under 
consideration at that time. The scenario he painted was that cars could be sold by low 
cost multi brand supermarkets and serviced by low cost multi brand service chains 
such as Kwik-fit in the UK. This would essentially isolate the current dealer network 
and make it a costly overhead. IM felt that the dealer relationships and network could 
be substituted as cars become even more reliable and block exemption abated. 
7.5.2.2.5 Overall 
IM was convinced that these relationships were a source of sustained competitive 
advantage. He scored it 3.5/4.0 taking a half-point off for potential substitutes; 
however he claimed that such substitutes are some way off in the future. 
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7.5.3 Agreeing BMW's current marketing resources 
Each co-researcher presented their slides to the full group 27 . NB and IM had reflected further on their respective potential resources and prepared further slides. NB 
explored some consumer research documents and provided a sales funnel illustrating 
six stages in the customer ownership cycle culminating in repurchase and "drop-out" 
rates for each of the stages. 
The conversation was animated and there was genuine controversy and debate over 
the nature of resources. This was particularly true during IM's presentation of the 
dealer-customer-BMW resource. Many of his colleagues challenged the value of the 
dealer network for BMW and its ability to adapt to changes both in BMW's marketing 
strategy and automotive distribution. DT asked provocatively, if Tesco 28 decided to 
sell cars and we allowed BMWs to be sold there, would we sell any less? Would it 
hurt the brand? Then the rarity of the resource was questioned by NB asking if BMW 
has to open up its dealer network as legislation changes, how long would it take new 
dealers to achieve the same level of quality and professionalism as the current 
network? NB was of the view that it might only be a few years, whilst IM and others 
suggested at least five, and more likely ten years. The intense discussion did not 
dramatically affect the VRIN scoring against this potential resource but it did give co- 
researchers real confidence and experience with the concepts and tools of the inquiry. 
The customer experience presentation made by NB was not as hotly debated. The 
unique driving characteristics of BMW are an article of faith for its managers and they 
believe that for those drivers who like that "connected" feel of the BMW drive, it is 
valuable. None of the companies that BMW sees as its direct competitors (Mercedes, 
Lexus, Jaguar and Audi) are likely to want to, or be able to, imitate that drive. 
Brand was also accepted as a VRIN resource. It was valuable to owners as a mark of 
distinction and personality type (successful, energetic). It was rare (unique) and had 
been built in a path dependent way that is hard to imitate. Car brands have, as the co- 
researchers were fond of saying, "heritage" that cannot be instantly replicated. NH, 
who led this part of the discussion, suggested that it is possible to conceive substitutes 
if consumer tastes move away from the almost romantic attachment of drivers to 
performance cars like BMW. There was already evidence that Skoda for example, 
attracted well-to-do drivers who felt that they were being smart for getting what 
essentially was a high quality VW for less money. NH speculated that perhaps design 
brands, as exemplified by the Audi TT, rather than performance brand images, might 
drive customer choice. 
Sales, marketing and service systems are valuable to customers and unique to BMW, 
but increasingly the firm is using third party software so it is imitable and 
substitutable. 
27 DT was the exception to this. He missed the first workshop and preparation stcps so he observed and 
commented on the presentations only at workshop 2. 28 Tcsco is the UK's largest grocer with approximately 25% of the market. It has a rcputation as a 
strong consumer advocate, low prices, high quality and high market share in whichever markets it 
chooses to compete. 
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Communications was felt to be easy to imitate; any quality communications 
consulting firm could reverse engineer what BMW was doing to derive the "formula". 
People, the professional, committed and long serving cadre of marketing people that 
intuitively knew how to manage the brand, dealers and product introductions were 
seen to be valuable: BMW's marketing spend as a percentage of its turnover, was well 
below that of its competitors and lower than that of other major BMW markets, and 
yet its brand was at least as appealing. RD attributed this to the quality of the 
marketing people and the way they effectively managed. However, others challenged 
him on the rarity of the resource; NB and DT who had recently come from other 
organisations suggested that this was not a rare resource and certainly imitable. 
Hence the agreed VRIN scoring appears in Figure 43. 
Figure 43: VRIN-Testing Results (BMW) 
Potential Marketing Resource Number of VRIN 
Criteria Achieved 
Customer experience 4.0 
Brand 4.0 
Dealer-customer-BMW relationships 3.0 or 4.0 
Communications 2.5 
Sales, marketing and service systems 2.0 
People 1.0 
7.5.4 Quality of discussions 
Appendix 13 is a transcript of a conversation about resources that the researcher 
believes illustrates a number of points about the quality of the discussion. 
The managers "attacked" this problem of identifying resources from potential 
resources with real commitment and enthusiasm. The conversations were animated 
and some meaningful debate occurred. The manner in which (potential) resources 
were interconnected (e. g. customer experience and brand, customer experience and 
dealer-customer-BMW relationships) was clearly identified. 
Cycles of reflection and action were evident. NB and IM in particular made strong 
efforts to think about their VRIN testing, prepare slides, discuss them with the 
researcher, prepare further slides and then discuss their points of view with their 
colleagues. Through this process, the co-researchers became much clearer about the 
nature of resources and competitive advantage. 
The manner in which this discussion occurred can be characterised as extremely 
forthright; the researcher noted that he understood better what RD meant by the BMW 
culture: professional, relentless and a bit ruthless. The researcher was confident that 
agreed scores and understanding were not the result of people merely being polite to 
each other. 
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The researcher also noted the issue of resource and or competency trap (O'Driscoll, 
Carson, and Gilmore, 2001) was beginning to emerge in this inquiry. BMW's dealer 
network and its productive relationship with dealers was a major contributor to the 
firm's success. However, if distribution changes, and BMW cannot envisage a 
distribution strategy that is not dealer-centric, then other companies who currently 
lack a good dealer network may use lower cost third parties and the current resource 
could ultimately prove to be a competitive disadvantage. 
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7.6 Identifying BMWs future marketing resources 
Unlike with flutter, the BMW inquiry team did not immediately suggest one clear I- L- direction for the marketing strategy at this juncture of the process. There were a C, 
number of possible reasons offered by the co-researchers for this: (I ) BMW is a much 
more complex organisation comprising various groups and factions each with perhaps 
a slightly different understanding of the marketing strategy, (2) global strategy is 
formulated in Munich and communicated down to BMW GB and (3) BMW GB 
managers are operationally focused and hence do not normally engage fully in a 
strategic discourse. Whilst acknowledging those factors, the team did agree that of' rn 
immediate relevance for their own practice is the uncertainty over distribution. Within 
a few minutes of discussion, the discussion focused upon there being two possible 
scenarios in which BMW GB should consider its marketing strategy and the 29 implications on marketing resources; these are described below 
7.6.1 Limited change scenario 
Under this scenario, the impact of changes to block exemption would have a minimal 
impact on the business. Most BMW cars will still be sold and serviced through BMW 
dealers. BMW will create a more direct relationship with its customers in line with 
industry norms, customer expectations and the evolution of the interim. As the 
interval between servicing becomes longer, BMW will fill the gap with direct r-I 
communications. 
7.6.2 Radical change scenario 
Scenario two acted as a foil to the above, and it represents a revolution ill tile way cars 
are sold and serviced in the UK. Brand manufacturing will be separated from 
distribution, and distribution possibly separated from after-sales service. This dis- 
integration will be driven by the emercrence of a choice ot'distribUtiOn channels, each Z- L- 
29 The researcher acknowledges that this was not systematic markoing strategy planning. However, 
that was not the oh cctive ofthis stage ofthe inquiry. The discussion ol'the marketing strategy allowed J L- L- 
the inquiry to find a pragmatic way to assess the potential impact ol'thc fulure on BMW's marketing 
resources. 
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Section 7.6 Identifying BMW's Future Marketing Resources 
competing with its own unique value proposition. Workshop 2 Identified it range of' 
distribution offers as a means of analysing the impact upon niarketilit, resources, and 
they are: (I) the tied BMW dealer network offering the traditional COIISLIIIICI. 
experience, (2) multi brand dealers selling high volumes at low prices III it "no 
frills"flow service environment, (3) multi brand, Disney-like car theme parks offering 
innovative consumer experiences and (4) well-known national retail chains such its 
Tesco and Halfords offering selection, value and service. Each distribution channel 
would offer high quality after-sales service. The inquiry predicted (accurately its it Z__ 
turns out) that EU legislation would obligate manufacturers to share diagnostic Lý L_ 
technology and warranty advice with all channel partners. 
The team identified two immediate implications of this scenario for BMW's 
marketing strategy. The first response identified was "make and forget": BMW makes 
the car and leaves pricing, retail environment and after-sales service totally to the 
discretion of channel partners. The alternate response was for BMW to evolve its 
focus from selling cars to a broader customer solution such as personal mobility. 
"Make and forget" was presented as an h pothesis during the discussion but failed to r-I y t, 
find broad support. The co-researchers felt that BMW's response to radical change 
would be to expand their customer value proposition to encompass a broader 
customer mobility solution and build stronger direct consumer relationships to counter 
the power of intermediaries. 
7.6.3 The analysis 
Co-researchers wanted to focus upon the agreed resources that were felt to be 
strategic: those with the highest VRIN scores (customer experience, brand and dealer- 
customer-BMW relationship). However, they did not wish to ignore the other, non 
strategic resources for much the same reasons as with flutter. 
At this Juncture of the workshop, the researcher drew a matrix to relate comments 
arising from the discussion according to which marketing resource and scenario they C- C- 
related. Over a 30 minute discussion, the co-researchers developed the contents of the 
Future Scenario Resource Impact Matrix illustrated in Figure 44. VRIN resources are L- 
shaded. Details of the discussions that generated these comments are in Appendix 14. 
Figure 44: BMW Future Scenario Resource Impact Matrix 
Marketing Limited Change Radical Change 
Resource 
Customer experience Gradual enhancements 0 Loss of control over total 
of customer experience customer experience. 
needed, particularly 0 Compensate where possible 
online services direct to through more direct 
customers (not marketing. 
intermediated by 0 Build customer experience 
dealers). through third party 
distributors. 
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Marketing Limited Change Radical Change 
Resource 
Dealer-customer- More balance in the 0 BMW will need to treat all 
BMW relationship triangle, BMW will not channels to market equally. 
totally outsource the 0 Loss of special relationship, 
customer relationship to intimacy and trust with 
dealers as it currently dealers. 
does. It will find an Management, systems, 
appropriate balance structures to manage 
between BMW GB and multiple channels of 
dealers. distribution that do not exist 
yet (nor planned). 
Increased direct 
relationship to customers. 
Brand Limited impact upon 0 The "heart" of the brand 
brand. proposition continually 
reinforced. 
0 The "head" under threat if 
loss of control reduces 
resale value. 
Sides. marketing and 0 Systems extend from 0 Need to accomplish all that 
service systems BMW GB through the it must do under the limited 
dealer network better. chan-e scenario its well its t-- 
* Increased range of extend that I'LindiOnality to 
media (internet, phone, third party distributors. 
mobile, PDAs) 
customers will use. 
0 Integration of customer 
contact systems with 
dealers. 
Communications 0 More media to 0 Direct, interactive cus(onier 
complement existing coniniunicat 1011 becomes 
dealer network and even more important its it 
co ni mu n icat ions. means ol'building, the new 
More interactive, less brand, relationship and 
brochure focused. experience resources. 
People Limited impact. New culture, people, skills 
to deal with powerful, non 
traditional, third party 
distrihutors and interactive 
CUStOn"Iff coni inu n icat ion. 
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7.6.4 Researcher's reflections 
Listening to the tapes and reviewing the collateral generated from the workshop that 
developed Figure 44, the researcher noted that of the high VRIN scoring resources, 
only the dealer-customer-BMW relationship would be dramatically affected by even a 
radical change in marketing strategy. The biggest impact of potential new distribution 
models upon BMW's current marketing resources would be upon those that do not 
confer competitive advantage: systems, communications and people. The researcher 
noted that this could affect the urgency with which BMW GB acts on the basis ofthis 
inquiry. 
Whilst each co-researcher had strong views about changes to distribution and its 
potential impact upon BMW, this seemed to be the first time that those most 
responsible for an operational response sat down to consider the issues and plan for 
them. The very operationally focused co-researchers had been given limited time only 
to reflect upon even fundamental issues affecting their practice. 
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7.7 Identifying BMWs future marketing competencies 
The co-researchers decided to break into pairs to do the second preparation work. This 
section will demonstrate how this was conducted through the illustration ofthe future 
demand management competency. Details of the discussions for the other three 11 
competencies are in Appendix 15. 
7.7.1 BMW's future demand management competency 
This competency was analysed by IM and NB. They decided to score this on the basis 
of a -mid point" between the extreme scenarios of minimal or radical change. 
... "It wi/I 
be too dýljicult to keel) both scenarios in mv head, so /eI 
us sa 
,v 
that the 
,v 
were usefidfi)r getting our heads around the issiles 
and assume that the world does not stay the same nor completely 
change in the next. lew years. We will develop this on the basis ofa 
.11. nominal mid-point between the two. How does thatsound toyou. 
(NB) 
... "Yes, and even ýf all the legislalion is 
due to change, it won't 
happen tomorrow, so let's do that. " (IM) 
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Figure 45 illustrates the scoring results for BMW's future demand nianageniclit 
competency. 
Figure 45: Future Demand Management Competency at BMW 
Form of Transaction Relationship Network 
Marketing (Score =I) (Score =2) (Score =3) 
-Identify and exploit -identify and exploit -identify and leverage 
demand indi% idual stakeholder community resources 
interests 
Measures Marketing Focus 
Score 
Creating - Market se2mentation * ' -Customer ý-gmemation -ConnnumlN [x)r1loho 
Demand 
[2 
. 0] tation Brand/rep U -Customer 
development -Standards leadership 
-Mass marketing skill -Differential marketing - bi- -Complements dc% clopinew 
-Adwrtising/promotion directional 
Planning -Partnerships 
Focus -Market share - iurnowr -Share of Aallcl -1 requencý. recent ý and 
%altle ol contacl, 
Basis of' Scale Scope -I x%erage standards. 
Competition lnn(, %ation -Ser% ice quality -installed Kase -Content management 
Brand F2]3 . 1111age -ALI%ertise to ovners -Neginne as, ociation, 
Overall 
The discussion of this competency started with fundamental questioning oftlic role 
and value of national sales and marketing companies such as BMW GB. IM and NB L_ 
"lived" in scenario two for awhile and convinced themselves that a multi channel 
environment would encourage BMW AG to manave on a European basis. They 
estimated the cost of BMW GB's marketing, sales and service or-anisat loll at 1.517c of' 
UK turnover, an attractive potential cost saving. NB said that at the previous day's 
UK management meeting it was noted how much more influence AG is trying to 
assert in day-to-day operations. He also recounted that when he set up BMW Lifestyle 
L 
online to sell clothes, AG insisted that online commerce Would he run centrally. I Ic 
jor battle" won by GB on the grounds that delivery from described this as a "ma 
Germany was slower and problem resolution when thill"S (10 WI-01111 Would be more L_ L_ LI 
difficult remotely. NB also noted that Mercedes set up a central customer call centre 
in Holland but closed it fairly quickly when it determined that it could not provide the 
right customer experience centrally. 
NB and IM identified a number of onfine services under development whose 
oh, jectives were to increase sales and improve CLIstomer service. 
The biggest initiative was "Top Drive", it global relationship flial-ketility 
initiative that was to provide a CLIstomer database an(] analytics technology. 
0 Piloting use of web cani with insurance adjUStel-S to speed clamis. 
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9 Online service booking. 
NB felt that once the web cam pilot succeeded, it could be extended to assessing used 
car values and that would support online used car trading. 
7.7.1.1 Creating demand (future) 
This score increased from 1.5 (current) to 2.0. 
The conversation focused upon NB's concern that under the radical change scenario, 
the customer purchase process could change. Where competing channels have 
meaningfully different offers, the customer might seek advice on the right deal first 
and then choose from a set of acceptable brands to make that deal happen. Finance, 
leasing, selection of different cars through the year and guarantees on residual values 
might drive customer selection to a much greater extent than it does currently. This 
conversation illustrates this point: 
... "It makes consumers less of a product brand based choice and 
more of a solution choice, in that scenario our brand strength is 
(weakened)" (IM). 
... "It is not thefact that Tesco sells us that diminishes the brand., it is thefact that solutions become more interesting than the product. 
(NB) 
... "There will still be many customers who will want to have a 
conversation with a dealer about the car. The romance of the car is 
important. " (NB) 
... "Yes, but if our service is only really appreciated when there is a 
problem, the brand attachment can be lessened (as the market 
liberalises) and there is more choice (of solution and pack-age). 
(IM) 
Under a radical change in distribution, BMW would then need more than its 
traditional reliance on the product to drive people to the dealers in order to be seen as 
a place to begin the car search. NB, on several occasions, mentioned that Tesco 
overturned the power of consumer goods companies, and now dictates its terms to the 
manufacturers. During the conversation, he had a "eureka" type moment when he 
redefined relationship marketing from BMW to customer to a vision of the entire 
chain: BMW to distributors to customers. 
They concluded by scoring this attribute as a 2.0 under the belief that as distribution 
liberalises, BMW GB will need to manage actively customer development and loyalty 
across channels. The researcher then asked if they would really sell any more cars if 
they moved to a relationship marketing strategy in order to probe for their 
commitment to the shift, but they stuck by their scores. 
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7.7.1.2 Planning focus (future) 
This score increased from 1.3 (current) to 2.5. 
The relatively high score on this measure reflected IM and NB's view that in order to 
support relationship marketing in a multi channel environment, where the mean time 
between repeat purchases was three years, BMW GB would need to find a means of 
maintaining dialogue over time. BMW maintained customer contact and involvement 
at low cost because its customers got regular services through the dealer network. IM 
and NB felt that as service intervals lengthened and many customers opted for non- 
dealer after-sales service, customer contact and commitment would erode. BMW GB 
would need to compensate by building greater customer contact and interest in the 
brand over a three year period at an affordable cost. Demand management would, in 
future, involve understanding and managing the recency and frequency of customer 
contact. 
7.7.1.3 Basis of competition (future) 
This score increased from 1.5 to 2.0. 
The conversation began by refuting the existence of standards and network 
externalities in this industry. They acknowledged that there were some negative 
aspects to some people's perception of the typical BMW owner but that the Company 
had successfully managed this issue for over 10 years. 
NB and IM felt that as distribution changes, services would be a major marketing tool 
for BMW. Services were the means by which BMW could maintain customer contact 
cost effectively. It was also a focus of immediate attention; they returned to the use of 
web cams to improve customer convenience and speed of insurance funded body 
repair work. It was the focus on services which generated the increased score. 
7.7.1.4 Brand (future) 
This score decreased from 2.5 to 2.3. 
IM and NB discussed the negative images associated with BMW. BMW Marketing 
actively manages this through its advertising treatment, careful product placement, 
dealer training and other forms of communication. Depending on the extent to which 
distribution changes, BMW will need to rely upon more than its traditional product 
branding to generate demand. There is no obvious reason for the decline in brand 
measure and the researcher believes it is because NB and IM did not refer to the 
current score when deciding upon the future score. 
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7.7.2 BMW's future creating marketing knowledge competency 
This competency was analysed by TW and DT. They decided to complete the scoring 
tool for both scenarios; Appendix 15 illustrates the results. The current competency 
scored 1.1 and this increased to 2.0 and 2.8 under the limited and radical change 
scenarios respectively. 
They felt that even to support the modest improvements in BMW's ability to 
communicate directly with customers, the Company would have to develop its ability 
to build and manage customer databases, conduct meaningful analysis of customer 
data, draw sensible conclusions from the analysis, translate those into effective 
communications or direct marketing campaigns, generate customer response, feed that 
response to the dealers and follow up to ensure dealers act upon it. Customer data was 
very limited, and it focused upon warranty matters rather than the customer's 
interests, motivations and potential for further business. The transfer of customer 
insight around the business was limited by the dealer network. 
DT felt that his experience at Harley Davidson was relevant to the analysis of the 
radical scenario. His old company set up consumer communities around the product, 
organised biking tours and social events that drew in new members of the community. 
TW agreed that if BMW worked through powerful third party distributors and 
continued its product development policy into more niches, then community based 
marketing knowledge would need to be developed. 
7.7.3 Future building customer value propositions 
RD and NH analysed this competency. They generated just one score for much the 
same reasons as IM and NH, plus they felt that this competency would not be 
dramatically affected by distribution scenarios. 
The score increased from 1.2 (current) to 1.9. They felt that regardless of changes to 
automotive distribution, consumers would expect to deal with BMW directly in the 
future and over the internet. 
... "People want to talk to people that can make decisions. Our 
audience is demanding and intelligent and they are likely to start 
demanding a dialogue with us. " (NH) 
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7.7.4 Future determining the firm's relationship with customers 
TW and DT analysed this competency and decided to score it separately for each 
scenario because intuitively they felt that this was most sensitive to changes in I- distribution strategy. 
The score increased from 1.3 (current) to 2.1 and 2.5 under limited and radical change 
scenarios respectively. 
Under a limited change scenario, the co-researchers felt that Consumers wOUld insist 
on some relationship with BMW for much the same reason that RD and Nil arrIVCd at 
separately above. Under a radical change scenario, BMW could not rely oil It', dealers 
to manage customer relationships and would manage custorners centrally. relcoating 
dealers to purely logistics and servicing functions. This had important Implications 
upon all the measures: the development of customer management functions within 
BMW GB, marketing planning by customer group as well as Product and services 
development in consideration of the customers' communities. 
7.7.5 BMW future marketing competency grid 
The competency scoring results generated the competency --rid illustrated in Figurc 
46 which contrasts the current marketing competencies to future, under two different 
scenarios (for marketing knowledge and customer relationship conipetcticies). 
Figure 46: BMW Future Marketing Competencies Grid 
Demand Mallaoclilcill It, Transacfion 
BMW's future marketim, 
competencies (limited cN i, c 41 
ship markeling Relation, ,, cenario) 
2- 
: 
BMW's future markoling Nemork marketing k/ 
competencies (radical 
chan-c scenario) 
III0 Determining the 2.2.1 1 .12.0 .8 
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1A 
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Z8 Actions arising from this inquiry 
The final workshop was to agree the actions needed to generate the competency shifts 
illustrated in Figure 46. Unlike in the case of flutter, where the discussion about 
factors inhibiting change did not produce much relevant data, inhibitors to change 
were a focus of the final BMW workshop. 
7.8.1 Inhibitors to developing marketing competencies 
The dealer network was identified as the major inhibitor to change. This came up 
throughout the workshop and this section brings together the main points but not 
necessarily in the chronological order in which they came up. 
There was a widely held view that the dealers lacked the interest, incentive and 
experience in lead generation and outbound marketing. 
... "They (the dealers) are waiting therefor someone to walk if? who is dressed right and has a cheque book in hand". (NH) 
... "The competencies in database management andprospecting are 
appalling. " (NB) 
... "They are not very good at promotional marketing or lead generation "They don't sell" (RD) 
... "They do well on 3 and 5 series but theyfail on 7 series and they lose 
out to Mercedes S class. They don't have the right skills or attitude. They 
need to sell those. (IM) 
NB brought up how Jaguar had got hold of his contact details and sent him a series of 
compelling direct mailings to test drive its new car. TW had been similarly targeted 
by Volvo and Jaguar; he felt that those companies were qualifying him in advance of 
major new car launches. Both questioned if BMW was as "on the ball". 
To stimulate further thought, the researcher asked them to consider alternate means 
for BMW to develop relationship management online. First, it could help its dealers 
develop the competencies to make them better relationship marketers. Alternately, 
BMW could run its relationships from head office, over the heads of the dealers. This 
set off a real debate but with little obvious conclusion. IM suggested that head office's 
job was to generate the demand and sales leads: drive qualified prospects into the 
dealers who know how to close business. RD replied that BMW GB already provides 
dealers with the tools (database software) and training to do campaign management 
and relationship marketing. He described the results of audits of dealer practice 
somewhere "between spotty and shocking. " Few dealers built or maintained customer 
databases as well as BMW GB would like them to and BMW had not disciplined 
them for it as long as they met their sales targets. 
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... "The dealerprofit is not under threat and they don't have to work too hard. The dealers can convert thefootfall into sales in a rising market. 
They are not marketers. " (RD) 
... They are not marketers. Building a customer database is too hard and 
maintaining it is harder. Most don't do it. We don't have much 
information on what they do on that side because they are their owl? 
companies. We can give them tools but they are all their own companies. 
We advise them through regional managers but we can't dictate to 
them. " (TW) 
RD added that when he talked to dealers about CRM, they asked why they should 
invest time and energy generating more demand when they could not increase their 
allocation of cars. Because dealers did not see the commercial benefit, RD felt that 
even high quality sales leads, generated by BMW GB through direct marketing and 
the internet, were not always followed up by the dealers. 
During this discussion, TW observed that the team was backing away from agreeing 
to the future competencies that they themselves suggested at the work package stage. 
NH said that the dealer-BMW GB relationship was at the heart of the future of BMW 
GB's marketing role. He asked the researcher to comment on who should own the 
customer relationship. The researcher replied that was a matter that the team needed 
to work through for themselves if they were to be committed to any changes in 
competencies. 
Leaving the role of dealers, the team moved to an inhibitor that they felt affected the 
development all marketing competences: the relationship with BMW AG. A number 
of points came up: 
9 BMW GB is not totally free to price the cars. 
Supply chain is not locally driven, and cars are allocated to GB and then to 
dealers. 
Budgets are always tight. Money and people needed for the development of 
new marketing competencies are severely limited. Relationship building 
would be people intensive due to its focus on flexibility, dialogue and 
customisation; there was no appetite to increase head office resources on the 
mere promise of potential long term benefits. 
BMW AG was pursuing its CRM agenda without the full support of national 
businesses. 
Finally NH articulated what turned out to be another major point, and one the 
workshop came back to later, that BMW GB was a lean organisation that had not 
marketed in any other way. It did not have the expertise, know how and "fat" to 
reallocate to other initiatives. 
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7.8.2 Concluding the workshop: "Where do we go from here? " 
The discussion about inhibitors to change lasted for about one and one half hours 
without obvious conclusion. TW, normally the quietest of the co-researchers, began to 
occupy a more chairman-like role to bring his co-researchers to a decision point. He 
began this by noting again that the co-researchers seemed to lack commitment to the 
competency developments that they had all proposed just an hour and a half ago and 
suggested that BMW GB does not have a clear strategy with respect to its future 
online customer relationships. When he started the inquiry, he had expected RD to 
have known what Marketing wanted from the internet and CRM, so that he could 
support the strategy with the technology. NH asked RD if he had conferred with 
BMW AG about what they expect to happen with customer relationships and RD 
replied that BMW AG claims to be clear, but on closer inspection, is not. 
RD built on this intervention suggesting that BMW GB has been so resource-] im ited 
that it handed too much of the responsibility for direct marketing and relationship 
building to outside agencies. He now felt that such agencies do not have the 
competencies to do this, or the ability to inform the debate about online marketing and 
CRM. His agencies could only suggest what he called nebulous CRM programmes 
that were irrelevant to the business. 
The researcher then shared his reflections about this meeting suggesting that for the 
past few weeks, the team built a picture of BMW moving from being a very 
transaction marketing company to being more of a relationship marketer. However, 
when faced with determining specific actions and committing to them in this meeting, 
it was less sure of this move and could not even convince themselves. 
RD said that he felt that BMW would benefit from online relationship marketing but 
he worried about its ability to get the data that it needs to build that competency and 
the cost of that data. TW suggested that he did not even know enough about what 
questions to ask of systems and capabilities to support Marketing; he returned to the 
theme that Marketing must be clearer in what it needs. RD then suggested that the 
follow up from this series of workshops would be that he would try to answer TW's 
questions and get consensus on the way forward. 
IM suggested that the onus was on Marketing to lead on this issue and he appreciated 
being involved in their deliberations. He said that he would be involved with one of 
the Initium teams being led from Munich and felt that this inquiry 
"made us think through the whole process which we don't get the chance 
to theorise and reflect back on what we do. We are in a grey haze around 
block exemption and have no plans to respond. " (IM) 
There were no specific actions coming out from this for his day-to-day practice. 
NB felt that BMW did not know enough about its car owners, or was able to do 
enough with what it does know, to support fully what he was trying to do in 
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developing the after-sales market. IM supported him and said that we look at a 
specific issue, such as losing share of after-sales tyres, but don't really know how to 
ask why and what to ask dealers to do about it. NB said that he was aware of the 
problem, it was a constant "niggle" but that this process had made him more 
accurately aware of the implications about such lack of knowledge and customer 
contact. He was unsure what to do about it but it would be a much higher priority; as 
the market evolves, he would need to be more informed in his customer insight and 
action planning. There were no specific actions that he would commit to from this 
process. 
NH felt that it was invaluable to stop and think about this issue as they had spent so 
much time "dancing around" it without moving forward. He was convinced that 
BMW GB needed to do more strategic work on the issues raised at the third workshop 
and that it should not just walk away from the workshops. He was concerned that 
there were insufficient resources in the business to develop new competencies but the 
investment in those resources would only happen on the basis of a solid business case. 
He concluded by stating that a real business need should be identified or BMW should 
drop it (online marketing). 
RD shared his personal reflection that through the process the team individually and 
collectively developed real enthusiasm for change but at the workshop, the team had 
strong doubts. He felt that he was in a better position to propose some actions in the 
very near future. His overwhelming conclusion from the inquiry was that neither 
Munich, nor expert third party consultants could tell the inquiry team what CRM 
meant for BMW GB. The team responsible for CRM in BMW GB would need to 
answer the question "what sort of online customer relationships do we want? " From 
the answer to this question, the team would be able to determine the data and insight 
BMW GB needs to implement its desired CRM programme. Once this would be 
agreed, he would lead the process to compare what BMW has already developed 
against that which the team felt it needed. He believed that much of what would be 
required in the short term would have been developed over the past few years and 
could be made ready for immediate use by the new CRM system: Initium or any other 
system the Company decides upon. The gap analysis would determine specifically 
how much investment in marketing is required, over what time frame and the 
"deliverables" for that spend. 
"We must movefrom theory about CRM. Why the net? We had a 
false start with it before and now we need to understand what we do 
with it. " (RD) 
TW had the last word by adding that he had an affinity for theoretical models but still 
wanted to know how they fitted with real life. He stated that BMW GB's IT sales and 
marketing systems are appropriate for its current business. This was because BMW 
GB lacked a clear vision for anything more sophisticated. He said, before BMW 
invests further in systems, it needed to answer the fundamental or big questions that 
RD had just outlined. 
The researcher was then asked to summarise the process and where we had got to in a 
formal presentation that would be made to the full team and then the marketing 
director. 
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7.8.3 Researcher's reflections on discussion about actions 
Until the third workshop, the team had steadily developed a view that BMW GB was 
an excellent transaction marketer that needed to add equally strong relationship and 
network marketing skills. These would be developed largely through online consumer 
relationships and services. This had implications upon each of the four marketing 
competencies largely as predicted by the marketing competencies framework 
developed by the researcher from the literature. 
When asked to commit to action, they challenged the relationship and network 
marketing edifice that they had constructed. The main themes emerging out of this 
pull back were: 
The team could not articulate a compelling business case for moving from transaction 
to relationship marketing in terms relevant to their normal criteria of incremental 
revenue and or reduced cost. During the previous workshop and work package 
sessions, there was inexorable progress in the resource analysis and competency 
scoring tools towards embracing relationship and network marketing activities. When 
faced with committing to actions, they could not find the business case for so doing. 
There was an imperfect alignment between the managerial interests of BMW GB and 
its dealers. Whilst the inquiry team felt that BMW's dealer relationships were an 
important, if not strategic, resource, they did not feel that dealers exhibited sufficient 
ambition and long term vision. As long as demand exceeded supply, BMW GB 
managers did not think that BMW GB could embrace new marketing competencies. 
BMW GB middle managers were operationally excellent, but restricted in their ability 
to contribute to policy formation. With respect to the language of the action research 
literature, they were excellent at single rather than double loop learning. Policy, such 
as that for online marketing and CRM, was made in Munich and communicated to 
BMW GB and other country operations. BMW AG solicited comment on how best to 
execute the policy and implications upon resources and budgets but not about the 
policy itself. On several occasions the researcher asked if the team would be 
interested in involving BMW AG in our discussion and was told, pointedly, that this 
was not the way GB worked with AG. BMW GB managers would build GB Board 
consensus for a position on CRM and allow the Board to present that to AG. 
Similarly, the GB Board would solicit comments from its middle mangers on the 
resources and details of policy implementation but middle managers had to manage 
any comments about the nature of the policies very carefully. On several occasions, 
team members repeated the line that "give us a target and we will achieve it" or "we 
always make our targets. " 
BMW managers could fall into the resource trap if the environment changes rapidly; 
managers were really good at what they did so they could not muster the compelling 
argument for change. Whilst they realised that the world might change on them, 
building new marketing competencies required a more compelling case than merely 
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as a contingency against future threats. Dealers were not interested in speculative 
futures and the internal people didn't have the compelling reason to force change. 
BMW GB was a product marketing and dealer support group that might take on a 
relationship marketing role but did not wish to alienate its channel to market, nor did 
it have the money, time or people to build relationship marketing resources and 
competences. 
Z9 Post inquiry 
This section describes the co-researchers' views of the inquiry's actions, 
commitments, leaming and process obtained via the exit interviews. It also provides a 
detailed account of a long series of follow up meetings between the researcher and 
BMW. The meetings were mutually instigated; BMW wanted a sounding board for 
some of their ideas and the researcher wanted to see how the inquiry had led to 
improvements in practice and practical actions. 
7.9.1 Exit interviews 
Unlike flutter, there are important differences in the data generated by the individual 
co-researchers in the exit interviews. Therefore, the researcher will briefly describe 
the individual conversations and describe his reflections on them. The interviews are 
written up with the same sub-headings as for flutter: improvements to practice, 
democratic process and co-researcher learning. Interviews were semi-structured and 
followed the outline described in Section 5.5.3 (Figure 22). The interviews lasted for 
approximately one hour. The researcher was unable to talk with NH; he left BMW 
about six months after the inquiry finished. 
7.9.1.1 RD 
This interview was the longest, lasting over 90 minutes. 
7.9-1.1.1 Improvements to practice and actions 
"I have, but it is probably not the action you would expect. We have been 
talking about CRMfor years and doing little about it. There has been a lot of 
theory applied by the central project but very little marketing. Tile Marketing 
department is sucked into debates about software selection, the viability of 
software vendors, the limitations of centralised systems and adaptability of a 
German system. Mat we should be saying to our colleagues are these: the 
requirements of our market are these, deliver against our requirements with a 
system that is better, less expensive and easier to operate. We will take it 
because it will enhance our marketing effort. Actually, we are talking about the 
how and not the why. " (RD) 
"CRM is such a nebulous term and hard to get hold of it. We can sell more 
cars... Jim (the BMW GB CEO) is saying we will sell 50% more cars and you 
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had better in vestfor growth. Our problem is that we are not getting the basics 
right, we are not doing good direct marketing, joined up marketing. To achieve 
ourplan we need to take one step backwards before goingforward, we have the 
wrongfocus, thefocus on the system not the marketing. We need to get the basic 
information and then we can get smarter about moving to a customer centric 
operation". (RD) 
"We need to get our ducks in a row. If that means we need to have a debate with 
Germany, let us have that debate now. We have a great database now that we 
can't use because we have let it drift because it has been jam tomorrow. If we 
are going to moveforward, let's start now. " (RD) 
Other specific decisions that RD made as a result of the inquiry and his own continual 
reflection on the issues included: 
One of his team (RH) would manage overall online customer communication 
for the Company. 
RH would develop a new online relationship marketing programme entitled 
"BMW Owner" which would, for example, allow owners to book service 
appointments online and receive special body repair services in the event of an 
accident. The focus was very much on making existing services easier to access 
or developing new services intimately related to the core automotive 
proposition. RH would manage that project. 
Direct marketing would be moved from agencies to management in-house. This 
was something that RD and the researcher had talked about at various times 
over the inquiry. RD had come to the view that agencies were not set up to 
provide the ongoing customer relationship management. BMW GB had taken 
on content management of its internet site and was learning about that. 
Whereas traditional advertising was largely outsourced, online marketing 
required in-house resource. 
RD outlined his intention to deal with customer data. He reiterated that a 
priority would be to clean up the customer data he currently owned, buy an 
inexpensive campaign management tool for direct marketing purposes and 
execute direct marketing better. 
7.9.1.1.2 Democratic process 
On the I to 10 scale of process and frameworks, RD put both at 6.5, suggesting that 
they were complex and it took some time to get used to them. 
However, he was very positive about the cycles of reflection and action. 
... "The mechanics we used, the map and thefiltering process were very 
strong. It made people think about what makes BMW strong..... In CRM 
we have lost sight of the end game to keep them longer and sell more 
cars. It is being hijacked by the system which has a life of its own. " (RD) 
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He said that the inquiry brought home the difficulties he brought up at the first 
meeting with the researcher in August 2001, namely, how does one articulate the 
benefits of online marketing and CRM to the Company? BMW sold more cars than it 
could supply. The dealers made so much money that they were hard to motivate and 
there was a lack of urgency for change. 
Between the final workshop and this meeting, the European Commission published 
their proposed amendments to block exemption. RD was asked to rate the likely 
impact of the changes on the marketing of cars in the UK from I (little impact) to 10 
(big impact). He felt that short term, the impact was between 2 and 3; however, five 
years from now, the impact would be between 6 and 7. This was more change than he 
had thought would happen but it would not result in the "free for all" feared by some 
in the industry. The biggest impact would be the split of sales and service and easier 
for people to buy online. 
He volunteered that the team was divided between action oriented people (e. g. TW) 
and longer term strategic thinkers (DT) and that this was brought up in the final 
workshop. 
7.9.1.1.3 Co-researcher learning 
The researcher suggested that one other action of this project was that everyone was 
marching up the CRM hill and at the final workshop, decided to march down again. 
RD concurred: 
... "if we have made people understand the question and given them a tool 
set to be able to question the whole ethic of CRM, great... we may end up 
saving ourselves a lot of time, effort and money going down a blind end. 
There is a whole raft ofpeople being indoctrinated with the CRMprondse 
of this golden age and they are all going willy nilly to Munich having 
workshops. The managers, the NBs and IMs, need to be able to say to 
them - hold on one minute. If we have given them that questioning ability 
I would be delighted, particularly [M as he is very good at asking the 
common sense questions. " (RD) 
RD and TW, the axis of CRM implementation at BMW GB, were now convinced that 
the first priority was to "fix" the existing consumer database and add financial 
services customers to it. Then they would use existing analytical tools and experiment 
with campaigns, learn from them and develop this skill further. 
... "We should not invest in any new resources without getting our house in order, because we have good resources that have been left in 
disrepair" "We are being promised a lot of stuff (Germany) but there is 
no way given our resources and objectives that we would be able to use 
it. It is great to have all the toys in the box, but we haven't the ability to 
use it. A goodfoundation will help us know what we need. " (RD) 
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The "learn and do" approach which interested RD at the project's inception was 
strongly appreciated and RD said the inquiry validated that approach. 
... "BMW Direct was built quickly and cheaply as a one offproject that 
was relevant to the business's needs, big CRM projects are not. " (RD) 
7.9.1.2 TW 
7.9.1.2.1 Improvements to practice and actions 
... "I am much keener at getting answers to questions that we have than 
we were before. I hope RD is going to take it on and I will challenge him 
if he doesn't. All of us came to a point of not knowing what we want (in 
thefinal workshop) and that has opened the door (for him to question 
harder). I look at CRM in a wider prospective now. " (TW) 
He said that "There is a lot more focus on it (online marketing-CRM) now" and that 
he was writing a report on it for the Board. 
He suggested the inquiry informed BMW but did not create committed action because 
the group was not set up to lead a change programme at the beginning. 
7.9.1.2.2 Democratic process 
He felt that the process was democratic and participatory. There were no hidden 
agendas and people made their perspectives and opinions very clear during the 
workshop. At times I find it difficult to get my point in as some people are always 
yakking on so much. " But by the end of the process, when he realised that no one 
really knew what the objectives of CRM and online marketing were, he found more 
voice. 
When asked about the clarity of the researcher's slides, briefing notes et al., he 
pointed to the process slide and said: 
... "I liked the slides and working within aframework. I havejust 
completed some academic qualifications and I enjoy the 
framework approach. I liked the approach you took in this project. 
Sometimes we lost track where we are trying to get to, not through 
yourfault. Conversations meandered at times, but in the end, it 
works very well. " (TW) 
When asked to use the I to 10 scale assessing if the research objectives, frameworks 
and tools were the researcher's or became the team's, he said it would score in the 
middle then added through no fault of the researcher. 
... "You have given us thefoundation insight... but until we can say this is 
where we are going, they aren't really actioned. " (TW) 
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In terms of the researcher's performance: 
.... "You were good atfacilitating the group, bringing us back to - look 
guys this is what we are trying to do here -feeding back to us - this is 
what I think you said; is that what it means? You were quite, no, you were 
very good at playing things back and questioning, helping us bottom out 
our thinking. " (TW) 
7.9.1.2.3 Co-researcher learning 
He felt the starting point was for RD to produce a policy paper defining CRM and the 
extent of BMW's ambition, get that agreed by the Board and then carry on from 
where the team left off at the third workshop. 
... "I thought Marketing had all the answers.. I was surprised to lean? 
that it doesn't. I now will take a much tougher role in making sure 
Marketing defines its briefs with clarity ... not take anythingfor 
granted. " (TW) 
The researcher asked about barriers to getting the clarity he sought and suggested that 
BMW had been looking at this for a long time and still appeared uncertain. 
... "We are very very driven by achieving targets which is very good ... but we don't spend enough time looking at the bigger picture to realise 
that we are not answering thefundamental question of what it is we are 
trying to achieve. That is what the culture is like. " (TW) 
7.9.1.31M 
7.9-1-3.1 Improvements to practice and actions 
... "The whole thing was more of an interest rather than (directly related 
to my) work practice ... I was invited by RD and I don't get involved in 
marketing except on thefringe. I guess RD would say that I do have views 
and it is good to have views outside of Marketing. On a day-to-day basis I 
do not do marketing. It was an interesting academic exercise as opposed 
to take it back to work and use it. " (IM) 
Then he talked about his participation in the global CRM workshop the previous week 
when he spent three days helping Initium. in its scoping phase. There were 150 people 
involved in the three day event. He mentioned that he felt much more comfortable 
having been through the process: he understood the CRM jargon better, the key 
concepts and the extent to which "Marketing does not have all the answers. " 
He commented that RD did not attend and attributed this to RD's dissatisfaction with 
the central process. He was going to speak to him to ask him to represent the UK 
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Company more forcibly as he did not see any other option but to accept that the 
central initiative was the "only game". 
7.9.1.3.2 Democratic process 
He felt that the direction of the inquiry process scored between 4 and 6. 
... "RD must take this and drive it. How easily will he be able to influence decisions as they are head office taken? All we can do is influence HQ. " 
(IM) 
... "For me, I did not understand CRM and it looks likefew others do .... Men it came to define it, it was clear we did not really understand it .... I assumed our marketing colleagues had it allfigured out but they did not ... We tend to be reflective once a year at planning and budgeting 
time ... I will take my time awayfor one day.. I try to do it at the weekly 
management meeting but they are short meetings so we don't. Our brief is 
implementation and not policy making. " (IM) 
When asked about the usefulness and ownership of the frameworks, he said that there 
was a lot of marketing jargon associated with them and it was quite theoretical. 
However, after the second workshop, he was comfortable with them and confident in 
using them. On a scale of I to 10, he hesitated and then said that they were certainly 
the researcher's at the beginning of the process, becoming ours (BMW's) but if in six 
month's time BMW uses them, then will become ours (BMW's). He said that it was 
up to RD to drive that forward. 
He suggested that the researcher's facilitation was good, particularly mentioning 
summing up diverse views and "a betterjob of articulating and drawing the sense of it 
than we can do". He particularly enjoyed the preparation work and presenting back 
and felt that was good facilitation. 
7.9.1.3.3 Co-researcher learning 
For IM, the leaming focused upon CRM, the issues in developing it and particularly 
the need to arrive at a strategic decision re: the role of the dealers versus BMW GB. 
He had already felt better prepared for a global CRM (Initium) effort and would 
continue leaming about this area as he chaired some activities in that programme. 
7.9.1.4 NB 
7.9.1.4.1 Improvements to practice and actions 
NB had no specific actions or changes to his day-to-day work as a result of the 
inquiry. He felt that there would have been more personal and collective commitment 
to action if RD had briefed them more thoroughly before the start. 
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... "I really had no idea what this (the inquiry) was about before it 
started. " (NB) 
"I ... fI am honest, it was morefor your benefit than BMW's; we are 
aware of the issues. The good thing was to spend some time looking at 
our business in a different way, in a different group. I did get some 
benefit but more you than us. " (NB) 
He stated that he loved change and would like to get something dramatic that he could 
get hold of. He felt that deregulation was an opportunity and risk and that if BMW 
didn't change it risked being overtaken by car companies and service providers in the 
after-sales market. 
He felt that the next step would be to focus and decide if CRM was framed as the 
ability to contact customers more directly or how to market in a multi channel 
environment. 
... "We, as a subsidiary, are extremely good at what we do in all 
areas. But AG has other ideas and we should involve them. " (NB) 
7.9.1.4.2 Democratic process 
... "The way you handled us is spot on. You made it clear what the 
purpose of individual meetings was, what was expected, what we are 
doing, what happens and what I was getting. It was a surprise (positive) 
about my level of expertise, requirements and experience. We did not 
know that there was a third party involved. We did not realise that 
someone ofyour calibre was coming to work with us, get our input and be 
so collaborative. " (NB) 
The tools and frameworks were said to be helpful; however: 
... They err on the side of academic but that is not a bad thing. The 
academic world is good at summarising things andpresenting them back. 
These issues are octopifor us and we appreciate when someone has the 
clarity of mind to summarise on one piece ofpaper. They way you 
presented back has been very helpful and good. " (NB) 
He felt that the frameworks and tools were good, the language was OK but it took 
awhile to understand VRIN. He scored both the process and the frameworks in a 
range between 4 and 6, and suggested if they carried on being used by BMW then 
those scores would increase. 
7.9.1.4.3 Co-researcher learning 
The preparation sessions were the part he enjoyed the most and got the most out of; 
they forced him to reflect on the subject and he leamt a lot from that process. 
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He had not seen BMW GB tackle anything as complex as the implications of block 
exemption or CRM before and wondered if it would be able to develop its policy. He 
came three years ago from Nissan and had not seen much willingness to experiment 
and learn from it. He expressed concern about BMW being complacent about online 
marketing and not willing to learn more about it. 
... "This is the way we do things and it has worked well and there are so 
many people that have been herefor 20 years and will struggle with 
changing if we need to. " (NB) 
7.9.1.5 DT 
7.9.1.5.1 Improvements to practice and or actions 
There were no actions or impact on his day-to-day operations. 
... "I apologise that I only participated in afew sessions due to illness mostly. I have been leading my own team through a similar 
process of reflection and change over the past year and I really had 
not expected to take out anythingfrom my participation. RD called 
me and asked me to provide an outside perspective and act as an 
agent provocateur. BMW GB management was generally long 
serving and very stable and won't think out of the box. " (DT) 
He thought that it was unlikely that the existing management would conceive radical 
new strategies. This was a point of personal importance to him as, unlike cars, BMW 
Motorcycles were not in strong demand and he felt that he had to move the brand and 
its operations away from the car company in order to succeed. 
He had already spoken with RD between the second workshop and this exit interview 
to convey his views about CRM, online marketing and the issues around change 
within BMW GB. 
His concern was around complacency. 
.... "This is where we will be caught. Our dealers don't know how to 
get mean and dirty. We are traditionally a target driven 
organisation. Jim (CEO) isfond of saying give us a target and we 
will hit it. For example, we treat clothes like a piston. In my 
previousfirm we set up a f23 M business through third parties and 
we need some of that thinking in Lifestyle. " (DT) 
... "there has to be some discontent to create change but there is no discontent. .... This is not a learning culture. It is a very directive (culture). " (DT) 
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7.9.1.5.2 Democratic process 
He suggested that he had not seen enough of the inquiry to comment extensively on 
the process. On the basis of limited participation, in terms of it being the researcher's 
process (1) or the team's (10) he gave it a4 and then added a comment that the firm 
finds it hard to learn from such processes; it responded much more to demanding 
targets than to reflection. 
7.9.1.5.3 Co-researcher learning 
He had already briefed RD after the second work package and offered him advice. DT 
suggested that BMW find some project with which to experiment and "fail, " but to 
learn from that. He cautioned that the professionalism and successful track record of 
BMW in the UK does inhibit People's willingness to experiment and fail. 
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7.10 Follow up meetings with BMW 
The final workshop failed to provide the same degree of clarity of action as was the 
case with flutter. RD requested further input from the researcher and the researcher 
wanted to continue contact with BMW to observe what actions ultimately arose as a 
result of the inquiry. Figure 47 identifies the follow up meetings held with BMW 
managers subsequent to workshop 3 and the exit interviews. 
Figure 47: Follow Up BMW Meetings 
Date Attending from BMW Purpose of Meeting 
20 February 2002 RH3u Discuss involvement with 
BMW owner site (2 
hours). 
25 February 2002 RD, TW Wrap up the inquiry 
process and identify next 
steps (2.5 hours). 
26 April 2002 RH Progress update on BMW 
owner site (2 hours). 
23 July 2002 RH Progress update on BMW 
owner site (I hour). 
21 August 2002 RD Phone call update (45 
minutes). 
15 October 2002 RH Phone call review of 
BMW online activities (30 
minutes). 
27 November 2002 RD Progress update on CRM, 
online marketing and 
review of initial thoughts 
on the inquiry (I hour). 
9 January 2002 TW Progress update on the 
various CRM and online 
marketing programmes (30 
minutes by phone). 
20 May 2003 RD Review of the write-up, 
conclusions and update on 
online marketing 
(I hour by phone). 
30 RH was a direct report to RD and responsible for online marketing at BMW GB. Before joining 
BMWjust one year previously, he had worked for a large, direct marketing agency. 
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7.10.1 Follow up meetings with RH 
RH had read the researcher's summary of workshop 3 and preparation slides for the 
upcoming wrap up session. He endorsed the idea of building BMW's online 
marketing competencies through a series of limited initiatives such as Owners' Club 
and was attracted to the cycles of action and reflection approach of the inquiry. He 
planned to convene a small group of individuals starting spring 2002 to build a site 
that would "go live" summer or autumn. He invited the researcher to be part of his 
steering group and build cycles of reflection once BMW had begun to learn from the 
site. Three separate meetings or phone conversations have occurred since. The 
Owners' Club was delayed due to limited support staff and went live only mid-2003. 
7.10.2 Follow up with RD 
The purpose of the researcher's first follow up meeting with RD was to facilitate a 
wrap up meeting to which all the inquiry team members were invited; RD and TW 
attended. The meeting lasted for 2.5 hours. Both had reviewed the researcher's 
interim report that was in the form of PowerPoint slides. At this meeting, the two 
BMW managers re-affirmed that they would adopt a policy of supplementing BMW's 
global CRM and online marketing initiatives with local experimentation and learning. 
This exchange, two-thirds through the meeting, seems a good summary to the 
researcher. 
... "Like the emperor's clothes, no one is brave enough to ask what 
do you 
mean by CRM when the programme is so powerfully supported ... we are burning so much money on Top Drive... loads of time, loads of money 
and getting nowhere" (TW) 
... "they (AG) are doing lots ofpIanning but there is no 
basisfor those 
plans" (RD) 
... "Thank you very much, you have recognised thatfact 
" (RD) 
"Here is a case where wefocus on the system and not the benefit. We 
havefollowed the mantra of having one view of the customer to empower 
your call centre people. Great, empower them to do what? To whom, 
when andfor what end? No we concentrate on having one view of the 
customer-wow-great! " (TW) 
The researcher brought up the issue about how BMW learnt and a very frank 
conversation followed about the culture of unquestioning achievement of targets and 
how that made it difficult to find the legitimate opportunity to discuss the targets and 
influence policy. Owner's Club was identified as a potential learning project from 
which BMW GB could try to make some generalised findings about online customer 
relationships and use them as facts with which to influence the central CRM policy. 
TW and RD supported the idea of cycles of reflection and action as a way to guide 
Owners' Club but RD reiterated his view that he felt it unlikely the conclusions of 
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further collaborative inquiry would influence central policy. It was resolved that the 
researcher would coach RH in the development of Owners' Club and that the Interim 
Report would be presented to the relevant BMW GB directors. 
In the subsequent two meetings with RD, one by phone and one in his office, the 
following were discussed: 
RD's programme of building online marketing and CRM from current 
resources and competencies has been accepted in the UK and by BMW AG. It 
was initially agreed that the UK would not be a major contributor of resources 
to the global CRM initiative (Initium) in its early stages. Early in 2003 Initium 
was wound down by BMW AG. It had agreed that a more cautious approach 
to marketing resource development was required. 
The ambition, budget and functionality of Top Drive had been clarified 
through spring 2002. It was delivered late spring 2003 comprising a customer 
database, analytical tools, a call centre software solution with workflow to 
automatic and control inbound sales leads. Dealers would have access to the 
system so that they could see the leads and realise that their response to the 
leads was being monitored. 
BMW GB cleaned up its existing customer database and used inexpensive 
analytical and campaign management tools in order to improve its direct 
marketing and lead generation processes immediately. The customer database 
was being migrated to that delivered by Top Drive this summer. 
RD had contributed to changes in the marketing organisation that brought 
together all the areas responsible for online consumer communication under 
him. 
RD had dramatically changed BMW GB's relationship with direct marketing 
agencies. He had moved agencies in response to a feel that the incumbent was 
unable to deliver the pragmatic small improvements he decided upon at the 
close of the inquiry. He had also brought the actual consumer online contact 
in-house because he did not feel that agencies could perform this function 
adequately and he wished BMW GB to start learning about how its customers 
behaved online. 
BMW AG acknowledged GBs policies on the development of marketing 
competencies and resources. Many other BMW country marketing teams have 
visited GB for a fuller briefing on its plans and strategies. 
At the November 2002 meeting, the researcher shared with RD his impression that 
RD seemed very sanguine about online marketing and CRM at BMW GB, in contrast 
with a notable degree of anxiety when we first met; he had worked out a policy and 
approach to the issues with which he was comfortable and was supported by the 
business. His pragmatic approach was yielding results and he had a clear idea of the 
immediate priorities. We tried to identify the contribution of the inquiry to this 
resolution and RD suggested that it was one of a number of strands that came 
together. He felt that ultimately "good sense would have prevailed" and the burst of 
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the dot. com. bubble would have undermined the credibility of an overambitious 
central initiative. The inquiry was very important in encouraging/a] lowing him to 
challenge the dominant thinking, bringing people on board with his reasoning and 
developing a clear purpose to the experiments that he was now running. 
7.10.3 TW follow up meetings 
In a follow up phone conversation, TW had a very similar perspective to RD on what 
had been accomplished: 
* BMW GB had cleaned its database and improved its direct marketing. 
9 RD had reorganised a bit and brought it in-house. 
Munich's Top Drive would be delivered comprising the elements that RD had 
identified to the researcher. There was no outbound marketing in the first 
release of Top Drive. 
Initium had been made "more practical" (TW's words) and would be delivered 
many years into the future. 
Perhaps most importantly, he felt that BMW GB had convinced Munich that CRM 
should be developed in an evolutionary fashion through a series of practical initiatives 
rather than a series of "big bang" changes every five years linked to new technology. 
TW felt that the inquiry was one of a number of contributors to these outcomes. 
... "It is not possiblefor anyone to isolate the impact of any activity 
on policy development. It certainly allowed me to question the 
central initiative with a lot more confidence and promoted a middle 
management position in GB that we effectively sold upwards. It was 
a rare opportunityfor operational managers to question the 
objectives of the programme rather than just how they will achieve 
it. This has not moved into questioning ofprofit and sales targets, 
that is still command and control; but we did have the opportunity 
to do with CRM andfound a strategic voice. " (TW) 
He did talk about his personal development since the inquiry; he has developed a 
reputation for asking tough, sensible questions that need to be asked. He has since 
been asked to participate in two company business process developments and provide 
a critical perspective. 
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11 Key findings from the BMW inquity 
This section identifies the key findings from the BMW Inquiry. 
7.11.1 Findings relating to marketing 
The discussion of the impact of the inquiry upon BMW UK's marketing competencies 
is more complicated than that for flutter because: 
The inquiry team considered both a radical and conservative scenario and each 
had different future state scores. 
Whilst at the final workshop, the team agreed the future marketing 
competency scores, it demonstrated a lack of committed and informed action 
in support of the ambitious competency shift agreed. 
Subsequently, RD made the major decisions resulting from the inquiry 
workshop based upon the knowledge generated from the inquiry process. 
Despite these differences, Figure 48 summarises the inquiry team's agreed marketing 
competency changes from workshop 3 consistent with the presentation of findings for 
flutter. This facilitates comparison and highlights the interdependency between 
marketing competencies. In analysing the findings, the researcher considers these 
agreed changes and the post inquiry decisions made by RD. The highlights of the 
impact upon marketing competencies in the future radical scenario appear in italics in 
the right-hand column of Figure 48. 
Figure 48: Summary of BMW GB Marketing Competencies Shifts (Current to 
Future) 
Competency Current Future Future Highlights 
Score Conser- Radical 
vative Scenario 
Scenario 
Demand 1.5 1.5 2.3 Under the conservative scenario, the 
manage- process of demand management is 
ment largely unchanged: BMW GB will work 
to drive traffic through its dealer 
network. The dealers will close the sale. 
The biggest contributor to the score 
increase is the measure ofplanning 
focus. In a radical multi channel 
environment where mean time between 
repeat purchases is three years, the team 
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felt that BMW would need a very 
different approach to planning and the 
maintenance of consumer dialogue. 
Creating 1.1 2.0 2.8 The process of driving traffic to dealers 
marketing will be enhanced by a new customer 
knowledge database, data mining and direct 
marketing resources. Marketing will need 
the competencies both to use these tools 
effectively as well as communicate the 
findings and leads to dealers. 
This score increased the most. BMW 
would need to own the total customer 
experience across channels which would 
cause it to develop competencies 
understanding individual customers and 
each of the channels in which BMW was 
I sold. 
Building 1.2 1.9 1.9 Regardless of scenario, the brand would 
customer have to move beyond purely product and 
value performance related characteristics to 
propositions embrace aspects of the Company brand. 
In the conservative scenario, the 
Company brand endorses a much broader 
range of product (I series, SUVs and 
BMW Lifestyle products). 
In the radical scenario, the Company 
brand reassures people of the product 
across channels and must extend to move 
beyond product attributes to include the 
firm's ability to interact with customers 
when making a deal. 
Determining 1.3 2.1 2.5 Highly related to the new marketing 
the firm's knowledge that will be generated, BMW 
relationships will wish to interact with customers 
with centrally. There will be more 
customers sophisticated database marketing to 
profile customers and plan interventions 
in the ownership lifecycle. Even limited 
changes in block exemption mean that 
aspects of this competency must be 
developed at UK head office. 
Under the more radical scenario, this 
relationship marketing competency will 
have to be stronger and contain aspects 
e networks. 
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The actions of BMW are consistent with a modest progression of marketing 
competencies and resources. It will implement some aspects of database marketing 
and online services, and reflect upon the results of that effort. To maximise the 
learning opportunities, it has brought much of its database and online marketing 
customer contact data back in-house and hired analysts. 
The marketing competencies framework, and its derivative competency scoring tools 
and marketing competencies grid, helped BMW GB change its marketing 
competencies in response to online consumer relationships. The findings are 
consistent with the thesis' view that marketing competencies exit along a continuum 
of transaction, relationship and network marketing and firms can only move 
incrementally along that continuum. At the start of the inquiry, BMW's current 
competencies were scored by the tools as transaction marketing, although there were 
some relationship marketing elements of after-sales service. The inquiry team 
experimented leap-frogging relationship marketing and moving to a network 
marketing set of competencies. However, they could not make a compelling case for 
such a move and, in the year post inquiry, they moved incrementally from transaction 
towards relationship marketing. 
BMW's ability and desire to change its marketing competencies were limited by its 
success with its current transaction marketing competencies. It could neither conceive 
the compelling business case nor the strategies for relationship or network marketing, 
let alone implement them. Unproven risks of future changes in automotive 
distribution are not, in themselves, compelling enough. 
The findings demonstrate how marketing competencies are interrelated. For example, 
managing customer relationships and creating marketing knowledge move in step 
with each other: one cannot change the nature of BMW's relationship with customers 
without commensurate increase in knowledge. Creating marketing knowledge seems 
to be the restraining factor in that relationship. Until BMW better appreciates the 
value of customer insight, it cannot be expected to invest in it. Yet, until it has more 
customer insight, it can not change its relationship with customers and prove its value. 
Failure to resolve this paradox could result in BMW's demand management 
competencies never evolving. 
RD's approach of developing competencies incrementally is a pragmatic way of 
resolving this paradox. He was incrementally building marketing resources for 
database marketing that would encourage new competencies in lead generation, 
resulting in higher repurchase rates. Success should encourage BMW to develop 
further its marketing resources thus creating a further cycle of competency 
development. Equally, developing simple online customer services that improve the 
owner experience, build competencies in customer management resulting in higher 
repurchase rates. The major risk of following this incremental change plan lies in the 
radical scenario of market change. Should the changes to block exemption create new 
competitors whose competencies and resources support relationship marketing, BMW 
would find it difficult to build new competencies rapidly in response to the threat. 
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7.11.2 RBT related findings 
The findings are consistent with the co-evolution of marketing resources and 
competencies in Figure 7. BMW's current resources limited the development of 
relationship and online marketing competencies. This illustrates the path dependent 
nature of resource and competency development and illustrates how firms can fall into 
a "competency trap" even whilst aware of major changes in their environment. 
Marketing resources, whilst tacit, were quickly raised to a more explicit level of 
understanding through the research process. The definition of resources remained 
stable over the course of the inquiry. 
More problematic for the inquiry team was to agree which resources were strategic 
(VRIN) and the competencies needed to maintain those strategic resources. For 
example, the nature of the dealer relationships, and how they created superior 
performance for BMW, was well understood. The extent to which those relationships 
could survive the emerging new automotive distribution set up was strongly debated 
in the second workshop. Agreement was reached on the basis of compromise rather 
than a true meeting of minds. NB and DT, both fairly new to BMW, mentioned in the 
exit interviews that they felt long serving members of the firm were a bit complacent 
about this. 
This debate created new knowledge about strategy for the inquiry team. VRIN tools 
proved extremely useful in creating the cycles of reflection and discussion that 
sharpened the team's thinking. Separating out the substitutability of resources from 
the other three VRIN criteria were very important for the team and highlighted the 
competence trap (O'Driscoll, Carson, and Gilmore, 2001) widely recognised in the 
RBT literature. Barney (1991) develops the VRIN criteria conceptually, but no 
researcher has ever validated the constructs empirically. Nonetheless, the VRIN 
criteria were easily understood and each seemed to deal with a unique aspect of the 
sustainability of the competitive advantage arising from the resource. There is nothing 
in either the researcher's reflections, or BMW managers' feedback, to suggest that a 
more comprehensive, empirically verified and detailed application of resource-criteria 
would have improved the inquiry. 
Of the VRIN criteria, only people and sales systems failed to be considered valuable; 
sales systems scored 0.5. Managers found it harder to discriminate between resources 
on the basis of the value criterion. The team's conceptual isation of value was broad 
and many resources combined to create value with the result that it proved hard to 
untangle that bundle and allocate value points to its constituent parts. However, 
drawing a value pathway encouraged managers to understand the part played by 
individual resources in creating value overall. 
Substitutability was the criterion that provoked strongest arguments. It was inherently 
the hardest of the four VRIN criteria on which one could assemble more objective 
facts. It requires imagination and entrepreneurship to conceive how a new competitor 
or technology could radically alter the automotive business. 
When considering how marketing resources should evolve in consideration of 
alternate strategies, VRIN criteria did not discriminate between (potential) resources 
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that passed or did not pass the VRIN criteria. Managers still wanted to plan for the 
evolution of all their resources and some of the strategic resources today may not be 
tomorrow. BMW's resources were bundled together and interrelated and that also 
made it difficult to avoid planning for the evolution of non strategic resources. For 
example, the dealer relationships were a function of the brand and the customer 
experience; dealer relationships help build the brand and the customer experience. 
Similarly, competencies are interrelated and not tied to any one resource; each 
supports (in part) a number of resources. Perhaps it is because there is no one-to-one 
correspondence between resources and competencies, and that resources are 
interrelated, that BMW could not merely consider strategic (VRIN) resources when 
planning the development of competencies. 
The BMW resources most affected by the radical scenario were not the VRIN-passed, 
strategic resources, and this is possibly why the inquiry team found it difficult to 
agree changes to marketing competencies at the final workshop. The findings show a 
negative relationship between VRIN scores and the compelling case for change and 
provide empirical evidence for the relevance of VRIN criteria in strategy 
development: 
The driver experience and brand were the only resources to be unequivocally 
given 4 out of 4 on the VRIN score (workshop 2) and they are hardly affected 
by changes to the radical scenario outlined during the inquiry. 
The BMW-dealer relationship score was contested between a3 and a 4, but it 
would be affected by the radical scenario, less so by the conservative one. 
Communication, people and sales systems would be most affected by either 
conservative or radical scenarios but they scored 2.5,2 and 0.5 respectively; 
not strategic resources. 
7.11.3 Findings related to network economics (externalities) 
Under the conservative change scenario, externalities were limited to the brand 
through peer group influences upon consumer perceptions. BMW had worked hard to 
shed itself of the negative aspects of the 1980s yuppie brand image. Standards, market 
liquidity, complements and first-mover advantage are not relevant in this market. 
Under the radical scenario, and during the second work package, managers felt that 
BMW's competencies would move past relationship marketing towards network 
marketing. However, there was little of the analysis of externalities that was present 
during the flutter conversations. This reinforces the point that managers cannot 
conceive strategies, marketing resources and marketing competencies too far from 
their current state. Upon reflection of the outcome, many of the scores over 2 reflect a 
desire of managers to do "a lot more than current" rather than a profound appreciation 
of network effects. There was a view, particularly amongst the team preparing 
customer management and customer knowledge competencies (TW and DT) that a 
radical scenario would involve a regular ongoing dialogue with BMW car owners. As 
there was little intrinsic about the cars that would promote such ongoing dialogue, 
BMW would follow the Harley Davidson motorcycle strategy of creating events and 
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communities around BMW ownership: selling the idea of being part of BMW as 
much as car ownership. DT, former marketing director of Harley Davidson UK, 
championed this idea in the second preparation session and his experience 
undoubtedly influenced the team and helped move the competency scores towards 
network marketing. Whilst such networks and communities may exist amongst Harley 
Davidson owners, BMW had failed to manufacture a community around its products 
and the co-researchers could not create a compelling rational for so doing in the third 
workshop. 
7.11.4 Findings related to co-operative inquiry 
Unlike flutter, this inquiry did not have a "straight line" of progress. BMW managers 
built a conceptual edifice of being relationship or network marketers but failed to 
commit to any major decisions as an inquiry team, whereas flutter managers built a 
consistent progression from current to future state and had begun implementation 
even before the final workshop. BMW managers explored the implications of 
relationship and network marketing and could not make the business case. They then 
returned to a simpler, more pragmatic policy and began implementation during the 
year thereafter. 
TW suggested that the inquiry was not set up to lead change because some of the 
participants were observing rather than taking decisions. 
The inconclusive outcome of the final workshop is entirely consistent with the 
literature. Co-operative inquiry was far more effective amongst BMW managers that 
had a real stake in the outcome of the process and were actively reflecting on their 
day-to-day practice as predicted by the literature. The inquiry team members most 
directly affected by the outcome of the inquiry were RD and TW, and they reflected 
most seriously through the process and demonstrated either decisions and or practice 
improvement as a result of the inquiry. The results from the exit interviews reflect this 
split: those directly affected by the outcome of the process found more improvements 
to their practice, thought the process and frameworks more relevant and had greater 
learning. It is worth noting that neither RD nor TW could determine the extent to 
which improvements to practice and learning resulted from the inquiry versus all the 
other activities and events in their professional lives. 
BMW managers appreciated co-operative inquiry as effective and time efficient. 
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8 Comparing flutter and BMW key findings 
8.1 Process for comparing the key findings 
This chapter presents the researcher's reflections upon the two inquiry teams' key 
findings in order to identify the most important areas of similarity and difference. This 
synthesis of the findings is then used as the basis of the researcher's proposed 
contributions to knowledge in Chapter 9. 
The overwhelming majority of action research theses and articles reviewed by the 
researcher report upon an individual social or organisational context; action research 
does not have a widely-accepted and well-defined approach to comparison across 31 inquiries . In the absence of a standard approach, the researcher 
is left to review 
relevant studies and describe his approach so that the readers may judge if they 
endorse this approach. 
Since the findings from the flutter and BMW inquiries are analysed by the researcher 
with a view to ultimately contributing both to theory and practice, the researcher uses 
the filter of the bodies of literature informing the thesis (Figure 4) and is conscious 
throughout this process of addressing identified gaps in the literature (Section 4.6). 
The researcher reviews each inquiry's findings and decides with which body of 
literature it might be associated. For example, the finding that flutter managers wanted 
to understand the changes their marketing strategy had upon both VRIN-passed and 
non VRIN-passed potential resources is associated with the RBT literature. The 
allocation of findings to bodies of literature was done on paper by the researcher. 
Separate pages were created for marketing, RBT, economics and action research 
literatures. Once all the findings were allocated to bodies of literature, the researcher 
looked for themes within each body of literature. For example, under RBT, the 
researcher grouped together all the findings related to VRIN from both inquiries. 
Then under each grouping or theme, the researcher looked for similarities and 
differences between the two inquiries' findings. The researcher noted, for example, 
that in both inquiries co-researchers analysed the changes required upon VRIN-passed 
and non VRIN-passed resources when considering future resources. 
Although this chapter compares findings from two inquiries, the above process should 
not be evaluated against the Yin (1994) and Eisenhardt (1989) descriptions of case 
method. Co-operative inquiry is similar to case method in so far as it seeks to make 
contributions that are "generalizable to theoretical propositions and not to populations 
or universes (Yin, 1994: 10)" and "the investigator's goal is to expand and generalize 
theories (analytical generalization) and not to enumerate frequencies (statistical 
general ization)(Yin, 1994: 10)". Unlike case method, however, the focal point of 
analysis and knowledge generation is with the inquiry team that is reflecting upon 
31 The researcher is aware of two important exceptions. Dr. L Ryals compared the results of two 
extended, interactive case studies and Dr. D Bickerton compared the results of a pilot and two action 
research inquiries. 
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their day-to-day practice with a view to improve it. Traditional case method seeks to 
create a rigorous and repeatable means by which other researchers could analyse the 
data (without direct input from the managers that participated in the study) and arrive 
at similar conclusions (Yin, 1994). Researchers from within the action research 
tradition make the connection between the data and theory recoverable (Checkland 
and Holwell, 1998), not repeatable. Co-operative inquiry is not an excuse for a 
researcher to obtain privileged access to a managerial situation and gather data that 
will be analysed by the researcher alone. 
8.2 Findings related to RBT 
8.2.1 How competencies develop and change 
In these inquiries, marketing competencies develop incrementally along a continuum 
from transaction to network marketing. Competencies co-evolve with resources and 
this process is incremental; competencies develop first, then resources grow to 
support further competency development. The rate of the co-evolution is contingent 
upon the frequency of consumer purchase and or contact with the company. These 
findings are discussed and supported in greater detail below. 
8.2.1.1 Evidence of incremental, competency led nature of co- 
evolution 
Flutter launched itself as a mass-marketing, transaction business and secured only 4% 
market share. One year after launch, it changed its marketing strategy to focus upon 
acquiring heavy betters as customers and imitated the exchange betting strategy of its 
biggest and more successful competitor. In effect, this was a change from transaction 
marketing to relationship marketing. Flutter was able to develop relationship 
marketing competencies in less than one year. The researcher thinks that this rapid 
development is due, in part, to that fact that there were a limited number of heavy 
betters, they interacted with flutter several times each day so there were fast learning 
cycles. Flutter's customer insight and market liquidity resources developed in tandem 
with its developing marketing competencies, particularly demand management and 
creating marketing knowledge. It appears that the competencies led the cycles of 
resource-competency development. By the time the inquiry began, flutter had already 
developed relationship marketing competencies (and some network marketing ones 
too). The resources, liquidity and customer base, were developing albeit slowly. Its 
marketing competencies were more advanced than those of its main competitor, 
Betfair (i. e. to the right on the continuum), but its liquidity and customer base 
resources were not as developed as Betfair's. Nonetheless, the move from transaction 
to relationship marketing served as a springboard for flutter's development of network 
marketing competencies. Flutter did not move, in one giant leap, from transaction to 
network competencies. 
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BMW had strong transaction marketing competencies but limited relationship 
marketing competencies: this, despite three years of investing in a customer database 
and direct marketing programme called Top Drive that was to propel BMW forward 
quickly towards relationship marketing. However, investing in a marketing resource 
(customer insight) did not lead to the development of the attendant marketing 
competencies. 
By the second preparation exercise, the BMW inquiry team members were, on paper, 
moving from transaction marketing competencies to network marketing. However, in 
the final workshop, the team could not make a committed decision to do so. Instead, 
after the inquiry, BMW built limited relationship marketing competencies that 
represented an incremental move along the marketing competencies continuum. New 
marketing competencies developed much slower at BMW than at flutter. The 
researcher believes that this is in part because of the more arms length relationship 
with consumers and longer time between customer contacts with the organisation. Its 
learning cycles about how customers respond to new initiatives was slower than 
flutter's. It is unlikely that BMW can move significantly along the competency 
continuum quickly. 
There is insufficient data to conclude that frequency of customer interaction is the 
only factor that affects the rate of competency development. Factors such as culture, 
competitive pressure, industry norms and complexity of the organisation are likely as 
important but they are outside of the scope of this research. 
8.2.1.2 Marketing competencies do not evolve independent of each 
other 
In both inquiries, as the companies moved along the marketing competencies 
continuum, the four marketing competencies all developed albeit at different rates; 
changes to one competency necessitated changes in others. 
Demand management was the catalyst for change in both companies. Flutter planned 
to overtake Betfair building new eco-systems quickly (e. g. Hong Kong) rather than 
win market share one customer at a time. Its managers became conscious, through the 
inquiry, of the resources that would enable successful implementation of that strategy 
and began developing the necessary marketing competencies to build those resources. 
BMW managers worried that changes to distribution could dramatically affect how 
cars would be sold and the impact upon volumes that would go through its current 
channel to market (dealers). The development of multi channel distribution would be 
the catalyst to changes in creating marketing knowledge and managing customer 
relationship competencies. 
In both inquiries, changes to either the customer relationship management or creating 
marketing knowledge competencies had obvious and immediate impact upon the 
other. For example, in BMW (Figure 46), those two competencies move almost in 
parallel from current, conservative scenario and radical scenarios. As BMW managers 
wanted more interactive customer relationships, they identified the customer 
information and insight that it required. Flutter was only able to differentiate customer 
relationship strategies on the back of dramatic advances it made about individual 
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customers' behaviour and their impact on the overall eco-system. BMW was not able 
to develop its customer insight significantly over the past few years despite its huge 
investment in Top Drive. Without increased knowledge, the managers could not 
conceive, let alone implement, changes in customer relationship management. 
Intuitively, it is hard to conceive a situation where a firm moves from either 
transaction to relationship or relationship to network marketing where new consumer 
insight and information are not necessary in order to manage relationships differently. 
The most loosely connected competency in the two inquiries is creating value 
propositions (brand); its shift from current to future was the smallest in BMW and 
whilst large in flutter, the discussion revealed that the shift was entirely aspirational 
and unsupported by any concrete actions. In BMW, its core "head and heart" value 
proposition needs minor modification even under a radical scenario of distribution 
changes whilst flutter is unsure how to build its brand in support of its marketing 
strategy. 
8.2.2 The role of managers in competency development 
8.2.2.1 Management cognition and decision making can drive the 
process 
The findings provide empirical data illustrating aspects of the role of management 
cognition and decision making on the co-evolution of marketing resources and 
competencies. 
Middle managers 32 in both inquiries were highly effective at developing marketing 
competencies whereas the top-down, globally managed BMW initiatives failed to do 
so. BMW GB did not build new marketing competencies despite central direction and 
investment in Top Drive and its proposed, Munich-led successor, Initium. It was only 
through a conscious process of reflection and action by its middle managers that 
BMW GB understood, identified and committed to develop its marketing 
competencies and to the limited upgrade in marketing resources necessary to achieve 
that development. Similarly, flutter's launch marketing strategy, devised by the 
founders, was changed by the conscious learning and experimentation of Marketing. 
It is clear that the flutter's operational marketers led the development of the new, 
successful marketing strategy and activities. 
The research identifies a boundary condition on developing new marketing 
competencies through management initiative: the compelling case for change. Flutter 
began to develop new marketing competencies when it was clear that its business 
model was failing. BMW was successful and that made it difficult to push its dealers 
too hard on the issue of online relationship marketing competencies or to implement 
an ambitious online marketing programme centrally. 
32 The researcher classifies TL as a middle manager for this inquiry. The executive level is the three 
founding partners. 
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8.2.2.2 Tacit knowledge can be surfaced and acted upon 
The findings illustrate aspects of the role of tacit knowledge in the formation of 
marketing resources and, by implication, marketing competencies. 
Neither set of managers had reflected upon their marketing resources and 
competencies in a structured manner previously. Marketing investment decisions were 
made intuitively following the path dependency model (Dierickx and Cool, 1989). 
However, it did not take managers very long to make their tacit knowledge more 
explicit. This level of explicitness was sufficient for the inquiry process to identify 
current and future marketing resources, begin the development of future marketing 
competencies as well as improve their day-to-day performance. 
The findings support Ambrosini and Bowman's (2001) view that there are degrees of 
"tacitness" in management knowledge: some tacit knowledge is more easily surfaced 
or made explicit than others. This finding, coupled with Gurnmesson's view (2000a) 
that social research divides between emancipatory and managerial streams, suggests 
that getting managers to reflect upon their resources and competencies successfully 
raises the type of tacit knowledge involved to a level where managers can learn and 
make decisions on the relevant issues. 
8.2.3 VRIN helps managers understand resources, but not plan for 
their future development 
VRIN is a useful tool for helping managers understand current resources but has 
limitations for the development of future resources. Specifically, this research finds 
that if firms make resource investment decisions guided solely by VRIN assessments 
of their current resources, they risk failing into the competency trap/core rigidities 
problem identified previously in this thesis. 
In both inquiries, co-researchers insisted on considering both the strategic (VRIN- 
passed) and non strategic resources when looking at the future because, a priori, they 
could not tell which would remain strategic. Hutter's current resources remained 
strategic for the future but it also needed to make its brand a strategic resource. In 
BMW, none of its strategic resources were dramatically affected by radical changes in 
automotive distribution; its non strategic resources were however strongly affected. 
These management conclusions may not have been reached had the inquiry limited 
itself to the study of strategic, that is, VRIN-passed resources. 
Perhaps an explanation for this finding is that it is a combination of strategic and non 
strategic resources that creates value as defined by the value pathway (Figure 17). 
Value is hard to allocate to any one resource and therefore one needs to consider 
resource bundles when creating future resources. 
Marketers defined value from the perspective of the customer through critical 
incidents such as recruiting a new customer (flutter) or securing repeat purchase 
(BMW). This is consistent with the advice offered by Srivastava et al (2001) that RBT 
should use customer derived measures of value. The inquiries did not pursue the 
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extent to which these events create rent for the company and this is a limitation of the 
study. The inquiry teams did not find a means to isolate the contribution of individual 
resources to creating value. 
For flutter managers, the imitability and rarity of potential resources invoked the most 
discussion whereas for BMW managers it was the potential substitutability of its 
dealer network that was hotly debated. BMW is highly successful and therefore, 
almost tautologically, has marketing resources that are valuable, rare and imperfectly 
imitable. 
8.3 Findings related to co-operative inquiry 
Findings are categorised by the three levels of co-operative inquiry (first, second and 
third person) described in Section 5.4.2.5. 
8.3.1 First person inquiry findings 
First person findings relate to the extent to which the researcher's practice improves 
as a result of the inquiry. The context in which the researcher assesses this is his 
consultative and facilitative practice as he did not share line management 
responsibilities with his co-researchers. 
8.3.1.1 Improvements to practice 
It is hard to establish an objective baseline of practice against which to measure 
improvement. The researcher can only offer his reflections and the comments of those 
that helped him make the reflections. 
The researcher was an experienced consultant before embarking on the PhD and had 
worked with large companies creating online marketing and customer relationship 
management programmes. His performance was rated highly in annual review 
processes by the leading multinational consultancies for which he worked, and by 
clients in assignments where customer satisfaction was objectively measured. Even 
against this high nominal benchmark, the researcher feels that his facilitative and 
consulting practice improved considerably. 
An immediate change to the researcher's consulting practice is the use of a more 
standardised approach to the process of managing a client engagement. The 
researcher's experience had taught him to be very pragmatic, flexible and 
opportunistic in approaching each engagement: to focus Perhaps excessively upon 
achieving well-defined outcomes on time and budget. PhD research forced the 
researcher to adopt a consistent approach to research design, data gathering and 
analysis. This had the effect of improving the quality of the researcher's consulting 
practice. Through continual and more rigorous reflection on the process and the 
content, findings were not overly influenced by the researcher's prior knowledge: the 
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data was allowed to talk and teach the consultant. Despite this increased rigour, the 
flutter managers' exit interview scores indicate that they felt the inquiry process, tools 
and frameworks were theirs. In the case of flutter, the rigour of the PhD and adoption 
of co-operative inquiry seems to have increased both quality and the client's sense of 
ownership and commitment. However, the BMW managers scored this lower whilst 
their comments in the exit interviews indicated that they appreciated the researcher's 
expertise, frameworks and facilitation. Those that felt the strongest that the 
frameworks and tools were the researcher's property more than the inquiry team's 
were the individuals that had little stake in the outcome. The researcher believes that 
the increased rigour of the PhD process has been largely positive upon the 
researcher's performance but he will in future inquiries be vigilant to ensure that 
rigour does not impact clients' sense of ownership. 
Another change to the researcher's practice is embracing the role of co-researcher as 
opposed to expert consultant. This allowed the researcher to enjoy the inquiry far 
more than would have been the case as a normal commercial consultant. There was no 
end result which had to be delivered and the team's learning process led the 
discovery, analysis and actions. It was a refreshing, and in many ways, a liberating 
experience. The findings support the researcher's view that flutter managers saw the 
researcher as a member of the inquiry team whilst the senior member of the team, TL, 
appreciated the good value delivered by the researcher's interventions. BMW 
managers felt that the value would become evident only if and when BMW acted 
upon the inquiry's conclusions. Nonetheless, the data from exit interviews indicate 
their appreciation of the researcher's role as part of an inquiry team: they were 
complimentary on the balance struck between moving through the process and 
allowing the team to own the outcomes. Had the researcher promised distinct business 
outcomes to BMW, which is the traditional commercial approach to selling consulting 
services, it is likely that the researcher would have been seen to have failed by his co- 
researchers. 
8.3.1.2 Promoting democratic, participatory inquiry 
The findings support that the researcher adhered to the principles of co-operative 
inquiry; the inquiry was self reflective, democratic and participative. It is hard to 
validate this assertion directly, but the researcher sought comment from critical 
friends and client sponsors through the inquiries. Individual exit interviews with co- 
researchers provided a rich and detailed assessment of the researcher's practice. 
In exit interviews, all co-researchers appreciated the researcher's expertise and a 
number said that it had exceeded their expectations. They appreciated straight answers 
to questions of marketing theory and practice, rather than just saying "what do you 
think? " There was no hint in the data that co-researchers felt pushed in certain 
directions, pre-ordained answers or hidden agendas. The exit interviews, particularly 
in the case of flutter, stated that the researcher maintained the right (in their 
perspective) balance between ensuring successful completion of the process whilst 
respecting the democratic and participatory nature of the inquiries. Whilst the 
concepts and frameworks were considered theoretical and complex by co-researchers, 
they all felt that the researcher explained them, and their theoretical underpinning in a 
relevant manner and with real-world examples. Through the inquiry process, the 
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researcher helped co-researchers take some ownership of the frameworks, particularly 
the scoring tools. 
There was little difference in feedback between the two inquiries. The researcher feels 
that this is a positive finding given that in the case of BMW, many managers were 
recruited to the inquiry without adequate opportunity to consider their involvement 
before the first workshop. The researcher concludes that the adherence to the 
principles of co-operative inquiry contributed strongly to his ability to overcome this 
potential limitation and secure strong participation from BMW managers. 
8.3.1.3 Learning 
There is an inherent trade off in the research design between the PhD's need to 
contribute to academic literature and the need to make the process accessible to 
operational managers if it is to improve practice. The researcher does not believe there 
are any rules or guidelines as to working through that trade off, but the PhD 
experience has made him more self-aware and confident of keeping the right balance. 
During the inquiry set up phase, BMW was more suspicious of theory and 
academically inspired frameworks than flutter. The project sponsor at flutter (GF) 
critiqued the researcher's initial presentation as being "too academic" but the 
researcher felt that the tone of voice used by the Personnel Manager at BMW in the 
set up stage of that inquiry was far harsher and directive. However, the exit interviews 
from both inquiries suggested that the frameworks and the language were difficult to 
understand fully at first, but by the first preparation and second workshop 
respectively, BMW and flutter managers were confidently using the tools. 
To be effective helping managers improve their performance requires the right 
balance between acting purely as a catalyst and facilitator and being directive. Busy 
operational managers at both companies told the researcher that they needed simple, 
clear tasks that could be completed quickly in the name of pragmatism. However, co- 
researchers in both inquiries enjoyed and learnt much from the more reflective 
preparation sessions. Merely establishing an inquiry without a process and a road map 
would have certainly frustrated co-researchers and they would not have seen the 
process through. However, overcompensating for managers' desire for simplicity with 
too prescriptive a research design would have circumvented the reflection process. 
Again, the researcher concludes there is a trade off between simplicity and intellectual 
stretch in research design that he is now better able to understand and manage. 
The researcher's performance in an inquiry is also contingent upon the extent to 
which an inquiry is set up to lead organisation change. The flutter managers' 
assessment of the researcher's performance is stronger than that of BMW managers. 
However, flutter managers were given the opportunity to commit to the inquiry in 
advance, and used it as both a learning opportunity and a platform for real actions. 
The BMW managers, in the exit interviews, acknowledge the researcher's 
contribution to the inquiry and that it remains their responsibility to move to action. 
The researcher could have refused to engage with BMW unless conditions similar to 
those at flutter were in place. This would have been to delay the research process and 
refuse to help co-researchers because they failed to meet all the researcher's criteria. 
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The researcher chose to engage with BMW: to be as helpful as possible and mature 
enough to accept personal and professional risk. Co-operative inquiry helped the 
researcher to be more aware of the risks of the BMW engagement and provided a 
participatory approach to knowledge generation that had the effect of sharing that risk 
with his co-researchers. 
8.3.2 Second person inquiry findings 
8.3.2.1 Improvement to practice 
The team engaged in cycles of action and reflection in order to build their knowledge 
of marketing resources and competencies as relates to their day-to-day practice. 
Whilst both teams demonstrated cycles of action and reflection to build their practice, 
flutter moved faster and more directly from reflection to action. Flutter managers 
were actively engaging with consumers online and the inquiry became 
indistinguishable from their day-to-day work. This made the knowledge generated 
practical and relevant and their decisions were informed and committed. BMW 
managers split between those that had decisions to make and online marketing 
programmes to manage and those that were merely contributing. The former group, 
RD and TW, made informed and committed decisions on the basis of the knowledge 
that the team had created but their decision making was not synchronised with the 
cycles of reflection and action to the same extent as their counterparts at flutter. The 
researcher believes that this is in part due to the difference in cycles of customer 
interaction between the two companies. Flutter managers were directly engaged with 
customers and customer contact was frequent so that they could measure the impact 
of changes to their practice in a matter of weeks. BMW sold cars to customers every 
three years and the customer contact was through dealers. The relationship between 
changes in practice and business outcomes will be harder to measure and take much 
longer to become apparent at BMW than at flutter. 
The process by which both teams built knowledge is consistent with that outlined in 
Section 3: Figure 14 (Spiral of Understanding; Skolimowski, 1994) and Figure 15 
(Forms of Knowledge; Heron and Reason, 1999). With continual cycles of reflection 
and action, both teams became more skilled at the tools and the concepts consistent 
with the spiral of understanding. Flutter managers became highly skilled at self- 
critique and leading the discussion as to the nature of their competencies by the 
second workshop. The BMW managers became sufficiently skilled to engage in self- 
critique at the final workshop as well. Flutter managers built knowledge through the 
four forms suggested by Heron and Reason: practical, experiential, presentational and 
propositional. The inquiry intervened at the level of presentational and propositional, 
particularly through the work packages that pairs prepared. Given the regularity with 
which they interacted with customers, the managers were able to experiment and 
assimilate their learning as practical knowledge. The speed at which this learning 
cycle moved in its industry promoted rapid and profound learning. BMW managers 
had limited online consumer relationships to manage and the long development times 
of central online marketing initiatives meant that they could not experiment. The 
knowledge creation concentrated on leveraging their experiential knowing developed 
over many years in the industry, presentational knowing (workshops and work 
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packages) and the propositional knowing inherent in creating models of how BMW 
might interact with customers given various distribution scenarios. The product life 
cycle, the limited opportunities for direct consumer contact and the limited online 
consumer marketing did inhibit the knowledge creation process particularly for those 
not directly responsible for online consumer marketing. 
8.3.2.2 Democratic process 
The researcher believes that there is a limit to how much one can observe at a team 
level on the basis of a limited number of workshops. It was not an expectation of the 
research that the inquiries would generate the degree of organisational change 
outlined in Intervention Theory (Argyris, 1973). However, advocates of co-operative 
inquiry seek to make inquiry a natural part of organisational life (Reason and 
Bradbury, 2000) and the researcher reflects upon the extent to which this occurred in 
both inquiries accepting the limited data. 
The co-researchers in both inquiry teams stated with equal conviction in exit 
interviews that they didn't feel inhibited through the process and that they were able 
to contribute and critique as they wished. The frankness of the workshop 
conversations, the challenging questions, the cycles of reflection and action all 
suggested a high degree of participation and involvement in both inquiries. Both sets 
of operational managers were used to workshops prior to the inquiry, so it is difficult 
to isolate completely the impact of these inquiries upon the two teams' practice. 
However, it emerged during the exit interviews, that the inquiries encouraged co- 
researchers in both teams who had previously felt inhibited discussing online 
marketing because of their lack of formal marketing education (TW-BMW, BE and 
NA-flutter), to contribute strongly. This improved the quality of the final workshops. 
For example, TW played an important role in facilitating a conclusion from BMW's 
final workshop and BE provided his team with useful critique and insight. 
The process did allow flutter managers to re-open the issue of the bulletin board that 
TL had closed down over the objections of his team; TL reversed his position on it. 
The data is too limited to identify if this created a more democratic and participatory 
decision making process in that team or if it is a one-off decision by TL. 
At BMW, there is less evidence to suggest that the team will adopt inquiry as an 
ongoing practice. The relationship between Munich and BMW GB remained non- 
discussable; the researcher raised the subject regularly, but his co-researchers were 
not receptive to reframing their views of that relationship or involving Munich in their 
deliberations. The ultimate decisions about CRM were made by RD unilaterally, 
albeit in consultation with his colleagues. 
8.3.2.3 Learning 
Co-researchers learnt as individuals and as groups. 
Individuals commented that they had learnt about the subject matter and some had 
learnt skills of critical reflection and inquiry: notably TW at BMW and BE at flutter. 
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The process also left the two inquiry teams with greater knowledge and competencies. 
The flutter managers all claim improved practice by the time of the exit interviews 
and provided specific examples. At BMW, TW felt that his own ability to critique 
perceived wisdom and ask challenging questions was greatly enhanced by the process 
and RD was able to provide an enhanced leadership role in establishing a plan for 
online marketing at BMW GB. 
8.4 Findings related to marketing 
8.4.1 Marketing competencies framework 
The findings support the usefulness of the marketing competencies framework (Figure 
10) and tools developed for this PhD for improving marketers' practice. 
In both companies, managers felt it natural to conceive their marketing competencies 
in respect of their relationship between their firm and its customers. The transaction, 
relationship and network marketing forms were relevant and understood by managers. 
This was evident by the high quality and level of contribution of co-researchers from 
the start of the inquiry and their ability to use the tools confidently in a relatively short 
time period. 
The four generic marketing competencies were largely complete, comprehensive and 
had minimal overlaps. Both firms suggested modifications to a limited number of the 
competency scoring tools reflecting their firms' unique circumstances. BMW added 
one measure to the demand management scoring tool: isolating the concept of brand 
from creating demand. The definition of creating demand does include the concept of 
brand and the researcher attributes this addition to the dynamics of the team on the 
day. Flutter made more changes to the scoring tools; under the network consumer 
relationship, the description of the measures was modified in each tool. This reflected 
the team's view that the original tools focused upon communities as networks based 
upon the marketing literature whereas flutter's consumers formed an economic, not 
social network. In the creating marketing knowledge scoring tool, the team added two 
lines: channel partnerships and media. 
The framework and the tools were easy for managers to assimilate and use. Both sets 
of managers commented at the exit interviews that they were complex and difficult to 
use at the start of the inquiry, but the findings state that flutter managers exhibited 
great confidence and skill with the tools by the second workshop and some BMW 
managers prepared extensive and informed slides for the first preparation work (i. e. 
VRIN testing). 
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8.4.2 Companies have a mixture of marketing forms 
In both inquiries, the focus of marketing represented a mix between transaction, 
relationship and network marketing confirming quantitative empirical evidence 
published by Coviello et al (2002). This mix between forms of marketing is consistent 
with the findings of Section 8.2.1.1 wherein marketing competencies and resources 
evolve incrementally; neither inquiry led to a leap between forms of marketing. The 
titles transaction, relationship and network marketing can be conceived as way-points 
on a continuum of marketing forms rather than rigid, mutually exclusive, descriptions 
of a company's marketing form. 
8.4.3 Active marketing participation is needed for creating new 
forms of marketing knowledge 
There was a sharp difference between the two inquiry teams' creating marketing 
knowledge competency and attendant resources of customer insight. Flutter managers 
were more actively engaged with their customers and hence dealt with customer data 
that was richer, more contextual and current than did their BMW counterparts who 
tended to rely on research reports. However, flutter's marketing knowledge was 
generated equally by rigorous formal analysis of the data and was not purely 
experiential and anecdotal. BE and NA were the prime movers of this analysis, and 
the ability of the whole team to learn from the analysis accelerated the development of 
the marketing knowledge competency. One of the actions taken by RD following the 
inquiry was to cancel BMW's contract with a third party marketing agency for the 
storage and analysis of online customer data. BMW appointed a full time analyst to 
manage the data and conduct the analysis in-house. RD, supported by TW, believed 
that this would accelerate BMW's ability to learn from customers online. 
8.4.4 Lack of resource and competency stewardship 
Neither flutter nor BMW have clear governance and policies for their strategic 
marketing resources and most of their marketing competencies. 
Flutter had a marketing manager in charge of brand (GF), but brand failed to pass the 
VRIN criteria. BE was acknowledged as the expert in customer analysis and came 
closest to providing leadership for the customer insight resource. BMW had an 
advertising manager (NH) but responsibility for the brand was shared widely within 
the UK organisation and Munich. BMW GB divided the responsibility for the BMW- 
dealer-customer triangle of relationships between IM who directed BMW-dealer and 
various head office marketing people involved in marketing to customers through 
dealers. 
Of the marketing competencies, both had leaders in charge of the policy for 
determining the firms' relationships with customers: TL at flutter and RD at BMW. 
TL also provided a strong leadership role in creating demand, but not in the overall 
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balancing of demand across backers and layers, winners and losers. None of the other 
competencies had clear governance and policies for their development at either firm. 
The competencies framework is grounded in an extensive literature, dating over 40 
years that identifies roles and functions of marketing that are critical to business 
success. Marketing and strategy literature also identify the role of resources that is 
normally associated with marketing (brand, customer relationship, distribution) in 
creating sustained competitive advantage. Yet, despite extensive academic and 
practitioner comment on the importance of marketing resources and competencies, 
their development was a mixture of management initiative plus unplanned by-product 
of marketers' day-to-day practice at both companies. 
8.4.5 Externalities create a boundary condition of relationship 
marketing 
When flutter managers became conscious of the shift in their marketing focus from 
relationships to networks (eco-system), they began to appreciate that flutter should not 
always seek to maximise customer satisfaction and betting activity from even its most 
profitable customers. Large betters could unbalance the flutter eco-system and that 
system required balance to continue growing. That balance was perhaps worth 
occasionally frustrating key customers. 
Smaller external effects exist within the luxury car market; BMW GB was conscious 
of not selling too many cars in order to maintain its image and resale value. 
8.5 Findings related to Economics 
Whilst externalities did not exist for BMW, the inclusion of network marketing in the 
marketing competencies framework contributed to both inquiries. Network marketing 
was central to the flutter inquiry where managers realised that its eco-systern was a 
network. It allowed, for example, flutter managers to realise that merely satisfying the 
biggest customers was not enough; they needed to compensate for their behaviour on 
the site to maintain its balance between winners and losers, backers and layers. Even 
in the BMW inquiry, the concept of network marketing allowed managers to 
experiment with alternate marketing forms and understand the limitations of what 
they could do online with consumers. 
The findings that comment on the Shapiro and Varian (1999a; 1999b) suppositions 
about network marketing and standard wars are all located within the flutter chapter 
and the researcher will not repeat them here. 
The BMW inquiry suggests that network marketing strategies, such as those 
suggested by Shapiro and Varian, cannot be grafted upon markets where externalities 
do not exist. That is, marketers cannot manufacture network marketing merely to f it 
with what was a current management fad. BMW online marketing strategies that 
relied upon forming clubs, communities etc. failed to secure managers' commitment. 
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The BMW inquiry provides little additional data or insight to the flutter findings on 
economics. Nonetheless, in both inquiries, the researcher believes that the inclusion of 
network marketing within the marketing competencies framework contributed to 
managers understanding of their businesses. Network marketing helped flutter 
managers reflect upon their marketing focus and realise that flutter was operating a 
network. BMW managers were able to use network marketing to build a hypothetical 
scenario which they could discard in the final workshop. 
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9 Contributions to knowledge and practice 
This section develops the key findings identified in Chapter 8 into more precise 
contributions. Co-operative inquiry aims to contribute both to knowledge and 
practice. The contributions to knowledge cover the four forms of knowledge 
identified in Figure 12: practical, experiential, presentational and propositional. This 
chapter focuses upon the propositional (academic knowledge) and experiential 
(improvements to managers' day-to-day practice). Therefore contributions are not 
limited to identified gaps in the literature as much as would be the case if the research 
was based upon hypothesis testing. This chapter identifies contributions with respect 
to the following: 
Section 9.1 discusses the contribution in respect of the literature gaps identified in 
Section 4.6. 
Section 9.2 discusses the contribution in respect of Srivastava et al's (2001) 
proposed research agenda for RBT in marketing also identified in Section 4.6. 
Section 9.3 discusses the contribution in respect of externalities (economic 
theory). 
Section 9.4 discusses the contribution in respect to conducting co-operative 
inquiry in a marketing context. 
* Section 9.5 discusses marketing practice. 
9 Section 9.6 discusses the contribution of co-operative inquiry to the study of RBT. 
The contribution of the research to the researcher's, and co-researchers', day-to-day 
practice has been discussed as findings in Section 8.3 and will not be repeated in 
Chapter 9. The implications for theory and academic literature of these improvements 
to practice are discussed in Section 9.5. 
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9.1 Contributions addressing identified gaps in the literature 
Figure 49 surnmarises the contributions against the literature gaps identified in 
Section 4.6. These contributions are discussed below. 
Figure 49: Contributions and Literature Gaps 
Literature gap Contribution 
Inability to identify, and Marketing competencies framework. 
therefore manage, marketing 
resources and competencies. Marketing competencies scoring tools. 
Research method. 
Linking resources and Linking resources and competencies with sustained 
competencies with competitive advantage, the antecedent to 
performance. performance. 
Explaining how Competencies evolve incrementally along a 
competencies develop. continuum of transaction, relationship and network 
marketing. 
Competencies and resources co-evolve together but 
competency development precedes resource 
development. 
9.1.1 Identifying resources and competencies 
The marketing competencies framework and its attendant competency scoring tools 
implemented through co-operative inquiry permit managers to identify current and 
future marketing resources and competencies and direct their development. The 
competency framework grounds the research design in marketing, economic and RBT 
literatures. Co-oPerative inquiry allows co-researchers to identify resources and 
competencies from a holistic perspective, that is, it acknowledges the interrelated 
nature of resources and competencies and their basis in tacit knowledge. Direct and 
immediate observation of marketing competencies is not possible, but they can be 
surfaced through cycles of action and reflection and projected into the future. The 
researcher is unaware of other published research in marketing that takes a positivist 
perspective and has been able to observe marketing competencies and project how 
they should evolve. 
The marketing competencies framework has parallels with Coviello et al's (2003; 
2002) marketing practices framework which has been empirically tested, using 
quantitative methods. This provides the researcher with added confidence into the 
appropriateness of the framework. The competencies framework and Coviello et al's 
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practices framework both identify their phenomena of interest upon a continuum of 
marketing defined by the end points of transaction and network marketing. The 
objective of Coviello et al's research is to create a generalisable description of 
practices, whereas the objective of the marketing competencies framework is to 
facilitate local knowledge of resources and competencies. As such, the marketing 
competency scoring tools are not iconic and unchanging artefacts of the research. 
Each inquiry team modified them, albeit modestly, to make them more relevant to 
their day-to-day practice. However, the base scoring tools can be used in other 
inquiries. 
The marketing competencies framework is useful for scholars and managers seeking 
to understand and direct competency development of any magnitude and in any 
direction along the continuum of consumer relationships: transaction, relationship and 
network. The framework, and attendant workshop scoring tools, do not make a 
normative judgement that network marketing is somehow better than relationship or 
transaction marketing just because it is to the right of the spectrum and is associated 
with the highest score (3) on the competency scoring tools. The framework was useful 
to the BMW inquiry even though its result was to promote only a limited development 
of marketing competencies. The researcher believes that the BMW findings suggest 
that the PhD methodology would be equally effective for firms moving from right to 
left on the continuum, for example, from relationship to transaction marketing. Any 
researcher using the PhD methodology must ensure that all co-researchers understand 
that the point of the inquiry is NOT necessarily to move from left to right on the 
continuum. 
VRIN criteria are made operational for empirical research; the researcher is unaware 
of other published studies to do so. They are useful for helping managers understand 
their resources and promote serious reflection about unchallenged assumptions of the 
business. They are less useful for projecting future resources of the firm, arguably 
more important for marketing practice. 
9.1.2 Linking resources and competencies with performance 
RBT research has failed to link resources or competencies empirically to firm 
performance directly (Section 4.6.2). However, there are empirical studies that link 
resources and competencies with intermediate proxies of performance, such as R&D 
output (Henderson and Cockburn, 1994), price premiums (Makadok, 1998), alliances 
(Kale, Dyer, and Singh, 2002) and brand equity (Srivastava and Shocker, 1991). This 
thesis follows that tradition and links firms' bundles of marketing resources and 
competencies with sustained competitive advantage, as understood by managers, 
assuming that this leads to improved firm performance. Limitations of this approach 
are discussed in Section 11. 
However, none of the above mentioned studies addresses the concerns of Priem and 
Butler (2001) who, citing Thomas and Tymon (1982), state that theory worthy of 
research must allow managers to action its implications through causal variables. 
There is an important paradox in RBT scholarship (King and Zeithaml, 2001): RBT 
predicts that the most potent resources are those which are so complex, embedded in 
social networks and causally ambiguous that they defy managerial understanding let 
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alone competitive imitation. However this is completely unhelpful for management 
theory and study. Therefore, unless RBT moves from theory to practice, it risks 
becoming a field of study confined to a few well regarded academic journals with 
limited implications upon the practice of management. 
This thesis addresses the paradox by providing a research method and tools that 
enable managers to build the marketing competencies that will create sustained 
competitive advantage. The theory and frameworks become applicable to managerial 
teams' real and immediate business problems. The knowledge generated by the 
process is understood by, and useful to, practitioners. Competencies can be developed 
consciously by managers with the expectation that they will create resources leading 
to sustained competitive advantage. The links between managerial intention or 
expectations around those marketing resources and competitive advantage are 
assumed by the research as is the link between competitive advantage and profit. 
9.1.3 Explaining how marketing competencies develop 
Marketing competencies evolve incrementally along the continuum defined by the 
three forms of marketing: transaction, relationship and network. Firms cannot "leap" 
along the continuum; both inquiries suggest that one must first have competencies 
associated with relationship marketing before one can be a network marketer. This 
may explain why so many established businesses have failed in their relationship and 
online marketing investments. 
Marketing competencies co-evolve with marketing resources although the inquiries 
failed to find one-to-one relationships between specific resources and competencies. 
The bundles of marketing competencies and resources co-evolve more than any one 
resource-competency relationship. 
The speed at which this competency-led co-evolution develops seems to depend upon 
the frequency of customer contact with the firm. Flutter has constant contact with big 
betters and was able to develop its competencies through the three states of marketing 
within a 12 month period. BMW has a three year sales cycle with annual customer 
services and it will likely take much longer for it just to move from transaction 
marketing to some level of relationship marketing. 
The compelling short-term business case for developing new marketing competencies 
is another factor that influences competency development. Even though BMW 
managers were unanimous in believing that the end of block exemption could 
profoundly affect their business, they were unable to agree an ambitious programme 
of competency development. The current marketing strategy had been so successful, 
that head office Marketing could not force changes in marketing practices on its 
dealers. This phenomenon has been identified by numerous authors as the competency 
trap (O'Driscoll, Carson, and Gilmore, 2001). This research suggests that merely 
understanding the phenomenon is not enough to overcome it. BMW is implementing 
a slow, evolutionary approach to competency development in order to avoid the trap 
whilst maintaining business support for the investment in new resources and 
competencies. Whilst rapid development of marketing competencies was not possible 
in BMW because the dominant business logic inhibits radical change, an evolutionary 
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approach to resource-competency development may act almost as a real option 33 
against changes to the environment. Marketing is still fulfilling its traditional role of 
integrating the firm with its environment (Day, 1994), albeit slowly. Such a situation 
reinforces the need for managers to raise their tacit awareness of resources and 
competencies and manage their development consciously. 
9.2 Contributions with respect to the Srivastava et al agenda 
for research in marketing 
Srivastava et al (2001) bemoan the lack of research in marketing that uses RBT as a 
theoretical framework. The authors maintain that both bodies of theory have much to 
offer each other. They suggest areas of research in traditional areas of marketing 
expertise that would contribute to the development of RBT. Figure 50 uses the 
Srivastava et al research agenda first identified in Section 4.6.4 to identify the extent 
to which this thesis contributes to it. 
Figure 50: Srivastava Research Agenda 
Suggested area for further Thesis contribution 
research 
Marketing scholars should identify This was not done within the inquiry. The 
customer value more specifically determination of value during VRIN testing was 
and relate it to marketing resources made by the inquiry team without rigorous 
thus providing RBT with the external validity. 
exogenous determination of value 
it lacks to help guide marketing 
investment decisions. 
Understand better how resources This is limited to the VRIN testing exercise. The 
and capabilities contribute to thesis helps understand how marketing 
generating and sustaining specific resources and competencies create sustained 
forms of customer value. The competitive advantage. 
authors acknowledge that such 
research requires "process-driven The research method uses rich data. 
and case rich methodologies" 
(2001: p796) given the tacit nature 
of so many market-based 
resources. 
Research focus should move from This is a unique contribution to knowledge of 
identifying current value- this research. The method adopted in this 
generating resources to identifying research allows the researcher to identify future 
future resources. marketing resources and the future 
competencies needed to generate them. 
33 Real Options were developed as an analysis tool to overcome the limitations of traditional financial 
analysis to reflect the value of learning and risk reduction. An option is the right (not the obligation) to 
buy or sell an underlying asset, traditionally a financial asset, at some future time. Real Options are so a 
called because the underlying asset is real, not financial (Buckley and Tse, 1996). 
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Suggested area for further Thesis contribution 
research 
Relate entrepreneurship and The method, in allowing co-researchers to 
managers' goal-seeking behaviour generate future resources and competencies, 
as a mediator of resources. explicitly acknowledges the role of goal-seeking 
and entrepreneurship in the co-evolution of 
resources and competencies. The findings 
conclude that managers' direct involvement 
with consumers builds resources related to 
customer insight. A boundary condition on 
entrepreneurship or goal-seeking behaviour is 
suggested; marketers cannot graft a network 
marketing set of competencies upon a company 
that does not encounter true externalities in its 
business. 
Understand how marketing Section 9.1.3 identifies the thesis' contribution 
resources and competencies to understanding how marketing resources and 
emerge, evolve and depreciate. competencies emerge and evolve. 
Understand how resource The research does not explore this area. 
evolution relates to market place 
change and based upon that 
understanding, longitudinal work 
is required to validate it. 
Illustrate the role of marketers as Both inquiries illustrate the role of marketers in 
decision makers with respect to this context. In the case of BMW there were 
choosing which resources to more serious resource investment decisions with 
deploy against opportunities and respect to the Initium project facing the project 
allocating investments across the sponsor and his IT support function. The 
resource base. knowledge about how competencies develop 
incrementally helped support the sponsor's 
resolve NOT to invest in Initium which 
retrospectively turns out to have been the right 
decision, or at least the decision BMW took. 
Initium has been dramatically scaled down and 
refocused in line with the conclusions reached 
by the inquiry team. 
Figure 50 indicates that this research makes an important contribution to the 
suggested research agenda. It provides a method for identifying future marketing 
resources and competencies and it relates marketing managers' entrepreneurship to 
resource development. 
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9.3 Contributions with respect to externalities (economics) 
This research suggests some boundary conditions on the hyperbole associated with 
practitioner literature about the impact of externalities. Practitioners posited that the 
internet would lead to the formation of online consumer communities; those well- 
positioned to serve those communities would benefit from strong external effects 
(Hagel and Singer, 1999; Kelly, 1998). 
The BMW findings suggest that one cannot build communities at will and the flutter 
findings suggest that we need to understand the concept of community better. BMW 
did not operate in an environment characterised by strong external effects and there is 
little evidence to suggest that BMW's marketers could have created externalities 
through online consumer communities. The role of online consumer relationships for 
BMW was therefore focused on extending and improving the overall ownership 
experience rather than creating discontinuous change in the marketing of cars. Mutter 
did operate in an environment characterised by strong externalities. Heavy betters 
were part of a community, but not the intimate club-like association posited by writers 
such as Hagel (1999): it was an economic community, dominated by the liquidity of 
the betting exchange. 
The flutter inquiry also demonstrates how managers can develop the marketing 
resources and competencies to overcome a competitor's advantageous position even 
where externalities exist. The examples of externalities used by Shapiro and Varian 
(1999a) suggest that where strong external effects exist, there will be a battle between 
camps supporting different technical standards: the winner takes all. It is true that 
market liquidity is permitting the combined Betfair-flutter business to dominate its 
market as theory would predict. However, prior to the merger, flutter generated 
dramatic share gains demonstrating that it was overcoming Betfair's liquidity 
advantage. The standard war, won initially by Betfair, was far from over and good 
management made a big difference for flutter. Admittedly, Betfair's customers faced 
low switching costs and were able to bet with both exchanges whilst flutter was 
gaining market share and building liquidity. Online betting does not provide the level 
of customer lock-in comparable to that which exists in big computer systems or rail 
networks. What was important to flutter was the extent to which large betters 
perceived flutter to be as liquid an exchange as Betfair. Through managing the 
balance over their eco-system, flutter was able to compensate for its liquidity in the 
short-term and by identifying, recruiting and developing the large betters, it grew its 
business to a point where liquidity was less of an issue. 
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9.4 Contributions with respect to using co-operative inquiry 
in marketing research 
Co-operative inquiry is a useful research methodology for the study of marketing 
competencies. Whilst strategy scholars acknowledge the severe limitations of 
positivist approaches to investigating competencies (Rouse and Daellenbach, 1999; 
Godfrey and Hill, 1995), and Srivastava et al (2001) advise researchers to use rich 
data methodologies, published empirical work is overwhelmingly positivist. Co- 
operative inquiry proved successful at observing and changing a complex 
phenomenon of interest: the continually evolving marketing resource-competency 
bundle. Co-operative inquiry is likely to make a contribution for future research into 
each of the marketing competencies identified in this thesis: demand, customer, brand 
and knowledge management. 
Perhaps the biggest difference using co-operative inquiry in a marketing context, 
versus its origins in social emancipation, is the limited involvement of co-researchers 
in the development of methodology and management of the process. Operational 
marketing managers focus upon improving to their day-to-day practice and are willing 
to engage in cycles of reflection and action in areas concerning them. They 
demonstrate much less willingness to design the process and perform administrative 
tasks such as note taking. The researcher believes that in a managerial context, co- 
operative inquiry is task focused whereas much of the method's origins lie in groups 
of people coming together for self improvement and even emancipation. The focus on 
self improvement leads them to take a more active role in the method and process 
versus a focus on managerial issues which is more concerned with actions and 
improvements to team effectiveness. The two foci reinforce each other in these 
inquiries. In both inquiries, the gap between espoused theory and theory in use was 
not a major factor (particularly in flutter) and hence the need for intensive self- 
reflection by co-researchers may not be as great as would be the case in inquiries the 
researcher reviewed which concerned feelings of managers about race, women in 
management and other issues related to social justice. 
The comparison of co-researchers' assessments of the process between the BMW and 
flutter inquiries suggests that co-operative inquiry research design needs to 
accommodate the customer contact, purchase cycle and degree of risk in management 
decision making. Lengthy intervals between customer contacts require either a lower 
level of change ambition and or a much longer time frame in which to conduct the 
inquiry. The longer cycle times means that there are fewer opportunities for managers 
to test theories about marketing and customers that they are developing, reflect and 
test again. For flutter, this cycle was very quick and customer feedback almost 
immediate; it encourages operational managers to engage in cycles of action and 
reflection. BMW managers had little direct short term feedback from the market. Risk 
may also be a factor influencing the appropriateness of action research in marketing. 
Automobile marketing is expensive and therefore risky; there is perhaps a greater 
inclination not to experiment. Flutter could make, for example, service enhancements 
relatively quickly and with limited investment. If these enhancements were deemed to 
have a negative impact, they could be undone immediately. Co-operative inquiry may 
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be more effective for companies with constant customer contact and where 
experiments can be conducted quickly, with low cost and risk. 
9.5 Contributions to practice 
The research identifies contributions to marketing practice. These contributions are 
incremental to the marketing competencies framework, tools and inquiry process 
already discussed which are designed to be used by practitioners. 
The research suggests that marketing competencies should not be developed as the 
result of large scale, top down inspired, initiatives. Investment in new marketing 
resources such as brand, customer relationships, databases and online technology 
should be preceded by the development of the marketing competencies needed to 
derive benefit from these investments. Due to the interdependent nature of resources 
and competencies, firms should invest in competency development first and "back 
fill" quickly with the resources needed to allow managers to continue developing 
marketing competencies. Investment, like competency development, should be 
incremental and tied to demonstrable achievements in competencies. This implication 
is contrary to the researcher's own experience of large scale, IT-led marketing change 
programmes such as CRM and e-business. 
Executives can and should set the long term context in which these competencies 
develop. However the long term intent is executed through a series of short term 
initiatives that permit operational managers to test local theories and learn quickly. 
Executives must eschew bureaucratic neatness, homogeneity and high levels of 
predictability of centrally driven initiatives when developing marketing competencies. 
Instead they should promote experimentation and leaming. Whilst it may be a natural 
instinct for top executives to identify a problem and then seek a solution that can be 
implemented across their companies, operational managers will develop marketing 
competencies faster and more effectively. Day-to-day customer contact allowed 
flutter's marketers to learn quickly and develop marketing competencies in a manner 
that the executives could not envisage. BMW's executive-sponsored, large-scale 
CRM projects were based upon assumptions that had not been validated by 
operational managers that they were appropriate for different countries and that they 
could be implemented with dealers and customers. A top-down approach to 
conceiving and developing new marketing competencies is not consistent with the 
cyclical development nature of the resource-competency development flow illustrated 
in Figure 7. 
Changes to the firm's relationship with its customers require a change to the creating 
marketing knowledge competency. One of the reasons that BMW managers could not 
envisage a relationship marketing strategy is that they had no shared understanding of 
what customers wanted in a relationship with BMW, how much it would cost to 
deliver it and what it would give BMW in return, whereas flutter's highly developed 
customer insight gave it the sense of purpose and confidence to move forward to 
network marketing. It would seem that customer insight precedes changes in customer 
relationships on the basis of these findings. 
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The flutter inquiry identifies a contribution with respect to the Achrol and Kotler 
(1999) typology of marketing networks. One of the four typologies that they identify 
is a customer opportunity network, wherein the focal marketing firm helps a customer 
specify exactly what would create value to him or her and then constructs the solution 
from suppliers' part-solutions based upon the focal firm's superior knowledge of both 
identified customer need and what can be configured from suppliers. This form of 
customer-supplier mediation approximates the flutter's failed initial marketing 
strategy. Flutter succeeded when it managed the performance of the overall network, 
ensuring it was liquid and growing, rather than seeking to mediate directly between 
supply and demand. The findings of this research extend the definition of customer 
opportunity from mediation between individual customers and supply chains, to 
include aggregation and matching of individuals' demand with an aggregation of 
supply. 
9.6 Co-operative inquiry can further RBT research 
Despite high interest and numerous publications over an extended time frame, 
empirical research has yet to convince critics that RBT can be made operational by 
managers and that it is not merely a tautology rather than explanative theory (Hoopes, 
Madsen, and Walker, 2003; Priem and Butler, 2001). 
Section 5.1 establishes that RBT scholars acknowledge the difficulties researchers 
encounter observing resources, which are the focal point of the theory (Rouse and 
Daellenbach, 1999; Godfrey and Hill, 1995). This problem will not resolve itself 
through greater effort with existing research methods: "a deeper problem exists in its 
(RBT's) relationship to data in general" (Hoopes, Madsen, and Walker, 2003). 
Researchers must interact more with managers in their day-to-day working context, 
generating "rich data" if they are to observe resources and understand them 
sufficiently to address criticism of RBT empirical research to date (Rouse and 
Daellenbach, 2002; Srivastava, Fahey, and Christensen, 2001; Rouse and 
Daellenbach, 1999). 
If scholars have acknowledged the need for rich data and higher researcher 
involvement with managers, then why has so little progress been made in empirical 
work? The research can only offer an opinion as follows: many leading RBT scholars 
have an economics background, a field dominated by positivist research. Coupled 
with strategy researchers' bias (in the opinion of the researcher) towards longitudinal 
studies, methods that produce rich data, such as co-operative inquiry, have not been 
pursued vigorously. 
The researcher argues that RBT scholarship would be enhanced with methodological 
pluralism, a fact already acknowledged by some of its leading scholars cited above. 
This PhD provides evidence that co-operative inquiry surfaces managers' tacit 
knowledge and enables the researcher to observe and understand firms' resources and 
competencies. Moreover, it makes RBT accessible and useful to managers, taking it 
out of a purely conceptual discussion and observing its impact on management 
practice. The researcher contends that co-operative inquiry, and other rich data 
methods, will provide a new level of empiricism for RBT researchers that will 
ultimately lead to greater understanding and potentially the development of falsifiable 
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hypotheses. Such methods are therefore a necessary next step for the development and 
broader acceptance of RBT. 
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10 Validity of findings 
10.1 How should we evaluate the validity of co-operative 
inquiry? 
Writers from within a participatory philosophical position suggest that any form of 
action research is assessed upon criteria commensurate with its philosophy 
(Gummesson, 2000a; Reason and Torbert, 1999; Susman and Evered, 1978). Tsoukas 
(1994), drawing upon Pepper's "World Hypothesis", identified the notion of 
epistemological incommensurability to warn of the limitations of evaluating thought 
from a different philosophical perspective. 
Gummesson (2000a: 219) suggests that assessing the validity of research in this 
tradition ultimately lies with the reader. "There is no given method for the evaluation 
of quality of this type. This must accordingly be a question of my own personal 
assessment - the readers then being left to appraise the project 
in light of their own 
views". In a similar vein, Checkland and Holwell (1998) suggest that validity in 
action research should focus on "recoverability" rather than traditional measures of 
reliability. Their notion of recoverability is that the reader can assess the quality of the 
inquiry process through the trail of evidence provided so that they appreciate the 
quality of the process and conclusions drawn. 
There are no universally accepted principles for conducting action research although a 
number of researchers have published pragmatic guides and shared their experiences 
(Coghlan and Brannick, 2001; Reason and Bradbury, 2001; Gurnmesson, 2000a; Eden 
and Huxham, 1996; McNiff, Lomax, and Whitehead, 1996; Hindle, Checkland, 
Mumford, and Worthington, 1995; Argyris, 1973; Clark, 1972). From the literature, 
the researcher suggests validity of the research be assessed against both the principles 
of action research and its rigour. 
10.2 Adherence to generic principles of action research 
The literature identifies generic principles about the conduct of action research 
(inclusive of co-operative inquiry) and moreover about being clear in whose interest is 
the research. 
10.2.1 Commitment of the inquiry teams to action 
Criterion: Action research integrates theory and practice. Scholars in this tradition 
suggest that theory and practice are more closely interrelated in the social sciences 
than positivism acknowledges (Breu and Peppard, 2003; Reason and Bradbury, 2000; 
Tranf ield and Starkey, 1998). Berger and Luckmann (1966) assume the primacy of knowing and acting in the real world as the starting point for reflection and learning. Heron and Reason (1999) suggest that reflecting on action is the motor for learning. 
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Action occupies a special place in knowledge creation because changes in people's 
day-to-day actions demonstrate informed and committed learning (Argyris, 1973). 
Researcher's assessment: Both teams comprised operational managers (plus the 
researcher) whose demands on their time ensured that they were committed to action. 
Online marketing competencies were an immediate issue for the two teams and they 
expressed a desire to improve their day-to-day practice. This commitment to action 
was present at a high level in all of the flutter managers. In BMW there were some 
(RD, TW) more committed than others. Nonetheless all the BMW managers 
demonstrated real commitment to the inquiry process, prepared thoroughly throughout 
and used the inquiry as an opportunity to experiment safely with changes to BMW's 
marketing. 
10.2.2 Generates knowledge of use to co-researchers 
Criterion: The purpose of research is to do more than add to a detached, abstract 
literature that fails to serve the needs of members of an organisation (Susman and 
Evered, 1978). Reason (2001) contrasts the dominant scientific paradigm with co- 
operative inquiry as follows: "the former aims at universal izable, valid certainty in 
reflection about particular pre-designated question, ... (whilst the latter)... aims at 
timely, voluntary, mutual, validity testing, transformative action at all moments of 
living. " 
Researcher's assessment: From design through implementation, the research ensured 
that the inquiries would be useful to BMW and flutter managers. The academic 
frameworks were translated into tools and processes that managers could use; these 
were modified as required during the inquiry. The researcher continually sought 
feedback from co-researchers on the usefulness of the inquiry. Exit interviews, with a 
few exceptions at BMW, confirmed that the inquiries were of immediate practical 
value to co-researchers in terms of their occupational and personal performance. 
Actions resulted from the inquiries further validating the usefulness of the knowledge 
created. 
10.2.3 Adherence to democratic principles 
Criterion: Argyris (1973) believes that traditional scientific management research 
often meets the needs of the organisation and not the people within. Inquiry following 
the dominant scientific view merely replicates the dysfunctional organisational 
systems that initiate inquiry, creating invalid information and lack of subsequent 
commitment. He suggests that this leads to psychological failure amongst the 
46 subjects" of research whereas a democratic, participatory and critical inquiry creates 
conditions for psychological success. His criteria for validity include an assessment of 
the degree to which researchers create valid information, make free choices and build 
internal commitment. This learning is individual and collective and occurs in 
situations which are democratic, participatory and critical (Argyris and Sch6n, 1978; 
Argyris, 1973). 
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Researcher's assessment: Exit interviews Provide a measure of validation against 
these criteria. There is nothing in the data to suggest otherwise and the actions taken 
as a result of the inquiries further substantiate Argyris' notions of valid information, 
free choice and internal commitment. 
10.2.4 Cycles of reflection and action 
Criterion: The extent to which participants demonstrate informed and committed 
action is the result of learning from cycles of acting and reflecting (Heron and 
Reason, 1999). Cycles of reflection and action are not unique to the co-operative 
inquiry tradition; Lewin (1966) identified them as a core element of action research. 
Researcher's assessment: The main cycles of reflection and action across the two 
inquiries focus on creating knowledge about marketing competencies and resources 
through specific workshops and preparation exercises. The data demonstrates that 
managers in both inquiries grew more confident and knowledgeable about their 
marketing resources as evidenced by how their performance improved through the 
cycles of identifying potential marketing resources, VRIN testing, agreeing VRIN 
scores and forecasting their evolution in the future. The flutter inquiry also produced 
related cycles of reflection and action in customer service design and competitive 
analysis. BMW managers used the inquiry to build virtual models of marketing for 
alternate future scenarios (action) and reflected upon those models, critiqued them and 
ultimately, decided upon new policies and practices. 
10.3 Ensuring action research is rigorous 
The authors cited in Section 10.2 focus upon the team's approach to inquiry and the 
usefulness of any inquiry as criteria for validity. The researcher also ensures that the 
research can be accepted as academically rigorous. Eden and Huxham (1996) propose 
12 criteria for ensuring action research is rigorous and contributes to scholarship. The 
first six of these criteria are concerned with the nature of the outcomes of the research 
and the remaining six focus upon the processes. These criteria are described below 
along with the researcher's assessment of the extent to which this research design 
meets them. 
10.3.1 Implications beyond immediate action 
Criterion 1: Action research must have implications beyond those required for action 
and or a specific project. The results could inform other contexts. 
Researcher's assessment: The research informs marketing scholars and practitioners 
about the development of marketing competencies beyond the results of the two 
inquiries. The frameworks and methods upon which the inquiries are designed are 
grounded in well-established areas of marketing, economic and strategy scholarship. 
The findings from the inquiries have immediate benefit for the two teams of co- 
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researchers but equally provide scholars with fresh insights about how marketing 
resources and competencies co-evolve, the role of marketing management in that co- 
evolution, the role of marketing in environments where strong external effects are 
present and the usefulness of co-operative inquiry for the study of marketing and 
RBT. 
10.3.2 Explicit concern with theory 
Criterion 2: To conform to the norms of rigorous scholarship, the research must have 
an explicit concern with theory; it is not enough for a team to solve a business 
problem democratically. 
Researcher's assessment: The research confirms, disconfirms and or develops aspects 
of RBT and marketing theory. The research design, specifically the marketing 
competency grid and competency scoring tools, are developed from RBT, marketing 
and economics literature and theory. 
10.3.3 Transparency of the research design 
Criterion 3: If the generality drawn out of action research is to be expressed through 
the design of tools, techniques, models and methods used in the research, then the 
basis for their design must be explicit and related to theory. 
Researcher's assessment: Chapter 5 makes explicit how the researcher developed the 
frameworks, workshop and preparation tools, processes, techniques for reflection, 
data capture and data analysis used in the research. For each step in the research 
design and for each tool developed, the researcher identifies the relevant literature in 
support of the researcher's choices. This demonstrates that the research design was 
inspired by the researcher who leveraged theory explicitly, and then with the 
collaboration of co-researchers, made it operational. 
10.3.4 Emergent theory 
Criterion 4: Action research will generate emergent theory from a synthesis of the 
data and that which emerges from the use in practice of the body of theory which 
informed the intervention and research intent. This is not to say that the theory 
emerging from each research will be entirely new; action research provides an 
opportunity to test theory, elaborate upon it and develop it further. 
Researcher's assessment: This is demonstrated by the contribution to existing theory 
and literature made as a result of the findings of the two inquiries. The researcher was 
sensitised to theory throughout the inquiry and the interplay between theory, tools and 
frameworks developed from theory, modifications to the tools and the data from the 
process that enabled those contributions to emerge. The resulting contributions 
provide rich data for the elaboration of the Schumpeterian tradition within RBT that 
has not been provided by researchers using a positivist approach to its study. The 
research also makes contributions to marketing literature, such as responding to the 
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Srivastava et al (2001) research agenda and suggesting a further variation of one form 
of network identified by Achrol and Kotler (1999). The thesis points to differences in 
the involvement of co-researchers in methodology design when applying co-operative 
inquiry to a marketing/managerial context. 
10.3.5 Incremental theory building 
Criterion 5: Theory building arising from action research will be incremental, moving 
from the particular to the general in small steps. Eden and Huxham suggest criteria 4 
and 5 are closely related. 
Researcher's assessment: The thesis makes incremental contributions to theory and 
literature as well as using a methodology, co-operative inquiry, not normally used in 
the study of RBT. Contribution to marketing practice is also incremental. 
10.3.6 Presentation of research 
Criterion 6: Action research is meant to be pragmatic and lead to action. Taken to an 
extreme this suggests that "prescriptive theory is more important than descriptive 
theory" (1996: 80): that is, consultancy outcomes are more important than contribution 
to scholarship and understanding of the phenomena of interest. This is a false 
dichotomy for Eden and Huxharn and they state that the researcher must recognise the 
potential conflict between prescription and description, be clear what he or she 
expects the reader to take out of the research and present the research with a form and 
style appropriate to this aim. 
Researcher's assessment: The researcher maintains throughout the research that his 
aim is to contribute to both. The form of presentation of research to co-researchers 
was in a form with which they normally work: PowerPoint presentations and face-to- 
face communication. The presentation of this research for the PhD is structured and 
written in the style, and using the conventions of, traditional academic research. 
10-3.7 Method and orderliness 
Criterion 7: There must be a high degree of method and orderliness about the process 
of collecting and reflecting upon the data generated from the researcher's involvement 
with the client organisation. 
Researcher's assessment: Section 5.6 describes the process for data collection that is 
consistently followed after every workshop and preparation session for both inquiries. 
All workshops and preparation sessions are recorded and material generated at such 
sessions, such as flip charts, slides produced and diagrams, are captured electronically 
by the researcher. All researcher-generated briefing material is captured electronically 
on PowerPoint presentations. 
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10.3.8 The process of data exploration 
Criterion 8: The process of exploring the data, rather than data collection, must be 
either replicable or demonstrable through argument and analysis. 
Researcher's assessment: Eden and Huxham (1996) suggest that there is a wide range 
of relationships between the researcher and managers; the choice of relationship 
impacts upon the manner in which data is explored and emergent theories develop. At 
one extreme, the relationship is characterised as researcher - subjects. Where this is 
the case, subjects provide data for the researcher's analysis at a time and place away 
from the researcher-subject interaction. At the other extreme, the managers are full 
collaborators in the design, research and analysis. Where this is the case, it would be 
inconsistent for the researcher to analyse the data and develop theory outside of the 
inquiry team. "The exact nature of the process is relatively immaterial - though we 
may debate the validity of any particular one; what is crucial is that the process exists 
explicitly (1996: 8 1).... Thus the outcome of data exploration cannot be defended by 
the role of intuitive understanding alone - any intuition must be informed by a method 
of exploration. " 
Section 5.6 describes the process by which the researcher reflects upon the data and, 
working with co-researchers, develops insights for further cycles of action and 
reflection. The researcher listens to the recordings and reviews all material generated 
shortly after each session. The researcher follows the Argyris (1973) method of 
dividing a page vertically, noting the key conversation points on the left-hand side 
whilst on the right-hand side noting reflections during the session and reflections upon 
reviewing the tape. This reflection upon a workshop or preparation session informs 
the researcher in preparing briefing material for the subsequent stage of research. The 
briefing material is captured on PowerPoint. The briefing material is reflected upon 
by co-researchers before the next stage of research and discussed by the inquiry team. 
Conclusions are reached, a process that is facilitated by the frameworks and tools used 
in the research. 
On the Eden and Huxham continuum of researcher-manager relationship, the 
managers are more collaborators than subjects. Consistent with this relationship 
therefore, exploring the data occurs mostly with the managers. The researcher 
contributes his expertise in workshops and briefing material: a role that is 
acknowledged and appreciated by the others in the inquiry teams. Therefore the 
method by which data is analysed and theory emerges is highly contextual and 
dependent upon the specific time and circumstances of the inquiries. The process is 
highly replicable because it is transparent (Section 10.3.3) but other researchers 
following the same method with another inquiry team may not be able to replicate the 
results. The method, in the language of Eden and Huxham, is more demonstrable than 
it is replicable; Checkland and Howell (1998) use the term "recoverable" to mean that 
which Eden and Huxham call demonstrable. 
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10.3.9 Necessary but not sufficient conditions 
Criterion 9: Adhering to the eight criteria above is necessary but not sufficient. Eden 
and Huxham suggest that the eight previous criteria are the minimum necessary for 
work to be termed research and can be considered the internal validity of the research. 
The proceeding three criteria are concerned with its external validity. In this, the 
authors look for theory being "grounded in action" more than "grounded in data" 
(1996: 82). The research must move beyond observing what managers say they will do 
and observe what they do in circumstances that matter to them. 
Researcher's assessment: Both inquiries created real actions on the part of the inquiry 
team and the individuals within the teams. For example, some of flutter's actions 
included modifying its customer service programme, changing customer management 
policies and TL's recommendation to the founders of the business that they offer key 
eco-system. betters shares in flutter. These are all directly attributable to the inquiry. 
BMW ultimately agreed its online marketing programme although some of the 
decisions were made after the final workshop yet before the final briefing, and some 
in the year following the final briefing. BMW, took the management of online 
customer data in-house, rejected Munich's global initiatives, enhanced the database 
and tools it already had and created an owners' site. The researcher and the BMW 
sponsor (RD) are unable to determine the extent to which the inquiry directly led to 
those decisions, but it is clear from the data that it contributed and added to the 
confidence and critical facilities of RD and TW as they opposed Munich's new 
initiative. 
These actions are important and demonstrate real impact of inquiry upon the two 
teams. The researcher asks the reader of this thesis to consider the degree of impact 
against the three to four month time frame between set up and third workshop; as TL 
stated in his exit interview, this was an extremely efficient intervention. 
10.3.10 Focus on that which cannot be captured by other 
approaches 
Criterion 10: In order to justify the use of action research, the reflection and data 
collection processes should focus on those aspects not easily captured by other 
methods. 
Researcher's assessment: The literature review explains why other research methods 
fail to observe the co-evolution of resources and competencies and how this thesis 
uses action research to address this problem: the first use of co-operative inquiry for 
this problem as far as the researcher is aware. It is by observing the dynamic aspect of 
resource-competency evolution that the researcher can identify future marketing 
competencies. 
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10.3.11 Triangulation 
Criterion 11: The role of data triangulation in action research is different from 
traditional research which uses it as a cross-checking method; it provides the 
opportunity for cyclical data and the attendant exploration of what could be rather 
than what is. Therefore the changing focus or pace of action research can be used as a 
virtue unique to this method. 
Researcher's assessment: The research does integrate different types of data but falls 
short of the level of triangulation that, for example, would be achieved if the inquiry 
teams conducted a piece of bespoke consumer research as part of their preparation 
work. The data sources were largely the perceptions of team members. However, 
individuals did either base their perceptions on, or supplement them with, other 
sources of data. For example, BE experimented with the referral routine of Betfair's 
distribution partners to validate some assumptions he made about the rarity of a 
resource. NA had ongoing dialogue with customers throughout the inquiry. NB 
referred to BMW market research in preparing his slides for the second workshop that 
VRIN tested the customer experience. 
Cyclical triangulation was evident in how BMW arrived at its final actions. The 
inquiry built a virtual model of network marketing in response to a de-regulated 
environment, tested that model at the third workshop, rejected it and decided to adopt 
a more cautious approach to marketing competency development. Such iterations on 
the way to building knowledge and improving practice are not possible with most 
research methods. 
10.3.12 The role of history and interpretation 
Criterion 12: Given that action research tends to focus on an individual organisation, 
the researcher must acknowledge fully the context of the research when interpreting 
the likely range of validity and applicability of the outcomes. 
Researcher's assessment: The context of flutter trying to overtake Betfair and BMW 
responding to potential new forms of distribution informs the interpretation of the 
data. The context forms part of the criteria for selection of firms because it is 
operational managers struggling to create online marketing policies, invest in the 
appropriate resources and develop competencies to use those resources that create 
fertile ground for observing marketing competencies. 
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11 Limitations of this research 
11.1 Theory 
The researcher assumes that sustained advantage is the precursor to rent. This 
argument is not empirically verified in the literature. Firms must extract some of the 
value that they create for customers in order for this assumption to hold. The 
researcher justifies this assumption from the paucity of RBT empirical studies that 
link firm performance as the dependent variable versus the more numerous studies 
that use an intermediate variable such as those described in Section 9.1.2. This 
qualifies the ability of the research to make claims on the contribution of marketing 
competencies to business performance directly. 
11.2 Design 
Co-researchers' involvement in research design was limited to sponsors' comments 
on the researcher's original presentations, modifications to the preparation work 
protocol and modifications to the competency scoring tools. This can be seen as a 
limit of the design. However, Eden and Huxharn (1996) acknowledge that there is a 
continuum of researcher-manager relationships possible within action research. 
Managers do not necessarily have to be involved in every aspect of the research as 
long as the researcher is sensitive to the impact that has on the process and outcomes. 
The risk, as one moves away from full co-researcher collaboration of the research 
design, is the impact upon the production of valid information, the precursor to 
committed action. The findings show committed action occurred in both inquiries and 
that the co-researchers wanted/expected the researcher to propose research design; the 
researcher therefore proposes that there is evidence that the lack of co-researcher full 
participation in research design did not affect the generation of valid knowledge. A 
contribution of this thesis is exploring the type of researcher-manager relationship 
possible for marketing research. 
In making operational the marketing competencies framework through competency 
scoring tools, the researcher assumed equal distance between the three states of 
marketing. There is no theoretical support for this nor do the findings allow the 
researcher to draw conclusions. The implications are for practice largely. For 
example, if the distance between transaction and relationship marketing was far 
greater than the distance between relationship and network marketing, advice to 
managers seeking to move the length of the continuum would be patience with the 
first leap and then ambition on the second phase. 
Barney's (1991) VRIN criteria for assessing resources were aligned to his very broad 
definition which includes that which the researcher identifies as resources and 
competencies. Yet the inquiries only use VRIN criteria to assess potential marketing 
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resources, not competencies. The researcher maintains that the Ricardian origins of 
RBT suggest that rent results from the static resources and hence the researcher is 
justified in using the VRIN criteria against that element of the resource-competency 
bundle. In the context of generating rent, competencies are a means of building the 
resources that create sustained advantage, in turn generating rent. Barney's VRIN 
criteria have never been empirically tested to the researcher's knowledge and there are 
no other empirically tested, or widely quoted criteria from the literature. 
The co-researchers do not validate, either externally or systematically, the links 
between potential resources to value. Of the VRIN criteria, value is the most 
discussed in the literature and arguably the most amenable to external validation. 
Srivastava et al (2001) argue this is an area where marketing can contribute much to 
RBT. The research design does not encourage a rigorous development of externally 
validated measures of value. Without a strong link to value, it is hard to claim that the 
process will lead to sustained competitive advantage. 
11.3 Findings 
Co-operative inquiry does not provide (nor seek to provide) generalised rules. The 
contributions to knowledge must be seen in this light and understood to be based upon 
two inquiries only. 
The context of the inquiry, particularly the impact of the external environment, is hard 
to assess based upon these two studies alone. The researcher concludes the frequency 
of customer contact and company size impact on the speed of marketing competency 
development from the findings. The findings cannot assess factors such as the degree 
of competition, market maturity, competitive strategies or the level of new product 
innovation upon competency development. 
There is evidence of inflation in the agreed competency scores, but no evidence that 
this inflation affected learning or action. Flutter managers acknowledged at the final 
workshop that their current marketing competency scores were, in retrospect, too high 
with the exception of creating value propositions. This serves to overestimate the 
current-future shift in that latter competency whilst underestimating the size of the 
shift in the other three. However, the team felt that even if the inquiry were to 
recalibrate the current competency scores, it would not have a major impact on the 
knowledge generated by the team, understanding of the phenomena of interest and the 
ultimate actions undertaken by flutter managers. The future marketing competency 
scores generated by BMW are inflated versus what, upon reflection, a knowledgeable 
outsider would suggest the inquiry team should reasonably generate. The researcher 
offers three comments upon this: (1) the desire to change in response to a lack of 
relationship marketing competency built its own momentum amongst the team, (2) 
without the resource base associated with relationship marketing the team found it 
hard to conceive and plan for the appropriate competencies it needed and (3) the 
absolute scores, whilst high, did not affect the inquiry's outcome. 
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12 Researcher's final thoughts and directions for 
future research 
This section presents the researcher's final thoughts on the research and how he might 
take it deeper and extend it in the future in order to address some of its limitations and 
make further contributions to scholarship and marketing practice. 
A longitudinal study would allow the researcher to follow marketing competency 
development at one company more fully and observe how marketing competencies 
develop over a longer time frame. It might illuminate how the rate of competency 
development changes over time, the extent to which leadership of the competency 
development process changes and how inquiry embeds itself in the organisation. For a 
company that has frequent customer contact such as flutter, this may require about 
one year. However, for a company such as BMW, a two to three year period may be 
required. There are difficulties in organising such a lengthy inquiry with respect to 
maintaining management continuity and commitment. This type of inquiry is most 
likely to be facilitated in a smaller business where the owner of the business would 
sponsor it thereby ensuring it could continue over an extended period. 
Whilst Barney (199 1) establishes VRIN as a useful means of assessing resources, 
there has been no empirically based development of the concept. The researcher 
makes VRIN operational for managers. However, the VRIN tools identified in this 
thesis would be more academically grounded and managerially useful if further 
research would calibrate the tools. This would permit managers to compare scores 
across companies and against an objective set of criteria and improve managers' 
resource assessments. To create such calibration would be a substantial exercise; the 
researcher would need to determine a full and unduplicated set of constructs for each 
of the criteria and then relate them to an independent variable that could be 
characterised as an integer (for example a number between I and 10). This research 
would likely require a quantitative element and the researcher would need to resolve 
the issues about observing resources through a survey or similar instrument. 
The researcher would like to develop a systematic and structured means of assessing 
how valuable a potential resource is when VRIN testing. The literature review 
establishes that RBT scholars have yet to link resources directly to a measure of firm 
performance and that the concept of value either is poorly defined or not been made 
operational. Srivastava et al (2001) justifiably point out that marketing theory and 
practice could contribute to this and suggest building on extant literature about 
product benefits, attributes and consumer attitudes. However, the inquiry teams 
conceived of value (Figure 17) more in terms of new (profitable) customer acquisition 
and repurchase. There is a long chain from product benefits, attributes and consumer 
attitude to consumer behaviour such as purchase (Peter and Olson, 1994). The 
researcher suggests that it might be more productive to focus on consumer behaviour 
directly or the outcome that interests managers rather than any one potential 
marketing resource such as consumer attitudes. A marketing inspired approach for 
this would be to use techniques such as repertory grid (Malhotra and Birks, 2003) to 
begin to identify and assess the major constructs of, for example, customer 
repurachse. 
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Repeating the research with different companies in different environments could, over 
time, build the researcher's understanding of the role of the environment and 
company structure upon the development of marketing competencies. It is clear that 
flutter was able to develop its marketing competencies faster and more effectively 
than BMW but it is unclear how much this was because it was a small start up 
company versus the relative nature of their environments. 
With respect to environments, the research suggests two influences upon competency 
development: frequency of customer contact and market growth. The difference in 
customer contact frequency seemed to explain much of the difference in speed of 
competency development between the two inquiries. This observation makes intuitive 
sense, but repetition would provide confirmation and elaboration. Further research 
could investigate companies in markets where customer contact is in between the 
flutter and BMW frequencies. An increased number of inquiries, representing 
different customer contact cycles, would allow the researcher greater insight into the 
speed at which different companies can develop their marketing competencies. Speed 
of market growth and change is another important environmental influence upon 
competency development (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000). The automotive market is 
mature: its growth rate is predictable, the major competitors (brands) are established, 
consumer penetration is growing slowly and prices are stable. Online betting is the 
opposite. Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) argue that in moderately dynamic markets, 
capabilities are more evolutionary and predictable whereas in high velocity markets, 
managers need simple heuristics to make decisions in the midst of the storm. If so, 
then high velocity environments will break down the cognitive and evolutionary 
cycles of resource-competency development. However, the authors do not provide a 
method for assessing whether markets are moderately dynamic or high velocity and 
therefore the researcher cannot judge where flutter would fit in that continuum. More 
inquiries, each representing different degrees of market dynamism would shed more 
insight on this issue. 
It will not only be the market environment that influences how marketing 
competencies develop within a company, company structure likely plays a role as 
well given its importance within strategy research (Hatch, 1997). Flutter's size, and 
the fact that it was a new company, undoubtedly contributed to its ability to develop 
marketing competencies quickly. BMW's size and multinational structure likely 
contributed to the slowness (versus flutter) with which competencies developed. 
Further studies, in companies with different structures, would inform the researcher 
about the role of structure upon competency development. Sufficient future studies 
could help the researcher draw conclusions about the relative impact of environment 
and structure upon marketing competency development. 
Finally, the researcher is interested in working with scholars from other management 
disciplines, such as information technology, supply chain and finance to see if the 
PhD method and tools could be modified and used in other disciplines. This would 
build confidence in the method, and over a long period of time, develop a more 
generalised approach to helping companies change their competencies. 
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1 Appendix 1- Correspondence with F Webster 
This appendix provides copies of correspondence between the researcher and 
Professor Webster. Webster's (1992) framework for categorising the role and function 
of marketing was the departure point for the building of the marketing competencies 
framework. The researcher wrote to Webster to ensure that the author agreed with the 
researcher's assessment that his stages of marketing development could be 
compressed into the three forms of marketing: transaction, relationship and network. 
Webster replied in the affirmative and the researcher also held a phone conversation 
with Webster for further clarification. The reader will note that in the researcher's 
letter to Webster, there are some other ideas about the role of marketing that no longer 
form part of the researcher's view or this thesis. 
1.1 Letter from researcher to Webster 
Professor Frederick E. Webster Jr. 
Amos Tuck School of Business Administration 
100 Tuck Hall 
Dartmouth College 
Hanover, NH 03755 
USA 
9 August 2000 
Dear Professor Webster 
I find your "Range of Marketing Relationships" framework published in "The 
Changing Role of Marketing in the Corporation" (JOM 1992) extremely useful for my 
own research. I intend making it central to my PhD literature review and if you have a 
few minutes, I would like to discuss the framework further. 
In light of the evolution of the Internet since the publication of the article, I would like 
to understand how you might think the framework could be adjusted. I have a few 
ideas and wish to seek your advice if I may. 
The PhD will develop a framework for the contribution of network economic theory 
(e. g. Hal Varian, Carl Shapiro) and Resource Based Theory to our understanding of 
the impact of online, interactive customer relationships upon the function and practice 
of Marketing. In this, I seem to be following two suggestions that you made in that 
article, namely that: 
1. Marketing scholars develop an extended view of the marketing function. 
2. Resource Based Theory can move Marketing past its traditional emphasis on 
microeconomics to look at finding sources of sustainable competitive advantage. 
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To answer the research problem, I need to first establish what is the function and 
practice of marketing today and then demonstrate the impact of interactive 
relationships from economic theory and Resource Based Theory. I don't believe that 
there is just one set of marketing functions and practices and your framework was the 
breakthrough that enabled me to order this problem. 
I have placed the range of seven marketing relationships you outlined on one axis, and 
time on the other.. Into this grid, I have begun mapping what I believe are major 
contributors to our understanding of the function and practice of marketing (below). 
Of course, this is incomplete at this time but it gives you an illustration of what I am 
trying to achieve I hope. 
Webster's Range of Marketing Relationships 
Vertical 
Network 
Networks- 
(Achrol. Kotler) 
Organisations Sheth Political 
Strategic Economy B2B Networks 
Alliances (Achrol, Arndt) (Moller, Hakansson) 
Buyer-Seller Loyality 
Partnerships (Reichheld) One to One 
Relationship(Peppers, Rogers) 
Long-term Marketing Differential 
Relationships Sheth (Ouistopher, Marketing 
Payne) (HalbergO 
Repeated Consumer Market Orientation 
Transactions Customer Selling Exchange Behaviour (Day, Kohli, Narver) 
Transactions 
Need (AMA) (Levitt) (Kotler) 
(Olson, 
Ehrenberg) Online Behaviour 
I (Hoffman, Novak) 
50s 60s 70s 80S 90S 00s 
Each layer of the framework entails a set of marketing functions and practices and I 
will assess the impact of interactivity upon each set separately. There are two areas 
where I would particularly welcome your input: 
1. Banding layers simplifies the analysis and relates to a discussion of three forms of 
economic organisation that I can identify from literature: markets, hierarchies and 
networks. I believe that your first two stages (transactions and repeated 
transactions) relate more to market-based exchange than to hierarchies. A similar 
logic suggests that long term relationships and buyer-seller relationships are 
hierarchical arrangements but not quite networks because the focus is upon two 
firms (buyer-seller). Alliances and networks seem more in the Network category. 
2. Given the evolution of the Internet, might one think of the ultimate end of the 
continuum as virtual integration rather than vertical integration as you suggested. 
When you discussed networked organisations, I felt that you introduced a third 
dimension to the network-hierarchy continuum and that the ultimate organisation 
of relationships within a networked economy is more likely to be virtual than 
vertical. 
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I will try to contact your secretary in the next few days to see if there is a mutually 
convenient time to speak on the phone. I enclose a few more details about myself in a 
short biography. 
Yours sincerely 
Stan Maklan 
Email: smaklan@csc. com 
Home office phone fax: 44 20 8352 4206 
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1.2 Webster's reply 
Please note that most of his reply focuses upon the second point of my letter about 
virtual networks. The researcher accepted his points and the issue of virtual networks 
was not developed further. The researcher asks the reader to focus on his short 
comment that states that he likes the framework and accepts the bundling of his 
continuum into transaction, relationship and network marketing. 
Frederick. E. Webster. Jr@dartmouth. edu 
<9171 1 OlOSr2OOO 02: 17 
TO, Stan Maidan/UK/CSCQCSC 
cc: 
Subject: Re: Your ortide on Chaging Role of Marketing (JOM 1992) 
I have enjoyed reading about your research. Thank you for your interesst in mine. 
I am currently not an campus but I can be reached by e-mail or at 207-6330021, my home in Maine. 
We can talk if you vAsh but perhaps a few comments by e-mail will be sufficient. 
I like your framewo*. Of course it makes sense to combine the six points on my continuum into 
three bonds as you have done. 
I am less comfortable with substituting virtual networks for vertical networks, I think these are very 
different ideas Vertical networks are a regremon back to traclitional bureaucratic ehicture as the 
firm brings more activities in-house and eliminates Me distinctions between itself and Its partners. 
Virtual nehvorks to me imply that inbriation is the glue and that they are flexible forms, to a degree. 
But I don't understand how this can apply bmadly to firms that manufacture products or sell services 
such as transportation, banking, etc. etc Virtual networks are really in the middle of your taxonomy, 
a type of relationship. When it comes to e-commerce, the relationship may dominate the product 
but that is a unique feature of e-ccxnffmKce and does not apply broadly to other types of businesses 
as far as I can understand it 
I am very interesting In learning more about your work on StoB branding. I am primarily an industrial 
marketing person and I am working Wth my coftigue Kevin Keller on a paper on 8 to B brancling. 
Can you send me information about your research Institute? 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
F. E. WebsW 
Stan Maklan PhD Thesis Appendices 4 
2 Appendix 2- Marketing competency scoring tools 
Section 5.5.1.2 identifies that the researcher developed four marketing competency 
scorino, tools: one for each of the four marketing competencies. That section t. 7 illustrated demand management-, this appendix describes the other three. 
2.1 Creating marketing knowledge 
Figure 51: Creating Marketing Knowledge Competency Scoring 
Tool 
Form of Transaction Relationship Network 
Marketing (Score =1) (Score =2) (Score =3) 
-Consumer insight -Lifecycle costs and -Community knowledge 
-Marketing insight benefits for indi% idual -Panner network 
-Competitor insight consumers -Supply chain 
knowledge 
Measures 
Score Marketing Focus 
Environincntal -Consumer groups ý -Individual consumer -Key communities ' P -Market trends -individual profitability community -individuals Scanr Compclito rs -Comact history roles and networks 
-Service benchmarks 
Internal Internal marketing Empowered front line -Community tacilitation 
Disscinination Coalition building taff information s -Content management 
Supply Side Product costs -Total cost to serve -Supply network's cost. 
capabilities and 
commitment 
Ovet-till Scoi-e 
I 
F1 
I 
The measures for this tool are influenced by the literature on defining market 
orientation (Day, 1994). This literature suggests that marketing (Kohli and Jaworski, 
1990, Narver and Slater, 1990) helps the firm respond to emerging environmental C- 
changes by scanning the environment, creating insight, disseminating it to internally 
focused departments (particularly the supply chain) with a view to building the firm's 
response. 
The marketing focus bullet points reflect content analysis ofthe literature. Transaction 
marketing generates knowledge of product market segments and product technology. 
Relationship marketing focuses upon the total value and cost of individual customers 
over an extended time fraine. Network marketing identifies the interdependencies 
between the individual customers, consumer roles within communities and the 
activities of those communities. In some forms of networks, marketing focus must 
include a detailed understanding of the supply chain and suppliers' capabilities 
(Achrol and Kotler, 1999). 
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2.2 Building customer value propositions 
Figure 52: Building Customer Value Propositions Competency 
Scoring Tool 
Form of Transaction Relationship Network 
Marketing (Score =I) (Score =2) Score =3) 
-Integration of 41's (product. 
price. place and position) 
Measures 
Score r 
Brand Focus 'Product / service brands F] 
Product portfolio 
Product based - design. Valuc Focus en-ineeriný. value. F1 *ý functionality 
-Emotional based 
Organisational - Product group led 
Focus 
E 
-Marketing led 
-41's plus process. provision of 
service and people 
-Company reputation 
-Tailored solutions 
-Customer facin. - 
business processes 
-Intego-Tating sales. 
marketing and service 
-Broker between potential 
supply and potential 
demand 
-Network members and 
affiliates 
-Managing expectations 
and development of 
standards. technolo. -Y. 
access 
-Community leaders 
Overall score 
1-1 
The measures and marketing focus bullet points were developed from content analysis 
of the marketing literature that is focused on brands. Transaction marketing literature 
developed the concept of the augmented product or service brand (Levitt, 1986) 
wherein the core product or service is surrounded by layers of extra value: emotional 
value, services and ubiquity. Relationship marketing puts increased emphasis upon 
the corporate brand because it is the whole company, more than its individual 
products that guarantee the long term viability of customised, long term customer 
solutions (Knox and Maklan, 1998). The value proposition of brands operating within 
strong networks focuses upon the strength, breadth and quality of the network or Z17 
community's membership, its ability to control standards, its strength in complements 
and the unique content generated within the network (Shapiro and Varian, 1999b; 
Hagel and Armstrong, 1997). 
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2.3 Determining the firm's relationship with customers 
Figure 53: Determining the Firm's Relationship with Customers 
Competency Scoring Tool 
Form of Transaction Relationship Network 
Marketing, (Score =I) (Score =2) (Score =3) 
-Voice of the consumer inside 
the company 
-interactive relationships -Communities to leverage 
competencies 
Measures 
Score 
Customer -ProductlProduct group 
-Prol'it centres with 
product management 
-Client managers or -Community managers 
customer segment -Profit centre model as 
-Profit centres aligned to yet undetermined 
customers, 
Business 
Development F] - Marketing plan focused d d i 
Focus 
on pro ucts an serv ces 
Product /Servic e -Marketing translates 
Development I consurner needs into 
' Process development briet s 
Overall score 
-Customer development -Breadth and depth of 
plans community needs 
served 
-Customers teach the firm. -The firm makes its 
client managers lead resources available to 
response. capture learning communities that drive 
and disseminate innovation 
Firms implementing relationship marketing from a starting point of transaction 
marketing, must redevelop its business processes from the perspective of individual 
customers (Knox, Maklan, and Thompson, 1999). These business processes allow the 
firm to respond to the needs of custorner groups; the firm's products and services are 
developed in consideration of direct customer input (Ryals, Knox, and Maklan, 2000; 
Peppers and Rogers, 1997; Pine, Peppers, and Rogers, 1995). In transaction 
marketing, the consumer is managed by individual product brand managers who are 
driven to maximise product profitability and market share. In relationship marketing, 
client managers govern the customer relationships and plan to maximise share of that 
customer group Is spend with the firm. With consumer networks, customer 
governance, business development and product/service development, policies are 
made in consideration of the needs of the overall network rather than any one 
individual (Hagel and Singer Marc, 2000; Hagel and Singer, 1999; Ha,. -, el and Z- Armstrong, 1997) due to the existence of externalities (Shapiro and Varian, 1999a., 
Kelly, 1998). 
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3 Appendix 3- Reflecting on transcripts 
This is a sample of the researcher's reflection during flutter's preparation 2. Two co- 
researchers, GF and BE', are discussing the future creating marketing knowledge 
competency scoring tool. 
Figure 54: Reflecting on Transcripts 
Conversation Thoughts 
There was an assumption when they started their The scoring tools need to be 
work that network referred to the community modified. The community a la 
driving the business and that is not what they infornediary is about the 
want. community leading the network, 
but flutter is about creating a 
GF "it is customer to company to customer .. is network where they are the focal like a three pronged thing " The traditional point. 
model is the company and the customer but GF 
thinks about it as the customer, the company and 
the customer. 
I mentioned the fact the value the customer gets The bullet points have inhibited 
from the service is a function of the other the immediate understanding of 
customers - external effects. the fundamentally networked 
nature of their service; but once 
(10 minutes) Environmental scanning: we reflect upon it, we see it. 
GF "Because our customers go against each For GF, the word community was 
other, I can't think of them in community a block as betters, whilst they 
terms ... betting is such an individual activity.... depend on other customers, they But they depend on other customers ". "They are are not community. They are 
not really a collaborative community. fiercely competitive and 
individualistic. She has difficulty 
BE refers to when there are discussion boards, thinking about community as the 
they do communicate directly to each other at word has a collegial meaning for 
times, asking for specific odds for example. her. They are not a collaborative 
They started off by having the individual names community; they are in it for 
on the betting sheet to make that peer-to-peer themselves. 
relationship but this has failed. The serious 
better wants to be anonymous. If they 
continually win, they don't wish to tip their hand 
to those that continually lose as that will impact 
their profitability (GF comment). 
We discussed community roles and scanning: 
1 The co-researchers are introduced in the presentation of findings for flutter. 
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They operate a network and they work with 
other networks such as football betting. Then GF 
realised that we do operate a network and we 
understand their role in our site. I used the 
analogy of tennis players - competitive, We see the growing realisation 
individuals but they operate in a "community". that they are managing an eco- 
system. I did not find this 
BE embraced the idea of managing an eco- realisation before this meeting - 
system very quickly - GF said that if a score of so I believe that we built this 
2 (relationship marketing) is a sub-set of knowledge together. 
network marketing (score of 3) then she under 
scored her work package. 
Flutter sees forms of relationships 
I then brought in economic theory from my desk as building upon each other. You 
based research - literature review. The theory of need to understand individuals 
external effects, the interdependency of before you can understand their 
consumption. You need winners and losers, network roles. 
backers and layers to have liquidity. Adding value from the literature 
review. 
BE started to make the connections to his 
immediate work in building the eco-systems. 
They had thought of 2.3 and moved to 2.6 based 
upon the reflection. 
Then discussed dissemination: 
BE reluctant to do everything customers tell him 
to do because they are not always right and it is 
not always in our interest. BE not willing to be 
"anarchic" - the network should not dictate what 
we do. GF "we don't want our role as Had to work through the customer 
gatekeeper removed". compelled notion to something 
about making sensible decisions. 
GF - "having some customers shout louder on We realised that we are the 
the site is not a great thingfor other customers. convenor of the network rather 
So we have to balance what we do. How much than its servant. This is a new 
power do we put in the hands of the customer? insight for me - we act on behalf 
So we act as a balancer. The only way we can of the eco-system as opposed to 
decide whom to listen to, is by understanding the customer. 
the dynamic of the eco-system. I talked about 
the difference between relationship marketing I added theory and practice from 
and managing an eco-system: the former looks one-to-one marketing to help the 
at lifetime value of the customer in building the understanding of relationship 
rules - flutter looks at the impact on the eco- marketing develop. 
system. GF - the big winners are the big whiners 
but we don't worry about them. 
THEY ARE SERIOUSLY 
Upon reflection - they moved from an initial CONSIDERING THE SCORES. 
mid point between 
_2L3, 
theymoved to 2.7. 
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Supply Side: 
That was unequivocal - we want to be at 3. GF 
"we attribute all our customers to customers, we 
know where our customers comefrom, how long 
they stay, how much we make... we weed out 
partners that are not giving us good customers. 
Ben presented something this morning that we 
need more backers as we have too many layers; 
six months ago we needed layers. " BE -"One 
backer needs 20 layers because they bet so 
much. " 
I had to tell them how impressed I 
Every week we add to our understanding of am with their sophistication and 
customers - we fully allocate costs to customer said that my reflection suggests 
and we are acting upon it. that they change the word network 
to eco-system. 
We discussed the difference between a 
traditional community and the flutter eco- 
system. We agreed that we work really hard to 
enable the better to do it for themselves. 
GF brought up the issue of customers wanting 
more, expecting us to be as big as Ladbrokes, 
but we are small and not yet profitable so how 
do we manage expectations. GF last week just 
briefed CS about who are the big customers in 
the eco-systern - 50 of them - that we must do 
extra. 
BE looked at the Betfair site to determine that 
they do not track distribution like we do. He is 
aware that they are paying for leads that are not 
delivering or converting. GF "Betfair is paying 
13.50 per clickfor some search engine so BE 
just keeps using the search engine. " 
We used to pay over f 100 per new customer, we 
would like to pay E15 put we are likely at M. 
However the f 15 cost was based on an 
assumption of many low value ones, so E40 a 
head is for more active customers. Loyalty has 
gone up to 70%. One year ago the average 
revenue per player was E8 and the life cycle was 
three weeks. GF did the sums: to acquire them 
for 100 and then only get 24 from them... 
There is not just one rule for who 
is important - they are big. We 
look at community role. 
We can look at how they behave 
to understand how sophisticated 
they are re eco-system 
understandim 
Ben was able to build the detail of 
what these new constructs meant 
immediately - real evidence of 
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We added partnership and media knowledge to leaming here. 
the list of key constructs of the dimension. We 
are willing to spend differently for customers 
based upon their network role (backer, layer... 
- BE. 
BE discussed how he builds promotional 
objectives by recruiting for network role. 
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4 Appendix 4- Current marketing competencies 
scores at fI utter 
4.1 Current creating marketing knowledge 
Figure 55: Current Creating Marketing Knowledge Competency at 
fI utter 
Form of Transaction Relationship Network 
Marketing (Score =1) (Score =2) (Score =3) 
-Consumer insight -Lifecycle costs and -Conununity knowledge 
-Marketin- insi-ht 0C 
benefits for individual -Partner network 
-Competitor insight consuniers 
-Supply chain knowledge 
Measures 
'Score Marketing Focus 
-Consumer groups -Individual consumer -Key communities Environmental [2ý2 
*Market trends -Individual profitability -Individuals' community 
Scannin- Competitors -Contact history roles and networks 
-Service benchmarks 
Internal 
-Internal marketing -Empowered front line -Community facilitation 
Dissemination -Coalition building staff information -Content management 
Supply Side 
[2.0] 
-Product costs -Total cost to serve -Supply network's cost. 
capabilities and 
commitment 
Overall Score [2. ý3 
4.1.1 Environmental scanning measure 
Flutter's marketing team had built up a significant amount of knowledge about 
individual custorners. 
"There are 90 customers that account. for 60% oý'our revenue and 
we know thein individuall 
, 
Y. "... "We look tit it weeklY: beha viour on 
site (back or la 
, 
v), revenue, turnover, are they still playing, and now we 
are looking at win/lose and therýft)re what they contribute to the site 
and the other players. " (GF) 
"We have a massive database and we know ever , 
whing about 
everyone's behaviour and I cannot imagine it is the salnefi')r q/ . 
17ine 
businesses. " (BE) 
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The flip charts generated during the workshop illustrated the following: 
Revenue per customer 
Turnover per customer 
Profitability per customer 
Profitability to the customer of their flutter transactions 
Wins and losses per customer 
Bet versus lay behaviour and the impact that has on the overall site liquidity 
The score of 2.2 reflected the firm's strong relationship marketing focus in this 
area plus the start of understanding the impact of individual behaviour upon 4: 1 
the overall site's liquidity and performance. 
4.1.2 Dissemination measure 
The marketing group had recently improved its standing in the business due to 
its strengths in understanding customers described above. This had improved 
its credibility to perform internal marketing and build coalitions (transaction 
marketing). This credibility and insight had improved relationships with 
customer service. NA's key customer programme was an example of 
empowering customer-facing staff (transaction marketing). At the network end 
of the scale, flutter was using its customer knowledge to help partner sites 
improve their own marketing by providing content feeds tailored to the 
partner's community. The team scored this 3.0. 
4.1.3 Supply measure 
Product costs were not really relevant to flutter's exchange betting model. The flutter 
managers felt that they understood the total cost to serve each customer, and were 
improving this understanding all the time. By focusing on customers' win-loss data, 
flutter was in the process of building individual customer P&Ls and providing 
customers with individual P&Ls for their betting with flutter. Flutter knew the cost 
per customer acquisition and could further analyse each partner site's referrals by 
customer behaviour. Therefore, flutter would know how many football layers Football 
365 would generate each month and what percentage that represented of the total 
referrals from that partner. However, it had not focused on the costs and capabilities 
of its entire network (associates, partner sites) and therefore the team scored this 
measure 2. 
The overall score of 2.3 was an average of the three measures, rounded up. 
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4.2 Current building customer value propositions 
Figure 56: Current Building Customer Value Propositions 
Competency at flutter 
Form of Transaction Relationship Network 
Marketing (Score =1) (Score =2) Score =3) 
-Integration of 4Ps (product. -41? s plus process. provision of -Broker lviween potential 
price. place and position) service and people supply and potential 
Measures deniand Marketing Focus Score 
Brand Focus [ ý Product / service brands * -Company reputation -Network members and 1 2 -Product portfolio affiliates 
* Product based - desi. -n. -Tailored solutions -Managing expectations Value Focus [1ý5 engineering, value. -Customer facing and development of' 
functionality business processes standards. technology. 
-Ennotional based access 
Organisational 
L, 1 5 Product group led , -Integrating sales, . Focus -Marketina led marketina and service -Community leaders 
Overall score 
n14 
4.2.1 Brand focus measure 
This score of 1.2 reflected the co-researchers' assessment of the launch strategy. It 
had created a mass market brand, attracting large numbers of casual betters to its site. 
Flutter hoped to create a new product and change consumer behaviour. It developed 
special relationships with journalists, its CEO became the visible face of this new 
industry and it invested in mass circulation journals. The conversation during this 
phase of the discussion indicated that flutter had abandoned traditional brand 
management activity in favour of more targeted, direct communication with high 
value customers. 
4.2.2 Value focus measure 
For the immediate future, the customer value proposition that would be 
communicated was the core functionality of online betting: reduced prices and site 
liquidity. When the strategy shifted, there was a sharp focus on matching Betfair's 
functionality and product features. 
" We started out like a brand.... Aere were lots qfemotional values... Then 
vvefinind that betting is not a latent need in ever , vone so we competed more on a. functional level... Wejust define the categorY benelits. " (GF) 
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The value focus was felt to be a balance between the generic, functional benefits of 
exchange site betting and a company reputation as solid and honest. The company 
reputation element of the value proposition helped recruit new users; it was felt that a 
recognisable company name would overcome people's latent fears about financial 
transactions online. Hence the team agreed a score of 1.5 which put this measure 
between transaction and relationship. 
4.2.3 Organisation focus measure 
The or, (),, anisation focus, that is the way the value proposition was managed and 171 
developed, remained product rather than relationship focused. The communication of 
the value proposition was not differentiated substantially by customer group although 
in very recent times, flutter had extended its network to include bookmakers and 
managed that communication and message separately from the main flutter value 
proposition. The score of 1.5 reflected the above balance of generic functional 
benefits and a recognisable company name. 
The overall score of 1.4 was an average of the three measures. 
4.3 Current determining the firm's relationship with 
customers 
Figure 57: Current Determining the Firm's Relationship with 
Customers Competency at flutter 
Form of Transaction Relationship Network 
Marketing (Score =I) (Score =2) (Score =3) 
-Voice of the consumer inside -interactive relationships -Communities to 
leverage 
the company 
competencies 
Measures Marketing Focus 
Score 
Customer H -Product/Product aroup T 
-Client managers or -Community managers 
Governance 
1.8 
-Profit centres wit h customer segment 
-Profit centre model as 
product management -Profit centres ali-ned 
to yet undetermined 
customers 
Business F-) _rýl U -Marketim, plan focused 
-Customer development -Breadth and depth of' 
Development K'_ ] on products and services plans community needs 
Focus served 
Product /Serv ice -Marketing translates -Cus(oiners 
teach the firm, -The firin makes its 
Development - [2 ] consumer needs 
into client managers lead resources available to 
s h d i .3 development briefs response, capture 
learning communitie t at r ve 
Process and disseminate innoýation 
OveralIscore [2.1] 
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4.3.1 Customer governance measure 
The score of 1.8 reflected how customer governance was shared between the product 
managers, Customer Services and Marketing. At launch, Marketing concentrated on 
mass-marketing activities almost exclusively; at the time of the inquiry it made policy 
and resolved problems for key customers as evidenced by the activities arising from 
NA's weekly emails to lapsed users. Flutter's profit centres remained with the 
products (e. g. football, horse racing and greyhounds) and there was no discussion 
within flutter about creating profit centres for customer groups. 
4.3.2 Business development focus measure 
Marketing's business development activities at launch were focused on recruiting 
large numbers of new customers through traditional mass-marketing. In terms of 
intent, flutter felt that it was building a network of betters that would provide 
competitive advantage through externalities. When pushed about the marketing focus 
of networks, breadth and depth of community needs served, co-researchers suggested 
that flutter focused on a limited number of betting needs and therefore came to the 
realisation that its business development was largely transaction-based at launch. 
The score of 2.0 reflected the current marketing focus upon building the business in 
partnership with its key customers. It could identify, by name, the core 50-100 betters 
using its site, flutter had a dialogue with them about new product areas that it should 
pursue. If the key betters were not interested in potential ideas, they would not be 
pursued. This collaborative focus was said to be the way flutter was operating, albeit 
if only very recently. 
4.3.3 Product/service development focus measure 
Co-researchers discussed the extent to which product and service development was 
now directed by key customers. The increased dialogue and attention to the key 
betters has made the marketing function more aware of, and sensitive to, the latent 
needs of that group. Marketing's increased credibility within flutter had enabled it to 
influence product and technology development so that it responded to customers' 
needs. In effect, Marketing acted as the key customers' voice within flutter's product 
development process. This was supported by an informal process whereby the 
marketing function regularly briefed key customers about product developments to 
solicit feedback. This "running ideas by our key customers", albeit rather 
unstructured, was a regular feature of product and service development. The 
workshop conversation revealed a fine-grained and shared understanding of the 
product and service attributes desired by customers. For example, co-researchers 
described an ongoing discussion about the customer benefits of 24 by 7 customer 
support; something flutter did not currently provide due to staff and budget 
limitations. The flutter managers believed that the benefits to key betters were 
minimal. NA and TL had discussed the matter directly with some of them by email 
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and phone and BE had provided behavioural data. They were committed to keeping in 
contact with their key customers on this issue, ready to respond. 
The discussion then probed on the extent to which it made its resources and know- 
how available to its network of betters. That identified how flutter's customer insights 
were increasingly made available to key partners so partners' communities could 
benefit. That prompted a score of 2.3, a score beyond a purely relationship focus. 
The total score of 2.1 was an average of three rounded up. 
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5 Appendix 5- Identifying potential current resources 
at fI utter 
5.1 Customer base 
Figure 58: Customer Base - Comments 
Finding customers is in some ways more difficult than managing retention, 
therefore an installed base is important. 
Partner sites, whilst important, are not the prime means of recruitment. 
Strengths in niches and reputation amongst heavy betters in those areas 
" Customer base provides liquidity: 
0 Acts as a barrier to new entrants, we believe that the market in the UK 
can only support one or two players. 
0 Our disadvantage to Betfair was masked and now we are eroding its 
advantage. 
0 Poor liquidity makes for a poor customer experience. 
" Customer buys from a repertoire of betting "shops", very few of our customers 
are exclusive to us - shared resource. 
" Customers are extremely knowledgeable about the things in which they bet 
and actively seek information. 
" Share of market is share of wallet in this market at this stage because there are 
two players (assuming market defined as online betting). 
" We have 80-90 very heavy users that are essential for our liquidity and 
profitability. 
" There are a further 600 -700 that are significant betters amongst the 5,000 or 
so that bet monthly. 
" We developed the customer base over one year through a combination of 
means including advertising, publicity, partnership site. 
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5.2 Partnerships 
Figure 59: Partnerships - Comments 
Management of partners - business development process. 
Partners may offer a choice of betting services for their members and we 
compete with Betfair for the "online" partnership. 
Language and tonality of our brand more in line with partners' marketing 
efforts - supportive. 
We are increasingly seen both as one of the players that will remain (we are 
funded, credible, successful reputation) and our betting system is the 
"standard". 
Seen as a major player rather than a pure niche player. 
Have some prestigious partnerships already - credible. 
Partners provide access to their customers but we don't really manage that 
two-stage process - we tend to manage all customers as individuals regardless 
of how they came to us. 
We offer partners betting know-how and editorial. 
Extends betting habit as we leverage partners' emotional bond with 
consumers. 
Online comparative shoppers' sites - we are increasingly there and our low 
charges make us look good. 
We are getting increasingly good reviews on Betfair's discussion forum. 
Partners "no longer" our prime source of new customers. 
Co-brand sites to differentiate our message. 
5.3 Brand 
Figure 60: Brand - Comments 
Moved away from corporate to product branding. 
Site. 
Tone, image, language. 
Communications. 
Aura of success - journalists. 
Distribution on good partner sites builds credible and visible brand. 
Started off by reinventing betting habit by making it more accessible rather 
than on seedy shops - overcame a distribution and cost problem for the 
consumer. 
Customer experience of the site gets better as we improve its functionality and 
liquidity. We continually improve on the basis of learning from customers. 
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5.4 People 
Figure 61: People - Comments 
Teamwork. 
Attitude. 
Culture. 
Unique learning and shared experience. 
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6 Appendix 6- VRIN testing potential resources at 
flutter 
6.1 Partnerships 
This potential marketing resource was analysed by TL and NA. They described how 
third-party web sites sign agreements with flutter wherein they receive money for 
each customer that "clicks-through" to flutter's site. When flutter was targeting the 
mass market, customer acquisition strategy focused on recruiting large numbers of 
customers cost effectively. Flutter looked for partners with broad consumer appeal 
that would refer large numbers of people to the web site; for example, MSN 
(Microsoft's consumer services site). Partnerships with these sites were very 
expensive because ultimately the price was a function of the numbers of consumers 
attracted to the site. Flutter's customer acquisition strategy had changed to a focus 
upon attracting a small number of serious betters, and flutter had redirected resources 
away from expensive mass-market partners to sites frequented by serious betters. The 
nature of partnership management had also changed with that move. The new partners 
were smaller and more targeted in their own marketing; flutter was able to work co- 
operatively with them and customise its content for each site's customer base. 
Flutter's understanding of individual customer profitability enabled it to determine 
accurately which partners were generating key customers, what those customers did 
on-site and therefore how much it could pay for referrals by partner. 
... "Smartsig is an example of a partner that 
is driving the right traffic. It is a 
forum for heavy betters that we tapped into and really made a name for 
ourselves by participating. Goodjeedback and learning. " (TL) 
This insight was improving their partnership management practices. They could 
identify and develop relationships with partners that cost-effectively generated quality 
new business. The value to flutter was in terms of recruiting heavy betters, building 
reputation by being associated with sites where heavy betters surfed and in managing 
the cost of customer acquisition. 
However, the vast majority of partners would not make exclusive deals with any one 
betting site and there were many sites seeking partnerships so this was not considered 
a rare and non-substitutable resource. The one exception was with the Racing Post, a 
critical partner in the biggest betting market (horse racing) where Betfair had an 
exclusive arrangement that was up for renewal shortly. 
However, NA and TL felt their approach to partner management was better than 
Betfair's. Flutter provided more bespoke content and co-operation with its partners 
than its competitor and acted more intelligently based upon better consumer insight. 
Partner management was considered by TL and NA to be valuable and rare, but 
highly imitable through adopting good practice that was seen as widely available. TL 
and NA did not feel that partnerships passed the VRIN assessment. 
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6.2 Brand 
Brand was analysed by GF and BE. The value of brand was in mass recruitment when 
flutter launched, and the managers felt that it was the most well known of the online 
betting services at the time. However, flutter had changed its marketing strategy and 
its old brand hindered its acceptance amongst serious betters. Marketing has re- 
branded, supported by changes in product and service. 
..... (at launch), "we just chucked out this 
(product) and what was most 
important was the brand. (Our new target) cares about the product, 
features andfunctions. " (GF) 
With respect to the VRIN criteria, BE and GF felt that the flutter brand was valuable 
because of the role it played in establishing credibility amongst serious betters on the 
dimensions of probity and liquidity. When probed on possible new entrants to the 
market, BE suggested: "In online betting it is all about trust, reliability. There are a lot 
of dodgy businesses out there" and GF added: "Part of trust is being seen to be 
competent.... (having) betting credentials. " Betfair, and increasingly flutter, were 
seen by BE and GF to be credible, trustworthy and competent amongst serious betters. 
They concluded that the brand was rare versus new, smaller competitors but not when 
compared to Betfair's brand. However, on the imperfect imitability criteria, flutter 
was judged to be "me-too" to Betfair. To arrive at this conclusion, they had a long 
discussion about the relative strengths of the brands: probing both brands' proposition 
to consumers, tone of voice used through communications, advertising messages and 
look and feel of the web sites to arrive at this conclusion. They also concluded that 
since flutter changed its brand image amongst Betfair's best customers by being more 
like Betfair, others could do the same to Betfair and flutter. Brand was imitable in this 
market. The conversation then moved to the final criteria: non-substitutable. BE and 
GF felt that any of the renowned American casinos (e. g. Sands) could do it, but 
disagreed whether fixed odds betters could (e. g. William Hill). They felt that fixed 
odds competitors were viewed by their target market as the "enemy that fleeced 
them", whereas flutter was seen as a neutral service provider. They could not agree if 
other well-known brands, from outside the betting market, could enter this market. 
In summary, they did not feel that the direction flutter was taking its brand made it a 
strategic, that is, VRIN-passed marketing resource. It was valuable, rare (versus new, 
smaller entrants to the market only), but imitable and substitutable. 
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6.3 People 
This was analysed by GF and BE. The conversation around the people resource was 
inconclusive because this potential resource was not well defined during the 
workshop. 
The researcher asked them on three occasions during the preparation session if they 
could conceive the link between people and the valuable outcome on the pathway 
analysis (Figure 17) and it proved difficult. At times, the value of the people resource 
was linked to the consumer insight of the marketing team rather than the 
people/culture per se. The value of the resource was also seen in the increased 
devolvement of power and confidence of the marketing team and this was seen to 
make flutter more effective. 
"It used to take us ages to do anything because we had to justify 
everything but Betfairjust did it. " (BE) 
The team probed further on it and the researcher took on much more of an agent 
provocateur role than with any of the other resources. The conversation was intense: 
"It makes me think about it. How can people be valuable, rare and 
the rest? It will drive me mad now! " (GF) 
At the end, the researcher suggested that perhaps what was strategic was flutter's 
ability to translate its consumer insight into effective action, but GF suggested that 
flutter was certainly better at that than it had been, but not necessarily better than 
Betfair. She reminded the team that Betfair operated with less than half flutter's staff 
and had four times the turnover. 
The team was not able to take a firm position as to whether people were a strategic 
resource or not, but resolved that it would continue to reflect upon it. 
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7 Appendix 7- Future marketing competency scoring 
at fI utter 
7.1 Future creating marketing knowledge 
Figure 62: Future Creating Marketing Knowledge Competency at flutter 
Network - 
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Marketing -Consumer insight -Lifecycle costs and -Community knowledge 
-Marketing insight benefits 
for individual -Partner network 
-Competitor insight consumers 
-Supply chain knowledge 
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-Market trends -individual profitability -individuals' community roles 
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-Service benchmarks 
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Dissemination 
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0 Note CPM means cost per thousand potential customers reached 
7.1.1 Pre-session reflection 
GIF and BE had prepared initial scores before the meeting without referring to the 
agreed current competency grid in order not to be biased. They had already 
collaborated on their scoring; the researcher was there for cross checking and 
understanding the definition. GIF and BE were particularly engaged in the process and 
taking the reflection part of the inquiry seriously. 
They reaffirmed the central role that creating marketing knowledge had in building 
the strategic and non-strategic marketing resources of flutter. BE and GF scored this 
2.3 overall when they met prior to the session, but moved it to 2.8 aftcr they modified 
the tool to make it more relevant to flutter. GF was unsure if the original scoring tool r-I 
meant that one was either a relationship or network marketer, but not the two. They 
agreed that relationship marketing was a subset of network marketing. The confusion 
was most pronounced over the bullet points describing the community aspects of 
network relationships. 
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... "Because our customers go against each other, 
I can't think ql'theln 
ill conlillullit 
- 
N, terms ... 
betting is such an individual activitY.... But theY 
depend oil other customers. They are not really a collaborative 
communit-y. " (GF) 
This discussion about the type of network flutter operated led them to add new 
measures to the tool (in red) and re-label the word network to include the term "eco- 
system". To make the tool more complete, GF and BE added measures of media and 
partnerships. In their business, these were important areas of marketing focus and 
marketing knowledge needed to be created. Whilst they added to the scoring tool, the zn 
team did not discuss whether to remove or modify the other attributes and bullet 
points. Upon reflection, the researcher felt that they were more focused upon the 
utility of the tools at the moment in time and potentially redundant bullet points did 
not get the team's attention to the same extent as did "wrong" and "missing" points. 
This is consistent with the nature of co-operative inquiry providing knowledge of use 
in the moment. 
7.1.2 Environmental scanning measure 
The environmental scanning measure score moved from 2.2 (current) to 2.6. This 
reflected the desire to learn more about the mini eco-systems that surrounded key 
market-makers in order to support the marketing strategy of leveraging the key 
market-makers to extend flutter's business to new markets. 
7.1.3 Internal dissemination measure 
Internal dissemination of insight moved down from 3.0 (current) to 2.7. This reflected 
the view that Marketing was not to serve merely as an amplifier for individual 
customers in flutter. Marketing would need to take a critical view of customer insight 
and balance conflicts between customer groups in order to keep the network in 
balance. 
"Having some customers shout louder on the site is not a great thing or .f 
other customers. So we have to balance what we do. How much power do vve 
put in the hands of the (individual) customer "" (GF) 
7.1.4 Supply side knowledge measure 
Supply side knowledge moved frorn 2.0 (current) to 3.0 reflecting the increased 
appreciation for the role of partners in supplying new customers that relieved 
bottlenecks in the system. 
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7.1.5 Channel partnerships and media measures 
The two were scored as one measure by GF and BE. 
To continue growing the eco-system, flutter would need a fine-grained understanding 
of how to recruit certain types of customers through the network of relevant web sites. 
BE talked about how his management of distribution partnerships was much 
improved since he knew what sort of consumer behaviour he was looking for, the cost 
and value of referrals from each partner site and consumer behaviour by distribution 
lead. He claimed that Betfair did not have this knowledge and revealed how, in 
looking at how Betfair's name was suggested by one of the major search engines, he 
realised that Betfair was paying a flat fee per click-through. This was an 
unsophisticated practice that BE had long since abandoned in favour of more success- 
based criteria. 
7.2 Future creating customer value propositions 
Figure 63: Future Customer Value Propositions Competency at 
flutter 
Form of Transaction Relationship Network 
Marketing 
-integration of 4Ps (product, -41? s plus process. provision of -Broker Ix-tween potential 
price. place and position) service and people supply and potential 
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7.2.1 Brand focus measure 
The brand focus measure moved from 1.2 (current) to 2.0 to reflect that: 
Flutter had overcome its deficiencies to Betfair in terms of product and 
liquidity. It needed to move on from this to find sorne differentiators and TL 
did not think there was much scope in the core functionality ofexchange 
betting to meet this need. 
0 International expansion would require a more prominent company reputation. 
Whilst the pair thought that they must consider how to "brand" its eco-system, they 
had no concrete ideas as to how to do this so left the score at 2.0, to represent 
corporate reputation rather than network reputation. However, they did suggest 
changes to the appropriate bullet points under marketing focus (in red) to signpost 
where they wished to take this conversation in future. 
7.2.2 Value focus measure 
This moved from 1.5 (current) to 3.0 reflecting how quickly the team's understanding 
of its offer had progressed: from exchange betting, to excellent service for key betters t- 4-1 r-I 
and now to creating a highly liquid, effective betting eco-system. This understanding 
was reflected in their changing the appropriate bullet points (in red) from their 
original focus on managing standards and technology to liquidity. Z- 
They concluded that the battle over the value proposition would be fought over the r-I 
quality of the liquidity, the ease of backing or laying large aniounts on one's ? -- t-- particular interest. TL felt that one site would develop the reputation as the place with 
sufficient liquidity to support heavy betting and made the following analogy: 
"We tire not quite E-BaY, but vve are in that area. " (TL) 
7.2.3 Organisational focus measure 
Organisational focus was not felt to be relevant, nor did it add anything new to the 
conversation so we did not score that measure. We did not discuss chan-gin the bullet 
points on this measure to make it relevant. This left the overall score at 2.5, an 
average of the two measures. 
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7.3 Future determining the firm's relationship with customers 
score 
This scored 2.7 versus 2.1 current competency score. 
Figure 64: Future Determining Firm's Relationship with Customers 
Competency at flutter 
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7.3.1 Customer governance measure 
The customer governance score moved from 1.8 (current) to 2.2, recognising that 
flutter was going to move beyond client-centric towards network-centric customer 
governance. 
7.3.2 Business development focus measure 
This score moved from 2.0 (current) to 3.0. BE and GF realised that focusing on 
valuable customers was not enough to be a network marketer. 
"Managing an eco-systein i. s not consistent with revenue 
maximisation: people who win a lot provide a lot qf revenue but they 
drain the system. "(GF) 
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7.3.3 Product/service development process measure 
Product development moved from 2.3 (current) to 3.0. BE and GF were interested in 
leveraging their relationships with key market-makers in individual betting areas and 
encouraging them to activate their networks. A network marketing focus to customer 
relationships was more consistent with the agreed strategy (workshop 2) to build 
whole markets rather than individual customer relationships. 
"That example of creating a new market, targeting individuals, 
incentivising them to come on and get it off the ground. " (GF) 
"We haven't actually done that yet. " (BE) 
"But that is our aspiration. " (GF) 
The total score was an average of the three individual scores. 
7.3.4 Modifications to the tool 
Through this conversation, some of the bullet points relating to the marketing focus 
were changed by the co-researchers (in red). The need to maintain a balanced growth 
fed into the view of business development; it was not growth resulting from 
aggregating individual products, customers or even communities. Customer 
development would be managed in the context of the needs of the entire site. Product 
and service development in relationship marketing tends to be about listening and 
responding to key customers. Flutter had to move beyond the desires of any one 
customer and own the overall infrastructure, enabling its community of betters to 
maximise their collective satisfaction. 
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8 Appendix 8- Published case history 
This case appears in an academic text book on marketing research (Maklan and Field, 
2003723-5). GF and the researcher wrote their reflections on the inquiry 
independently and then compared notes. The researcher presents it as further evidence 
of the validity of the process. 
Researcher's perspective (written by the researcher) 
Choosing a research strategy 
Previous consulting experience convinced me that marketers were failing to provide 
sufficient leadership to their firms in customer relationship management and e- 
business. Marketing's genesis in product brand management seemed ill-suited to the 
needs of an emerging online consumer marketing environment. This assessment led to 
a personal commitment to help improve the practice of marketing managers, hence 
my decision to prepare a doctoral thesis with the above question. 
Answering my research question was always going to be challenging: 
Literature identifies a problem facing researchers in this area as trying to 
observe that which is, by definition, unobservable. Competencies are difficult 
to observe as they can be the result of managers' tacit knowledge, complex 
social networks and resources not fully understood by the firm. If as a 
researcher, I could observe the firm's key competencies, it is likely that 
competitors could also do so, possibly imitating them, and then they would no 
longer be competencies. 
My reading confirmed that neither managers nor academics have a consistent 
language to describe either competencies or online marketing. In looking for 
"the facts", I realised that I would not be able to use expert language; for 
example design a questionnaire that everyone would understand equally. I 
would need individual managers' language to identify the phenomena that 
they were explaining. 
Twenty years' experience in industry and consulting led me to appreciate that 
competencies is not an issue that managers spent a lot of time contemplating; 
it was a bit academic for hard-pressed operational marketers. 
I looked extensively for published empirical studies in the area and conferred 
frequently with academic colleagues. This investigation did not provide me with an 
established, published methodology or protocol that addressed these issues and my 
desire to improve marketing practice. 
At the same time, my own philosophical position was developing. I came to reject 
either the extreme positivist or phenomenologist perspectives but was attracted to the 
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socially constructed, inter-subjective reality associated with Action Research. Cycles 
of reflection and action leading to informed and committed actions seemed to me to 
address the above issues of managers' commitment, language and observables as well 
as my objective of improving marketing practice. 
Designing the inquiry 
Through the inquiry I felt that I was walking a tightrope between the consultant's 
traditional role directing a study, and the purely facilitative nature of some original 
Action Research studies. Pilot work made me realise that operational marketing 
people would not spend the time and effort creating their own frameworks for 
studying competencies from scratch through a long process of reflection. I was 
expected to bring some real value. Neither did I wish to drive managers to fill-in-the- 
blanks of pre-determined tools and frameworks, take the data away and tell them what 
they think. This might lead to an outcome, but I would not have generated the 
informed and committed actions that would answer the research question. Managing 
this balance was perhaps my greatest personal challenge and upon reflection, the area 
of my own practice I feel that was most improved by this inquiry. 
Literature review and repeated reflection enabled me to create an initial framework 
for analysing marketing competencies. This framework needed to be operationalised 
both for purposes of the research and to make it useful to flutter. com's managers. I 
created a methodology and set of tools: colleagues acted as critical advisors to ensure 
that the methodology would work, workshops were well timed, and tools were 
workable and that the language would be understandable to managers. 
At the initial meeting with Flutter. com's marketers, I presented a methodology that 
featured three workshops with "work package" between workshops to ensure 
reflection. The workshops covered, in order, current marketing resources and 
competencies, future-state marketing resources and competencies and changing from 
current to future state. The work package consisted of pairs of managers determining 
which marketing resources were sources of long term advantage and how they should 
be managed into the future. 
As the concepts are complex, and the managers were not used to reflecting on their 
practice, I coached the pairs with their work package and assembled all the material 
for presentation at next workshops. 
I was very conscious of the need to ensure that our conclusions reflected a democratic 
and participatory process. I constantly questioned the initial frameworks and tools that 
I brought and invited the team to amend them and feedback on their usefulness. I also 
walked the tightrope between managing the process and assisting with work package 
whilst not dominating the process, dialogue and generation of knowledge. 
Through the process, my co-researchers gained confidence in the subject and tools, 
contributed more and more both to the matters at hand, and the tools with which we 
were exploring them. Their collective consciousness about what they were building, 
their unique resources and special skills built throughout. By the end, they had 
developed a new language that was guiding their actions and investments. 
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Co-researcher's perspective (written by GF) 
Where a business is new and operating solely on the Internet, like flutter. com, there is 
no acquired learning regarding the firm's competencies to help build your strategy. 
Further, the desire to just 'get out there' often supersedes the need to examine the 
consumer, the competition or the way the business will operate and differentiate itself. 
When Stan 2 approached flutter. corn to participate in his study I was immediately 
excited by the opportunity to understand more about the strengths of the company we 
had created from scratch. Being necessarily task focussed and hard pressed for time 
the marketing team had spent little time reflecting on the basis of our success, what 
we had become good at and how we were going to build on those skills. More 
importantly, we didn't have a clear idea where our expertise was differentiated from 
that of our existing and potential competition. In discussing the design of the study 
with Stan, I had three main requirements: 
The process should fit around the daily requirements of the business. As a very 
lean team, we did not have the resource available to allow us to suspend work 
while we completed the study. 
* It would be participative, to give the team a sense of ownership. 
We would come away having identified real changes and activities that we 
could implement to improve business. 
Process 
The process that Stan proposed, using workshops followed up by individual reflection 
and work package gave us a very logical and productive framework that we were able 
to tailor to suit our business. The workshops were discussion based, allowing us to 
listen and learn from each other, and a good fit with our normal way of operating. 
Initially, we relied heavily on Stan to prompt, steer and challenge our thoughts. 
However, as our confidence in our output grew, we took on greater responsibility for 
the direction of the study. We changed some of the language used to define the 
concepts to suit our situation, added our own examples to illustrate the concepts and 
gave feedback on how the framework and process could be improved. Reflecting on 
our practices and strengths during the work package sessions gave us the opportunity 
to develop our observations in more detail and to start applying what we had learnt to 
generate actions to improve practice. Stan was on hand to coach us through the work 
package, which was invaluable, as so much of what we were talking about, or rather 
the way we were talking about it was still unfamiliar. He also ensured that we weren't 
bogged down with the administration of the study by creating all the documentation 
of our output. 
2 GF used the researcher's first name in writing her side of the case. 0 
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The process was very flexible, fitting round us rather than us round it. If we had been 
presented with predetermined questions to fill in, using theoretical examples, we 
would not have gained the kind of insights into our competencies that we did. It 
certainly would not have been half as interesting or enjoyable as it was. 
Benefits and actions 
The greatest benefit of the study was that we identified what were really competencies 
that we could build the business on rather than just activities that we were good at. 
The process we went through during the workshops was very rigorous and really 
challenged the conceptions we had our strengths. Importantly we identified not only 
where we were as a business but also where we need to be. It was surprising to find 
that on some dimensions we were closer to our ideal than we had thought whereas on 
others we were doing little to move things on. We were also able to identify and 
define the differences between the competition and ourselves, which was something 
we hadn't done before in detail. By building this road map of our current and desired 
situation, in a competitive context we were able to focus and prioritise our marketing 
efforts in the right areas. 
Actions 
Whilst many of the actions are confidential, I can talk about three areas we improved 
upon during the study. 
Firstly, we felt more confident as managers about day-to-day decisions and 
trade-offs that we had to make. For example, which customer inquiries were 
priorities, how much to pay partner web sites for referrals and how much to 
invest in customer acquisition overall. 
Secondly, we revised our customer service procedures recognising where our 
competitive competencies lay. 
Finally, we had important new information to discuss to with our Product 
Development and Customer Service teams. Our process of reflection and 
action enabled us to improve the quality of dialogue between these areas of the 
business. 
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9 Appendix 9- Current marketing competencies at 
BMW 
9.1 Current creating marketing knowledge 
Figure 65: Current Creating Marketing Knowledge Competency at 
BMW 
Form of Transaction Relationship Network 
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9.1.1 Environmental scanning measure 
The team scored this 1.1 ; in the researcher's opinion, co-researchers felt that this was 
the minimum that they could score something and they were uncomfortable with 
admitting that they really might score 1.0. 
Most of BMW's data and analysis were by product market rather than customer. 
There was no information about consumer communities. 
... 
"In terniN of pure market segmentation vve can anell 
' 
vse it to death. 
There's very good itififfmation on the industry in terms q1'small car, 
medium car, large car segments and that penetration. You call 
analyse it by price, you (-till analyse it by geographic region, anything 
you like, You can slice it and dice it. (RD) 
But in terms of customers, there was far less confidence: 
... "I think it's just customer segmentation, 
isn't it? I don't think Vve 
have that much oJ'a clue, to be honest with. vou. We startedsome 
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work, nearl 
' 
N7 two 
' 
years ago on customer segmentation and looked tit 
attitudes to the customer database that we have which, as a test, was 
Jul but the project died a death in that we came out with sevell very use 
dýftýrent segments of'customer based around psYchographics. " (TW) 
... "We 
have a sort (ýf system, but it's not well maintained b, v the 
dealers. The 
,v 
have the abilit), to maintain that but theY don't do it 
very well. We know there's been a visit, but unless the dealer tells us 
what it'sfor ... But the truth is individuall ,v 
dealers know whY their 
customers have been there, don't the 
- 
v, the 
,v 
actuall 
,v 
capture it on their 
s, vstem, so a customer can go up to a dealer and the entire service 
histor 
-y 
will be there, what lie came infor, so the 
,v 
know that 
individuall 
, 
v, but we don't know it at this level, 'cos theY don't pass it 
on 'cos they think, why - what's the benefit to thein ?" (IM) 
During the conversation, the team suggested that there was little formal knowledge 
about the customer dimensions of quality and service: however, BMW managers drew 
upon tacit knowledge. The Company did not accumulate all its customer knowledge LI 
in one repository so that it could analyse it or use it at customer contact points. 
There was a discussion about exactly what information BMW had about customers 
and there was great uncertainty. RD was most confident in his assertions, as he was in 
charge of relationship marketing. However, IM did not even realise that BMW GB 
knew the drivers' ages, sex, occupation etc. RD admitted that BMW GB had some Z- basic demographic data but nothing about the drivers' attitudes, hobbies and other 
interests. This was felt by the group to be a gap in knowledge as there appeared to the 
researcher to be an accepted view that in this market, lifestyle and interests were 
relevant areas of customer insight. 
Specific gaps in consumer knowledge were identified, for example, BMW did not 
know the lifetime value of any one customer, nor did it make projections about it. The 
team agreed that this would be the type of information a company scoring 2 on this 
measure would certainly have. 
The team discussed the chanoinc, nature of the after-sales relationship where much of ý -1 L_ that customer knowledge was generated. There was concern that future servicing 
relationships would be less personal. 
... "Don'tfi)rget, servicing is such that , 
vou'd probabl 
, 
N, 0111 
,v 
be there 
once every 18 months, so there is little chance qfthem (the dealers) 
recognising you, when you only come in once every 18 montlisjor a 
20 minute or an hour's service. " (IM) 
The team then discussed where consumer knowledge resided and how it was built. 
The researcher noted a split between the dealer network and head office. Customer 
knowledge generated by dealers' contacts with Consumers resided with the dealer. 
Individual dealers did not reap large benefits by capturing consumer knowledge 
formally and sharing around the network. The BMW consumer knowledge, which 
was largely at aggregate level (surveys for example) was shared with dealers formally 
in terms of presentations and training programmes. 
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In addition the team discussed that all national BMW companies surveyed customers 
after they have had a dealer service and the companies conducted regular CLIStOrnCr 
satisfaction surveys. Where survey data indicated that a dealer was Performing poorly, 
BMW intervened and assessed the situation. 
9.1.2 Internal dissemination measure 
The team scored this 1.1. 
There was a view that there was variability amongst the dealers in terms of the 
consumer insight that they captured formally and the extent to which they exploited it 
for customer loyalty and referral. BMW had created templates, software and training 
for exploiting customer data but BMW GB marketing did not have any visibility of 
the degree to which it was used by dealers. To demonstrate the frustration about the 
lack of "closed loop" between head office marketing and the dealers, RD retold an 
anecdote about the current GB CEO telling the dealers about how poorly they had 
responded to centrally driven leads at a dealer event. His dealers grumbled that he was 
mis-informed so he made a bet with them. He sent out a bunch of fake leads from 
head office and commissioned his own research to monitor the follow up, this test 
demonstrated a very high proportion of missed opportunities and he made his point. 
9.1.3 Supply side measure 
The team scored this 1.1. 
Their initial reaction to the language of this attribute was that BMW GB was 
responsible for marketing, sales and service rather than product development, 
manufacturing and logistics which was how they immediately interpreted "supply. " 
However, they did have an understandinG of the total warranty cost of car, but not the 
total cost to serve a customer. The actual selling costs and discounts were the dealers' 
responsibility: advertising was not allocated differentially by car or customer and 
there was only a limited direct marketing capability. They did not know for example, 
if certain customers required more service than others, negotiated harder than others, 
etc. 
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9.2 Current building customer value propositions 
Figure 66: Current Building Customer Value Propositions 
Competency at BMW 
Form of Transaction Relationship Network 
Marketing 
-Integration of 4Ps (product. -41? s plus process. provision -Broker between potential 
price. place and position) of service and people supply and potential deniand 
Measures Marketing Focus Score - 
Brand Focus F 5] 
Product / service brands -Company reputation -Network members and 
. Product portfolio affiliales 
Product based - design. -Tailored solutions -Managing expectations and Value Focus 
F1 
engineering. value, -Customer facing development of'standards. 
functionality business processes technology. access 
-Ernotional based 
Organisational Product group led -Integrating sales. -Community leaders 
Focus 
11ý 
-Marketing led marketing and service 
Overall score 
Iq 
9.2.1 Brand focus measure 
Brand focus was scored 1.5. 
The value proposition was centred upon BMW rather than any one product from 
within the portfolio. It was argued that the brand could be seen purely as a product 
portfolio within transaction marketing competencies, but the team felt that the brand 
stood for some corporate attributes that went beyond the product. These included the 
design and engineering conviction, quality of service, resale value and the image 
associated with the badge. In addition the dealer's service commitment over the 
lifetime of the car was an important attribute of car purchase. 
... "The emphasis is oil our communications and isfiir more based oil (Corporate) brand. " (TW) 
- -. " We don't advertise individual models genera14,. " (IM) 
RD felt that the purchase process was such that the customer first bought the BMW 
brand message and then asked: how much BMW can I afford'? This view of consumer 
thought processes was agreed by the group and validated by their individual 
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experiences in dealers watching the sales process. Yet there was discussion as to 
whether that should be categorised as transaction or relationship based branding. 
... 
"I'm realýy trýying to get my head around compan), reputations. Is 
the reputation of BMW GB, an organisation, being communicated to 
consumers as opposed to BMW, the brand and the products that make 
up the brand "" (TW) 
9.2.2 Value focus measure 
There was no hesitation from the team this time in scoring this at 1.0. 
The value was all focused on the product: its drive, prestige, reliability and resale 
value. There was no element of custornisation. Pricing was set nationally and there 
was little incentive for dealers to cut prices because demand outstripped supply. The 
warranty was standard, the dealer service and showroom maintained to national 
standards. The product itself was sold as is with only minor elements of customer 
choice: that is colour and option. Even the financial packages were limited. BMW had 
a limited range of options and there was no flexibility within them; if someone wanted 
other terms and conditions, they would secure financing outside the BMW group. 
Current customers were not even put on a priority list for new models. 
9.2.3 Organisational focus 
The organisational focus was also scored at 1.0. 
There was unanimous and immediate comment when we got to this section that 
decisions at BMW were taken around individual product lines such as the 
replacements for the 7,5 and 3 series planned out for the next few years. 
The UK organisation was focused on optimising the product mix to achieve unit sales 
requirement whilst maximising total margin from the rnix. The feedback loop from 
customer to product development was non-existent. BMW GB managers first saw 
new and replacement car models when prototypes were at an advanced stage. As the 
team members put it in the workshop, they were asked for their input as a matter of 
courtesy only. There was no direct link between BMW drivers and Munich, in fact 
drivers are discouraged from even contacting BMW GB: the line of communication 
was through the dealer. The dealer had no incentive or process for managing r-I individual consumer feedback on the product. 
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9.3 Current determining the firm's relationship with 
customers 
Figure 67: Current Determining the Firm's Relationship with 
Customers Competency at BMW 
Form of Transaction Relationship Network 
Marketing -Voice of the consumer inside -interactive relationships -Communities to leverage 
the company competencies 
Measures Marketing Focus 
Score 
Customer -Prod uc t/Product group -Client manaý, Crs or -Community managers 
cc Govcrnan -Profit centres with customer se. -ment -Profit centre model as yet 
product management -Profit centres aligned to undetermined 
customers 
Business 
1 -Marketing plan focused -Customer 
development -Breadth and depth of 
Development I ,q on products and services plans community needs served 
Focus 
Product /Serv ice -Marketing translates -Customers teach the 
firm, -The firm makes its 
Development 1 F I consumer needs into client mana-ers 
lead resources available to 
h d i i i . - deýelopment briefs response. capture learning at r ve commun t es t Process and disseminate innovation 
Overcill score 
11 
-ý 
9.3.1 Customer governance 
This was discussed from both the perspective of how BMW managed its relationships 
and with whom the customer thought he or she had a relationship. 
The team ended up interpreting the words "customer manager" under the relationship 
marketing description of this attribute as being the dealer. It was clear to all that 
currently, the dealers were profit centres and owned the customer relationship. They 
could market and sell directly to the customer whereas BMW could not sell directly to 
the customer aside from some accessories such as BMW brand clothing. Dealers 
could discount cars and provide extra service as an investment of goodwill at their 
discretion and cost. The role of the dealer led the team to score this 2.0. 
Centrally, customer management was a by-product of the product groups. Resources 
were allocated to car models not to customers, segments or communities. 
A lengthy discussion about with whom the customer had the affinity and relationship 
concluded that customer ownership was shared. The customer affinity and 
commitment was with BMW (its products), whilst the operational contact was with 
the dealer. This roughly corresponded with the division in proposition between the 
heart (company products) and head (dealer - sales, trade in, service). 
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9.3.2 Business development focus measure 
The group scored this 1.0 because it felt there was little differential customer focus to 
the business development effort. Business development concentrates on new model 
introduction and mass marketing. 
An example of the conversation that illustrates this was the discussion about the 
potential to cross-sell a customer in the context of a customer development plan. 
... "You need to know who's got a BMW at the moment and what's the 
opportunity to sell them another one. At the other end of that 
opportunity is, who hasn't got a BMW who could have one? Maybe 
he's got an S class but we can now sell his wife or his partner of some 
kind a smaller BMW. We'll never know that - that's the dealer's 
responsibility to know that. " (NB) 
The perceived wisdom of the industry was that dealers knew how to close sales and 
all efforts must be directed at getting the prospect into the showroom where the 
professionals would close the deals. This limited the role of head office marketing 
was to raise consumer awareness and interest at an aggregate level. There was little, if 
any, of the differentiated marketing advocated by relationship marketing. 
... "In prospecting and selling, the ideal should 
be when they're saying, you've just 
bought a5 series, Mr. Smith, oh, by the way what kind of car does )'our wife drive, is 
your daughter 18,19, what do they drive ? You should know, and a good salesman 
should know that, and how old that current car is and ask why didyou buy that 
Honda Civic because .... for the same price you could 
have bought this or is it purely 
(a matter of our salesman saying)... "We don't do that. A good salesman could do it 
individually, but we don't promote that (level of sales skill) except at a high level, a 
typical - this is a good way to sell, isn't it? But we actually don't. " (IM) 
The development of the relationship marketing competency was hindered because the 
customer governance was not fully clear as evidenced by the response to the above 
comment by IM. 
... "Yes that level of marketing knowledge is something which we 
would desperately like to get to, so too is idea ofpotential (lifetime) 
customer value. We're nowhere near it yet, though we're developing 
some of the tools that we're going to need to get us there, upgrading 
our database. Also, by using the internet as a means of gathering 
information andproviding aforum for people to provide infonnation 
to us which is much cheaper than any other collection method we've 
ever had in the past. That's one of the reasons why segmentation 
didn'tfly because we physically couldn't afford to do it. " (RD) 
TW expressed a degree of frustration that BMW. AG was too remote from the drivers 
so that opportunities were going missing and that Marketing could not control its 
destiny so there was some unease: 
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... "The share of garage sales, the more I think about it, the more important it isfor us to do. Take control of that ourselves. We're 
currently talking to a driver, a driver could be part of a household 
where there is a marketfor three vehicles and wedon't know about 
the other two vehicles. If we managed to conquest a BAI IV into that 
household and that driving experience is one which is enjoyed but that 
driverfor different reasons decides not to repurchase a BMIV, then 
there are two other opportunitiesfor a BMW to maintain its share in 
that household. We're unable to market it. " (RD) 
There was a sense that as BMW expanded its product range, it needed to be more 
aggressive about such cross-selling possibilities because volume targets would be 
higher, and the new products would be moving to areas where demand for the product 
did not outstrip supply. The concern was raised that dealers had not honed such skills 
because people had always been willing to queue in order to own a BMW. 
... "Only if we believe that more customer relationship management 
would bring more sales. So we're still doing that (traditional means of 
selling through dealers), I mean why establish direct relationships 
with customers? Mat are we trying tofix? Because, at the nionient, 
it's going really well, but they're (A Gs CRM prograninie) in danger 
of making a massive change towards trying to be specific to 
customers, not delivering and therefore giving bad news and it being 
detrimental to our brand. " (IM) 
... "I guess the counterpoint to that is the M&S situation where it 
wasn't broke, they didn'tfix it, but circumstances around thein 
changed. " (RD) 
9.3.3 Product/service development process measure 
There was little discussion of this item as the team believed that it had already 
discussed it previously when they concluded that there was no consumer feedback 
into BMW AG. This was scored 1.0. 
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10 Appendix 10 - Quality of conversation BMW 
Figure 68: Quality of Conversation BMW - Identifying Current Demand 
Management Competency (Workshop 1) 
Conversation Thoughts 
RD 
When we talk about customers, Stan, we've got two We are just kicking off hcrc so 
big groups of customers, one's dealers, especially I am keen to draw them out 
for our off-saics guys, because we sell to dealers and have maximum 
and we don't know what the dealers then sell on. participation. 
We can't measure that too well, but for new cars we 
wholesale to dealers but we do know that they've 
sold it on and the same for used cars, so it's a 
different measure. 
Researcher 
Given what you drew up there and the value chain, 
or at least the hierarchy from (BMW) AG down, I 
think we should look at customers as retail drivers 
and then see what it takes to get more people 
driving BMWs. 
IM 
Well, I think if we look at the analysis of the driver 
and then we work back to how they buy it, again 
making the assumption that my company offers me 
a company car, some cases it is just BMWs perhaps, 
but in most cases it's, you have the value of .., and I 
want to buy the BMW 535 etc. etc. and then the 
fleet manager, if you wish, is part of the process, as 
opposed to saying, well, RD you've actually got to 
have a 535.1 know you want a Mercedes but 
you're going to have a 535. 
Researcher 
So why don't we have a quick run through those 
(pointing to the creating demand section of the 
demand management competency scoring tool) for 
BMW and draw the graph and have a lively 
discussion - with this group, it's not going to be 
hard ! Let's look at demand management in the 
first place of BMW. What do we do, line by line, in I 
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terms of how do you create the demand ? These are 
just some indications, some bullets if you wish. For 
example, do you segment the market? 
RD 
In terms of pure market segmentation we can 
analyse it to death. There's very good information 
on the industry in terms of small car, medium car, 
large car segments and that penetration. You can 
analyse it by price, you can analyse it by geographic 
region, anything you like, you can slice it and dice 
it. 
NH 
That's the market as a whole; you're not talking 
about customers here? 
RD 
No. That's just pure product. 
NH 
The sales could be analysed. A lot of that data we 
use external systems do that, not necessarily have 
our own internal analysis. 
Rcscarcher 
External, right. OK, so you've got some of these 
transaction areas covered off. What about the 
customer bit? You say you've got it (data) by 
product; how have you segmented the customers, 
what sort of data do you have, how fine-grain is that 
data? 
RD 
About as fine-grain as ABCI, isn't it? 
TW 
I think it's just customer segmentation, isn't it? I 
don't think we have that much of a clue, to be 
honest with you. We started some work nearly two 
years ago on customer segmentation and looked at 
attitudes to the customer database that we have 
which, as a test, was very useful but the project die 
The interaction is building 
now. TW is probably right to 
challenge, or at least makc sure 
everyone is clearer on the type 
of data. I suspect BNIW does 
not havc extensive data about 
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a death in that we came out with seven different 
segments of customer: based around lifestYle or 
something. 
im 
Despite the fact that we know exactly to whom 
we're selling the car as a dealer, we know exactly to 
whom we selling the car to, it's male, it's female, 
what their job is, what age they are, they just don't 
catch that. 
RD 
We do. We capture some of that. We don't capture 
the attitudes. 
im 
No. But we do have segmentation by sex, by age, 
by profession. 
NH 
Do we have any external data about what their 
hobbies are, or what they put down as their hobbies, 
so that I in 4 people who drive a BMW also do this 
or that? We have got some basic segmentation, we 
know whether you're male or female, that you live 
in Scotland and that you're over 40, but we don't 
quite know actually much about the individual, we 
haven't got the attitudes of the individual. 
RD 
And then we do match that against product as well, 
so we know how many 7 series buyers are female. 
Researcher 
Do we know who their friends are, the buyers, and 
what sorts of community they associate with? Do 
you do any network marketing? Oh, he's got a 
BMW, then his friends should be targeted as well. 
TW 
I think dealers may well be involved with that 
particular type of marketing. There was an example 
you gave, a dealer who may play golf with a person 
individual customers held 
centrally. 
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who may then sell a car to that person, who will 
then network to that individual's friends. 
IM 
It's not structured, is it? 
RD 
No. It's very localised. 
NH 
I think it's fair to say that within dealerships the 
sales people will probably network, but there's no 
formal strategy. 
Researcher 
And are those dealers really ensconced in the 
community? 
RD 
They probably are. 
Researcher 
The salesmen at the dealers? 
RD 
In the local business community. 
N13 
But the DP (dealer principle) is a local community 
man, isn't he? 
RD 
On the roundtable or charity, rotary club. 
Researcher 
So, on a scale of I to 3, where do you think you are 
in terms of creating demand? I being very 
transactional ... 
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im 
Just below 2. 
RD 
I'd say 2. 
NH 
I'd put 1.5 1 think. 
Im 
I'd say 1.5, because I think we do underestimate 
perhaps the segmentation. 
NB 
Strong level of involvement 
and the contributions arc 
building upon each other. The 
score above one reflects an 
acknowledgement of the 
dealer's information albeit how 
does GB access it centrally? 
We're using it a lot, but we got it. 
[everyone talking at once so conversation inaudible 
at this point] 
Researcher 
OK, so what do we think on that? 
Strong contributions for the 
very first piece of work. Let's 
not spend too much time on the 
precise score: move on, come 
back if we need to. 
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1 Appendix 11 - Identifying potential current 
resources at BMW 
11.1 Sales and marketing systems 
Figure 69: Comments under Sales and Marketing Systems 
Single access point for BMW online offering - cars, bikes, lifestyle. 
Should Mini systems be there too? 
Online lifestyle shop. 
QMA processes - our own. 
Fully accurate car conf igurator online. 
Direct sales channel for corporate customers. 
For used cars, online offerings from Mercedes and Renault seem more 
advanced than ours. 
eCOM / Top Drive / Sales Assistant / Kerridge / IVS. 
no one else has Sales Assistant. 
online real-time ordering / driven by delivery date not production wcck. 
manage customer expectations about delivery. 
Ensure the customer gets car configured as he or she asked. 
Customer database (various comments on quality and accuracy). 
People. 
Warranty database. 
Call centre. 
Dealers' web sites. 
11.2 Brand 
Figure 70: Comments under Brand 
Customer insight. 
Desirability. 
Attraction. 
Not the ultimate destination brand. 
Performance image. 
They are all BMWs (regardless of series). 
Designed as a sports car. 
Feel whilst driving. 
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11.3 People 
Figure 71: Comments under People 
Driven. 
Professional. 
Hard-edged. 
Honest. 
Experienced. 
Deliver at any cost. 
Uncompromising standard for all work. 
Mature. 
Frank. 
Jovial. 
11.4 Communications 
Figure 72: Comments under Communications 
Consistent message. 
Quality of material. 
Quality and feel of dealership. 
Customer service experience. 
Mailings. 
Agencies, tenure, quality and management thereof. 
Consumer insights drive communications. 
Chain of communication from AG-GB-dealer communication. 
Managing that chain of communication. 
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12 Appendix 12 - VRIN testing potential resources at 
BMW 
1Z 1 Sales and marketing systems 
TW assessed this resource. 
BMW directed customers to the dealers so it provided limited access to BMW. Thc 
access provided to customers was not integrated between the call ccntrc, post and web 
site. The call centre was outsourced to an agency. Post would come directly to BMW 
GB and emails to the Company were designed to go to a lead generation group within 
Marketing. 
BMW GB conducted the bulk of direct mailing to the customers and passed sales 
leads directly to the dealers; the ability to follow up individual leads and assess sales 
results from different campaigns was limited. Dealers were free to follow up on leads 
or not. 
Dealers were free to implement any systems that they wished to have although BMW 
was building web support services so that the dealer could easily go online with a site 
that had a BMW look and feel. 
The integration of sales, service and marketing was not achieved. Dealers provided 
their own sales and marketing systems and BMW had its own direct marketing 
activities. 
Customer information was therefore stored in many "repositories" and BMW GB had 
a limited view of the customer, and its interaction with BMW. The data analysis was 
limited and done by agencies. TW suggested that no one in Marketing had the skill 
and expertise to even ask the right questions of the data and he felt that the data that 
was stored was largely unused. Dealers were supposed to be the focus of relationship 
marketing but TW felt that their use of systems in support of sales and marketing was 
extremely variable. In consequence, there was little new consumer insight generated 
from this intelligence system across the BMW network but particularly amongst 
members of the Marketing function. 
The focus of investment and systems development had always been integrating tile 
dealer ordering to BMW's manufacturing and logistics function. This ordering system 
worked well according to TW and it allowed dealers to negotiate with customers on 
the basis of car availability. 
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12.1.1 Valuable 
The value in the resource currently was largely in its ability to set customer 
expectations for delivery of new cars and facilitate the custornisation of each order. 
Customisation included options, engine sizes, colour and interior. Therefore this 
scored 0.5. 
12.1.2 Rare 
The system has been built internally for BMW's needs and manufacturing processes. 
Only a few competitors offered such visibility of the supply chain to customcrs. But 
BMW was not the only one with such functionality so this scored 0. 
12.1.3 Imperfectly Imitable 
BMW was in the midst of a move towards industry standard applications. Whilst the 
current solutions were unique to BMW, they did not provide functionality, 
performance or cost advantages. Once BMW adopted standard applications, these 
systems would be highly imitable so it scored 0 as well. 
12.1.4 Non-Substitutable 
Not relevant to this discussion 
12.1.5 Summary 
TW scored this 0.5, the half-point arising from the judgement that the ordering system 
provided some customer value, but not as much as it should be doing. Tile systems 
were rare but not unique; there were off-the-shelf solutions that were better, cheaper 
and more robust. 
M2 Brand 
N11 agreed to assess this resource against the VRIN criteria. Ile had prepared a 
detailed set of slides and comments for our meeting as he was not able to make the 
second workshop and wanted RD to present for him. 
Ile rated brand 3.5 out of a possible 4.0 due to a remote, but possibic risk of 
substitution. 
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12.2.1 Valuable 
NH modified the Value Pathway tool (Figure 17) when he assessed the value of brand 
to create the analysis illustrated in Figure 73. 
Figure 73: NH Preparation 
Repurchase 
to a higher 
series or 
second car 
/ 
---l r7M-4. 
M. 
-+ 
,, 
FProducP 
Brand Fit with 
Driver Image 
First benefits -Hedonistic Purchase 
*Successful 
-Drive, maintain 
experience 
-Disposed towards new 
car 
*BMW relationship 
-Dynamic 
-Sporty 
-Special 
*Likes driving 
NH explained that BMW had an international brand framework and marketing 
segmentation based upon psychographics. However, he admitted that there was little 
in the way of formal brand documents. The knowledge about the brand was tacit. The 
brand management teams had been stable, for example, NH had held his position for 
seven years and the people in Munich overseeing international advertising had been 
there as long. The agency in the UK had been the same since BMW GB was founded 
in 198 1. The core brand values, first agreed in 198 1, remained unchanged. 
The "driver's car" heritage in both product and communications had been consistent Z- 
since BMW was introduced to the UK and over time, those that were interested ill tills 
driving experience knew BMW. 
Consumer research was regularly undertaken to measure the BMW brand equity 47- 
amongst consumers and key attributes. The survey was internationally designed, 
administered by a third-party research company and the results were reported to 
BMW AG. BMW GB's performance measurement was not only tied to Volume, but 
to measures of brand equity and customer satisfaction. Business growth could not 
come at the expense of the brand. 
The BMW brand is valuable to those that like the driver's car image and experience. 
It is polarising: the car and its image are not for everyone but those that like it, like it 
intensely. One of the brand's values is that it effectively matches potential customers 
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to the brand. In this, it has a tremendous information value that reduces search costs 
for buyers. It also is a "badge" worn by drivers that enables them to express 
characteristics to which they aspire. 
12.2.2 Rare 
RH stated that heritage matters in the industry and BMW has had a remarkably 
consistent and strong image. This is rare; its positioning is rare supported by unique 
engineering and driving experience. The conviction for its unique design and 
technology contrasts with its competitors. Again, in contrast with competitors, its 
product development has been largely developed internally. BMW's only experience 
with acquisition (Rover) was not a happy experience for the Company. People within 
BMW ascribe some of this rarity to the unique ownership and history of the Company 
as well as its strong core based in Munich. 
12.2.3 Imperfectly Imitable 
The product's driving characteristics were imitable but at a cost competitors were not 
yet ready to pay. The brand had developed in a unique and consistent fashion tied to 
the unique driving characteristics of the car. NH explained that brand heritage took a 
long time to establish in this market and it would be hard to graft upmarket brand 
characteristics on mass market brands. For example, Ford has had to make expensive 
acquisitions of Austin Martin, Volvo and Jaguar and discontinue its expensive Ford 
sub brand Grenada in the UK. General Motors had bought SAAB as its European 
entry into the more expensive sector of the market at the expense of trying to transfer 
its Cadillac brand to Europe. It would appear that only Toyota had been able to line- 
extend from mass market into the prestige market through Lexus and NH added that 
this had been a 10 year brand development. 
12.2.4 Non-Substitutable 
NH suggested three substitution possibilities that could reduce the ability of the brand 
to create competitive advantage. None of these was a high probability, but each worth 
monitoring he felt: 
Audi was trying to make design more important than drive characteristics and 
performance. He cited the Audi TT as an example of this strategy. 
Social trends might move against the achievement ethic associated with BMW 
owners and this would make the brand less desirable. 
BMW's ambitious volume growth strategy risked harming the brand. NII 
suggested that the 316 model was "so underpowered" as to jeopardise the 
BMW driver's car heritage. The upcoming I series and any fallout over Mini 
could all harm the heritage. 
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13 Appendix 13 - Quality of conversation BMW 
This conversation arose at the point where the team was considering if the customer 
experience met the VRIN criteria. 
Figure 74: Quality of Conversation BMW - Agreeing VRIN Scores for 
Potential Resource (Workshop 2) 
Conversation Thoughts 
RD - We have got a fantastic service organisation 
with.., even down to spare parts availability and 
stuff like that. 
IM - Quality of service is important, because you'll 
visit the dealership in theory once to buy your car 
and another three times, four times perhaps, to have 
it serviced so your contact with the dealer is going 
to be more on the maintenance of the car than on the 
purchase of the car, so it has to be quite strong and 
pleasant. 
Researcher - So the Customer Service function and 
you have some sort of almost technical supply chain 
and the experience itself. 
IM - And we monitor the experience to see if we 
can improve it. 
The conversation is wandering 
Researcher - So experience has come up a few times from the VRIN testing. It is 
about that. What about the experience in the dealer, good to see that we are looking 
just before .... When you're actually buying it, do at how these potential 
you manage that experience when you walk into the resources and even 
BMW dealer? competencies are 
interconnected. 
RD - Do we manage it? I guess we do, by quality 
standards and training. 
TW - The experience would be very different from 
one dealer to the next. 
Researcher - The customer experience when they're 
buying and there's a customer service when they're I am probing to see if the 
actually selling, trading in. I guess it depends customer experience resource 
whether the person actually comes to you or not. arose almost accidentally from 
What other resources do you have - database ... -I 
having good products and 
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professional approach to 
RD - Communications service or if there is something 
else. 
Researcher - Yes. Brand agencies. 
NH - Also we've been looking at the contact points 
between dealer and customer and a lot of that seems 
to be demand led. 
Researcher - Customer / dealer relationship, yes. 
TW - Maybe we should look at the supply of 
communications from the dealer to the customer. 
Challenging the conventional 
Researcher - Can you make your dealers into super- thinking that the marketing 
marketers? resources and competencies are 
necessarily owned and 
TW - The whole contact programme. We said developed centrally. I hoped 
earlier, who owns the customer? Is it the dealer? Is that would also give a fresh 
it BMW? Therefore we should take responsibility perspective to the conversation. 
for ensuring that there is some sort of relationship 
built. If a relationship is only built upon a problem 
like I need a service, is that the best way forward to 
create customer loyalty? 
Researcher - We talked about the brand and its 
appeal to the customer as a resource - is it the 
customer's relationship to the brand or the product 
itself that is a resource? Does the customer bow at Now I am trying to understand 
the altar at this wonderful product (BMW cars)? I how much of the experience is 
want to have one (BMW car) desperately, but is that due to the car itself and how 
what you mean by a relationship? much all that goes around the 
ownership of that car. 
RD -I think for some people yes. I think if we can 
move the customer up from being just a purchaser 
to an advocate, then certainly. 
IM - And to some extent that is generated by dealers 
as well because you've bought into the brand and 
therefore you expect the level of service and 
attention that you get to be as strong as that, so it's 
down to the dealer to make that customer feel 
important: yes, I've actually spent a lot of money on 
this car, but my God when I go to this "Gin Palace" 
of a dealership they're very attentive and that's 
what I'm getting as well and all the bits that hang 
off that. So even when it breaks down, the level of 
service that we offer has to be very high, that's what 
I expect, that's what I pay for. 
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Researcher - And of course these things are tied to 
each other. 
NB - We touched upon it I think first thing this 
morning, you talked about TQM. We have a quality 
management programme called QMA which is 
designed really to put standards in place of 
customer handling, knowledge sharing and best 
practice sharing amongst dealers with a view long- 
term to be a potentially qualitative barrier to entry 
for other people to sell. 
TW - Going back to the customer experience, also 
the skills that the network has of delivering 
customer experience. 
Researcher - The network being? 
TW - BMW GB and the dealers. 
At this point I think we are 
starting to see how the 
customer experience and GB- 
dealer-customer resources are 
interconnected. 
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14 Appendix 14 - Identifying future resources at BMW 
14.1 Future customer experience resource at BMW 
The workshop discussion suggested that if most cars were sold through the dealer 
network, BMW GB would be able to maintain a strong degree of control over the 
customer's total ownership lifecycle through its dealer network. It would, nonetheless, 
still need to modemise its service through the internet commensurate with evolving 
competitors' offers and customers' expectations. BMW would still wish to build an 
integrated customer database and take an increasing role in creating that customer 
experience in partnership with its dealers. 
The risk for BMW GB under a radical change scenario was that customers' brand 
choice would be strongly influenced by new, multibrand distributors. Team members 
made the analogy to the power that Tesco, for example, exerted on its loyal customers 
through its decisions on which manufacturers' brands to stock, promote and display 
prominently. 
The strong role of BMW's unique driving characteristics was seen as a guarantee of 
some counter-veiling power in the face of new channels. However, this strategic 
resource could be substituted by new channels offering new and more interesting 
customer experiences; BMW would not have the trust or relationship advantage it 
currently enjoys in the new channels. In this scenario, BMW would do all that it 
would do under the first scenario, albeit with much urgency and ambition. 
14.2 Future dealer-customer-BMW relationship resource at 
BMW 
The team felt that this strategic resource would need to evolve regardless of scenario. 
Customers would expect increased interaction with BMW as they experienced it with 
so many other products and service providers. The team felt that online services such 
as Lifestyle products, car accessories and online service booking (planned) were 
tangential to the core business, but as they became more important in the customer's 
total ownership experience, these services would need to become more sophisticated. 
It would no longer suffice for BMW to say that customers must always work through 
the dealers when customers interacted directly with the Company; a more 
sophisticated means of sharing the customer interaction needed to evolve. 
The level of sophistication increased dramatically under a radical scenario because 
BMW would need to extend this co-ownership of the customer with potentially large 
and powerful distributors who had their own tightly integrated customer management 
systems and processes. It was suggested by some co-rescarchers that BMW would use 
direct marketing as a counter-veiling influence on the power of new channels to 
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market. However, this seemed to other co-researchers like a recipe for mistrust and 
potential struggles for the customer and BMW had no history or reservoir of goodwill 
to rely on with the potential new channels. 
The team agreed that their dealers have had a relatively easy time given the surplus of 
demand over supply of BMWs and the limited number of dealers. All team members 
felt that they would find a more competitive environment very challenging. This 
added pressure, coupled with BMW being required to treat all channels equally, 
would damage the trust and co-operation which made the current resource so rare and 
imperfectly imitable. 
14.3 Future brand resource at BMW 
The heart portion of the "head and heart" proposition was not dramatically affected by 
the scenarios that we outlined as it is determined by its driver's car heritage and 
delivered principally by product design and engineering. However, the team 
expressed concern that, where owners opted to buy after-sales service from new third 
parties (e. g. Kwik Fit, Halfords), the experience might make BMW owners feel less 
valued and special than the traditional dealer experience. 
The discussion focused, however, on the potential impact of the radical scenario upon 
the "head" portion of the brand. BMW would have less influence on the total life 
cycle cost of ownership against that of competitors, particularly with respect to 
supporting second hand car prices. A major contributor to the economic value of 
owning a BMW is its low depreciation versus most other car brands which more than 
compensates for its high sticker price and lower fuel economy versus smaller, mass 
market brands. 
14.4 Future sales and marketing systems resource at BMW 
Whilst not a strategic (i. e. high VRIN scoring) resource, it was acknowledged that 
front office systems would need to be upgraded to meet the needs of the evolving 
dealer-BMW-customer relationship that required a more sophisticated and integrated 
sales, marketing and service system working from BMW to its channel partners 
(including dealers) and ultimately to the customer. 
TW characteriscd BMW's sales and marketing systems as "nothing special" because 
they had not received heavy investment and attention over the years. Dealers saw little 
benefit in investing in such systems because they made their targets without them; for 
a similar reason, BMW estimated that these systems had a poor return on investment. 
That said, BMW and its dealers have managed to support nationally integrated 
systems that supported warranty, service reminders and direct marketing campaigns to 
encourage repurchase as the customer approached critical time frames in the 
ownership cycle. Under development at this time were: 
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Internet service booking service. To make this system work, dealers would 
have to open up their service scheduling systems to BMW GB. 
Pilot project linking BMW body shops to Insurance Companies' loss adjusters 
via web cam to speed claims and repair work. 
In the limited change to distribution scenario, BMW GB would continue developing 
new online services that improved customer experience. Under the radical change 
scenario, the team divided between those that thought BMW could retrench from 
direct customer relationships and leave consumer relationships to a broad range of 
channel partners versus those that thought that BMW would take as much control as 
possible of direct consumer relationships leaving channel partners logistics and 
service roles. DT and IM both speculatively suggested that BMW GB unit sales might 
not be affected by merely offering its unique products at equal terms to anyone and 
allowing the customer to determine where it wanted to buy and service. Others 
suggested that such a policy was potentially the start to "commoditisation" and lower 
margins; only by owning the customer relationship, could BMW continue to 
determine the terms of trade with its channel partners. 
14.5 Future communications resource at BMW 
Though not a strategic resource, communications was seen to be impacted under 
either scenario. The team considered that BMW customers were currently all online 
and active users of the internet. As the medium developed and other major brands in 
their lives offered valuable services online, they would expect BMW to do likewise. 
Examples include the ability to provide feedback on the car, book service 
appointments, buy accessories and obtain product news. 
Under a limited change scenario, BMW could introduce these services in a measured 
fashion ensuring that the online experience delivered its brand values as well as the 
dealer environment. Already, BMW had established guidelines for web design and 
operability. 
Under a radical change scenario, BMW would feel compelled to maximise the 
opportunity of direct interaction with customers as a counter to the increased power of 
third party distributors. BMW would wish to provide a very compelling reason for its 
customers to access its interactive media in order to retain loyalty and involvement. 
BMW AG had been experimenting with driver solutions sites that would help you 
with direction, booking dinner, theatre, hotels etc. RD was very dismissive of this 
idea, suggesting that BMW knew very little about the online information market and 
even less about the concierge business. 
"I do not think people will go into their BMWs to browsefor theatre 
tickets and the notion that many would do so whilst driving is 
ridiculous". (RD) 
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14.6 Future people resource at BMW 
The discussion concluded that under a limited change scenario there would be equally 
limited change to the people, skills and culture associated with marketing at BMW. 
Under a radical change scenario, it was instantly acknowledged that new marketing 
skills needed to manage multiple distribution channels and direct consumer 
relationships online would be needed. For example, RD emphasised that BMW was 
not a retailer despite having all the dealer store fronts. NB said that BMW did not 
know how to handle a third party distribution situation and was in an enviable 
position with respect to its relationships with its distribution channel. However, aside 
from identifying these new skills and the strength of the current relationships with 
dealers, the co-researchers were unable to flesh out the nature of the new skills, types 
of people etc. The researcher came back to this conversation after the final workshop 
and reflected that, as was the case with brand at flutter, the team knew that 
"something" needed to be done, but the leap in competencies needed to do it was too 
far to permit it to identify precisely what. 
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15 Appendix 15 - Future marketing competencies at 
BMW 
15.1 Creating marketing knowledge 
DT and TW prepared this marketing competency scoring tool. They generated 
separate scores for each of the two future scenarios as they felt it impacted the type of 
marketing knowledge BMW would create dramatically. These two scenarios will be 
concurrentIv in this section. 
Figure 75: Future Creating Marketing Knowledge Competency at 
BMW under the Limited Change Scenario 
Form of Transaction Relationship Network 
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Figure 76: Future Creating Marketing Knowledge Competency at 
BMW under the Radical Change Scenario 
Form of Transaction Relationship Network 
Marketing Consumer insight Lifecycle costs and benefits Community knowledge 
Marketing insight for indi% idual consumers Partner net%% (irk 
Competitor insight Supply chain kno% ledge 
Measures 
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15.1.1 Environmental scanning measure 
This was scored at 2.0 and 3.0 under the limited and radical change scenarios 
respectively from its current score of 1.1. 
BMW GB's lack of customer insight at an individual level was it major concern to 
both DT and TW. They both felt that, even with limited changes to (lie business 
environment, BMW could not be left behind with the general marketing trend of' 
understandine, individual customers. TW talked about his involvement in BMW AG t__ 
sponsored customer database and customer analysis software developments and AG's 
increased ambitions behind Initium. The briefing to TW and his colleagues was that 4n 
BMW had a lower repeat purchase rate than Mercedes and matching its competitor 
was Marketing's top priority. Neither DT nor TW felt that the current situation of' 
demand exceeding supply would continue indefinitely regardless ot'distribution 
developments and felt that BMW would need to engage with individual custolilcrs 
more effectively in the future. A prerequisite for any such engagement wits better Lý t, 
information about individual customers. DT led the argument for understanding t-I L_ 
customers' positions within consumer networks based upon his experience at Harley 
Davidson and this influenced the very high score under the radical scenano. 
15.1.2 Internal dissemination measure 
This was scored at 2.0 and 3.0 under the limited and radical change scenarios 
respectively from its current score of 1.1. 
The discussion followed the logic of environmental scanning. Under the conservative 
scenario, individual deals should be made by those dealing with customers and 
therefore the knowledge and customer insight generated by scanning must be 
available to customer-facing people within the dealer network and those dealing 
directly with customers online or in call centres. 
15.1.3 Supply side measure 
This was scored at 2.0 and 2.5 under the limited and radical change scenarios 
respectively from its current score of 1.1. 
The logic developed was that if customer-facing people were going to make deals 
with customers, they would need to understand the total costs involved and be 
compensated on the basis of estimated profitability oftheir deals. Car costs inclusive 
of warranty were very well understood by BMW and their dealers. Howevcr, Undcr 
TW's broader definition of product, BMW GB would need a better understanding of' 
the total cost to serve customers inclusive of ancillary services and offers. 
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15.2 Building customer value propositions 
This competency was scored by NH and RD. They did not create two scores, one per 
scenario. 
Both observed that, regardless of changes to distribution, BMW owners would expect 
a more interactive relationship with the corporate body in addition to the dealers. This 
expectation was borne out of their personal and professional judgement as to the 
impact of the internet upon the attitudes and behaviour of the wealthier and 
professionally successful people who comprised the brand's core target group. 
... "People want to talk to people that can make 
decisions. Our 
audience is demanding and intelligent and they are likelY to start 
demanding a dialogue with us. " (NH) 
Figure 77: Future Building Customer Value Propositions Competency 
Score at BMW 
Form of Transaction Relationship Network 
Marketing 
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15.2.1 Brand focus measure 
This score increased from 1.5 (current) to 2.0. 
Both suggested that as dealers lost their monopoly on sales and service, BMW would 
fall back on its corporate reputation to build power and influence thl-01.10,11 OIC 
distribution channels. The essence of this position was to reassure the CLIS(Onler that 
regardless of where you bought it from, it was still a BMW. NH made in analogy to 
Sony, considered the "high performance" brand of mass consumer electronics but sold 
at Tottenham Court Road discounters. RD picked up on that analogy and suggested 
that the market would differentiate itself from those looking for value from low cost 
distributors and willing to sort out finance and servicing themselves versus those 
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looking for the convenience of a dealer that offered a comprehensive service. NH 
retorted that the used car market was already liberalised and in that market consumers 
chose between buying at the dealer versus a range of specialised used car distributors: I-- 
some specialised in specific brands, some in executive cars and other offered low 
prices. 
... "I want to put it (the score) closer to 2.0 than the last time 
around but I don't remember what vve scored it then ". (RD) 
15.2.2 Value focus measure 
This score increased from 1.0 (current) to 2.0. 
RD suggested that this attribute drove of all the changes in this competency. His 
concern was that in a more competitive environment consumers would look first to a 
"solution" and then to brand. This would mean that the deal inclusive of financing, 
residual values, total cost of ownership and flexibility in car type would be as 
important as the badge. In this scenario, the value proposition included building 
differentiated deals and this was outside of BMW's current competencies. Dealers 
were currently "order-takers" and they would need to be creators of differentiated 
customer solutions. BMW GB did not have the expertise or legal basis to make deals. 
... "We can spin a service element into the brand; the service will ha ve 
all the elements qf the brand in terms qf innovation, performance, 
qualitY, dynamic. - "It is more of a solution. It is the car, plus the 
service, plus thefinance, plus the buy back, plus whatever. " (NH) 
... "The core BMWpackage would be a no hassle, take the car, drive it 
three 
- vears, come 
back and we'll give , vou a new one. 
We'll take the 
risk on residuals. It is more like the American model. " (RD) 
15.2.3 Organisational focus measure 
This increased from 1.0 (current) to 1.6. 
.... "The integration is quite strong in the light qf what vve discussed 
and it represents a major change. for the CompanY and the corporate 
market experimenting this. " (RD) 
The corporate market referred to BMW GB's direct negotiations with large 
companies where it did make the deal and invited one or more dealers to deliver that 
which had been neaotiated. L- 
There was a long discussion about legal and policy limitations that meant that BMW 
could not sell directly to a driver: BMW GB was an importer and wholesaler, drivers 
must buy through dealers. BMW was therefore limited in its ability to integrate sales, 
marketing and service commensurate with the potential, extended value proposition. 
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There was also a discussion about the Company's lack of knowledge about the current 
and potential lifetime value of its customers; it was felt that such knowledge was I-- 
critical in creating customised solutions. 
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15.3 Determining the firm's relationship with customers 
DT and TW generated the scoring for this competency in the same session as they did 
the creating marketing knowledge competency. When allocating the competencies to 
pairs at the second workshop, the co-researchers reallsed that the two competencies 
moved together and hence wanted them analysed by the same pair for consistency. 
Figure 78: Future Determining the Firm's Relationship with Customers 
Competency at BMW under the Limited Change Scenario 
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Figure 79: Future Determining the Firm's Relationship with Customers 
Competency at BMW under the Radical Change Scenario 
Form of Transaction Relationship Network 
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15.3.1 Preamble discussion 
TW had prepared some initial thoughts in an email sent to the researcher and DT a 
few days before the meeting. The conversation began with a review of this email with 
which DT largely concurred. The main points are summarised below: 
In a multi-channel environment, a much larger portion of drivers would lease 
and not buy cars than is the case currently. For people who leased, the 
relationship would be as much with the "deal" as the product brand. 
Cars would require fewer, regular services in the future due to better design. 
This would weaken the driver's relationship with the dealer network. 
In the radical change scenario, BMW would lose control over the lifecycle of 
customer experience. 
DT talked about "the amorphous mass of the brand" and "the customer will not 
delineate between who is doing what" when forming an overall view of the brand. fie 
suggested that BMW would need to continue owning the overall brand experience but 
working with new channel partners who were not part of the BMW network. lie 
worried that this represented a step change in the type of relationship BMW would 
have with customers: 
... "Woe need to market over the head of Tesco or Wal Mart to 
persuade customers that BMW is the brand of baked beans they want 
to buy. This is going to require a different type of customer insight 
that will become a vital part of the relationship, to understand 
intimately the customer lifestyle so that we can define the customer by 
more than when they have been to a dealer. " (DT) 
However, both identified obstacles to moving competencies in the way that they were 
envisaging: 
... 'Iýf you ask if our dealers' raison d'etre is that sort of relationship, I 
would say it isn't". (DT) 
... "On the car side, they are not sales people, they are order-takers. (DT) 
... "The dealers don't have the competencies to do CRM., they have a database but don't really use it. ... The whole organisation has based its marketing philosophy upon brand equity; demand outstrips supply, 
residual values and dealer profitability. If any of thesefall out of 
place, we don't have an organisation capable of (responding). " (TW) 
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15.3.2 Customer governance measure 
This scored 2.0 and 2.7 respectively; the current score was 2.0. 
Under the limited change scenario, dealers would continue to manage customers on 
behalf of BMW. Under the radical change scenario, DT said, I think that has to 
change massively. " They discussed that they were given the product by BMW AG 
and could only really influence the extras. They did not have sufficient scope for 
creating truly differentiated offers. DT suggested that it must be a strategic 
competence to segment the market and differentiate value offer by individual so that 
you competed without wasting money. 
The BMW owners' club was discussed to illustrate a network marketing approach to 
governance. TW said that the internal view was that the BMW owners' club, which 
was managed independently of the Company, was comprised of "anoraks" and was 
not representative of BMW owners. There was little relationship with the club. DT 
pointed out that in the bike world, it was critical to BMW's success. He brought the 
bike owners' club "back" into BMW upon taking up his role in BMW. TW said that 
BMW GB launched an online pilot for BMW owners but it was not really content or 
functional rich so it had not taken off. He felt that BMW had not really thought it 
through and described this pilot as "an empty shell". However, DT said "So, we had a 
toe in the water and the water is cold, so we need to try again. Tesco has learnt a lot 
about us (referring to the team as individual shoppers rather than as part of BMW) 
and that helps them plan their business. " DT managed to persuade TW that in a multi- 
channel environment, customers would manage themselves far more than BMW 
envisiged and that the Company must learn from experiences, such as, the Harley- 
Davidson owners' club. 
15.3.3 Business development focus measure 
This scored 2.2 and 2.75 under the limited and radical change scenarios respectively 
versus 1.0 current. 
TW characterised the current business development process as follows: "The product 
is given to us from AG and all we can do is determine the package of extras". 
Commensurate with their view that customised deal making would characterise 
automotive selling in the future, both felt that BMW GB would need a step change in 
this aspect of customer relationship management. Customised deals would normally 
be characterised as relationship rather than network marketing, but the researcher 
detected a strong influence by DT based upon his experience with Harley Davidson 
that led them to suggest business development would be influenced by the network of 
BMW owners in the future. TW said that he felt it should be in the 2-3 range but 
deferred to DT on this score; it was the only time through the process that the 
researcher felt any BMW manager merely deferred to someone's point of view. 
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15.3.4 Product/service development process measure 
Product development was scored 1.0 under the current competency score and this 
increased to 2.0 in the future, under either scenario. 
TW suggested that the product extended past the car to include finance, maintenance, 
lifestyle accessories and any enhancement to the core driving experience that they 
could develop. Under both scenarios, BMW GB would need to develop the ability to 
provide differentiated packages or solutions based on individual customers' needs and 
potential profitability. 
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